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Zusammenfassung

Mithilfe des schwachen Gravitationslinseneffekts versuchen Kosmologen, die Natur der dun-
klen Materie und dunklen Energie zu verstehen. Programme zur Auswertungen großskaliger
Himmelsdurchmusterungen verfolgen dieses Ziel zurzeit hauptsächlich durch Messung und
Analyse der 2-Punkt-Korrelationsfunktion (2PKF) des kosmischen Scherungsfelds, d.h.
der geringfügigen Verzerrungen von Bildern von Hintergrundgalaxien durch gravitative
Gezeitenfelder im Vordergrund. Die großskalige Struktur unseres Universums folgt je-
doch keiner Gaußverteilung, und signifikante Anteile kosmologischer Informationen sind in
höheren Momenten des Scherungsfeldes enthalten, welche nicht von diesen traditionellen 2-
Punkt-Statistiken erfasst werden. Das zuverlässige Extrahieren dieser Information höherer
Ordnung ist insbesondere daher erstrebenswert, weil sie Messungen kosmologischer Pa-
rameter stark verbessern kann. Im Laufe des letzten Jahrzehnts wurden eine Vielzahl
von Statistiken höherer Ordnung vorgeschlagen, um höhere Momente des Scherungsfelds
zu quantifizieren und zu nutzen. Solche Statistiken stehen aber in der Regel vor einer
Reihe von Herausforderungen, insbesondere dem hohen numerischen Aufwand für ihre
Schätzungen sowie schwerwiegenden Mängel in den theoretischen Modellen. Daher ist die
Anwendung solcher Methoden bisher begrenzt geblieben. Um diese Hürden zu überwinden,
entwickele und analysiere ich in dieser Arbeit eine neuartige Statistik höherer Ordnung
des kosmischen Scherungsfelders namens integrierte 3-Punkt-Korrelationsfunktion (3PKF)
ζ±. Diese kann direkt anhand von kosmischem Scherungsdaten gemessen werden, indem
lokale Messungen der Scherungs-2PKF mit der mittleren Scherungs-Aperturmasse inner-
halb von lokalen sub-Volumen einer Himmelsdurchmusterung korreliert werden. Zusätzlich
zu Details und Validierung dieser Methode präsentiere ich eine gemeinsame Analyse von
ζ± und den traditionellen Scherungs-2PKF ξ± in verblindeten Daten des drei-Jahres-
Datensatzes des sogenannten Dark Energy Survey (DES). Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
die von ζ± zu ξ± addierte Information signifikante Verbesserungen der Messungen kos-
mologischer Parameter ermöglicht, insbesondere eine Verbesserung von etwa 40% für den
Zustandsgleichungsparameter der dunklen Energie, w0.

Ermutigt von diesen Ergebnissen analysiere ich auch das Potential der integrierten 3-
Punkt-Kreuzkorrelationen zwischen kosmischem Scherungs- und den Dichtefeldern. Damit
erweitere ich das weitgenutzte Schema der 3×2-Punkt-Korrelationsfunktionen von Scherungs-
und Galaxiendichtefeld auf ein praktisches Schema höherer Ordnung: die integrierten 6×3-
Punkt-Korrelationsfunktionen. Damit können nicht nur kosmologische, sondern auch Pa-
rameter der Beziehung von Materie- und Galaxiendichte um 20-40% genauer bestimmt
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werden. Diese Ergebnisse motivieren daher zukünftige Anwendungen der Galaxie-Scherung
integrierten 3PKF in Bedobachtungsdaten. Neben der integrierten 3PKF präsentiere ich
auch meine Beteiligung an Fortschritten bei der theoretischen Modellierung einer anderen
Statistik, welche ebenfalls in der Lage ist, einen umfassenderen Blick auf die großskalige
Struktur des kosmischen Dichtefeldes zu werfen als die 2PKF: die gemeinsame Wahrschein-
lichkeitsdichtefunktion p(δm, δg) des lokalen Materiedichtekontrasts δm und des Galaxien-
dichtekontrasts δg. Auch diese Analysemethode kann nicht nur kosmologische Parameter
einschränken, sondern auch detaillierte Informationen über die Verbindung zwischen der
unsichtbaren dunklen Materie und dem beobachteten Galaxiendichtefeld extrahieren. Die
Beiträge dieser Arbeit ebnen somit den Weg für eine effiziente und effektive Ausnutzung
der nicht-Gaußschen Information in aktuellen und zukünftigen Himmelsdurchmusterungen.



Abstract

A central goal of weak gravitational lensing cosmology is to understand the nature of
dark matter and dark energy. The key program of ongoing lensing surveys involves 2-
point correlation function (2PCF) analyses of the cosmic shear field, minute distortions
of background galaxy images by intervening foreground large-scale structure (LSS) of our
Universe, to constrain cosmological parameters. However, the LSS is non-Gaussian dis-
tributed with important information in its higher-order moments, not captured by these
traditional 2-point statistics. Reliably extracting this higher-order information can there-
fore enable tighter cosmological parameter constraints. Over the past decade, a plethora of
higher-order statistics have hence been proposed to harness this information from lensing
data, but several challenges including computationally expensive estimation, significant de-
ficiencies in theoretical models etc. have kept their analyses rather few and standalone. To
overcome these hurdles, in this thesis, I have developed and analysed a novel weak lensing
higher-order statistic called the integrated 3-point correlation function (3PCF) ζ± which
can be directly measured on cosmic shear data by correlating the local measurements of
shear 2PCF with the mean lensing aperture mass signal within patches on the sky-survey.
In addition to modelling and validating this statistic, me and my collaborators have also
performed a joint analysis of ζ± alongside the traditional shear 2PCF ξ± in the blinded
cosmic shear Year 3 dataset of the Dark Energy Survey. Our results show that the addition
of ζ± to ξ± yields significant tightening of cosmological parameter constraints, specifically
∼ 40% improvement on the dark energy equation of state parameter w0.

Encouraged by these promising results I have also proposed the integrated 3-point cross-
correlations between cosmic shear and the foreground galaxy density fields thus extend-
ing the popular 3×2-point galaxy-shear correlation functions to the practical higher-order
framework: integrated 6×3-point correlations which have the potential to bring further
20-40% improvements on not only cosmological but also on galaxy bias parameters which
describe the connection between the invisible dark matter and the observed galaxy density
field that traces it. These results therefore motivate future applications of the galaxy-
shear integrated 3PCFs in real data. In addition to the integrated 3PCF, I also present
my contributions to advances in the theoretical modelling of another statistic capable of
obtaining a more comprehensive view of the LSS than 2PCFs: the joint probability density
function p(δm, δg) of local matter δm and galaxy density δg fluctuations which can not only
constrain cosmological parameters but also extract detailed information about the galaxy
bias parameters. The contributions of this thesis will thus pave the way for a efficient and
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effective utilisation of the non-Gaussian information from current and upcoming galaxy
imaging sky-surveys.



Outline of this thesis

This thesis broadly consists of two parts. The first part, chapters 1 and 2 describe the
context within which this work is based. These two chapters together discuss some basics
of cosmology, the smooth background universe, matter perturbations on the homogeneous
background, their evolution, and motivate the emergence of the non-Gaussian distribu-
tion of the large-scale structure (LSS) of the Universe. They also describe the observed
projected fields in galaxy imaging surveys namely the weak lensing and galaxy clustering
fields and the traditional 2-point statistical methods used to analyse these fields. The
topics discussed in these chapters contain standard material which can be found in most
cosmology textbooks and articles. Besides Secs. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, the only original content
in these chapters are my errors.1

The second part of the thesis contains the novel contributions made by me together with
my collaborators, on two higher-order statistics which can extract the non-Gaussian infor-
mation content of the LSS that is not accessible to traditional 2-point statistics. These are
the integrated 3-point correlation functions (3PCF) where the material is reprinted from
the articles Halder et al. (2021); Halder & Barreira (2022); Gong et al. (2023); Halder
et al. (2023) in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, respectively. In chapter 6, I present (Halder and
DES collaboration (in prep.)) the blinded cosmological constraints from the analysis of
the integrated 3PCF on real cosmic shear data from the Year 3 data release of the Dark
Energy Survey. In chapter 8 I reprint the article published in Friedrich et al. (2022) where
we have advanced the development of the joint 1-point probability density function (PDF)
of the galaxy and matter density fluctuations, another higher-order LSS statistic.

For the quick reader, I present a short illustrative summary of the key contributions of
this thesis (integrated 3PCFs and PDF) in chapter 9. I conclude that chapter with some
future directions that can be envisioned with the frameworks established in this work.

Thank you for reading!

1This joke is borrowed from MacKenzie (2000).
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Chapter 1

Background

In the current picture of modern cosmology, our Universe emerged around 13.8 billion years
ago with a homogeneous and isotropic distribution of matter at a very high temperature and
density. Since then, the Universe has expanded, cooled down and developed a magnificent
network of structures consisting of stars, galaxies, galaxy clusters, voids and filaments that
we collectively call the cosmic web. It is understood that tiny fluctuations embedded in the
matter density of the early Universe (which were initially quantum fluctuations stretched
to macroscopic scales by an extremely brief inflationary epoch at very early times) have
evolved to form the cosmic web through a myriad of interesting physical processes playing
out on every length scale. One of the goals in cosmology is to understand the picture of
our Universe on large scales and understand the nature of the constituents and the forces
which shape the cosmic web.

In this chapter we briefly discuss some of the fundamental ideas in cosmology and
summarize our current understanding of the growth of structures in the Universe. We
discuss the commonly observed cosmological fields which are extensively studied in order
to decipher the large-scale distribution of structures with statistical methods. The material
reviewed in this chapter can be found in most graduate level cosmology textbooks. We
have adapted the material mainly from the following textbooks - Mukhanov (2005), Hobson
et al. (2006), Dodelson & Schmidt (2020), Coles & Lucchin (2002).

1.1 Basics of cosmology

In this section we briefly summarise some of the concepts and equations which are at the
heart of modern cosmology.

Two of the fundamental assumptions in cosmology are (Mukhanov, 2005):

• the Universe is spatially homogeneous and isotropic when viewed on (‘smoothed’
over) spatial scales larger than 100 Mpc. This is known as the cosmological princi-
ple and has been verified to be true with observational tests such as from the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) map Planck Collaboration et al. (2018) or from the
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distribution of galaxies from galaxy redshift surveys (Ntelis et al., 2017). On smaller
scales there are highly inhomogeneous (non-linear) structures such as galaxies, galaxy
clusters etc.

• On large scales, the Universe evolves through gravitational interactions which are
described by the theory of General Relativity (GR).

Ever since Edwin Hubble (Hubble, 1929) found that distant galaxies appear to to be re-
ceding from us, we have known that the Universe is not static, but changing with time.
Therefore it is important to emphasise that in the context of Einstein’s GR where we view
our Universe as a 4-dimensional (4D) spacetime1, the idea of homogeneity and isotropy
applies only to the 3-dimensional (3D) spatial part of this spacetime. This condition that
space is homogeneous and isotropic restricts the geometry of the spatial part to only three
general possibilities with constant curvature: K > 0 (closed 3D sphere with constant pos-
itive curvature), K = 0 (flat 3D space), K < 0 (open 3D hyperbolic space with constant
negative curvature) (Mukhanov, 2005). We shall briefly discuss below why this is the case.

We can think of slicing spacetime into a time-ordered sequence of 3D spatial hyper-
surfaces2. The cosmological principle requires each of these 3D spatial hyper-surfaces
to be homogeneous and isotropic (Hobson et al., 2006) or, in other words, to be maximally
symmetric (such a space has the largest possible symmetry). On the other hand, any given
space has an intrinsic curvature (geometry) which is characterised by a quantity called the
Riemann curvature tensor Rαβγδ whose components define the geometric properties of the
space. In 3D, this curvature tensor has, in general, six independent components — three
independent translations and three rotations — each of which is a function of the spatial
coordinates. Hence, one needs six functions to define these components for such a general
3D space. However, the more symmetric a space is, the fewer are the number of functions
required to specify these components (or fewer the number of independent components).
Therefore, for a maximally symmetric space, one requires only a single constant number
— the curvature K which is independent of the spatial coordinates — to characterise the
space (Hobson et al., 2006). This is why there are only three possibilities for the curvature:
K > 0, K = 0, K < 0.

Hence, the line element dl2 of a 3D homogeneous and isotropic space of constant cur-
vature K when expressed in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) is given by (Mukhanov, 2005):

dl2 = γijdx
idxj

= a2

(
dr2

1−Kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

)
(1.1)

13 dimensions of space (x1, x2, x3) ≡ (x, y, z) and 1 dimension of time x0 ≡ t.
2Each spatial hyper-surface is spanned by the spacelike coordinates x = (x1, x2, x3)T where T stands

for transpose. A particular value of time t refers to a specific spatial hyper-surface.
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where a2 is a positive quantity and defines the curvature scale of the 3D space (e.g. a√
K

is

the radius of the 3D sphere when K > 0) and γij is the metric tensor for the given space.
The metric tensor defines the notion of distance between a pair of points located in the
space. Mathematically, its form will look different when expressed in different coordinate
systems. In the above equation we have chosen to express γij in spherical coordinates.
Note that in the first line of the equation we are using the Einstein summation convention
with the indices i, j running from 1 to 3 (over the three spatial coordinates).

We can now write down the line element ds2 for 4D spacetime of our Universe which
consists of a time-ordered sequence of homogeneous and isotropic spatial hypersurfaces.
Using natural units in which the speed of light c = 1 and a (+,−,−,−) signature for the
4D spacetime metric gµν , the line element can be written as (Mukhanov, 2005):

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν

= dt2 − dl2

= dt2 − a2(t)

(
dr2

1−Kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

) (1.2)

where a is now a function of time and is known as the scale factor — it indicates ‘how big’
the spacelike hyper-surface is at a given moment of time t. Making a time-dependent is
the only way to preserve the homogeneity and isotropy of 3D space and still allow for its
time evolution (Mukhanov, 2005). The metric tensor for 4D spacetime is denoted as gµν
where µ, ν runs from 0 to 3 i.e. (x0, x1, x2, x3) ≡ (t, r, θ, φ). This 4D metric tensor for
the Universe under the assumption of the cosmological principle is called the Friedmann-
Leimatre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. Given the metric tensor, one can compute
the Riemann curvature tensor Rαβγδ of the 4D spacetime and find its contracted forms —
the Ricci tensor Rαβ and the Ricci scalar R. With this, one can compute the Einstein
tensor Gµν which represents the geometry of spacetime (Hobson et al., 2006):

Gµν = Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν . (1.3)

So far, we have discussed only about the geometry of the Universe, but we have not talked
about its content. Another underlying assumption in modern cosmology is that:

• On large scales, the Universe is uniformly filled with matter and energy which can
be described as a perfect fluid (Mukhanov, 2005).

A perfect fluid is characterised by an energy density ρ, pressure p, and 4-velocity uµ. The
energy-momentum tensor Tµν of this perfect fluid is given by (Mukhanov, 2005):

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν (1.4)

where the pressure p is related to the energy density ρ by the equation of state. In most
cases that are studied in cosmology, the fluids of interest are so called barotropic fluids
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for which the sound speed is given by c2
s = dp/dρ (Dodelson & Schmidt, 2020) and the

equation of state reads as (Mukhanov, 2005):

p = wρ (1.5)

where w is known as the equation of state parameter. The energy-momentum tensor rep-
resents the matter/energy content of spacetime.

Einstein’s theory of gravity relates the geometry of spacetime with the distribution of
matter within it. Mathematically, this is expressed through the field equations of GR
(Hobson et al., 2006):

Gµν = 8πGTµν (1.6)

where G is Newton’s gravitational constant. Equation (1.6) can be interpreted as a set of
equations which dictate how matter/energy determines the curvature (geometry) of space-
time.

Thus, from our perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor and geometry of our Universe gov-
erned by the FLRW metric, we can now write the equations for a(t) and K using the field
equations. These equations are known as the Friedmann equations and they describe the
evolution of the Universe (Mukhanov, 2005):(

ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3
ρ− K

a2
, (1.7)

ä

a
= −4πG

3
(ρ+ 3p) . (1.8)

In words, the equations relate the constant scalar curvature K of the 3D spatial hyper-
surfaces and the time evolution of the scale factor a(t) of these hyper-surfaces to the
pressure and energy of the matter (for a single matter species) contained in the Universe.
The scale factor of the Universe today (at time t0) is often chosen as a reference point and
is set to 1 i.e. a0 ≡ a(t0) = 1.

Differentiating the first Friedmann equation with respect to time and combining with the
second equation we get (Mukhanov, 2005):

ρ̇+ 3
ȧ

a
(ρ+ p) = 0 . (1.9)

This is the energy conservation equation (which is also contained in the field equations)
and it relates the time evolution of the energy density of a given species of matter. Using
the equation of state (1.5), one can solve the above equation to find that the energy density
of a particular barotropic matter species with equation of state parameter w relates to the
scale factor as

ρ(t) = ρ0a
−3(1+w) (1.10)
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where ρ0 is the energy density of that particular matter/energy species today.

In the discussions so far, the equations have been formulated in terms of the scale fac-
tor a(t). However, it should be noted that a cannot be measured directly. An important
quantity associated to the scale factor is the notion of redshift which is a more direct
observable than a. The redshift z of a distant luminous object (e.g. galaxy) is defined as
(Coles & Lucchin, 2002):

z =
λ0 − λe
λe

(1.11)

where λe is the wavelength of the photon emitted by the object at time te (when the scale
factor of the Universe is a(te)) and λ0 is the wavelength of the photon when observed by
us at time t0 (when the scale factor of the Universe is a(t0)). In terms of the scale factor
the redshift can be written as (Coles & Lucchin, 2002):

z =
a(t0)

a(te)
− 1 . (1.12)

The larger the redshift, the farther away an object is and the further back in time we look
(as the photon naturally takes longer to traverse the Universe if the object is more distant).

1.2 Matter and energy content of the Universe

For multiple non-interacting species of matter ρi in the Universe, the total energy-momentum
tensor in (1.6) is given by a sum of the separate energy-momentum tensors of different
species. Hence, we can write the Friedmann equations (equations (1.7), (1.8)) as(

ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3

∑
i

ρi −
K

a2
, (1.13)

ä

a
= −4πG

3

∑
i

(ρi + 3pi) . (1.14)

In cosmology, the Hubble parameter H, characterises the rate of expansion, is defined as

H(t) ≡ ȧ

a
. (1.15)

The value of the Hubble parameter today is called the Hubble constant H0. It is usually
written as

H0 = 100 h100 kms−1Mpc−1

where h100 is the dimensionless form of the Hubble constant divided by 100 kms−1Mpc−1.
Its current value is approximately h100 ≈ 0.7 (Dodelson & Schmidt, 2020). In terms of the
H, we can rewrite the first Friedmann equation as

8πG

3H2

∑
i

ρi −
K

a2H2
= 1 . (1.16)
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The quantity

ρc(t) ≡
3H2

8πG
(1.17)

can be identified as the critical density. This is because from equation (1.16) we can see
that if the value of

∑
i ρi = ρc, then K = 0 (i.e. a flat Universe). Otherwise, if

∑
i ρi

is either larger or smaller than ρc, then the Universe has either a closed (K > 0) or an
open (K < 0) geometry, respectively. The curvature of the Universe (spatial part) depends
completely on the total energy density of matter/energy species contained within it.

Defining the density parameter Ωi for a given species of matter:

Ωi(t) =
ρi
ρc

(1.18)

and for the spatial curvature:

ΩK(t) = − K

a2H2
(1.19)

we see that the first Friedmann equation (equation (1.13)) is written as∑
i

Ωi + ΩK = 1 . (1.20)

Inferring the amount of matter and energy content of different species present in the Uni-
verse allows us to understand the geometry and fate of the Universe. Hence, it is a topic
of intense investigation to find and constrain the values of these density parameters Ωi,0

(i.e. at the current time t0) for different matter/energy species and also the values for the
Hubble constant H0 and the curvature scalar K, with ever increasing precision.

We will now briefly discuss about the different matter/energy species which make up our
Universe.

Matter

The first constituent of the Universe is the so called dust (or matter) — collisionless,
nonrelativistic matter, with pressure3 p = 0 and thus, w = 0. The energy density for dust
evolves as ρm ∝ a−3 (see equation (1.10)) which can simply be interpreted as the decrease in
the number density of particles as the Universe expands (because volume increases as a3).
However, there is a distinction even between the type of dust. Firstly, there is the luminous
baryonic matter which we experience in our every day lives — objects which are made of
normal atomic matter — and this matter interacts not only gravitationally but also through
electromagnetic (that is why we can see these objects), strong and weak nuclear forces.
Examples include ordinary rocks, planets, stars, star clusters and galaxies for which the

3In cosmology, when the pressure of a fluid p� ρc2 i.e. the pressure is gravitationally insignificant one
denotes it as pressure-free matter.
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pressure is negligible in comparison with their energy density. However, observations (e.g.
nucleosynthesis of light elements after the Big Bang, from the CMB (Dodelson & Schmidt,
2020)) show that Ωb,0 ≈ 0.05 which is a very tiny budget of the total energy density content
of the Universe. Most of the matter which is present in the Universe is in a non-luminous
form known as dark matter which is thought to only interact gravitationally with the
remaining energy in the Universe. The evidence for the presence of dark matter has been
confirmed e.g. from gravitational lensing observations around galaxy clusters (for a review
see Massey et al. (2010)). It is an active field of research to understand what makes up this
dark matter. It is also currently understood that dark matter is presumably ‘cold’ implying
that it does not have high velocities, allowing it to clump together. This cold dark matter
is currently estimated to have a density parameter of Ωcdm,0 ≈ 0.25 (Mukhanov, 2005).

Radiation

The other form of energy that pervades the Universe is radiation and it can describe
either actual electromagnetic radiation (with an equation of state parameter wγ = 1/3),
or massive particles moving at very high velocities (relativistic — close to the speed of
light) such that they are indistinguishable from photons (i.e. their wγ ≈ 1/3). The energy
density in radiation evolves as ργ ∝ a−4 (see equation (1.10)) which can be interpreted
as the usual decrease in the number density of photons as the Universe expands (as a−3)
and the stretching of the wavelength of the radiation (or the decrease in frequency/energy
of the radiation — another a−1 factor) due to the expansion. So the energy density of
radiation falls off faster than that of matter (which evolves as a−3). Today the total energy
density in the radiation component is insignificant and the density parameter is estimated
to be Ωγ,0 ≈ 0.005 (Dodelson & Schmidt, 2020). From this, we can realise that further
back in time, there was once an epoch in the early Universe when the energy density of
radiation was much larger than that of dust. Thus, the very early Universe can be thought
of as a radiation dominated era. After the radiation energy density became insignificant,
the matter component started dominating the energy budget of the Universe.

Dark energy

If the Universe would only contain matter (dark matter and baryons) and radiation, the
total energy density of the Universe would act to slow down the expanding Universe that
Edwin Hubble had observed in 1920s (irrespective of the geometry of the Universe i.e.
whether the Universe is open, flat or closed). However, recent observations (e.g. distance
measurements of Type Ia supernovae (Riess et al., 1998)) have shown that the current
expansion of the Universe is rather speeding up (accelerating i.e. ä > 0) than slowing
down! This phenomenon can only be explained in a Universe where ρ+3p < 0 (see equation
(1.8)). This is the case when the dominant contribution to the energy density budget of the
Universe is by a so called dark energy component with an equation of state parameter
wDE < −1

3
. Although we do not know what constitutes this dark energy, observations

(Planck Collaboration et al., 2018) have shown that wDE,0 ≈ 0.7 with ωDE ≈ −1. The
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equation of state ωDE = −1 can be interpreted as adding a cosmological constant Λ to
the field equations:

Gµν − Λgµν = 8πGTµν (1.21)

which in turn can be thought of as a constant energy density (in the Friedmann equations)
given by ρDE = −pDE = Λ

8πG
associated to the energy density of the vacuum of space

itself. The scale factor of a spatially flat, cosmological constant dominated Universe grows
exponentially with time a(t) ∝ exp(H0t) (Mukhanov, 2005).

Adding up all these measured density parameters for matter/energy (excluding curvature)
it turns out that the total energy density of our Universe Ωtot,0 ≈ 1 resulting in a universe
with a spatial geometry close to being flat. These parameters taken together comprise the
Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model of cosmology. It is currently accepted to
be the standard model of modern cosmology. Besides ΛCDM, it is also of great interest
to constrain other cosmological models such as wCDM where the dark energy equation of
state w0 ≡ wDE is allowed to be different from 1. Such a model with w0 6= 1 portrays dark
energy to be different from being a cosmological constant. Testing these different cosmo-
logical models and constraining their parameters with observations is one of the main goals
of current cosmological research.

1.3 Structures in the Universe

According to our current theoretical understanding (Mukhanov, 2005), at the very begin-
ning, the Universe seems to have underwent a period of exponential expansion (much like
today’s era of dark-energy domination but for a very small period of time) for a tiny frac-
tion of a second after which it stopped growing exponentially. The energy from inflation
was converted into radiation, matter particles and the Universe entered the normal ex-
panding phase as supported by the standard Big Bang model. The quantum fluctuations
which were present in the primordial Universe were stretched to macroscopic scales due
to this inflationary expansion and became the tiny fluctuations δ embedded in the dense
hot plasma of particles and radiation. δ, often called the density contrast or density
fluctuation, in any energy density field ρ (e.g. radiation, matter etc.) is defined as

δ =
ρ− ρ̄
ρ̄

. (1.22)

Although the energy density is positive i.e. ρ ≥ 0, the density contrast can take negative
values with a lower limit of −1 i.e. δ ≥ −1. The ρ can thus be expressed in terms of δ by
writing ρ = ρ̄ (1 + δ). It is important to note that from its definition, the mean value of
the density contrast is zero i.e. 〈δ〉 = 0.

These tiny fluctuations δ in the hot plasma manifested as small over and underdensities in
the gravitational potential landscape of the matter-energy content of the early Universe.
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The dark matter particles which only interacted gravitationally, started falling into these
small overdensities (where the gravitational potential was larger) and clumped together
to make the potential wells even deeper (overdense regions got more overdense). On the
other hand, the underdensities became even more underdense as material started mov-
ing towards the overdensities. Nevertheless, the baryonic matter (protons, electrons) was
tightly coupled to the energetic radiation (e.g. through scattering of light by free electrons)
as the temperature of the Universe was still very high. As the Universe expanded, the hot
plasma cooled down enough for atoms to form for the very first time i.e. photons were not
energetic enough to prevent a proton and an electron coming together to form a Hydrogen
atom (this is known as recombination). This happened almost 380000 years after the Big
Bang and it led to the first radiation being emitted that could freely travel through the
Universe. The emitted light from that period which reaches us today from all directions is
a faint glow which has been redshifted to the microwave range — hence, the name Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB). During recombination, the radiation which escaped from
the over and underdensities of the dark matter density field left corresponding imprints
in the observed CMB in the form of temperature fluctuations which are seen to be of the
order of δT ∼ 10−5 (Mukhanov, 2005). These temperature fluctuations are observed (on
the CMB sky-map) to be spatially distributed almost according to a Gaussian random
field i.e. there was a complete symmetry in the abundance and amplitude of underdense
and overdense regions in the early Universe.

After recombination, the baryons which had decoupled from the photons started falling
into the overdense regions of the dark matter density field. In these regions, the Universe
started coalescing material to form objects such as stars and eventually galaxies. Where
the overdensities in the dark matter field were larger, more number of objects (e.g. galax-
ies) formed. Hence, it is thought that the observed galaxies and galaxy clusters trace the
underlying dark matter density field but they do so in a biased4 manner in the sense that
the galaxy density fluctuations are enhanced or suppressed over those of the matter fluctu-
ations. The spatial distribution of the initial matter density fluctuations which was close
to a Gaussian, preserved its shape at the beginning when |δ| � 1 i.e. as long as the grav-
itational collapse was in the linear regime (Mo et al., 2010). However, with time, as the
amplitude of the fluctuations became |δ| ≥ 1, the distribution became non-symmetrical (or
non-Gaussian) due to the non-linear 5 gravitational collapse of dark matter and baryonic
material. This eventually led to the formation of large overdense structures such as galaxies
and galaxy clusters over the next 10 billion years. However, for the last 3 billion years, the
Universe entered the dark-energy dominated era which started another accelerated phase

4The bias is usually different for different tracers of the matter density field. For example, galaxies with
different intrinsic properties (morphological type, luminosity etc.) are seen to have different clustering
properties and hence different bias relations to the underlying matter field. This indicates that the bias
contains information about the physics of galaxy formation (Baugh, 2013).

5The term linear collapse reflects the regime when the different Fourier modes of the density fluctuation
δ evolves independently. On the other hand, non-linear gravitational collapse implies the coupling of
different Fourier modes of the fluctuation.
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of expansion of the Universe resulting in a suppressed rate of formation of structures on
the largest scales. The observed cosmic web of Large Scale Structure (LSS) that we see
today is thus a result of the interplay of these physical processes which have been taking
place since the beginning of our Universe.

1.4 Cosmology with galaxy imaging surveys

Observationally, there are multiple ways to test and constrain the parameters of the ΛCDM
or any other cosmological model. Depending on the particular parameter one wants to con-
strain, different ‘observational probes’ are studied. For example in order to constrain H0

one can perform a gravitational lensing study of multiple-imaged quasars (Wong et al.,
2019) or measure distances to Type Ia supernovae (Riess et al., 1998). Many of the density
parameters can be measured accurately by observing the CMB (Planck Collaboration et al.,
2018). Another way of constraining the density parameters is by studying the distribution
of structures in the cosmic web of LSS. If the Universe has indeed evolved gravitationally
in the way portrayed above (we shall discuss the gravitational evolution of density fluctua-
tions in more detail in section 2.2.1), then studying the LSS can give us a lot of information
about the underlying behaviour of our Universe. In order to do so, one has to observe mil-
lions of galaxies over large areas of the sky and map out the patterns of the cosmic web.
Once the map of the field of specific types of tracers (e.g. luminous red galaxies have been
studied to have a particular bias relation with the underlying matter field in a specific
redshift range (Cabré & Gaztañaga, 2009)) is known, one can extract information from
this map using various cosmological probes (e.g. galaxy clustering, gravitational lensing,
redshift space distortions etc.) and compare the observed signals of these probes with their
corresponding theoretical models and infer the values of the underlying model parameters.
The goal of such galaxy surveys (LSS surveys) is to not only infer about the large scale
cosmological behaviour of our Universe but to also understand the nature of galaxy and
structure formation through the study of different biased tracers.

An example of such a survey of the LSS is the Dark Energy Survey (DES) (Dark Energy
Survey Collaboration et al., 2016), whose primary goal is to infer whether 70% of the Uni-
verse is filled with a dark-energy within the context of GR, or whether gravity behaves
differently on large scales than what GR predicts — thereby giving rise to the accelerated
phase of expansion that we observe today (Abbott et al., 2018). In order to do so, the DES
collaboration has photometrically imaged in 5 different optical filter bands (grizY) more
than 100 million distant galaxies and tens of thousands of galaxy clusters in an area of
approximately 5000 square degree of the sky (see Figure 1.1) using the 570 megapixel Dark
Energy Camera (DECam), at the Blanco telescope of the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Ob-
servatory (CTIO) in Chile. Analysis of the DES data — (i) of the clustering of hundreds
of thousands of galaxies and of the (ii) gravitational weak lensing distortion of the images
of millions of background galaxies by the foreground cosmic structure — has given tight
constraints on the values for the cosmological parameters (e.g. density parameters) asso-
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Figure 1.1: Observing strategy of the Dark Energy Survey shown in Hammer projection
of the celestial sky in equatorial coordinates. The dashed and dotted lines indicate the
Galactic plane and the ecliptic plane respectively. The area indicated on the map shows
the Dark Energy Survey’s observed footprint for different stages/programs of the survey:
Science Verification (SV), Year 1 (Y1), Year 2 (Y2), Year 5 (Y5), and Supernova Program
(SN). Image adapted from (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al., 2016).

ciated with the ΛCDM or wCDM models. This has been performed via the measurement
and Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) data inference of a particular summary statis-
tic called the 2-point correlation function of these probes (DES Collaboration, 2022) (see
Sec. 2.5.1).

However, the 2-point correlation function is only the lowest order statistic that can be
measured from the data of a density field. Evaluating higher-order correlation functions
can provide a wealth of information on structure formation scenarios that cannot be probed
by investigating only the second moment of the galaxy and matter density field distribu-
tions. This is the main theme of this thesis where we conceptualise, model and investigate
a particular higher-order statistic called the integrated 3-point correlation function for weak
lensing datasets and analyse this statistic’s constraining power in constraining cosmologi-
cal model parameters when complementing the 2-point analyses in Year 3 DES (DESY3)
cosmic shear data. We also study another higher-order statistic called the probability
density function of the cosmic density fields which is sensitive to all higher-order 1-point
moments of the field thereby enabling a more encompassing view of the cosmos than just
the information in the variance of the fields.
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Chapter 2

Cosmic density fields and statistics

According to our current understanding, the quantum mechanical origin of the density
fluctuations leads us to interpreting all the observed fields in cosmology as instances or
realisations of random fields. CMB temperature fluctuations, CMB polarisation, dark
matter density fluctuations etc. are a few examples of such observed random fields. In
this chapter we will look at the mathematical definition of a random field and discuss the
Gaussian random field which is a very good descriptor for the density fields in the early
Universe. We shall also study the concept of power spectrum and correlation functions
which will be used extensively in later chapters of the thesis. We also discuss the need
for studying practical higher-order statistical methods which are required to extract more
information out of the late-time cosmic density fields which are inherently non-Gaussian,
and can therefore enable tighter constraints on the parameters of our cosmological models
relative to 2-point statistics alone. We will then discuss some physical cosmological fields in
the late Universe such as the weak lensing and galaxy contrast fields. We will conclude this
chapter by discussing the traditionally analysed 2-point statistical methods on these two
fields as well as higher-order statistics, namely the integrated 3-point correlation functions
and the probability density function of the density fields, which we develop and study in
the later chapters.

2.1 Random fields

A spatial random field F is a random process (defined in a volume V in a given D-
dimensional space) which takes up random values at each location. In other words, at
each point xi ∈ V , the value of the field is a random variable Fi ≡ F(xi). Hence, the whole
volume V can be regarded as a collection of random variables and an instance of this
random field would be the values realised by these random variables (Xavier et al., 2016)

F =
(
F1, F2, F3, ...., FN

)T

, (2.1)

where the subscript i = 1 to N denote N mutually distinct points (locations xi) in V
(Xavier et al., 2016) such that the value realised by the random variable at that location
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is Fi ≡ F (xi). This vector of random variables F can be described in terms of a joint
multi-variate N -point probability density function (PDF) p(F ). In other words, this joint
N -point PDF gives the probability of realising a certain instance1 F of the random field.
The notion of the random field can be also extended to fields described not only in 3D
(like the matter density contrast) but also to random fields in 2D space i.e. on the surface
of the celestial sphere - a sky map (e.g. the projected matter density as probed via weak
lensing fields).

2.1.1 Gaussian random field

Observations of the temperature fluctuations in the CMB sky-map (Planck Collaboration
et al., 2018) show that the temperature fluctuation field (hence, also the matter density
contrast field) in the early Universe is extremely close to Gaussian. This property is still
preserved in the density field when it evolves only through linear gravitational instability.
Hence, modelling the density field as Gaussian is a good test-bed for theories of the early
Universe.

For a random field F which is a Gaussian (normal) random field, the joint N -point PDF
p(F ) of the field at any finite set of locations xi ∈ V is given by (Xavier et al., 2016):

p(F ) =
1√

(2π)Ndet(C)
exp

(
−1

2
(F − µ)TC−1(F − µ)

)
. (2.2)

Hence, a Gaussian field evaluated at N locations is a multi-variate Gaussian distribution
and is characterised firstly by the mean vector

µ =
(
µ1, µ2, µ3, ...., µN

)T

≡
(
〈F1〉, 〈F2〉, 〈F3〉, ...., 〈FN〉

)T

, (2.3)

with 〈.〉 denoting the expectation value or the ‘first moment’ of a random variable. The
expectation value is also often denoted as E{.} and can be interpreted as an ensemble
average (average over many independent realisations) or a volume average. The joint PDF
is also characterised by the N×N covariance matrix2 C where the entry to the i-th row and
j-th column of the matrix is given by the covariance cov (Fi,Fj) of the random variables
Fi and Fj. Equivalently, it is also called the ‘second central moment’ or the connected part
of the ‘2-point correlation function’ ξF (xi,xj) of the field F at points xi and xj (Friedrich
et al., 2018):

Cij = cov (Fi,Fj) = ξF (xi,xj) =
〈

(Fi − 〈Fi〉) (Fj − 〈Fj〉)
〉

(2.4)

1A certain instance means a collection of ‘realisations’ of the N RVs as shown in equation (2.1). For
example, if N identical coins are tossed simultaneously at the N locations, an instance of this coin toss

random field might be F =
(
H,T, T,H, T,H, ..., T

)T
where H stands for Heads and T for Tails — the 2

sides of a coin.
2The covariance matrix is a general concept and has more usage than just the purpose of defining the

joint PDF of a multi-variate Gaussian distribution as shown in this particular case.
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given that the random variables Fi and Fj have a finite mean and variance (e.g. this is not
true for the Cauchy distribution). The variance σ2

i of the random variable Fi is the Cii
element of the covariance matrix (the diagonal entries)

σ2
i = Cii =

〈
(Fi − 〈Fi〉)2 〉 . (2.5)

The positive square root of the variance is referred to as the standard deviation σi.
An interesting property of this multi-variate Gaussian distribution is that its marginal

distribution for the random variable Fi characterised by the 1-point PDF at a given location
xi, is also Gaussian (Xavier et al., 2016). This 1-point PDF p(Fi) can be easily deduced
from equation (2.2) to be:

p(Fi) =
1√

2πσi
exp

(
− 1

2σ2
i

(Fi − µi)2

)
. (2.6)

Hence, a single Gaussian random variable is characterised by its mean µi and variance σ2
i

(analogous to the multivariate case where the PDF is characterised by the mean vector µ
and the covariance matrix C as discussed above).

One can go on to define the 3-point correlation function (third central moment) for any
random field in general (not just for Gaussian) similar to equation (2.4) but for 3 points
{x1,x2,x3} ∈ V :

ξF (x1,x2,x3) =
〈

(F1 − 〈F1〉) (F2 − 〈F2〉) (F3 − 〈F3〉)
〉
. (2.7)

Higher order correlation functions (central moments) like the 4-point, 5-point and so on
till the N -point correlation (or N -point central moment) follow similarly:

ξF (x1,x2,x3, ....,xN) =
〈

(F1 − 〈F1〉) (F2 − 〈F2〉) (F3 − 〈F3〉) .... (FN − 〈FN〉)
〉
. (2.8)

One thing to note is that for a zero-mean field i.e. 〈Fi〉 = 0 ∀ xi ∈ V , equation (2.8)
can be simply written as

ξF (x1,x2,x3, ....,xN) =
〈
F1F2F3....FN

〉
. (2.9)

It is interesting to note that for a uni-variate Gaussian distribution the only two interesting
moments are the mean and the variance because all the higher order central moments are
either 0 (all odd-numbered moments) or are described in terms of the variance (all even-
numbered moments). This is known as Isserlis’ theorem (Isserlis, 1918). In equation
form, these higher order moments for a single Gaussian variable Fi reads (Xavier et al.,
2016):

〈(Fi − 〈Fi〉)n〉 =

{
0 n is odd,

n!
(n/2)!

(
σ2
i

2

)n/2
n is even.

(2.10)

For n = 2, one retrieves σ2
i as expected from equation (2.5). This theorem can be gen-

eralised to the higher order moments (see equation (2.8)) for a multi-variate Gaussian
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distribution. The same argument holds in that case as well and all the higher order even-
numbered central moments such as the kurtosis are described in terms of the elements of the
covariance matrix (if N is even in equation (2.8)). On the other hand, the odd-numbered
central moments such as the connected part of the three-point correlation function (or the
skewness) are 0 (if N is odd in equation (2.8)).

2.1.2 Homogeneity and isotropy of random fields

For any random field F, if the N -point correlation function has the following form

ξF (x1,x2,x3, ....,xN) = ξF (R · x1 + a,R · x2 + a,R · x3 + a, ....,R · xN + a) , (2.11)

where a is a translation vector and R is a rotational matrix, then the field F is said to be
statistically homogeneous and statistically isotropic.

This can be understood easily from the case for a Gaussian field G where one has to
only look at the 2-point correlation function (consequence of Isserlis’ theorem) to describe
the field. If the 2-point function ξG (xi,xj) at points xi and xj is only dependent on the
separation vector r = xi−xj between the two points and not on their precise locations i.e.

ξG (xi,xj) = ξG (xi − xj) ≡ ξG(r), (2.12)

and the entries of the mean vector µ are all the same i.e. the expectation value of G is
independent of the location and is a constant:

〈G(xi)〉 = constant ∀ xi ∈ V, (2.13)

then the Gaussian field G is said to be statistically homogeneous. The variance in the case
of a homogeneous random field is often referred to as the value of the correlation function
(or the covariance) at ‘zero-lag’ ξG (0) i.e. when xi − xj = 0.

On top of this, if the 2-point correlation between any two locations is independent of
the direction and only depends on the magnitude of the separation vector i.e.

ξG (xi,xj) = ξG (xi − xj) = ξG (|xi − xj|) ≡ ξG(r), (2.14)

then the Gaussian field G is said to be statistically homogeneous and statistically isotropic.
ξG (xi,xj) tells us how correlated are any two points of the field which lie at a separation
r = |xi − xj|.

Thus, one can infer that homogeneity can be associated with translational invariance,
and isotropy with rotational invariance of a random field as shown in equation (2.11). For
non-Gaussian fields one needs to check whether (2.11) holds for all N -point correlations
and not just for N = 2 (which is the case for a Gaussian field as discussed above) to find
whether the field is homogeneous and isotropic.
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2.1.3 Spectral representation of random fields

A zero-mean, homogeneous random field F can be decomposed into its constituent frequen-
cies or wave-functions (this is also known as the spectral representation theorem (Martinez
& Saar, 2001)). In flat Euclidean space this is the Fourier series expansion of the function
in terms of sines and cosines (the basis wave-functions). The Fourier decomposition of
the random field F defined in volume V in flat space (in the continuum limit) is given by
(Dodelson & Schmidt, 2020):

F(x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
F(k) eik.x (2.15)

where Fk ≡ F(k) is the Fourier coefficient (is a complex quantity in general) at a given
wave-vector k in Fourier space3. |Fk| describes the amplitude of that Fourier mode. If the
field F(x) is real (which is generally true for all cosmological fields), then

F(−k) = F(k)∗ . (2.16)

On the other hand, F(k) is related to F(x) by the inverse Fourier transform:

F(k) =

∫
d3x F(x) e−ik.x . (2.17)

Using the Fourier expansion of a zero-mean field F, one can express the 2-point correla-
tion function ξF (x,x′) ≡

〈
F(x)F(x′)

〉
in Fourier space. When one does this for a real,

homogeneous and isotropic field:

〈
F(x)F(x′)

〉
=
〈
F(x)F∗(x′)

〉
=

∫
d3k

(2π)3

∫
d3k′

(2π)3

〈
F(k)F∗(k′)

〉
eik.x e−ik

′.x′ , (2.18)

using the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy of the field, it can be shown that the
2-point correlation function

〈
F(x)F(x′)

〉
is a Fourier transform of a quantity known as the

‘power spectrum’ PF(k) which is defined as follows (Dodelson & Schmidt, 2020)〈
F(k)F(k′)

〉
= (2π)3PF(k)δD(k + k′) , (2.19)

where δD(k+k′) is a Dirac-delta function which ensures the translational invariance (homo-
geneity) of the field in Fourier space depicting that different Fourier modes are uncorrelated
(this is one of the main advantages of working in Fourier space). The rotational invariance
(isotropy) is seen through the directional independence of the mode k in the argument of
the power spectrum PF(k). It is often convenient to define a dimensionless form of the
power spectrum as (Peacock, 1998):

∆2
F(k) ≡ k3

2π2
PF(k) . (2.20)

3A large magnitude of the Fourier mode k corresponds to a small physical length scale and vice versa.
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Using equation (2.19) in equation (2.18) and then evaluating the integrals in spherical
coordinates, one finds a simplified expression for the 2-point correlation function in terms
of the dimensionless power spectrum ∆2

F(k) (Peacock, 1998)

ξF (x,x′) ≡
〈
F(x)F(x′)

〉
=

∫
dk

k
∆2

F(k)j0(k|x− x′|) , (2.21)

where j0(α) = sinα/α is the spherical Bessel function of order zero. The expression for
the variance of the field (2-point correlation at zero-lag i.e. x = x′) reads:

ξF (0) ≡ ξF (x,x) =

∫
d ln k ∆2

F(k) . (2.22)

When the dimensionless power-spectrum ∆2
F(k) = constant i.e. scale-invariant, the variance

gets equal contributions from every decade in k.
As an aside, one should note that F(k) is related to F(x) as an integral which is a

linear operator — see equation (2.17). This means that if the PDF of the field F(x) is a
multi-variate Gaussian, then the PDF of F(k) is also a multi-variate Gaussian. However,
there is an extra advantage in Fourier space than in real space. Due to translational
invariance, in Fourier space, the different k modes are uncorrelated (see discussion in the
previous paragraph). This means that for a Gaussian random field, the Fourier modes are
statistically independent of each other (this is only for the Gaussian case) (Mo et al., 2010).

2.2 Matter density field

In section 1.3 we have sketched the idea how the initial matter density perturbations δ
evolve into the late-time density fluctuations field of large scale structures. In this section
we will briefly discuss the equations which govern the evolution of the perturbations in the
linear regime and how that results in observables of statistical measures of the density field,
namely the power spectrum (or the second connected moment of the density field). We
will then chalk out in a perturbation theory picture, how nonlinear evolution of the initial
Gaussian distributed perturbations results in the generation of higher-order moments such
as the bispectrum (third connected moment of the field), which is a key signature of the
non-Gaussianity of the evolved field and is central to the ideas presented later on in the
thesis. We will then discuss how one can characterise the 2-point correlation or the power
spectrum of these density fluctuations (section 2.2) and project the fluctuations onto the
celestial sphere (section 2.4). In subsection 2.4.1 we will briefly discuss the gravitational
lensing convergence/shear fields and their associated power spectra.

2.2.1 Dynamics of gravitational instability

In section 1.1 we talked about a homogeneous and isotropic universe which can be described
using the FLRW metric. To consider how initial inhomogeneities δ embedded within the
pressure-free matter density field (with pressure p(r, t) = 0) in the early universe evolved
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into the large inhomogeneous structures that we see today, we need to consider perturba-
tions to the FLRW metric and in the energy-momentum tensor of a perfect fluid. Putting
them into the Einstein equations (1.6) we can get the equations describing the evolution of
these fluctuations against an expanding homogeneous and isotropic background Universe.
The interested reader can find the general relativistic derivation of the equations for the
evolution of the perturbations from most graduate level cosmology textbooks Mukhanov
(2005), Dodelson & Schmidt (2020). Here we will simply motivate the use of the equations.

At scales much smaller than the curvature radius of the universe (the Hubble radius)
and in the regime that local gravitational potentials are small, general relativity effects
can be considered negligible. Hence, using Newtonian theory, one can derive equations
governing the evolution of perturbations in the density ρ(r, t) and velocity v(r, t) of the
cold-dark matter component (under the approximation that it is a non-relativistic colli-
sionless fluid) under the influence of a gravitational field with potential φ(r, t) where t is
the time coordinate and r is the physical spatial coordinate which is related to the co-
moving coordinate x via r(t) = a(t)x. To achieve this, similar to the density contrast
δ being the perturbation component to the density field ρ ,we also need to identify the
perturbation components u and Φ to the velocity and the gravitational potential of the
fluid, respectively. Working in comoving frame x and expressing the time in conformal
coordinate τ such that dt = a(τ)dτ , we can define these various perturbation components
δ,u,Φ as (Bernardeau et al., 2002):

ρ(x, τ) ≡ ρ̄(τ) [1 + δ(x, τ)] , (2.23)

v(x, τ) ≡ Hx + u(x, τ) , (2.24)

φ(x, τ) ≡ −1

2

∂H
∂τ

x2 + Φ(x, τ) , (2.25)

where H = aH is the conformal Hubble parameter. In the expanding Universe this grav-
itational potential perturbation Φ is sourced by the density contrast δ and is therefore
described by the Poisson equation:

∇2Φ(x, τ) = 4πGa2(τ)ρ̄(τ)δ(x, τ) (Poisson) . (2.26)

Subsequently, the description of the evolution of δ and u can be derived from the Vlasov
equation which describes the time evolution of the distribution function f(x,u, τ) of the
fluid in phase space. This equation (also called the collisionless Boltzmann equation) states
that under the conservation of particle number density as well as the phase-space volume
of the fluid (Liouville’s theorem), the total time derivative of df/dτ vanishes:

df

dτ
=
∂f

∂τ
+ u · ∇f −∇Φ · ∂f

∂u
= 0 (Vlasov) . (2.27)

Equations (2.27) and (2.26) together form a system called the Vlasov-Poisson equation
which are the main equations from which all calculations of gravitational instability can be
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derived. Taking the first and second momentum moments (i.e. integrating out the particle
conjugate momentum p = amu) of the Vlasov equation, we can derive the continuity (de-
scribing mass conservation) and Euler (describing conservation of momentum) equations:

∂δ

∂τ
+∇ · ([1 + δ]u) = 0 (continuity) (2.28)

∂u

∂τ
+Hv + (v · ∇)u +∇Φ = 0 (Euler) (2.29)

where in the Euler equation we have assumed that there is no contribution from the velocity
dispersion of the dark-matter fluid (or from anisotropic pressure) which is a good enough
approximation in the first stages of gravitational instability when structures did not have
time to collapse and virialize. For a given cosmology (e.g. in the context of the ΛCDM
model, the cosmological parameters such as Ωi and equation of state specify the evolution
of a, H), one can in principle solve this set of nonlinear equations which describe the
evolution of dark matter perturbations through gravitational instability.

2.2.2 Standard perturbation theory

However, these equations are actually difficult to solve. One has to rely on approxima-
tions such as linearising the equations or considering highly symmetric perturbations (e.g.
spherical collapse) in order to find solutions. Here we first discuss the linearised version of
the equations by considering the perturbations to be very small (|δ| � 1) and neglecting
all terms which are of second order in the perturbations. Combining the above equations
under such considerations gives us the following linear second-order differential equation
for δ which we denote for clarity as δL:

∂2δL
∂τ 2

+H∂δL
∂τ
− 4πGa2ρ̄δL = 0 . (2.30)

The solution of δL in this equation has a growing and a decaying mode. Assuming that the
perturbation observed at location x and at conformal time τ is influenced by the growing
mode only (as the decaying mode vanishes quickly; Bernardeau et al. (2002)), the growing
solution of this equation can be written in terms of D(τ) (called the linear growth factor
which solves the above equation and relates how the matter density perturbation δL(x, τ)
evolves due to linear growth over time):

δL(x, τ) =
D(τ)

D(τi)
δ(x, τi) (2.31)

where τi is an initial conformal time and δ(x, τi) is the initial density perturbation. This
equation leaves apparent that when the initial density contrast δi ≡ δ(x, τi) is Gaussian
distributed, linear evolution will preserve the Gaussian shape of the distribution.

Using the definition of the 2-point correlation function (see equation (2.4)) (of a statis-
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tically homogeneous and isotropic field)

ξδ(|∆x|, τ) ≡
〈
δ(x1, τ)δ(x2, τ)

〉
, (2.32)

where ∆x = x1 − x2, and using only the leading-order (linear) PT computation of the
density field δ(1) ≡ δL, one finds that the corresponding 2-point correlation of the linear
density field which consists of Fourier space correlations 〈δ(1)δ(1)〉, can be written as

ξL(|∆x|, τ) =

(
D(τ)

D(τi)

)2

ξδ(|∆x|, τi) . (2.33)

Correspondingly, the linearised power spectrum (see equation (2.19)) is given by

PL(k, τ) =

(
D(τ)

D(τi)

)2

Pδ(k, τi) . (2.34)

According to the theory of inflation — which is the most popular understanding of the
origin of density perturbations in our Universe — the primordial power spectrum Pδ(k, τi)
of the statistically homogeneous and isotropic matter density fluctuations field δ right after
the very end of the inflationary phase of the Universe is predicted to be a power-law as a
function of the amplitude of the Fourier modes k (Mukhanov, 2005; Dodelson & Schmidt,
2020; Peacock, 1998)

Pδ(k, τi) = Aδk
ns , (2.35)

where ns is the so called spectral index (can be thought of as the tilt/slope of the power
spectrum in a log-log plot of lnPδ(k, τi) vs. ln k) of the power spectrum and is predicted
to be almost a constant with only small variation with scale. Aδ is the amplitude of this
primordial matter power spectrum and it is often written in terms of the variance σ2

8/h of

the density fluctuations at the current epoch (τ0). This can be done by first defining the
smoothed linear matter density contrast δL(R) in a spherical aperture of radius R

δL(R)(x, τ) ≡ 3

4πR3

∫
|y1−x|<R

d3y1 δL(y, τ) . (2.36)

Computing the variance σ2
L(R)(τ) ≡ 〈δL(R)(x, τ)2〉 of this statistically homogeneous and

smoothed linear matter density contrast field gives

σ2
L(R)(τ) =

(
3

4πR3

)2 ∫
|y1|<R

d3y1

∫
|y2|<R

d3y2 ξL,δ(|y1 − y2|, τ) . (2.37)

The above equation can also be written in terms of the amplitude of the matter power
spectrum PL,δ(k, τ) (as it is related to the ξL,δ(y1 − y2, τ) through a Fourier transform).
Thus, the amplitude Aδ of the primordial power spectrum can be described in terms of
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the variance σ2
L(R)(τ) of the smoothed density fluctuations at a given conformal time τ . In

LSS studies, it is common to define the quantity

σ2
8/h ≡ σ2

L(8 Mpc/h)(τ0) , (2.38)

which describes this variance of the linear density contrast in an 8 Mpc/h radius at the
current epoch τ0 (as this value is seen to be O(1) at τ0).

In the above discussion we only studied the linear growth of the matter density perturba-
tions through gravitational instability. However, in the early universe there were other pro-
cesses such as the tight coupling between the photon-baryon plasma (pre-recombination)
which also left its imprint on the power spectrum of matter density fluctuations. This is
encoded by the so called linear Transfer function T (k) which relates the amplitudes of the
Fourier modes of the density fluctuations in the post-recombination era to the initial curva-
ture perturbations in the spatial hypersurfaces (Mo et al., 2010). The transfer function can
be modelled (e.g. Eisenstein & Hu (1998)) or computed accurately via Boltzmann codes
such as CLASS (Blas et al., 2011). Including this effect of the Transfer function, equation
(2.34) is modified to

PL,δ(k, τ) = T (k)2

(
D(τ)

D(τi)

)2

Pδ(k, τi) . (2.39)

This is the late-time linear matter density fluctuations power spectrum. However, the
linearised evolution of density perturbations is not a realistic approximation as it greatly
underestimates the growth of structures on small-scales where the amplitude of the density
perturbations |δ| ≥ 1. In such a scenario one has to solve the set of nonlinear equations.
Theoretically, this is a challenging task and one can use e.g. standard perturbation theory
(SPT) techniques to solve these equations perturbatively i.e. in increasingly higher order
of the linear density contrast (Bernardeau et al., 2002). In SPT, one assumes that the
density field (and also velocity field but not shown here) can be expanded as a series about
the linear solutions when δ � 1:

δ(x, τ) =
n∑
i=1

δ(n)(x, τ) , (2.40)

where δ(1) = δL is linear in the initial density field, δ(2) is quadratic in the initial density field
and so on. By plugging in the solution of a lower order term (e.g. δ(1)) into the continuity,
Euler and Poisson equations allows one to reiteratively solve for the next higher-order term
(e.g. δ(2)) in this series expansion. Working in Fourier space

δ(k, τ) =

∫
d3x δ(x, τ)e−ik·x , (2.41)

for example, one finds that the second-order PT solution to the density field is given by
(suppressing the time component for clarity of notation) Dodelson & Schmidt (2020):

δ(2)(k) =

∫
d3q

(2π)3
F2(q,k− q) δ(1)(q)δ(1)(k− q), (2.42)
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where4

F2(k1,k2) =
5

7
+

2

7

(k1 · k2)2

k2
1k

2
2

+
1

2
k1 · k2

(
k1

k2

+
k2

k1

)
. (2.43)

The above equation states that the evolution of δ(2)(k) is determined by the mode coupling,
through the kernel F2, of the δ(1) fields at all pairs of wavevectors q and k − q whose
sum is k. In such a perturbative manner one can compute further higher-order terms in
the expansion of δ with corresponding mode-coupling kernels for the corresponding order
in perturbation theory. The real matter density fluctuations power spectrum Pδ(k, τ)
is therefore a modified form of equation (2.44) after including the non-linear corrections
Dodelson & Schmidt (2020):

Pδ(k, τ) = PL(k, τ) + PNLO(k, τ) + ... , (2.44)

where PNLO is the next-to-leading order correction (also called 1-loop terms) to the power
spectrum by including the next higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion of δ
i.e. Fourier space correlations 〈δ(1)δ(3)〉 and 〈δ(2)δ(2)〉. Further higher-order terms can be
added by including more higher-order perturbation term correlations. However, this be-
comes increasingly more complex. Hence, in order to obtain the full nonlinear cold dark
matter power spectrum one calibrates accurate fitting formula to measurements of the
power spectrum from high-resolution N-body simulations (e.g. halofit by Takahashi et al.
(2012)).

A consequence of the nonlinear nature of the evolution equations is that even if we start
with a Gaussian distribution of δ at an early time, the nonlinear evolution will distort
the distribution away from Gaussian at a later time. This gives rise to the non-Gaussian
distribution of the late-time density fluctuation field of the LSS and hence for example,
a non-zero signature for the connected part of the three-point correlation function of the
density field (see Eq. 2.7) and equivalently its Fourier space counterpart, the bispectrum.
The bispectrum for the matter density field is defined as (suppressing the time component):〈

δ(k1)δ(k2)δ(k3)
〉

= (2π)3δD(k1 + k2 + k3)Bδ(k1,k2,k3) , (2.45)

where we have assumed that the field is homogeneous i.e. the bispectrum is non-zero only
for closed triangles of vectors k1, k2 and k3. At leading-order in nonlinear perturbation
theory (also called tree-level), the bispectrum receives contributions from Fourier space
correlations 〈δ(1)δ(1)δ(2)〉 terms which give:

Btree(k1,k2,k3) = 2F2(k1,k2)PL(k1)PL(k2) + cycl. permutations . (2.46)

As discussed for the power spectrum, one can do the same and compute higher-order
perturbative correction to the tree-level bispectrum. The full nonlinear matter bispectrum

4Note that this particular form of the F2 kernel is only for an Einstein-de Sitter universe (completely
matter dominated universe with Ωm = 1). However, the dependence of F2 on cosmological parameters is
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can also be obtained using accurate fitting formula from N-body simulations as has been
recently done using the bihalofit fitting formula by Takahashi et al. (2020).

Since the late-time matter density contrast field is non-Gaussian distributed, the power
spectrum Pδ(k) does not contain full information about the nonlinear evolution of the
matter density field. Hence, to extract further information about the field (especially
about the non-linearities in either Fourier or real space, one needs to look at higher order
correlations such as the 3-point correlation function or the bispectrum (as well as other
higher-order N-point correlation functions).

2.3 Galaxy density field

The 3D matter density fluctuations δ(x, τ) cannot be directly observed and we can only
probe it through tracers such as the galaxy density field (which is a biased tracer) or the
gravitational lensing cosmic shear field (see Sec. 2.4.1). Here, we discuss the galaxy density
contrast field δ3D

g (we specifically denote the superscript ‘3D’ here to distinguish it from
the projected galaxy density contrast that we shall discuss later in section 2.4.2) and also
introduce the so called galaxy bias parameters.

The comoving number density [units of Mpc−3] of galaxies5 n3D
g (x, τ) at comoving

position x and temporal epoch τ can be written in terms of the number density contrast
of galaxies as δ3D

g (x, τ) as

n3D
g (x, τ) = n̄3D

g (τ)[1 + δ3D
g (x, τ)] , (2.47)

where n̄3D
g (τ) is the cosmic mean comoving number density of galaxies at time τ . Note

that unlike the mean comoving density of matter in the Universe ρ̄3D
m which is independent

of time, the n̄3D
g (τ) is not constant since the number of galaxies (which live inside collapsed

halos) within a given comoving volume evolves with time.

A better way of expressing the local number density (in a deterministic manner) is by
Taylor expanding it about the cosmic mean density with respect to some specific operator
O each of which can involve derivatives of the local gravitational potential Φ (e.g. O can
be the 3D matter density contrast field δ ≡ δ3D

m , tidal field Kij, their time derivatives,
higher-order derivatives of the gravitational potential, their powers and combinations etc.

very weak, making the EdS form an extremely good approximation in other cosmologies as well.
5These equations hold for any tracer of the dark matter field e.g. halos and not only galaxies. For

tracers other than galaxies we will always explicitly specify the tracer subscript for all relevant quantities
(number density, bias parameters etc.). However, for galaxies we will sometimes drop the corresponding
subscript as it is the general tracer of interest for us in this thesis.
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i.e. O ∈ {δ, δ2, ..., δn, KijK
ij, ...}), as follows:

n3D
g (x, τ) = n̄3D

g (τ) +
∑
O

∂ n̄3D
g (τ)

∂ O

∣∣∣∣∣
O=0

O(x, τ)

= n̄3D
g (τ)

1 +
∑
O

∂ ln n̄3D
g (τ)

∂ O

∣∣∣∣∣
O=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡bO(τ)

O(x, τ)

 .

Therefore, the smoothed6 local galaxy number density contrast δ3D
g (x, τ) can be expressed

using a series expansion of these operators O(x, τ) with accompanying bias coefficients bO
of these operators (Desjacques et al., 2018):

δ3D
g (x, τ) =

∑
O

bO(τ) O(x, τ) +

[
ε(x, τ) +

∑
O

εO(x, τ) O(x, τ)

]
. (2.48)

Physically, the bias parameters bO(τ) can be interpreted as the response of the local num-
ber density of galaxies n3D

g (x, τ) to changes in the amplitude of the operators O(x, τ).
Practically, these bias parameters absorb the complicated details of galaxy and halo for-
mation and evolution and describe the connection between the underlying dark matter
density field and the observed galaxy field (Desjacques et al., 2018; Barreira et al., 2021).
The terms inside the square brackets denote the non-deterministic (stochastic) part of the
relation which arise due to perturbations on scales smaller than the smoothing scale of the
galaxy halo and the underlying O fields. Similar to the deterministic bias relation, the
stochastic relation comes with its own free parameters εO and an offset term ε. Note that
these operators O are the so-called renormalized operators and hence the associated bias
(and stochastic) parameters are the physical, renormalized parameters which are the bias
coefficients one would associate with an observed tracer sample (Desjacques et al., 2018).

2.3.1 Galaxy bias in the Halo Occupation Distribution frame-
work

A widely used framework to obtain analytical expressions for these galaxy bias parameters
are through the Halo Model approach. In short, the halo model assumes that all the matter
in the Universe resides inside dark matter halos and galaxies are hosted inside those halos.
In this framework, the effective bias of halos at redshift z (corresponding to comoving
distance χ) in a halo mass bin [Mh,min,Mh,max] is given by

bO,h(χ) =
1

n̄3D
h (χ)

∫ Mh,max

Mh,min

dM
dn̄3D

h

dMh

(Mh, χ) bO,h(Mh, χ) , (2.49)

6over some length scale e.g. typical Lagrangian radius of a galaxy halo.
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where dn̄3D
h /dMh is the global halo mass function (3D number density of dark matter

halos in an infinitesimal mass bin dMh around halos of mass Mh), bO,h(Mh, χ) is the bias
parameter of dark matter halos of mass Mh, and n̄3D

h is the 3D global number density of
halos inside the mass bin at redshift z:

n̄3D
h (χ) =

∫ Mh,max

Mh,min

dMh
dn̄3D

h

dM
(Mh, χ) (2.50)

Now, in order to get analytical expressions for the galaxy bias parameters bO(χ) ≡ bO,g(χ)
one uses the widely used Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) models (Berlind & Wein-
berg, 2002) which specify the expected number of galaxies N̄g(Mh, χ) residing inside dark
matter halos of mass Mh at redshift z. Briefly, an HOD model describes a probability
distribution P (Ng|Mh) for a halo mass Mh to host Ng galaxies. Concretely, the HOD
model separates the contribution from central and satellite galaxies, and has the following
functional forms for the mean values of the central and satellite galaxies and therefore the
total mean number of galaxies hosted by halos of mass Mh is

〈Ng|Mh〉 = 〈Ncen|Mh〉+ 〈Nsat|Mh〉. (2.51)

Hence, in this framework the effective 3D global number density of galaxies at redshift z
which are hosted in halos of mass Mh ∈ [Mh,min,Mh,max] is given by:

n̄3D
g (χ) =

∫ Mh,max

Mh,min

dMh
dn̄3D

h

dM
(Mh, χ) N̄g(Mh, χ) . (2.52)

The galaxy bias parameters are in turn expressed as:

bO(χ) =
1

n̄3D
g (χ)

∫ Mh,max

Mh,min

dM
dn̄3D

h

dMh

(Mh, χ) N̄g(Mh, χ)
[
bO,h(Mh, χ) +RO,Ng(Mh, χ)

]
,

(2.53)
where RO,Ng(Mh, χ) is called the response function of the expected number of HOD galaxies
(hosted in a halo of mass Mh) in the presence of a large scale perturbation O. The response
term is often not considered in literature but it has been shown by Voivodic & Barreira
(2021) that it can indeed be substantial for specific perturbations.

2.4 Fields in projection

The discussion so far has been restricted to 3D quantities such as the matter density
fluctuations δ(x, τ) where x is the comoving spatial coordinate and τ the conformal time
coordinate. The 3D 2-point function ξL,δ(|∆x|, τ) and the corresponding power spectrum
PL,δ(k, τ) have been defined accordingly. However, due to many reasons, these 3D quanti-
ties are not directly observable (Friedrich, 2018):
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1. We can only access those values of δ(x, τ) for which the position x and conformal
time τ lie on our past light-cone. In other words, the observed objects which are
located at different comoving distances (see equation (2.54)) from us do not possess
the same conformal time coordinate τ .

2. We cannot get exact position information of the observed tracer objects from current
wide-area photometric surveys (e.g. DES) and can only infer their distribution along
our line-of-sight direction n̂.

Hence, what we actually observe in the night sky are 2D projections of the 3D density
fields (through galaxies or other tracers) onto the celestial unit sphere. To formalise this
we can write any cosmic field f 3D

[
χ, τ

]
that we observe on our past light-cone at 3D

comoving position χ and corresponding conformal lookback time7 τ = τ0 − χ (where τ0 is
the conformal time today and χ the radial comoving distance), can be projected onto the
2D celestial sphere to obtain the weighted line-of-sight 2D quantity f(n̂) towards a radial
unit direction n̂ (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001)

f(n̂) =

∫
dχ qf(χ)f 3D

[
χn̂, τ0 − χ

]
, (2.55)

where qf(χ) is a particular weighting kernel over which f 3D is projected. Examples are
the projected galaxy number density or the weak lensing convergence field that we observe
on the celestial sphere. Assuming that the angular extent of the field of view is small —
spanning an area of a few square degrees — we can make the flat-sky approximation, where
we denote the position on the sky as a 2D planar vector θ = (θx, θy) and express f as

f(θ) =

∫
dχ qf(χ)f 3D

[
(χθ, χ), τ0 − χ

]
. (2.56)

2.4.1 Weak gravitational lensing fields

One way to probe the δ field is through gravitational lensing. Gravitational lensing is
the bending of light rays coming from background objects (sources e.g. galaxies) by the
gravitational potential of foreground objects (lenses e.g. galaxy cluster) resulting in our ob-
servation of shifted, magnified and distorted images of the sources. When the gravitational
potential is very strong (or the light ray of a single source object passes very close to a
single massive lens), the bending of the light rays by the lens can result in multiple images
of the source object. This is known as strong gravitational lensing. However, in most cases
(farther away from the centers of galaxy clusters where the gravitational potential is weak),
a light ray from a background source only suffers slight deflections in its trajectory by many

7The conformal lookback time is related to the comoving distance via (using speed of light c = 1)
(Hogg, 1999):

χ =

∫ t0

t

dt

a(t)
=

∫ τ0

τ

dτ = τ0 − τ . (2.54)
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foreground lenses while on its way to us. Hence, we do not observe multiple images but
only a miniscule distortion in the image of the source. This is usually the case when light
from sources pass through the foreground matter distribution of the LSS. The distortion
is so small that one can only see this effect on a statistical basis through correlations of
the alignment of the weakly but coherently distorted images of many background source
galaxies. This is known as weak gravitational lensing and serves as a probe for investigating
the distribution of matter in the LSS which causes the distortion of the images. This field
can be interpreted as the shear caused by a weighted line-of-sight projection of the 3D
matter density field — known as the weak lensing convergence field. Following equation
(2.56), the weak lensing convergence field κ(θ) acting on source galaxies situated at the
radial comoving distance χs can be written as a line-of-sight projection of the 3D matter
density contrast field δ3D

κ(θ) =

∫
dχ q(χ)δ3D

[
(χθ, χ), τ0 − χ

]
, (2.57)

with projection kernel q(χ) (also known as lensing efficiency) for the case when all source
galaxies are located in a Dirac-δ function like tomographic bin at χs:

q(χ) =
3H2

0 Ωm,0

2c2

χ

a(χ)

χs − χ
χs

; with χ ≤ χs . (2.58)

However, it is straight forward to write q(χ) for an ensemble of sources (instead of a single
source) distribution of source galaxies in a tomographic redshift bin following a normalized
distribution p(χ′) (e.g. see Schneider, 2006; Kilbinger, 2015:

qκ(χ) =
3H2

0 Ωm,0

2c2

χ

a(χ)

∫ χlim

χ

dχ′p(χ′)
χ′ − χ
χ′

. (2.59)

Note that qκ has units of [Mpc−1]. In the equations above Ωm,0 is the total matter density
parameter of the Universe today, H0 the Hubble parameter today, a the scale factor and c
the speed of light.

The convergence and the associated complex shear field are related to each other
through second-order derivatives of the lensing potential ψ(θ) in the 2D sky-plane (Schnei-
der, 2006):

κ(θ) =
1

2

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y

)
ψ(θ), γ(θ) =

1

2

(
∂2
x − ∂2

y + 2i∂x∂y
)
ψ(θ) (2.60)

where ψ(θ) is the line-of-sight projection of the 3D Newtonian gravitational potential
Φ
[
(χθ, χ), τ0 − χ

]
of the total matter distribution:

ψ(θ) =
2

c2

∫
dχ

χs − χ
χs χ

Φ
[
(χθ, χ), τ0 − χ

]
; with χs > χ . (2.61)
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The shear γ(θ) = γ1(θ) + iγ2(θ) at a given location θ is a complex quantity where the
shear components γ1 and γ2 are specified in a chosen Cartesian frame (in 2D flat-sky).
However, one is free to rotate the coordinates by any arbitrary angle β. With respect to
this reference rotation angle β, one defines the rotated shear components of the shear at
position θ as (Schneider, 2006) With respect to this reference rotation angle β, one defines
the rotated shear

γβ(θ) ≡ −e−2iβγ(θ)

= −e−2iβ
[
γ1(θ) + iγ2(θ)

]
.

In particular, for given a pair of points θ and ϑ on the field which are separated by the 2D
vector α ≡ ϑ − θ, one can therefore write the tangential (+) and cross (×) components
of the shear for this particular pair of points along the separation direction β = φα (polar
angle of α). For example, the tangential and cross components of the shear at location ϑ
(and similarly for θ) with respect to direction φα are then expressed as:

γφα(ϑ) ≡ γ+(ϑ, φα) + iγ×(ϑ, φα) ≡ −e−2iφα
[
γ1(ϑ) + iγ2(ϑ)

]
. (2.62)

In the 2D Fourier plane, the shear γ(`) is related to κ(`) as (Schneider, 2006; Kilbinger,
2015)

γ(`) =
(`x + i `y)

2

`2
κ(`) = e2iφ`κ(`) ; for ` 6= 0 (2.63)

where ` =
√
`2
x + `2

y and φ` = arctan
(
`y
`x

)
is the polar angle of `.

In the weak lensing regime, a source object is a distant galaxy whose image is distorted
by the foreground matter density fluctuations. What we observe directly through galaxy
imaging photometric surveys such as Dark Energy Survey (DES) is the shape of each
galaxy, characterised by its ellipticity. As mentioned previously, the shear field distorts the
images (ellipticities) of the background source galaxy and therefore studying the observed
ellipticities gives us a gateway to estimate the gravitational shear field. To estimate the
ellipticity from the image of a galaxy one often uses the moments of the brightness distri-
bution of the galaxy (Seitz & Schneider, 1996; Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001). Besides
the induced ellipticity on the shape of the source galaxy by the shear field, the unlensed
galaxy also has its own intrinsic ellipticity ie.. its original shape projected in the sky. As-
suming there are no additional distortion from observational systematic errors, the relation
between the observed ellipticity eobs and the intrinsic ellipticity eint of a galaxy is given by
(Schneider, 2006)

eobs =
eint + γ

1 + γ∗eint
, (2.64)

where γ∗ represents the complex conjugate of the shear field. The ellipticity itself depends
on how observations measure the light distribution of a galaxy and there can be various def-
initions (see Schneider (2006)). It is infeasible in the weak lensing regime to probe the shear
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value at a point in the field by measuring the ellipticity of just one neighbouring galaxy
since both observed. However, based on one crucial assumption that unlensed galaxies are
oriented randomly (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001), measuring a large number of galaxies
around that field point and taking the ensemble average of the observed ellipticities, the
ensemble average of intrinsic ellipticities would vanish due to their random orientations and
we are left with 〈eobs〉 ≈ γ. This is only an approximation and what we actually measure
from ellipticities is a quantity called reduced shear (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001):

g =
γ

1− κ
, (2.65)

which in the limit of weak lensing regime would become g ≈ γ since κ � 1. One should
also note here that the shear measurement procedure from galaxy images may suffer from
calibration biases (Troxel et al., 2018) which need to be carefully accounted for in the form
of nuisance systematic parameters so as to obtain unbiased cosmological results.

Furthermore, the assumption that the intrinsic ellipticities of the source galaxies is
random is of course not true since neighbouring galaxies which live inside a common grav-
itational potential well would have their orientations aligned with the gradient of the local
tidal field of the potential which would in turn lead to correlations already between the
intrinsic shapes and orientations of the galaxies before their shapes are lensed. Accounting
for this intrinsic alignment of the galaxy shapes is an area of active research in weak lens-
ing research as it is of paramount importance to isolate this effect of intrinsic alignment
from the weak lensing signal (Troxel & Ishak, 2015).

2.4.2 Projected galaxy density field

Another projected 2D field is the observed average number counts of galaxies N̄ projected
across a redshift range, characterised by an interval in comoving distance [χlower, χupper]
(we suppress the limits in the following expressions for clarity)

N̄ ≡
∫

dχ
dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) , (2.66)

where dV
dχ

(χ) is the cosmological volume element, which for the whole spherical sky reads
dV
dχ

(χ) = 4πχ2. Following equation (2.56), the projected 2D number counts field of galaxies
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N(θ) can be written as a line-of-sight projection along comoving radial coordinate χ:

N(θ) =

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n3D
g (x, τ)

=

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ)[1 + δ3D

g (x, τ)]

=

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) +

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) δ3D

g (x, τ)

= N̄

[
1 +

1

N̄

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) δ3D

g (x, τ)

]
≡ N̄ [1 + δ2D

g (θ)] ,

(2.67)

where in the last line we have identified the projected galaxy number density contrast field
δ2D
g (θ) as:

δ2D
g (θ) =

1

N̄

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) δ3D

g (x, τ)

=

∫
dχ qg(χ) δ3D

g (x, τ) .

(2.68)

with the galaxy projection kernel (units [Mpc−1]):

qg(χ) =
1

N̄

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) . (2.69)

From (2.66) it implies that∫
dχ qg(χ) =

1

N̄

∫
dχ

dV

dχ
n̄3D
g (τ) = 1 , (2.70)

i.e., the qg(χ) is a normalized projection kernel of galaxies and one may identify it as the
observed distribution of galaxies p(χ) from a given LSS survey.

Explicit relation for the projected galaxy number density contrast field

As an example, we can write down a few terms of this δ2D
g (θ) field for the following bias

expansion8 of the 3D galaxy density contrast field:

δ3D
g (x, τ) = bδ(τ) δ(x, τ) + bδ2(τ) δ2(x, τ) + bs2(τ) K2(x, τ) +

[
ε(x, τ) + εδ(x, τ) δ(x, τ)

]
,

(2.71)

where δ(x, τ) ≡ δ3D
m (x, τ) is the 3D matter density contrast andK2(x, τ) = Kij(x, τ)Kij(x, τ)

is the tidal field squared. Note that we have kept the terms which would contribute if we

8in literature, one usually denotes the bias parameters as bn which are related to bδn via bδn = bn
n! such
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perform an SPT like expansion up to second order in perturbations of the matter field i.e.
δ3D
m ≡ δ = δ(1) + δ(2). Plugging this into the equation above for δ2D

g (θ) we get (this is
analogous to equation (2.56)):

δ2D
g (θ) =

∫
dχ qg(χ) δ3D

g (x, τ)

=

∫
dχ qg(χ) bδ(τ) δ(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qg(χ) bδ2(τ) δ2(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qg(χ) bs2(τ) K2(x, τ)+

+

[∫
dχ qg(χ) ε(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qg(χ) εδ(x, τ) δ(x, τ)

]
=

∫
dχ qbδ(χ) δ(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qbδ2 (χ) δ2(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qbs2 (χ) K2(x, τ)

+

[∫
dχ qg(χ) ε(x, τ) +

∫
dχ qg(χ) εδ(x, τ) δ(x, τ)

]
,

(2.72)

where in the last equality we have identified particular bias projection kernels qbO(χ) (e.g.
qbδ(χ), qbδ2 (χ), qbs2 (χ)) for a given operator O(x, τ) as:

qbO(χ) = qg(χ) bO(χ) , (2.73)

where we have expressed the conformal time coordinate τ in terms of comoving distance
χ. Note that the projection kernels of the stochastic bias terms are simply qg(χ).

All these bias projection kernels have units [Mpc−1]. The idea of the above equation
was to make explicit that whenever one encounters in some projected correlation function
of galaxies (e.g. projected power spectrum) an instance of a relevant bias term one should
simply use the corresponding qbO(χ) kernel as defined above. Often, one also makes the
assumption that a given bias term qibO inside a particular redshift bin i is a constant. In
such a case the relation becomes even simpler

qibO(χ) = biO q
i
g(χ) , (2.74)

where qig(χ) = pi(χ) is the distribution of galaxies inside the redshift bin i.

2.5 Statistics on lensing and projected galaxy fields

Now that we have introduced the two projected fields that are routinely observed in galaxy
imaging LSS surveys, we will discuss what the statistical quantities are that can be mea-
sured and analysed from these fields. We will first start with the discussion of the conven-
tional 2-point methods employed by most LSS surveys, the so-called 3×2-point correlation

that bδ = b1 and bδ2 = b2
2 .
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functions (see Sec. 2.5.1). However, the late-time matter and galaxy density fields are
non-Gaussian distributed (Bernardeau et al., 2002) and thus have information contained
in higher-order moments that are not captured by 2-point correlation functions alone.
Hence, going beyond 2-point statistics and investigating higher-order correlation functions
is of great interest as they can enable even tighter constraints on cosmological parameters.
Efforts on this front using cosmic shear or galaxy data include the 3-point cosmic shear cor-
relation functions (3PCF) and third-order aperture mass moments (Takada & Jain, 2004;
Schneider et al., 2005; Semboloni et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2014; Secco & DES Collaboration,
2022; Heydenreich et al., 2022), galaxy-galaxy-galaxy lensing (Schneider, P. & Watts, P.,
2005; Linke et al., 2022), density-split statistics Friedrich et al. (2018); Gruen & DES Col-
laboration (2018); Burger et al. (2020); Burger, Pierre A. et al. (2023), the lensing aperture
mass and convergence PDF (Barthelemy et al., 2021; Boyle et al., 2021; Giblin et al., 2023),
third-order convergence moments (Jain & Seljak, 1997; Gatti & DES Collaboration, 2022)
and weak lensing peak statistics (Harnois-Déraps et al., 2021; Zürcher & DES Collabora-
tion, 2022; Davies et al., 2022; Lanzieri et al., 2023). These works focus mostly on cosmic
shear data, with only a few analysing the galaxy and shear fields together. In particular,
a robust framework for joint galaxy and shear cross-correlation analyses for a higher-order
equivalent to the 3×2PCFs that can be directly applied to galaxy imaging data to obtain
improved cosmological constraints has not been developed so far. Hence, in Sec. 2.5.2 I will
introduce the concept of a practical 3PCF statistic that we have developed for application
to galaxy imaging datasets to extract higher-order information. In Sec. 2.5.3 I will discuss
another beyond 2PCF statistic, the PDF of the galaxy-matter density field.

2.5.1 3×2-point correlation functions

Using the cosmic shear and galaxy density contrast fields, one can construct three 2PCFs
consisting of auto and cross-correlations (see chapter 7):

• Cosmic shear 2PCFs ξ± (shear-shear) defined by correlating the rotated shear γφα
at two angular positions θ and θ + α on the shear field, where γφα at each point is
computed along the direction φα of the separation vector α between the two points
(see Schneider et al. (2002); Jarvis et al. (2004)),

ξij+(α) ≡ 〈γiφα(θ)γj∗φα(θ +α)〉 =

∫
d` `

2π
P ijκ (`)J0(`α),

ξij−(α) ≡ 〈γiφα(θ)γjφα(θ +α)〉 =

∫
d` `

2π
P ijκ (`)J4(`α);

(2.75)

• Angular galaxy clustering 2PCF ξg (galaxy-galaxy) measured by correlating two
points separated by α on the galaxy density contrast field δ2D

g Krause et al. (2021):

ξijg (α) ≡ 〈δ2D,i
g (θ)δ2D,j

g (θ +α)〉 =

∫
d` `

2π
P ijg (`)J0(`α); (2.76)
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• Tangential shear 2PCF ξt (galaxy-shear), which is the cross-correlation of the fore-
ground galaxy density field with the rotated shear of a background source galaxy
along the direction of the separation vector α joining the foreground lens and the
background source galaxy.9 It can be written as (see Krause et al. (2021)):

ξijt (α) ≡ 〈δ2D,i
g (θ)γjφα(θ +α)〉 =

∫
d` `

2π
P ijt (`)J2(`α) . (2.77)

In the equations above, the superscripts i, j denote tomographic bins of the background
shear source galaxies or the foreground lens galaxies. We consider only the so-called E-
mode shear fields, for which the imaginary parts of ξ± and ξt vanish. In the last equalities
in Eqs. (2.75), (2.76) and (2.77), we have related the real space 2PCFs to the corresponding
lensing/galaxy (cross-) power spectra through inverse harmonic transforms (with Jn being
the n-th order ordinary Bessel function of the first kind). These spectra can in turn
be expressed as line-of-sight projections of the 3D matter/galaxy (cross-) power spectra
using the Limber approximation Limber (1954); Kaiser (1992); Krause et al. (2021). In
this approximation, one assumes that the correlation between the two shells at comoving
distances χ1 and χ2 approaches zero faster as ∆χ = χ2 − χ1 → ±∞ than due to the
average variations in the distribution kernels q(χ1) and q(χ2) (Bartelmann & Schneider,
2001; Friedrich, 2018).

P ijκ (`) =

∫
dχ
qiκ(χ)qjκ(χ)

χ2
P 3D
mm

(
`

χ
, χ

)
, (2.78a)

P ijg (`) =

∫
dχ
qig(χ)qjg(χ)

χ2
P 3D
gg

(
`

χ
, χ

)
, (2.78b)

P ijt (`) =

∫
dχ
qig(χ)qjκ(χ)

χ2
P 3D
gm

(
`

χ
, χ

)
. (2.78c)

Here, we have defined the convergence power spectrum in Fourier space as

(2π)2P ijκ (`)δD(`+ `′) = 〈κi(`)κj(`′)〉,

the 2D galaxy number density contrast power spectrum as

(2π)2P ijg (`)δD(`+ `′) = 〈δ2D,i
g (`)δ2D,j

g (`′)〉,

and the convergence-galaxy cross-power spectrum as

(2π)2P ijt (`)δD(`+ `′) = 〈δ2D,i
g (`)κj(`′)〉.

One can use the nonlinear matter power spectrum e.g. from Halofit (Takahashi et al.,
2012) or HMCODE (Mead et al., 2015) to evaluate P 3D

mm that enters the calculation of ξ±.

9This 2PCF is also known as galaxy-galaxy lensing in literature, but we refrain from calling it so to
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To evaluate P 3D
gg and P 3D

gm (i.e. galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-matter power spectra), which
enter the calculation of ξg and ξt, we will rely on standard perturbation theory (SPT) (see
Appendix C of chapter 7). Working at leading order (tree-level) and evaluating these 3D
spectra as P 3D

gg = b2
1P

3D
mm +P 3D

εε and P 3D
gm = b1P

3D
mm, where P 3D

εε is the power spectrum of the
stochastic field ε(x) (see chapter 7).

These three 2-point statistics employed in weak gravitational lensing surveys are to-
gether known as the 3×2-point correlation functions (3×2PCFs), jointly probing pro-
jections of the late-time power spectrum of matter and galaxy density perturbations.
Analysing them simultaneously allow one to constrain both the b1 and the As (or σ8)
parameters (this is a so-called degeneracy), where As is the amplitude of the primordial
scalar power spectrum; at leading-order, we have

ξ± ∝ As;

ξt ∝ b1As;

ξg ∝ b2
1As.

These scaling arguments are useful to understand the behaviour of the different 2PCFs
with respect to parameters.

2.5.2 Integrated 3-point correlation functions

Calculating an estimate for the 2-point correlation function at a given separation (or in
Fourier space, the power spectrum) of the density field in a volume having N galaxies
requires taking all pairs of galaxies from the sample of N . On the other hand, calculat-
ing the 3-point correlation function (or in Fourier space, the bispectrum) requires taking
all triples from N which is computationally much more expensive (Chiang et al., 2014).
However, imposing some restrictions, one can derive information from specific limits of
the bispectrum (Chiang et al., 2014) without the need for calculating the full bispectrum
(or the full 3-point function). As described in Chiang et al. (2014, 2015), the bispectrum
(analogously, the 3PCF) is generated by non-linear gravitational evolution (and possibly
inflationary physics) and in the so called ‘squeezed-limit’ (k3 � k1 ≈ k2) describes the
influence of large-scale density fluctuations (mode k3) on small scale structure formation
(modes k1 and k2). In Chiang et al. (2014), the authors showed that this ‘squeezed-limit’
bispectrum n 3D can be measured by an integral of the full bispectrum — hence called the
integrated bispectrum — that is dominated by the squeezed-configurations. The authors
further showed that if one divides a volume V into many ‘subvolumes’ VL each located
at distinct positions rL (with dimension of length L of the subvolume); the integrated
bispectrum B3D(k) is given by the ensemble average of the product of the mean density
contrast δ̄(rL) — relates to the large scale mode k3 — measured in each subvolume (e.g.
consider the density field and volume in 3D space) and the so called position-dependent

avoid confusions with the galaxy-galaxy clustering 2PCF.
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power spectrum P (k; rL) measured in the corresponding subvolumes — this relates to the
small scale modes k1 and k2. Therefore, the integrated bispectrum is written as

B3D(k) ≡
〈
δ̄(rL)P (k; rL)

〉
. (2.79)

where, the position-dependent power spectrum P (k; rL) is related to the 2-point correla-
tion of the Fourier modes δ(k; rL), the local Fourier transform of the real space density
fluctuation field δ(r; rL), through the following formula (Chiang et al., 2014):

P (k; rL) ≡ 1

VL

〈
δ(k; rL)δ∗(k; rL)

〉
=

1

VL
|δ(k; rL)|2 . (2.80)

As one can already guess, the real space counterpart of the integrated bispectrum is given
by the integrated 3-point correlation function (see Chiang et al. (2015) for details)
and for the 3D density field is written as (using statistical homogeneity and isotropy of the
field)

ζ3D(r) ≡
〈
δ̄(rL)ξ(r; rL)

〉
. (2.81)

In real space, the squeezed-limit criterion for this statistic holds when the separation r of
ξ(r; rL) is much smaller than the dimension of the subvolume i.e. r � L (Chiang et al.,
2015). In this case, ζ3D(r) can be physically interpreted as the response of the small scale
density fluctuations (encoded in ξ(r; rL)) to the mean density δ̄(rL) which acts as a large-
scale ‘background density’. This is called the response approach and the interested reader
is referred to Chiang et al. (2015) for more details. However, this does not mean that this
statistic given in equation (2.81) can only be evaluated for the squeezed-limit. One can
evaluate it for both squeezed and non-squeezed configurations. In the latter case, there
might not be some straightforward physical interpretation as that for the squeezed-limit,
nevertheless, being a higher order statistic it is still a probe for investigating non-linearities
(in the form of non-Gaussianities). As demonstrated in Chiang et al. (2015), the ζ3D(r) is
an integral of the full 3-point correlation function ζ(r1, r2, r3). These works Chiang et al.
(2014, 2015) studied the integrated 3-point correlation function for the galaxy density field
in 3D. In this thesis we have taken this concept and developed a full framework of the
integrated 3-point correlation functions for projected 2D weak lensing and galaxy density
fields along with their cross-correlations. This enables us to extend the conventional 3×2-
point cross-correlation functions for 2D fields to the integrated 3-point correlation function
framework and extract higher-order information from projected fields.

In essence, an integrated 3PCF in 2D is simply the correlation between (i) a position
dependent 1-point weighted 2D mean density of a projected field within a patch of the
galaxy imaging survey with (ii) the position-dependent 2PCF measured at the same patch
location (see Fig. 1 of chapter 7). For the shear and galaxy density contrast fields, one can
therefore correlate the 1-point mean shear signal (called the lensing aperture mass Ma) or
the mean galaxy density contrast Mg with the standard 3×2-point correlation functions
measured within the same patches. This enables a total of 6 integrated 3PCFs. The
derivation steps are given in chapter 7 and we simply quote the results here:

ζ ijka± (α) =
〈
M i

a(θC) ξjk± (α;θC)
〉

=
1

A2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijka±(`)J0/4(`α), (2.82)
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ζ ijkg± (α) =
〈
M i

g(θC) ξjk± (α;θC)
〉

=
1

AWA2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijkg±(`)J0/4(`α), (2.83)

ζ ijkag (α) =
〈
M i

a(θC) ξjkg (α;θC)
〉

=
1

A2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijkag (`)J0(`α), (2.84)

ζ ijkgg (α) =
〈
M i

g(θC) ξjkg (α;θC)
〉

=
1

AWA2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijkgg (`)J0(`α), (2.85)

ζ ijkat (α) =
〈
M i

a(θC) ξjkt (α;θC)
〉

=
1

A2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijkat (`)J2(`α) , (2.86)

ζ ijkgt (α) =
〈
M i

g(θC) ξjkt (α;θC)
〉

=
1

AWA2pt(α)

∫
d` `

2π
Bijkgt (`)J2(`α) , (2.87)

where i labels the source or lens tomographic bin inside which we measure either Ma or Mg,
and j and k denote the tomographic bins used to compute the three position-dependent
2PCFs ξ±, ξg, ξt. The angle brackets denote ensemble average (or in practice, averaging
over all patch positions θC). The A2pt and AW are area normalisation factors in 2D,
similar to the volume normalisation term VL for the integrated 3-point correlation function
in 3D. The equations above show the real-space ζ in terms of their corresponding Fourier-
space counterparts called the integrated bispectra B(`). These integrated bispectra can be
expressed in terms of line-of-sight projections of 3D matter and galaxy (cross-) bispectra
(i.e. B3D

mmm, B
3D
gmm, B

3D
ggm, B

3D
ggg) using the Limber approximation (Buchalter et al., 2000) as

Bijka±(`) =

∫
dχ
qiκ(χ)qjκ(χ)qkκ(χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
mmm

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
e2i(φ`2∓φ−`12)

× U(`1)W (`2 + `)W (−`12 − `),
(2.88)

Bijkg±(`) =

∫
dχ
qig(χ)qjκ(χ)qkκ(χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
gmm

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
e2i(φ`2∓φ−`12)

×W (`1)W (`2 + `)W (−`12 − `),
(2.89)

Bijkag (`) =

∫
dχ
qiκ(χ)qjg(χ)qkg (χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
mgg

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
U(`1)W (`2+`)W (−`12−`),

(2.90)

Bijkgg (`) =

∫
dχ
qig(χ)qjg(χ)qkg (χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
ggg

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
W (`1)W (`2+`)W (−`12−`),

(2.91)
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Bijkat (`) =

∫
dχ
qiκ(χ)qjg(χ)qkκ(χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
mgm

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
e2iφ−`12

× U(`1)W (`2 + `)W (−`12 − `),
(2.92)

Bijkgt (`) =

∫
dχ
qig(χ)qjg(χ)qkκ(χ)

χ4

∫
`1

∫
`2

B3D
ggm

(
`1

χ
,
`2

χ
,
−`12

χ
;χ

)
e2iφ−`12

×W (`1)W (`2 + `)W (−`12 − `),
(2.93)

where U(`) and W (`) are Fourier space representations of 2D compensated and tophat
filters, respectively, within which the the position-dependent 1-point mean density and the
2PCFs are measured. Modelling the bispectra at leading-order in perturbation theory, one
can find that the various integrated 3PCFs display different scalings of the galaxy bias
terms. Concretely,

ζa± ∝ A2
s;

ζg±, ζat ∝ {b1A
2
s, b2A

2
s, bs2A

2
s};

ζag, ζgt ∝ {b2
1A

2
s, b1b2A

2
s, b1bs2A

2
s, b1As/n̄};

ζgg ∝ {b3
1A

2
s, b

2
1b2A

2
s, b

2
1bs2A

2
s, b

2
1As/n̄};

here, n̄ denotes the mean number density of galaxies in a given tomographic bin. The dif-
ferent sensitivity of the 6 integrated 3PCFs to the galaxy bias and cosmological parameters
relative to the 3 global 2PCFs discussed in Sec. 2.5.1 indicates that joint analyses of these
statistics can help to lift parameter degeneracies, leading to tighter parameter constraints
overall.

2.5.3 1-point PDF of cosmic density fields

So far we have discussed N-point correlation functions, specifically the integrated 3-point
correlation function, as a practical way to probe the non-Gaussianity in the late-time
density fields (in 3D or in projection). However, besides multi-point correlations there are
other ways of analysing the cosmic density fields which can extract information that is
not captured by 2PCFs. One such way is by studying the full-shape of the joint 1-point
probability density function (PDF) p(δm, δg) of the local matter δm and galaxy density
δg fluctuation fields. Compared to conventional statistical techniques measured locally on
these two fields which only investigate the variance of δm, the variance of δg and their cross-
covariance, the full shape of the joint PDF on the other hand is sensitive to information in
all local higher-order 1-point joint-moments of these two fields. Similar to the galaxy-shear
integrated 3PCFs, this can enable tighter constraints on cosmological parameters as well as
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allow for the extraction of more detailed information about the galaxy-matter connection
between the invisible dark matter and the observed galaxy density field that traces it
(Uhlemann et al., 2020; Friedrich et al., 2020; Boyle et al., 2021; Friedrich et al., 2022). The
latter includes not only the galaxy bias parameters but also the stochasticity parameters
i.e. the scatter between galaxy density and matter density fluctuations (Friedrich et al.,
2018; Gruen & DES Collaboration, 2018).

Practically, the joint PDF of the field is measured first by taking two projected fields,
δm (e.g. this can be probed by the weak lensing convergence which is a line-of-sight pro-
jected matter density contrast as described in equation (2.57)) and foreground projected
galaxy number density field δg. At a given location, one then measures within a tophat
cylindrical 2D filter (of a given radius) the smoothed projected matter density contrast (or
convergence) as well as the foreground galaxy number counts. Performing this measure-
ment at several locations one can then simply create the normalised histogram of these
two quantities which is a measurement of the joint 1-point PDF of the two fields. In order
to theoretically model the joint PDF one uses Bayes theorem to write:

p(δg, δm) = p(δm)p(δg|δm) . (2.94)

The modelling of p(δm) in quasi-linear scales can be performed analytically using the theory
of large deviations as applied in cosmology (see Friedrich et al. (2022); Barthelemy et al.
(2021) for details). On the other hand, using the galaxy biasing formalism discussed in
Sec. 2.3 along with a stochasticity model for the galaxy sample one is interested in, one can
model p(δg|δm). This has been done in Friedrich et al. (2022) and is presented in Chapter
8. This framework thus constitutes a robust way of studying the cosmos besides N-point
correlation functions.
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ABSTRACT
We present the integrated three-point shear correlation function iζ± – a higher order statistic of the cosmic shear field – which
can be directly estimated in wide-area weak lensing surveys without measuring the full three-point shear correlation function,
making this a practical and complementary tool to two-point statistics for weak lensing cosmology. We define it as the one-point
aperture mass statistic Map measured at different locations on the shear field correlated with the corresponding local two-point
shear correlation function ξ±. Building upon existing work on the integrated bispectrum of the weak lensing convergence field,
we present a theoretical framework for computing the integrated three-point function in real space for any projected field within
the flat-sky approximation and apply it to cosmic shear. Using analytical formulae for the non-linear matter power spectrum and
bispectrum, we model iζ± and validate it on N-body simulations within the uncertainties expected from the sixth year cosmic
shear data of the Dark Energy Survey. We also explore the Fisher information content of iζ± and perform a joint analysis with ξ±
for two tomographic source redshift bins with realistic shape noise to analyse its power in constraining cosmological parameters.
We find that the joint analysis of ξ± and iζ± has the potential to considerably improve parameter constraints from ξ± alone,
and can be particularly useful in improving the figure of merit of the dynamical dark energy equation of state parameters from
cosmic shear data.

Key words: gravitational lensing: weak – methods: statistical – cosmological parameters – large-scale structure of Universe.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Weak gravitational lensing involves the study of the cosmic shear
field γ – coherent distortions imprinted in the shapes of background
source galaxies by the gravitational lensing effect of foreground
matter distribution in the Universe (Bartelmann & Schneider 2001;
Schneider 2006; Kilbinger 2015). Statistical analysis of the shear
field facilitates the inference of various cosmological model pa-
rameters describing the foreground (late-time) matter field. The
spatial distribution of these late-time matter density fluctuations
consists of several, moderately underdense regions (e.g. voids) and
relatively fewer, but highly overdense regions (e.g. galaxies, galaxy
clusters) that have emerged through the interplay of gravitational and
baryonic processes over billions of years. As a consequence, the late-
time density fluctuations follow a positively skewed non-Gaussian
distribution. However, most of the statistical analyses currently
performed on cosmic shear data are focused on the evaluation of two-
point shear correlation functions ξ± (Troxel et al. 2018; Hamana et al.
2020; Asgari et al. 2021), which are insensitive to the information
contained in the higher order moments of the distribution. Therefore,
the need for exploring methods beyond two-point statistics in the
vast amounts of observed shear data is of paramount importance.
These higher order statistics may not constrain cosmological pa-
rameters better than two-point correlation functions. However, due

� E-mail: ahalder@usm.lmu.de

to different dependence on the parameters, they hold the poten-
tial to break parameter degeneracies that appear in two-point
analyses.

The three-point correlation function of cosmic shear (γ -3PCF),
generalized third-order aperture mass statistics (Schneider &
Lombardi 2003; Kilbinger & Schneider 2005; Schneider, Kil-
binger & Lombardi 2005), and weak lensing convergence bispectrum
(Takada & Jain 2004; Kayo & Takada 2013; Sato & Nishimichi 2013)
are examples of third-order statistics that can probe the full three-
point information of the observed weak lensing field. Cosmological
constraints using the γ -3PCF were first reported by Semboloni et al.
(2011) in the COSMOS survey and by Fu et al. (2014) in the
CFHTLS survey.1 However, in current weak lensing surveys (such
as DES, KiDs, HSC),2 which span thousand square degrees and
larger areas on the sky (much larger than COSMOS and CFHTLS),
measuring and analysing the full γ -3PCF remains unexplored due to
both theoretical and observational challenges.

Hence, in recent years, many alternate methods to probe parts of
the higher order information in the cosmic shear field have been

1COSMOS – Cosmic Evolution Survey, https://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu;
CFHTLS – Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey, https://ww
w.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHTLS/.
2DES – Dark Energy Survey, https://www.darkenergysurvey.org; KiDS –
Kilo Degree Survey, http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/index.php; HSC – Hyper
Suprime-Cam Survey, https://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/.

C© 2021 The Author(s)
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proposed and some even measured in data, which although do not
capture the full three-point information, are easier to measure and
model than γ -3PCF. Examples are shear peak statistics (Kacprzak
et al. 2016), shear peak counts and minima (Zürcher et al. 2021),
density split statistics (Friedrich et al. 2018; Gruen et al. 2018; Burger
et al. 2020), lensing mass-map moments (Chang et al. 2018; Gatti
et al. 2020), and joint analyses of shear peaks with ξ± (Harnois-
Déraps et al. 2020; Martinet et al. 2021) to name a few. Most of
them show potential in putting tighter constraints on cosmological
parameters obtained from ξ± alone.

In this paper, we propose another such statistic that can be
measured directly from cosmic shear data, namely,3 the integrated
three-point shear correlation function iζ±. We define the statistic
as the aperture mass measured using a compensated filter at several
locations, and correlate them with the position-dependent shear two-
point correlation function measured within top-hat patches at the
corresponding locations. Some key aspects that we explore in this
paper are the following.

(i) This statistic is the real space counterpart of the recently
introduced integrated bispectrum of the weak lensing convergence
field κ as studied by Munshi et al. (2020b) and Jung et al. (2021).
In this paper, we build upon the existing work and formulate a
theoretical model for our real-space statistic on the shear field γ

and validate it on simulated cosmic shear maps.
(ii) The most desirable feature of iζ± is that it can be easily

measured from the observed shear field, a direct observable. This
is possible because we define iζ± using an aperture mass – a
weighted measurement of the shear field at a given location using a
compensated window that filters out a constant convergence mass
sheet – and the position-dependent two-point shear correlation
function that is intuitively the ξ± measured within top-hat patches
(with area of a few square degrees). Our definition is different
from Munshi et al. (2020b) who work with the convergence field
in Fourier space and accordingly define the integrated convergence
bispectrum iBκ using the local mean convergence measured within
a top-hat patch instead of using a compensated filter. If one would
want to measure iBκ , then it would first be necessary to construct a
convergence map from the observed shear field. This map-making
process is not at all straightforward in the presence of complicated
survey geometry and masks.

(iii) We investigate the information content of iζ± for a DES-sized
tomographic survey in terms of Fisher constraints on cosmological
parameters. This is the first work to perform such an analysis in the
context of the integrated weak lensing bispectrum.

We organize the paper in the following manner. In Section 2,
we formulate the integrated three-point function statistic for any
projected field within the flat-sky approximation and then apply
it to the case for the cosmic shear field in Section 3. In Section
4, we describe the simulations and numerical methods we use in
order to measure and theoretically model the statistic. Finally, in
Section 5, we validate our theoretical model on the simulations and
present Fisher constraints on cosmological parameters. Throughout
this paper we assume flat cosmology i.e. �K = 0. As we mainly
work with projected 2D quantities, we differentiate them from 3D
quantities by explicitly specifying the subscript or superscript ‘3D’
for the latter.

3The i in iζ± stands for ‘integrated’ and should not be confused with the
complex imaginary unit

√−1.

2 TH E O RY I: G E N E R A L F O R M A L I S M

In this section, we formulate the general framework of equations
required for describing the integrated three-point function (in real
space) and the integrated bispectrum (in Fourier space) of any
projected 2D field within the flat-sky approximation. For this section
and the next, we provide a summary of this technical part of the
paper at the end of Section 3. Readers may feel free to skip these
theoretical details and directly refer to the summary in Section 3.4.

2.1 Projected fields

Any cosmic field f 3D[χ , η] that we observe on our past light-cone
at 3D comoving position χ and corresponding conformal lookback
time η = η0 − χ (where η0 is the conformal time today and χ the
radial comoving distance) can be projected on to the 2D celestial
sphere to obtain the weighted line-of-sight 2D quantity f (n̂) towards
a radial unit direction n̂ (Bartelmann & Schneider 2001),

f (n̂) =
∫

dχ qf (χ )f 3D
[
χ n̂, η0 − χ

]
, (1)

where qf(χ ) is a particular weighting kernel over which f3D is
projected. Examples are the projected galaxy number density or
the weak lensing convergence field that we observe on the celestial
sphere. Assuming that the angular extent of the field of view is small
– spanning an area of a few square degrees – we can make the flat-
sky approximation, where we denote the position on the sky as a 2D
planar vector θ = (θx, θy) and express f as

f (θ ) =
∫

dχ qf (χ )f 3D
[
(χθ, χ ), η0 − χ

]
. (2)

2.2 The projected power spectrum and bispectrum

The 2D power spectrum (Pgh) and bispectrum (Bfgh) of projected
fields f, g, h are defined as (Bartelmann & Schneider 2001)
〈
g(l1)h(l2)

〉 ≡ (2π)2δD(l1 + l2) Pgh(l1), (3)

〈
f (l1)g(l2)h(l3)

〉 ≡ (2π)2δD(l1 + l2 + l3) Bfgh(l1, l2, l3), (4)

where 〈· · · 〉 denotes an ensemble average over different realizations
of the Universe and δD denotes the Dirac delta function. f (l)
corresponds to the Fourier space representation4 of field f (θ ) (see
Appendix A); and similarly for fields g, h. The bispectrum is defined
for closed triangle configurations l1 + l2 + l3 = 0.

These 2D spectra can be expressed as line-of-sight projections
of the power spectrum P 3D

gh (k, η), and bispectrum B3D
fgh(k1, k2, k3, η)

of the 3D fields f3D, g3D, h3D with ki corresponding to 3D Fourier
wave vectors. This can be computed using the Limber approximation
(Limber 1954; Kaiser 1992; Buchalter, Kamionkowski & Jaffe
2000):

Pgh(l) =
∫

dχ
qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ2
P 3D

gh

(
k = l

χ
, η0 − χ

)
, (5)

4In this paper, we do not use any distinguishing symbol (e.g. the commonly
used tilde) for separately denoting the Fourier space representation of the field
f. The Fourier representation is left understood when f appears with argument
l or q (2D Fourier wave vectors).
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Bfgh(l1, l2, l3)=
∫

dχ
qf (χ )qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ4
B3D

fgh

(
l1

χ
,

l2

χ
,

l3

χ
, η0 − χ

)
,

(6)

where qf(χ ), qg(χ ), and qh(χ ) are the weighting kernels with which
f3D, g3D, and h3D are projected, respectively. Under the assumptions
of an isotropic Universe, the power spectrum is independent of the
direction of the wave vector and the bispectrum does not depend
on the orientation of the closed triangle of its wave vectors. It
should be noted again that these expressions are written assuming
that the Universe is flat. However, it is straightforward to generalize
these equations to a universe with non-zero spatial curvature (see
Bartelmann & Schneider 2001; Schneider 2006).

2.3 The integrated three-point function and integrated
bispectrum of projected fields

The integrated bispectrum iB3D(k) of the 3D matter density contrast
field was first studied by Chiang et al. (2014) who defined it as the
correlation of the local mean density perturbation and the position-
dependent power spectrum evaluated within 3D subvolumes. They
showed that this correlation can be expressed as integrals over
different k-modes of the full 3D matter density contrast bispectrum
B3D

δ . Chiang et al. (2015) studied the real space counterpart of
iB3D(k), namely the integrated three-point function iζ 3D(r) that they
showed to be the correlation of the local mean density perturbation
and the position-dependent two-point correlation function within
3D subvolumes and presented the first detection of iζ 3D(r) in the
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) Data Release 10
(DR10) constant-mass (CMASS) galaxy sample. The integrated
bispectrum has also found other applications, for example in studying
the Lyman α forest, quasars (Doux et al. 2016; Chiang et al. 2017;
Chiang & Slosar 2018), and also the 21-cm line in the epoch of
reionization (Giri et al. 2019). Recently, Munshi & Coles (2017),
Munshi et al. (2020a,b), and Jung et al. (2020, 2021) have extended
the formalism to the integrated bispectrum iB(l) of projected 2D
fields. In particular, Munshi et al. (2020b) studied this in the context of
the weak lensing convergence field and developed various theoretical
models for the same. In this section, we build upon the mathematical
formalism of the integrated bispectrum developed in these previous
works and introduce its real space counterpart the integrated three-
point function iζ (θ ) for any projected 2D field.

2.3.1 Projected field within 2D window

The central quantity to our discussion will be the projected field
f (θ ; θC) at a given location θ on the flat-sky, weighted by an
azimuthally symmetric 2D window function W (of a given size or
characteristic scale) centred at θC ,

f (θ ; θC) ≡ f (θ)W (θC − θ ), (7)

where W (θC − θ ) = W (θ − θC) = W (|θC − θ |). For example, if the
window function centred at θC is a top-hat of size θT, then f (θ ; θC) =
f (θ ) only when |θC − θ | ≤ θT, otherwise f (θ ; θC) = 0. Its local
Fourier transform (see Appendix A) is given by

f (l; θC) ≡ F2D[f (θ ; θC)] =
∫

d2θ f (θ )W (θC − θ ) e−il·θ

=
∫

d2l1

(2π)2
f (l1)W (l1 − l) ei(l1−l)·θC ,

(8)

where f can be any complex/real 2D field defined in a tomographic bin
with projection kernel qf, e.g. projected galaxy density contrast, weak
lensing convergence κ , and weak lensing shear γ . f (l) and W (l) are
the Fourier space representations of f (θ ) and W (θ), respectively.
If f is a real field, i.e. f ∗(−l) = f (l), then we can easily see that
f ∗(l; θC) = f (−l; θC).

2.3.2 Position-dependent weighted mean of projected field

We can now find the weighted mean of f (θ ; θC) defined within the
2D window5 W1pt at θC as

f̄ (θC) ≡ 1

A1pt

∫
d2θ f (θ ; θC) = 1

A1pt

∫
d2θ f (θ)W1pt(θC − θ )

= 1

A1pt

∫
d2l

(2π)2
f (l)W1pt(l) eil·θC , (9)

where for the final equality we have used the convolution theorem
and have defined the one-point area normalization term as

A1pt ≡
∫

d2θ W1pt(θC − θ ). (10)

Note that this normalization term is a purely geometric factor
independent of the location θC of the window (evaluating it at any
θC gives the same result and for simplicity we evaluate it at θC = 0;
see also Footnote 6). If we use a normalized window function, i.e.
A1pt = 1, or a compensated filter (Schneider 2006) – which shall be
important when we consider aperture masses (see Section 3.2) – then
we do not need to consider this normalization factor. From equations
(8) and (9) we can see that

f̄ (θC) = 1

A1pt
f (l = 0; θC). (11)

2.3.3 Position-dependent two-point function of projected fields

The two-point correlation (as a function of the separation 2D vector
α) of projected fields g and h is defined as

ξgh(α) ≡ 〈
g(θ )h(θ + α)

〉
. (12)

This is the real space counterpart of the projected power spectrum
Pgh(l):

ξgh(α) = F−1
2D [Pgh(l)] =

∫
d2l

(2π)2
Pgh(l) eil·α . (13)

Considering isotropic fields, this inverse 2D Fourier transformation
becomes an inverse Hankel transform (see Appendix A): ξgh(α) =
F−1

2D [Pgh(l)] where the correlation function (power spectrum) is
independent of the direction of the separation vector α (Fourier
mode l).

For ergodic fields, we can write the expression for this two-point
correlation function evaluated within a finite region of area A as

ξ̂gh(α) ≡ 1

A

∫
d2θ g(θ)h(θ + α), (14)

where the integrand for a given separation α is defined only for
those points θ for which both θ and θ + α lie within the boundary

5We use the subscript ‘1pt’ for the window function in the equation for
the weighted mean of a field inside the window W1pt at a given location
to distinguish it from the case when we compute the position-dependent
two-point function within a different window W at the same location (see
equation 15).
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of the region under consideration. As A → ∞, ξ̂gh(α) → ξgh(α).
However, if the region spans only a small area (e.g. a small 2D
aperture on the sky), then this limit does not hold and instead the
expression ξ̂gh(α) evaluates to a value that depends on the location of
the aperture. Hence, we now formally define the expression for the
position-dependent two-point correlation function ξ̂gh(α; θC) of the
projected fields g and h both defined within a 2D aperture W centred
at θC as

ξ̂gh(α; θC) ≡ 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ g(θ ; θC)h(θ + α; θC)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ g(θ )W (θC − θ )

×h(θ + α)W (θC − θ − α)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2
g(l1)h(l2)

×W (q)W (l1 + l2 − q) ei(l1+l2)·θC ei(q−l1)·α, (15)

where l i , q are 2D Fourier wave vectors. In the above equa-
tion A2pt(α) is the area normalization for this projected position-
dependent two-point function and is given by

A2pt(α) ≡
∫

d2θ W (θC − θ )W (θC − θ − α)

=
∫

d2q
(2π)2

W (q)W (−q) eiq·α, (16)

which for simplicity we evaluate (using the first equality) at θC = 0
as this term is independent of the window’s location θC .6 However,
it is important to note that this area normalization depends on
the separation vector α under consideration, unlike A1pt defined in
equation (10). For azimuthally symmetric window functions that
we are interested in, it follows from isotropy considerations that
this normalization term only depends on the magnitude α of the
separation vector, i.e. A2pt(α) = A2pt(α). Hence, one can evaluate
this term for any polar angle φα (e.g. defined with respect to the
x-axis of the flat-sky coordinate system). For simplicity, we shall
consider φα = 0.

On the other hand, for the position-dependent two-point corre-
lation function of field g with the complex-conjugated field h∗ we
have

ξ̂gh∗ (α; θC) ≡ 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ g(θ ; θC)h∗(θ + α; θC)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2
g(l1)h∗(−l2)

× W (q)W (l1 + l2 − q) ei(l1+l2)·θC ei(q−l1)·α. (17)

In case the field h is real, i.e. h∗(−l) = h(l), it follows from equation
(15) that ξ̂gh∗ (α; θC) = ξ̂gh(α; θC).

The position-dependent correlation function gives an unbiased
estimate of the two-point correlation function, i.e.

〈
ξ̂gh(α; θC)

〉 =
ξgh(α). Also, when we consider the fields and the window functions
to be isotropic, then the above expressions only depend on the
magnitude α of the separation vector, i.e. ξ̂gh(α; θC) = ξ̂gh(α; θC).

6Of course, this is only true when we do not consider holes and masks in the
data. To account for this, one may randomly throw away some points inside
a window centred at θC so as to have only those pairs of points {θ , θ + α}
yielding the same effective area of another window at θ ′

C but which has masks
and holes within its aperture.

2.3.4 Position-dependent power spectrum of projected fields

The power spectrum is the forward Fourier transform of the two-point
correlation function. Hence, we define the Fourier space counterpart
of ξ̂gh(α; θC) as

P̂gh(l; θC) ≡ F2D[A2pt(α)ξ̂gh(α; θC)]

=
∫

d2α A2pt(α)ξ̂gh(α; θC) e−il·α

=
∫

d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2
g(l1)h(l2)

×W (l1 + l)W (l2 − l) ei(l1+l2)·θC

= g(−l; θC)h(l; θC). (18)

This is slightly different from the position-dependent power spectrum
definition of Chiang et al. (2014) who define it for the 3D matter
density contrast field in their equation (2.3) with a constant volume
normalization term. On the other hand, we factor out the scale-
dependent area normalization term A2pt(α) in our definition of P̂gh.

Similarly, the Fourier space counterpart of ξ̂gh∗ (α; θC) can be
written as

P̂gh∗ (l; θC) ≡ F2D[A2pt(α)ξ̂gh∗ (α; θC)]

=
∫

d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2
g(l1)h∗(−l2)

×W (l1 + l)W (l2 − l) ei(l1+l2)·θC

= g(−l; θC)h∗(−l; θC). (19)

When the field h is real, P̂gh∗ (l; θC) = P̂gh(l; θC).

2.3.5 Integrated three-point function of projected fields

We now define the integrated three-point function of projected fields
analogous to the 3D case (Chiang et al. 2015) – the ensemble average
(over different locations θC) of the product of the position-dependent
weighted mean and the position-dependent two-point function of
projected fields:

iζ (α) ≡
〈
f̄ (θC) ξ̂gh(α; θC)

〉

= 1

A1ptA2pt(α)

∫
d2θ1

∫
d2θ2

〈
f (θ1)g(θ2)h(θ2 + α)

〉

×W1pt(θC − θ1)W (θC − θ2)W (θC − θ2 − α)

= 1

A1ptA2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2l3

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2

×
〈
f (l1)g(l2)h(l3)

〉
ei(l1+l2+l3)·θC

×W1pt(l1)W (q)W (l2 + l3 − q) ei(q−l2)·α, (20)

and for the case with complex-conjugated field h∗:

iζ∗(α) ≡
〈
f̄ (θC) ξ̂gh∗ (α; θC)

〉

= 1

A1ptA2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2l3

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2

×
〈
f (l1)g(l2)h∗(−l3)

〉
ei(l1+l2+l3)·θC

×W1pt(l1)W (q)W (l2 + l3 − q) ei(q−l2)·α . (21)

For a real field h, it follows that iζ∗(α) = iζ (α).
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2.3.6 Integrated bispectrum of projected fields

The Fourier space counterparts of the above equations can be written
as

iB(l) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)iζ (α; θC)

]

= 1

A1pt

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2l3

(2π)2

〈
f (l1)g(l2)h(l3)

〉

× ei(l1+l2+l3)·θC W1pt(l1)W (l2 + l)W (l3 − l)

=
〈
f̄ (θC) P̂gh(l; θC)

〉
, (22)

iB∗(l) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)iζ∗(α; θC)

]

= 1

A1pt

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2l3

(2π)2

〈
f (l1)g(l2)h∗ (−l3)

〉

× ei(l1+l2+l3)·θC W1pt(l1)W (l2 + l)W (l3 − l)

=
〈
f̄ (θC) P̂gh∗ (l; θC)

〉
, (23)

where the last lines of both these equations show that the inte-
grated bispectrum is the ensemble average of the position-dependent
weighted mean and the position-dependent power spectrum of the
projected fields.

From isotropy considerations (of the fields and of the symmetric
window functions) we have iB(l) = iB(l) and iζ (α) = iζ (α). We
can thereby relate the integrated three-point function to the integrated
bispectrum through an inverse Hankel transform:

iζ (α) = 1

A2pt(α)
F−1

2D [iB(l)]. (24)

The formalism for the integrated bispectrum and integrated three-
point function we have developed so far is very general and applicable
to any projected field within the flat-sky approximation. For the
curved-sky formulation of the projected integrated bispectrum the
reader is referred to the work by Jung et al. (2020).

In this paper, we shall look into only one application of our
formalism for the integrated three-point function – on the cosmic
shear field.

3 TH EORY II : APPLICATION

Having developed the general framework of equations for computing
the integrated three-point function for any projected field, we now
apply it to the weak lensing shear field and formulate the equations
for the integrated three-point shear correlation function.

3.1 Weak lensing basics

The light from background (source) galaxies is weakly deflected
by the foreground (lens) intervening total matter distribution. This
causes a coherent distortion pattern in the observed shapes of these
background galaxies and is known as the cosmic shear field. This
field can be interpreted as the shear caused by a weighted line-
of-sight projection of the 3D matter density field – known as the
weak lensing convergence field. Statistical analysis of this shear
field (directly observable) through the widely used two-point shear
correlation function allows one to infer about the projected power
spectrum of the total matter distribution (theoretically predictable)
and thereby constrain cosmological parameters.

Following equation (2), the weak lensing convergence field κ(θ )
acting on source galaxies situated at the radial comoving distance χ s

can be written as a line-of-sight projection of the 3D matter density
contrast field δ3D:

κ(θ) =
∫

dχ q(χ )δ3D
[
(χθ, χ ), η0 − χ

]
, (25)

with projection kernel q(χ ) (also known as lensing efficiency) written
as7(Kilbinger 2015)

q(χ ) = 3H 2
0 �m

2c2

χ

a(χ )

χs − χ

χs

; with χ ≤ χs, (26)

where �m is the total matter density parameter of the Universe today,
H0 the Hubble parameter today, a the scale factor, and c the speed
of light. The convergence and the associated complex shear field are
related to each other through second-order derivatives of the lensing
potential ψ(θ) in the 2D sky-plane (Schneider 2006):

κ(θ) = 1

2

(
∂2

x + ∂2
y

)
ψ(θ), γ (θ ) = 1

2

(
∂2

x − ∂2
y + 2i∂x∂y

)
ψ(θ ),

(27)

where ψ(θ ) is the line-of-sight projection of the 3D Newtonian
gravitational potential �

[
(χθ, χ ), η0 − χ

]
of the total matter dis-

tribution:

ψ(θ) = 2

c2

∫
dχ

χs − χ

χs χ
�

[
(χθ, χ ), η0 − χ

]
; with χs > χ.

(28)

The shear γ (θ ) = γ1(θ ) + iγ2(θ ) at a given location θ is a complex
quantity where the shear components γ 1 and γ 2 are specified in
a chosen Cartesian frame (in 2D flat-sky). However, one is free
to rotate the coordinates by any arbitrary angle β. With respect to
this reference rotation angle β, one defines the tangential and cross
components of the shear at position θ as (Schneider 2006)

γt(θ , β) + iγ×(θ, β) ≡ −e−2iβ
[
γ1(θ) + iγ2(θ)

]
. (29)

Now, given a pair of points θ1 and θ2 on the field that are separated
by the 2D vector α ≡ θ2 − θ1, one can write the tangential and cross
components of the shear for this particular pair of points along the
separation direction β = φα (polar angle of α) as

γt(θ j , φα) + iγ×(θ j , φα) ≡ −e−2iφα
[
γ1(θ j ) + iγ2(θ j )

]
, (30)

where j = 1, 2.
In the 2D Fourier plane, the shear γ (l) is related to κ(l) as

(Schneider 2006; Kilbinger 2015)

γ (l) = (lx + i ly)2

l2
κ(l) = e2iφl κ(l); for l �= 0, (31)

where l =
√

l2
x + l2

y and φl = arctan( ly

lx
) is the polar angle of l .

The weak lensing convergence power spectrum Pκ , gh can
be defined through equation (3) –

〈
κg(l1)κh(l2)

〉 ≡ (2π)2δD(l1 +
l2)Pκ,gh(l1) for the convergence fields κg and κh, each defined with
projection kernels qg(χ ) and qh(χ ) for two different redshift bins
(see equation 25) with sources located at χ s, g and χ s, h, respectively.
It can be further expressed through equation (5) as

Pκ,gh(l) =
∫

dχ
qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ2
P 3D

δ

(
k = l

χ
, η0 − χ

)
, (32)

7In this paper, we only consider the case when all source galaxies are located
in a Dirac-δ function like bin at χ s. However, it is straightforward to write
q(χ ) for a general distribution of source galaxies in a tomographic redshift
bin (e.g. see Schneider 2006).
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where P 3D
δ (k, η) is the 3D matter density contrast power

spectrum.
Similarly, the weak lensing convergence bispectrum defined

through equation (4) –
〈
κf (l1)κg(l2)κh(l3)

〉 ≡ (2π)2δD(l1 + l2 +
l3)Bκ,fgh(l1, l2, l3) of the convergence fields κ f, κg, and κh with
projection kernels qf(χ ), qg(χ ), and qh(χ ), respectively, can be
expressed through equation (6) as

Bκ,fgh(l1, l2, l3)

=
∫

dχ
qf (χ )qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ4
B3D

δ

(
l1

χ
,

l2

χ
,

l3

χ
, η0 − χ

)
, (33)

where B3D
δ (k1, k2, k3, η) is the 3D bispectrum of the matter density

contrast field and ki = l i
χ

. From the statistical isotropy of the density

contrast field, both P 3D
δ and B3D

δ are independent of the direction of
the ki wave vectors.

3.2 Shear two-point correlation function and aperture mass

A widely used statistic to investigate the shear field γ (θ ) is the two-
point shear correlation function. Using the notation γt,j ≡ γt(θ j , φα)
and γ×,j ≡ γ×(θ j , φα), the two-point shear correlations (as a function
of separation vector α) are defined as (Schneider & Lombardi 2003;
Jarvis, Bernstein & Jain 2004)

ξ+(α) ≡ 〈
γt,1 γt,2

〉 + 〈
γ×,1 γ×,2

〉 = 〈
γ (θ1)γ ∗(θ2)

〉
,

ξ−(α) ≡ 〈
γt,1 γt,2

〉 − 〈
γ×,1 γ×,2

〉 = 〈
γ (θ1)γ (θ2) e−4iφα

〉
, (34)

where the ensemble averages are over all pairs of points {θ1, θ2} with
θ2 = θ1 + α.

Considering a pair of shear fields γ g and γ h with projection kernels
qg(χ ) and qh(χ ), respectively, the shear two-point cross-correlations
ξ±, gh between the two fields can then be written as

ξ+,gh(α) ≡ 〈
γg(θ )γ ∗

h (θ + α)
〉
,

ξ−,gh(α) ≡ 〈
γg(θ )γh(θ + α) e−4iφα

〉
. (35)

In general, both the correlations are complex quantities but have
vanishing imaginary parts only for the so-called E-mode shear fields
(which we consider in this paper; Schneider, van Waerbeke & Mellier
2002; Kilbinger 2015). Moreover, from statistical isotropy of the
fields it follows that ξ±,gh(α) = ξ±,gh(α). These shear correlations
are related to the convergence power spectrum (equation 32) through
inverse Hankel transforms (see Appendix A; Schneider 2006;
Kilbinger 2015):

ξ+,gh(α) = F−1
2D [Pκ,gh(l)] =

∫
dl l

2π
Pκ,gh(l) J0(lα),

ξ−,gh(α) = F−1
2D [Pκ,gh(l) e−4iφl ] =

∫
dl l

2π
Pκ,gh(l) J4(lα), (36)

where J0(x) and J4(x) are the zeroth- and fourth-order Bessel
functions of the first kind, respectively.

We can now write the position-dependent two-point correlation
functions ξ̂±,gh(α; θC) of the shear field within a 2D window W
centred at position θC . Using equations (17) and (31) and the first
line of equation (35), we can write the ξ̂+,gh(α; θC) correlation as

ξ̂+,gh(α; θC) ≡ 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ γg(θ ; θC)γ ∗

h (θ + α; θC)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2

× κg(l1)κh(l2) × e2i(φ1−φ2)W (q)W (l1 + l2 − q)

× ei(l1+l2)·θC ei(q−l1)·α, (37)

where φ1 and φ2 are the polar angles of the Fourier modes l1 and l2,
respectively.

Taking into account the phase factor e−4iφα present in the second
line of equation (35), we can write the ξ̂−,gh(α; θC) using equations
(15) and (31) as

ξ̂−,gh(α; θC) ≡ 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ γg(θ ; θC)γh(θ + α; θC) e−4iφα

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2
κg(l1)κh(l2)

×e2i(φ1+φ2)W (q)W (l1 + l2 − q) ei(l1+l2)·θC

×ei(q−l1)·α e−4iφα . (38)

For isotropic window functions W, both the estimators are indepen-
dent of the direction of α, i.e. ξ̂±,gh(α; θC) = ξ̂±,gh(α; θC). Moreover,
taking the ensemble average of the above equations we can see that
〈ξ̂±,gh(α; θC)〉 = ξ±,gh(α).

Along these lines we can also define the position-dependent shear
power spectra expressions as the Fourier space counterparts of the
above equations. Using equations (19) and (18), respectively (with
an extra phase factor e4iφα in the latter), we get

P̂+,gh(l; θC) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)ξ̂+,gh(α; θC)

]

= γg(−l; θC)γ ∗
h (−l; θC)

=
∫

d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2
κg(l1)κh(l2) e2i(φ1−φ2)

×W (l1 + l)W (l2 − l) ei(l1+l2)·θC (39)

and

P̂−,gh(l; θC) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)ξ̂−,gh(α; θC) e4iφα

]

= γg(−l; θC)γh(l; θC)

=
∫

d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2
κg(l1)κh(l2) e2i(φ1+φ2)

×W (l1 + l)W (l2 − l) ei(l1+l2)·θC . (40)

In this paper, we shall use a top-hat (disc) window function W
of radius θT inside which we shall evaluate the two-point shear
correlations:

W (θ) = W (θ ) =
{

1 θ ≤ θT,

0 θ > θT,
(41)

and the Fourier transform of this window function reads

W (l) = W (l) =
∫

d2θ W (θ ) e−il·θ = 2πθ2
T

J1(lθT)

lθT
, (42)

where J1 is the first-order ordinary Bessel function of the first kind.
One should note that this form of the top-hat window function is not
normalized since

∫
d2θ W (θ) = πθ2

T.
Another statistic used for investigating the convergence/shear field

is the aperture mass Map(θC) that measures the weighted κ – a
projected surface mass – inside an aperture U located at a given
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point θC (Kaiser 1995; Schneider 1996, 2006):

Map(θC) =
∫

d2θ κ(θ) U (θC − θ )

=
∫

d2l
(2π)2

κ(l)U (l) eil·θC , (43)

where the azimuthally symmetric aperture U (θ ) = U (θ ) has a
characteristic size scale θ ap and in the second line we have ex-
panded the equation with Fourier space expressions (see equation
9). Furthermore, if U is a compensated window function, i.e. its
integral over its support vanishes

∫
d2θ U (θC − θ ) = 0, then a very

interesting property of the aperture mass is that it can be directly
evaluated from the shear field as a weighted tangential shear within
an azimuthally symmetric aperture Q (of size θ ap) located at θC

(Kaiser 1995; Schneider 1996, 2006):

Map(θC) =
∫

d2θ γt(θ, φθC−θ ) Q(θC − θ ), (44)

where the tangential shear γt(θ , φθC−θ ) at any given location θ is
defined with respect to φθC−θ that is the polar angle of the separation
vector between θ and the centre of the aperture θC . The azimuthally
symmetric aperture Q has the form (Schneider 2006)

Q(θ ) = Q(θ ) = −U (θ ) + 2

θ2

∫ θ

0
dθ ′ θ ′U (θ ′). (45)

The aperture mass statistic can be interpreted as a position-dependent
weighted mean of the shear/convergence field (see equation 9) with
W1pt = U. However, as we define it using a compensated filter, an area
normalization term for this statistic is irrelevant (see equation 10).

For the filter functions Q and U, several choices have been
investigated. In this paper, we use the forms proposed by Crittenden
et al. (2002; see also Kilbinger & Schneider 2005; Schneider et al.
2005):

U (θ ) = 1

2πθ2
ap

(
1 − θ2

2θ2
ap

)
exp

(
− θ2

2θ2
ap

)
,

Q(θ ) = θ2

4πθ4
ap

exp

(
− θ2

2θ2
ap

)
. (46)

We shall also work closely with the Fourier space representation
of U for our theoretical modelling:

U (l) = U (l) =
∫

d2θ U (θ ) e−il·θ = l2θ2
ap

2
exp

(
− l2θ2

ap

2

)
. (47)

3.3 Integrated three-point shear correlation function

We now have all the necessary ingredients to define the integrated
three-point function (see Section 2.3.5) of the cosmic shear field as
follows:

iζ±,fgh(α) ≡
〈
Map,f (θC) ξ̂±,gh(α; θC)

〉
, (48)

where Map,f (θC) is the aperture mass at location θC (see equations
43 and 44) evaluated from the shear field γ f with projection
kernel qf(χ ), and ξ̂±,gh(α; θC) are the position-dependent shear two-
point correlation functions (see equations 37 and 38) computed
inside a top-hat patch centred at θC from fields γ g and γ h with
projection kernels qg(χ ) and qh(χ ), respectively. Note again that
each of these projection kernels indicates source redshifts cor-
responding to different comoving distances χ s, f, χ s, g, and χ s, h,
respectively.

Using equations (21), (43), and (37), we can write the expression
for the iζ+ correlation function as

iζ+,fgh(α) ≡
〈
Map,f (θC) ξ̂+,gh(α; θC)

〉

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ1

∫
d2θ2

〈
κf (θ1)γg(θ2)γ ∗

h (θ2 + α)
〉

×U (θC − θ1)W (θC − θ2)W (θC − θ2 − α)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

∫
d2q

(2π)2

×Bκ,fgh(l1, l2, −l1 − l2) e2i(φ2−φ−1−2)

×U (l1)W (q)W (−l1 − q) ei(q−l2)·α, (49)

where φ−1 − 2 is the polar angle of the −l1 − l2 2D Fourier mode and
in the last equality we have used the definition of the convergence
bispectrum Bκ that can be further expressed in terms of a line-of-
sight projection of the 3D matter density bispectrum using equation
(33) to obtain

iζ+,fgh(α) = 1

A2pt(α)

∫
dχ

qf (χ )qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ4

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

×
∫

d2q
(2π)2

B3D
δ

(
l1

χ
,

l2

χ
,
−l1 − l2

χ
, η0 − χ

)

× e2i(φ2−φ−1−2)

×U (l1)W (q)W (−l1 − q) ei(q−l2)·α. (50)

Similarly, using equation (38) the iζ− correlation reads

iζ−,fgh(α) ≡
〈
Map,f (θC) ξ̂−,gh(α; θC)

〉

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
d2θ1

∫
d2θ2

〈
κf (θ1)γg(θ2)γh(θ2 + α)

〉

× e−4iφα U (θC − θ1)W (θC − θ2)W (θC − θ2 − α)

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
dχ

qf (χ )qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ4

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

×
∫

d2q
(2π)2

B3D
δ

(
l1

χ
,

l2

χ
,
−l1 − l2

χ
, η0 − χ

)

× e2i(φ2+φ−1−2)

×U (l1)W (q)W (−l1 − q) ei(q−l2)·α e−4iφα . (51)

As stated before, for isotropic window functions, these correlations
are independent of the direction of α, i.e. iζ±,fgh(α) = iζ±,fgh(α). One
thing to note is the similarity between the expressions of iζ±, fgh and
the generalized third-order aperture mass statistics with different
compensated filter radii as proposed by of Schneider et al. (2005, see
their section 6). Our expressions can be interpreted as a special case
of these generalized aperture mass statistics where we use two top-
hat filters of same radii and one compensated filter with a different
size instead of using three compensated filters.

Computationally, it is more convenient to arrive at these expres-
sions for the integrated three-point shear correlation functions from
the inverse Fourier transforms of the integrated shear bispectra that
we define as

iB+,fgh(l) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)iζ+,fgh(α)

]
,

iB−,fgh(l) ≡ F2D

[
A2pt(α)iζ−,fgh(α) e4iφα

]
. (52)
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Upon simplification, the expressions for these integrated bispectra
read

iB±,fgh(l) =
∫

dχ
qf (χ )qg(χ )qh(χ )

χ4

∫
d2l1

(2π)2

∫
d2l2

(2π)2

× B3D
δ

(
l1

χ
,

l2

χ
,
−l1 − l2

χ
, η0 − χ

)
e2i(φ2∓φ−1−2)

× U (l1)W (l2 + l)W (−l1 − l2 − l)

=
〈
Map,f (θC) P̂±,gh(l; θC)

〉
, (53)

where the last equality confirms our expectation (see equations 22
and 23) that the integrated bispectrum of the shear field is the
correlation of the aperture mass and the position-dependent shear
power spectrum.

Because of the isotropy argument, we have iB±,fgh(l) = iB±,fgh(l),
i.e. the above equation is true for any polar angle φl and the integrated
three-point functions are then inverse Hankel transforms of these
integrated bispectra:

iζ+,fgh(α) = 1

A2pt(α)
F−1

2D

[
iB+,fgh(l)

]

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
dl l

2π
iB+,fgh(l) J0(lα),

iζ−,fgh(α) = 1

A2pt(α)
F−1

2D

[
iB−,fgh(l) e−4iφl

]

= 1

A2pt(α)

∫
dl l

2π
iB−,fgh(l) J4(lα). (54)

The J0(lα) filter puts more weight on low-l values of the integrated
bispectrum than the J4(lα) filter at a given angular separation α.
Hence, iζ+(α) is more sensitive to large-scale fluctuations (lower l)
than iζ−(α) at the same angular separation α.

3.4 Summary

So far, we have developed the following.

(i) The integrated three-point shear correlation function iζ± can
be estimated from the cosmic shear field by measuring the aperture
mass statistic (with a compensated filter) at different locations
and then correlating it with the position-dependent two-point shear
correlation function (evaluated inside top-hat apertures) located at
the corresponding locations (see equation 48).

(ii) Given a prescription of the 3D matter density bispectrum
B3D

δ (k1, k2, k3, η) for a set of cosmological parameters, we can
theoretically predict the iζ± through an inverse Hankel transform of
the integrated shear bispectrum iB± – an integral of the convergence
bispectrum (see equations 33, 53, and 54). This is analogous to the
way in which one obtains the shear two-point correlation function
ξ± from the convergence power spectrum that is in turn related to the
3D matter density power spectrum P 3D

δ (k, η) through a line-of-sight
projection (see equations 32 and 36).

(iii) In Section 2, we provide a general framework of equations
for the integrated three-point function (equations 20 and 21) and the
integrated bispectrum (equations 22 and 23) that can be extended to
the analysis of any projected field within the flat-sky approximation.

We shall now proceed to measure the ξ± and iζ± statistics on
simulated cosmic shear data and also perform theoretical calculations
for the same using the equations mentioned above. We will test the
accuracy of our models on the simulations and then investigate their
constraining power on cosmological parameters.

4 SIMULATIONS, MEASUREMENTS, AND
N U M E R I C A L M E T H O D S FO R T H E O R E T I C A L
M O D E L L I N G

In this section, we describe the simulations (Sections 4.1 and 4.2)
we use in order to measure our data vector and the data-covariance
matrix (Section 4.3). We will then discuss the methods we use in
order to theoretically model the data vector in Section 4.4.

4.1 Takahashi et al. (2017) N-body simulations

We use the publicly available simulated data sets from Takahashi et al.
(2017, hereafter T17)8 cosmological simulations. The simulations
were generated primarily for the gravitational lensing studies for
the HSC Survey. In this paper, we use the full-sky light-cone weak
lensing shear and convergence maps of the simulation suite.

These data sets were obtained from a cold dark matter (CDM)
only cosmological N-body simulation in periodic cubic boxes. The
simulation setting consisted of 14 boxes of increasing side lengths L,
2L, 3L, ..., 14L (with L = 450 Mpc h−1), nested around a common
vertex (see fig. 1 of T17). Each box contained 20483 particles (smaller
boxes hence have better spatial and mass resolution) and their
initial conditions were set with second-order Lagrangian perturbation
theory (Crocce, Pueblas & Scoccimarro 2006) with an initial power
spectrum computed for a flat �CDM cosmology with the following
parameters:9 �cdm = 0.233, �b = 0.046, �m = �cdm + �b = 0.279,
�de = �� = 0.721, h = 0.7, σ 8 = 0.82, and ns = 0.97. We adopt this
set of parameters as our fiducial cosmology. The particles in each
box were then made to evolve from the initial conditions using the N-
body gravity solver code GADGET2 (Springel, Yoshida & White 2001;
Springel 2005). The evolved particle distribution of the different
nested boxes was combined in layers of shells, each 150 Mpc h−1

thick, to obtain full-sky light-cone matter density contrast inside
the shells. The simulation boxes were also ray traced using the
multiple-lens plane ray-tracing algorithm GRAYTRIX (Hamana et al.
2015; Shirasaki, Hamana & Yoshida 2015) to obtain full-sky weak
lensing convergence/shear maps (in HEALPIX format; Górski et al.
2005; Zonca et al. 2019) for several Dirac-δ-like source redshift bins.
Multiple simulations were run to produce 108 realizations for each of
their data products. The authors report that the average matter power
spectra from their several realizations of the simulations agreed with
the theoretical revised HALOFIT power spectrum (Smith et al. 2003,
later revised by Takahashi et al. 2012) to within 5 (10) per cent for k
< 5(6) h−1 Mpc at z < 1. They also provide correction formulae
for their 3D and angular power spectra in order to account for
the discrepancies stemming from the finite shell thickness, angular
resolution, and finite simulation box size effect in their simulations.
We refer the reader to our Appendix B for a summary of those
corrections.

In this paper, for validating the two-point and integrated three-
point shear correlation functions (see Section 4.3) we use the 108 full-
sky weak lensing convergence and shear maps from the simulation
suite. These maps come in the HEALPIX format (Górski et al. 2005;
Zonca et al. 2019) for various angular resolutions. We only use the
maps with NSIDE = 4096 (angular pixel scale of 0.82 arcmin) at
source redshifts z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. For reference, these
two redshifts correspond closely to the mean redshifts of the second

8The data products of the simulation are available at http://cosmo.phys.hiros
aki-u.ac.jp/takahasi/allsky raytracing/.
9The density parameter for species X is defined at η = η0, i.e. �X ≡ �X, 0.
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and fourth photometric source redshift bins that have been used in
the cosmic shear two-point analyses of the DES (Troxel et al. 2018).

4.2 FLASK lognormal simulations

A crucial part of any cosmological analysis involves the calculation
of the covariance matrix of a data vector – which for us shall
consist of two-point and integrated three-point correlations of the
shear field (see Section 4.3). The estimation of the inverse of
this data-covariance, namely the precision matrix, is particularly
important for forecasting cosmological parameter constraints (e.g.
see Section 5.2). Although an analytically modelled data-covariance
matrix can be inverted easily as it is inherently noise-free, it needs
to be modelled sufficiently accurately. An easier approach is to
estimate the covariance for a desired data vector from an ensemble
of realistic N-body simulations. However, this comes at a cost that
the sample covariance suffers from noise when estimated from a
finite number of mock simulations. The inversion of such a noisy
matrix comes with its own challenges. In order to beat down this
noise in the precision matrix one therefore needs a large ensemble of
independent simulations – with the number of simulations required
to be much larger than the size of the data vector (see Taylor,
Joachimi & Kitching 2013). Unfortunately, for our purpose, we
have only 108 independent T17 simulations to estimate the data-
covariance of our quite high-dimensional data vector that will result
in a noisy covariance matrix estimate (see Appendix F). Hence we
need another way to estimate the covariance. Many possible methods
to circumvent the problem have been suggested in literature such as
resampling techniques for estimating the covariance matrix using a
few mocks (Escoffier et al. 2016), shrinkage estimators (Joachimi
2017), or to use lognormal simulations to name a few.

We choose the option of simulating a large ensemble of full-
sky lognormal random fields for estimating the data-covariance
matrix. Lognormal random fields have been extensively studied in
the cosmological context (Coles & Jones 1991) and have been shown
to be a very good approximation for the one-point probability density
function (PDF) of the weak lensing convergence/shear (Hilbert,
Hartlap & Schneider 2011; Xavier, Abdalla & Joachimi 2016) or the
distribution of the late time matter density contrast fields (Friedrich
et al. 2018; Gruen et al. 2018). This assumption has been confirmed
from the DES Science Verification data for the convergence field
(Clerkin et al. 2017) and most recently been used to compute
covariances for the two-point shear correlations for the third year
data analysis of the DES (Friedrich et al. 2020). We further discuss
and test the validity of modelling the data-covariance matrix with
lognormal simulations in Appendix F. We show that our lognormal
data-covariance and its inverse are indeed a good model as the Fisher
parameter constraints shown in Section 5.2 are hardly affected when
we correct the lognormal model with residual terms measured from
the T17 simulations.

We use the publicly available Full-sky Lognormal Astro-fields
Simulation Kit (FLASK) tool10 (Xavier et al. 2016) that can be
used to create realizations of correlated lognormal fields on the
celestial sphere at different redshifts. Concisely, FLASK draws from
a lognormal variable κ with the PDF (Xavier et al. 2016):

p(κ) =
⎧
⎨
⎩

exp
(

− 1
2σ2 [ln(κ+λ)−μ]2

)

√
2πσ (κ+λ)

κ > −λ,

0 otherwise,
(55)

10Currently hosted at http://www.astro.iag.usp.br/∼flask/.

where μ and σ 2 are the mean and variance of the associated
normal variable and λ is the lognormal shift parameter marking
the lower limit for possible values that κ can realize. Using FLASK

we create lognormal mocks of the T17 convergence/shear fields
that approximately follow the one-point PDFs of the T17 maps at
redshifts z1 and z2, respectively. As input to FLASK, one needs to
provide the convergence power spectra Pκ , gh(l) and the lognormal
shift parameters λi for the two redshifts (with g, h, i = 1, 2). We obtain
the power spectra by projecting the 3D matter density contrast power
spectrum P 3D

δ (k, η) along the line of sight as described in equation
(32). We use the open-source Boltzmann solver code CLASS11 (Blas,
Lesgourgues & Tram 2011; Lesgourgues 2011) for computing the
non-linear P 3D

δ (k, η) in the fiducial T17 cosmology for which we
use the revised HALOFIT prescription for the non-linear matter power
spectrum (Smith et al. 2003; Bird, Viel & Haehnelt 2012; Takahashi
et al. 2012) that is included in CLASS. For obtaining the lognormal
shift parameters we follow the strategy of Hilbert et al. (2011) and
fit the above form of the lognormal PDF to the one-point PDF of the
T17 maps at both redshifts and get the following values12: λ1 = 0.012
and λ2 = 0.031. Using these settings we generate 1000 correlated
FLASK pairs (each pair consists of two maps at source redshifts z1

and z2, respectively) of full-sky shear maps in HEALPIX format with
NSIDE = 4096.

The T17 simulations are pure gravitational lensing
shear/convergence maps without any noise. In real data, the
shear is obtained from the measured ellipticities of background
galaxies that – besides the gravitational shear effect – are subject to
different sources of noise such as non-circular intrinsic ellipticities
of the galaxies, measurement noise, noise from point spread
function correction, etc. In our covariance matrix we want to include
the effect of this shape noise. This is important when we want
to forecast realistic constraints on cosmological parameters. In
principle, this can be modelled by adding a complex noise term
N (θ) = N1(θ ) + iN2(θ ) to the shear field γ θ ) = γ1(θ ) + iγ2(θ )
(Pires et al. 2020), where θ represents a pixel on the HEALPIX

shear map. The noise components N1, N2 can both be modelled as
uncorrelated Gaussian variables with zero-mean and variance:

σ 2
N = σ 2

ε

ng Apix
, (56)

where Apix is the area of the pixel at the given NSIDE, σ ε is the
dispersion of intrinsic galaxy ellipticities that we set to be 0.3 as
found for weak lensing surveys (Leauthaud et al. 2007; Schrabback
et al. 2018), and ng is the number of observed galaxies per square
arcminute for which we assume a value of 5 at each redshift bin. Note
that for the two Dirac-δ source redshift bins we consider, this adds
up to give 10 galaxies per square arcminutes that is in accordance
with the expected number density of galaxies for the full DES Year
6 cosmic shear data. To every pixel in a FLASK generated shear map
we add an independent draw of each Gaussian noise term. We then
convert these noisy shear maps into noisy convergence maps on the
curved sky using a Kaiser–Squires (KS; Kaiser & Squires 1993)
mass map reconstruction method as described in section 2.1 of Gatti
et al. (2020; see also Chang et al. 2018). This process of first adding

11Currently hosted at http://class-code.net. We use version v2.9.4 of the code.
12Precisely, we only fit the PDF to the first of the 108 T17 maps at both
redshifts to obtain the quoted λi values. We have also tested the fits on other
maps at each redshift and the values for the logshift parameters differ in only
the third decimal place whose effect on the summary statistics evaluated from
the corresponding FLASK maps is insignificant. The values for the other fit
parameters are: μ1 = −4.578, μ2 = −3.565 and σ 2

1 = 0.351, σ 2
2 = 0.205.
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noise to the shear field and then converting it to a convergence map is
more accurate than the usually prevalent way of adding independent
Gaussian noise to the pixels of the noiseless convergence field. This
is because convergence at a given pixel is a convolution of the shear
in several pixels around the desired location. This makes the noise
in the convergence at a given pixel be correlated with the noise
in neighbouring pixels. Although the KS method ensures this, the
approach where uncorrelated Gaussian noise is added to the pixels
of a noiseless convergence map directly does not account for it and
is therefore not entirely accurate.

4.3 Measurements: data vector and data-covariance matrix

We carry out measurements of the position-dependent two-point
shear correlations ξ̂±,gh(α; θC) on the T17 and FLASK shear maps
at source redshifts z1 and z2 (i.e. g, h = 1, 2) within top-hat windows
W with radius θT = 75 arcmin. Approximately, this results in a
circular patch of area 5 deg2 (which is small enough for the flat-
sky approximation to hold). We use the publicly available code
TREECORR13 (Jarvis et al. 2004) to measure these correlations in
20 log-spaced bins with angular separations 5 < α < 140 arcmin. To
be precise, we execute TREECORR on those pixels of the map that lie
within a disc of radius θT centred at a given location θC in order to
obtain ξ̂±,gh(α; θC).

For computing the aperture mass Map,f (θC) (with f = 1, 2) we use
a compensated window U with an aperture scale14 θ ap = 70 arcmin.
From a convergence map at a given source redshift zf, we measure
the aperture mass at location θC through a convolution of the U filter
with pixels in the neighbourhood of θC (see equation 43). Note that
it is completely equivalent to compute the aperture mass from the
corresponding shear map at zf by convolving shear pixels with the Q
filter (with the same aperture scale size as that of U, see equation 44)
and completely skip the KS convergence map making procedure (see
Harnois-Déraps et al. 2020). Hence, the way in which we compute
the aperture mass using the convergence field is redundant. As we are
working in a simulated setting and do not consider holes and masks
in our data, the map making procedure is straightforward. However,
this is not the case in real data and it is then practical to evaluate the
aperture mass from the shear map directly.

In the 108 T17 noiseless simulation maps, we evaluate the above
statistics at locations distributed over the full sky. We do not do
this for every pixel in the HEALPIX map but rather choose well-
separated pixels (about 2θT apart – the diameter of W) for which
the top-hat patches at those chosen pixels only slightly overlap with
the patches centred at neighbouring chosen pixels. The overlap is
not a problem and allows us to maximize the area over which we
evaluate the statistics. For computing the two-point shear correlations
ξ±, gh(α) in a given map we take the average of the position-dependent
shear correlations evaluated at all chosen patches on the map (see
the discussion after equation 38). The integrated three-point shear
correlations iζ±, fgh(α) are evaluated by first taking the product of
the aperture mass and the position-dependent shear correlation at
a chosen location and then performing an average of this product

13Currently hosted at: https://rmjarvis.github.io/TreeCorr/ build/html/index.
html#.
14We found that for θ ap = 70 arcmin the amplitude of the iB+ signal was
larger than other aperture scales when measured in combination with the
top-hat patch of θT = 75 arcmin. Optimization of the filter sizes remains an
interesting avenue to explore.

evaluated at all other locations (see equation 48) for a specific
realization.

We perform the same measurements on the FLASK maps (with
shape noise). Unlike the T17 maps, we do not distribute patches
over the whole sky but rather cut out two big circular footprints of
5000 deg2 (approximately the size of the DES footprint) in each
hemisphere of a FLASK map and restrict the distribution of patches
to within the extent of each footprint. In each FLASK map, the two
footprints are widely separated that allows us to treat each region as
an independent survey realization. This helps to maximize the use of
our FLASK simulations and allows us to have a total of 2000 DES-
like realizations (from 1000 FLASK maps) that we consider sufficient
for the estimation of the covariance matrix of our data vector for a
DES-sized survey as the number of realizations is much larger than
the maximum size of our data vector that we discuss next.

For the two source redshifts z1 and z2, our data vector Di evaluated
from the ith simulation realization (T17 or FLASK) consists of the two-
point shear cross-correlations and the integrated three-point shear
cross-correlations (each correlation function evaluated at 20 angular
separations α) as depicted below:

Di ≡ (ξ±,11, ξ±,22, ξ±,12, iζ±,111, iζ±,222, iζ±,122, iζ±,211)T, (57)

where T stands for transpose. This gives a data vector of size Nd =
7 × 2 × 20 = 280 elements. The mean data vector is obtained by
taking an average of the individual data vectors obtained from each
of the Nr realizations:

D = 1

Nr

Nr∑

i=1

Di. (58)

On the other hand, we evaluate our covariance matrix of the data
vector as

Ĉ = 1

Nr − 1

Nr∑

j=1

(
Dj − D

) (
Dj − D

)T
, (59)

thus resulting in an Nd × Nd = 280 × 280 matrix. For validating
our theoretical model for the data vector we compare it with the
mean data vector from the 108 T17 noiseless maps. For obtaining
our DES-like data-covariance matrix (with impact of shape noise)
we evaluate it from the Nr = 2000 footprints cut out from the FLASK

simulations.

4.4 Methods for theoretical modelling

In this section, we detail the numerical recipes that go into the
theoretical computation of the constituents of the model vector M
which we evaluate for the fiducial T17 cosmology (see Section 4.1).
For modelling the two-point shear correlations ξ±, gh(α) (see equation
36) we need to compute the convergence power spectrum Pκ , gh(l).
As already stated before, we use the public Boltzmann solver code
CLASS15 to compute the non-linear revised HALOFIT 3D matter power
spectrum P 3D

δ (k, η) that we integrate along the line of sight to
obtain Pκ , gh(l). We use the one-dimensional adaptive quadrature
integration routine from the GNU Scientific Library (GSL)16 (Gough
2009) to perform the integration. To partly correct for the flat-sky
and the Limber approximation that goes into the derivation for the

15To be precise, we use the C++ wrapper of the code (version v2.9.4) that
can be obtained from the official repository, currently hosted at: https://gith
ub.com/lesgourg/class public.
16Currently hosted at: http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/.
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expressions of the shear correlations, we multiply the convergence
power spectrum by an l-dependent correction factor proposed by
Kitching et al. (2017):

Cκ,gh(l) ≡ (l + 2)(l + 1)l(l − 1)
(
l + 1

2

)4 Pκ,gh

(
l + 1

2

)
. (60)

Moreover, instead of performing the inverse Hankel transform l-
integrals (i.e. the F−1

2D [· · · ] operations in equation 36) for converting
the Fourier space power spectra to shear correlations, we use
expressions with summation over l as given in Friedrich et al. (2020;
see also Stebbins 1996):

ξ±,gh(α) =
∑

l>2

2l + 1

4π

2
(
G+

l,2(cos α) ± G−
l,2(cos α)

)

l2(l + 1)2
Cκ,gh(l), (61)

where the functions G±
l,2(x) can be expressed in terms of second-order

associated Legendre polynomials Pl,2(x) (Stebbins 1996; Friedrich
et al. 2020):

G+
l,2(x) ± G−

l,2(x) = Pl,2(x)

(
4 − l ± 2x(l − 1)

1 − x2
− l(l − 1)

2

)

+Pl−1,2(x)
(l + 2)(x ∓ 2)

1 − x2
. (62)

These equations are exact for a curved-sky treatment and more
accurate than the inverse Hankel transforms; the latter resulting in
increasing errors for larger angular separations (Kitching et al. 2017).
The expressions can be easily evaluated using the GSL library.

For computing the integrated three-point functions iζ±, fgh(α), we
first need to evaluate the integrated shear bispectra iB±, fgh(l) (see
equation 53). We use the fitting formula for the 3D dark matter bis-
pectrum B3D

δ (k1, k2, k3, η) by Gil-Marı́n et al. (2012, hereafter GM,
see more in Appendix C) with the revised HALOFIT non-linear power
spectrum implementation in CLASS that we then integrate over the l i-
modes and along the line of sight to obtain iB±, fgh(l). For numerically
computing the five-dimensional integration in equation (53) we use
the publicly available adaptive multidimensional integration package
CUBATURE17 and evaluate each integrated bispectrum for 157 l-modes
log-spaced in the range 1 ≤ l ≤ 20 000. In converting to real space,
we again replace the required inverse Hankel integrals of iB±, fgh(l) in
equation (54) by the summation over l expressions in equation (61)
to obtain iζ±, fgh(α). In order to do so, we first linearly interpolate the
iB±, fgh(l) between the 157 log-spaced l-modes to get the iB±, fgh(l)
for every integer-l multipole within the range specified above. We
then use the interpolated value at every multipole to perform the
summation.

In order to validate the theoretical model for the twp-point and
integrated three-point shear correlations on the T17 simulations,
we also need to account for the effects in the simulations due to
limited angular resolution of the maps, finite simulation box size,
and finite thickness of the lens shells as reported by T17. We include
these corrections in our theory power spectra as summarized in
Appendix B.

5 R E SU LTS A N D DISCUSSION

We now present the results of our measurements and theory calcula-
tions. In Section 5.1, we test the accuracy of our model in describing
the T17 data vector within the uncertainties expected from the sixth
year cosmic shear data of the DES using the FLASK covariance

17Currently hosted at: https://github.com/stevengj/cubature.

Figure 1. The scaled convergence auto- and cross-power spectra Pκ (l) for
two tomographic source redshift bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334.

Figure 2. The scaled integrated bispectra iB+(l) for two tomographic source
redshift bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. These spectra have been computed
using a compensated filter of size θ ap = 70 arcmin and top-hat window of
radius θT = 75 arcmin.

matrix. In Section 5.2, we explore the Fisher constraining power
on cosmological parameters that can be obtained on performing a
joint analysis of ξ± and iζ±.

The results of the theory computation of the convergence power
spectra Pκ , gh(l) for source redshifts z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334
(where g, h = 1, 2) are shown in Fig. 1. It is clear from the
figure that the convergence power spectrum for sources at higher
redshift, i.e. Pκ , 22, is larger than the lower redshift power spectrum,
Pκ , 11, indicating the presence of more amount of deflecting material
between the observer and the source at larger redshifts; in other
words, a larger lensing efficiency for sources situated at a higher
redshift (see equation 26). Also, the spectra are smooth as features
like the baryonic acoustic oscillations that are prominent in the 3D
matter power spectrum are smeared out due to the mixing of 3D
k-modes into 2D l-modes through the line-of-sight projection (see
equation 32). In Fig. 2, we show the integrated bispectra iB+, fgh(l) for
the two source redshifts z1 and z2 (where f, g, h = 1, 2). As mentioned
before, the integrated bispectra are evaluated using a compensated
filter of size θ ap = 70 arcmin and two top-hat windows of radii θT =
75 arcmin. Other cross-combinations besides the four cross-spectra
shown in the figure, e.g. iB+, 112(l) and iB+, 212(l) are the same as
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Figure 3. The 280 × 280 data-correlation matrix (normalized version of Ĉ,
see equation 59) estimated from 2000 DES Year 6 sized footprints in FLASK

lognormal sky maps that include realistic shape noise for two tomographic
source redshift bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. Each 20 × 20 box around
the diagonal indicates the correlation matrix for the 20 separation bins α of
each of the 14 components of the data vector D = (ξ+, 11(α), ξ−, 11(α),
ξ+, 22(α), ξ−, 22(α), ..., iζ+, 211(α), iζ−, 211(α))T (see equation 57). The off-
diagonal boxes indicate the cross-correlations between the angular bins of
different correlation functions.

iB+, 211(l) and iB+, 122(l), respectively (e.g. this can be easily verified
from equation 53). Hence, they add no extra information and we only
consider these four. The iB−, fgh spectra look similar to iB+, fgh and
are not shown separately.

It should be noted here that the high-l end of the integrated
shear bispectra pick up significant contributions from squeezed
configurations of the convergence bispectrum Bκ since the high-l
values correspond to computing the position-dependent correlation
function in real space on angular scales much smaller than the size of
the patch (l � 2π/2θT ≈ 145). As shown before for the 3D integrated
bispectrum by Chiang et al. (2014) and for the 2D convergence
bispectrum by Barreira et al. (2019) and Munshi et al. (2020b),
this in turn corresponds to picking up the squeezed bispectrum
configurations. However, it should be noted that the low-l end of
iB picks up contribution from triangle configurations other than
squeezed as the angular scales that the low-l correspond to are close
to the diameter of the patch where the squeezed limit does not hold
(see Fig. D1 and discussion in Appendix D for more details).

5.1 Validation on T17 simulations

In Fig. 4, we show each component of the data vector D (black
dots) evaluated from the mean of 108 T17 simulated maps for the
two source redshifts. The error bars on the data points indicate the
standard deviation over the 108 maps (note that these are noiseless
simulations). The grey shaded region is the 1σ standard deviation
computed from the data-covariance matrix Ĉ estimated from 2000
DES Year 6 sized footprints in FLASK lognormal sky maps that
include realistic shape noise (see Fig. 3). The model vector for each
statistic is also shown in the plots (in blue) where we also include
the corrections proposed by T17 to account for the various resolution
effects of the T17 simulation (see Appendix B). The ξ± models are in
good agreement with the T17 measurements within both the scatter of

the simulations and the DES error bars. This is another confirmation
of the result already reported by T17 that the convergence power
spectrum (that we obtain using the revised HALOFIT 3D matter power
spectrum) matches with the T17 simulations after taking into account
the resolution corrections (see Appendix B). Our model predictions
for the iζ+ statistic also agrees well on all angular scales with the T17
simulations not only within the grey DES error bars but also within
the scatter of the T17 simulations (black error bars). However, this is
not the case for iζ− models as they are seen to be in agreement with
the T17 simulations only on larger angular scales but overpredict
the simulations on smaller scales. This stems from an inaccuracy of
the GM bispectrum fitting formula. At the small angular scales, the
iζ− with its fourth-order Bessel function J4 (see equation 54 and
discussion after the equation) is most sensitive to the very high-l
values of the integrated bispectrum. At these very high l values, the
integrated bispectrum signal is mostly due to the contributions from
the highly squeezed configurations of the convergence bispectrum
(see discussion in Appendix D). The GM formula, on the other
hand, is known to overestimate these highly squeezed bispectrum
configurations (Sato & Nishimichi 2013; Namikawa et al. 2019;
Takahashi et al. 2020) and hence causes the overestimation of the
iζ− signal on the small angular scales. On the other hand, iζ+ has
a zeroth-order Bessel function J0 weighting that is more sensitive to
lower l values (for a given angular scale) of the integrated bispectrum
compared to iζ−. At low to moderate l, the integrated bispectrum
receives contribution from not so highly squeezed and other bispec-
trum triangle configurations where the GM fitting function works
reasonably well. In Appendix D, we show the results of using
a more accurate bispectrum fitting function BIHALOFIT (Takahashi
et al. 2020) that correctly estimates the squeezed configurations and
allows for an improved modelling of the iζ− correlations down
to smaller angular scales (see Fig. D3). However, BIHALOFIT is
currently only applicable to wCDM cosmologies (i.e. w0 = constant
and wa = 0), whereas one of the major goals of our analysis is
to investigate the constraining power of iζ± for cosmologies with
dynamical dark energy wa �= 0 (see Section 5.2 and the discussion in
Appendix D). On the other hand, the GM fitting function is applicable
to cosmologies with dynamical dark energy (as previously shown by
Sato & Nishimichi 2013) and hence we choose it as our fiducial
bispectrum model instead of BIHALOFIT.

To compare how well the model vector M describes the data vector
D of a given statistic quantitatively, we compute the χ2 value as

χ2 = (D − M)TC−1(D − M), (63)

where C−1 is an unbiased estimate of the inverse data-covariance ma-
trix Ĉ−1 measured from Nr realizations for a data vector containing
Nd elements (Hartlap, Simon & Schneider 2007):

C−1 = Nr − Nd − 2

Nr − 1
Ĉ−1. (64)

Note that the estimation of this unbiased inverse data-covariance
matrix requires Nr > Nd + 2. Moreover, a relatively small number
of Nr compared to Nd results in a highly noisy inverse covariance
estimate (see Appendix F). Hence, one usually needs Nr � Nd.

Using the χ2 value, computed using the FLASK covariance matrix
(see Fig. 3), we make angular scale-cuts for every individual statistic
(see the red-dashed vertical lines in Fig. 4). For making a scale-cut
we impose two conditions. First, the χ2 value of a given statistic
using all angular bins larger than the scale-cut must be lower than
a threshold value of 0.15. Secondly, the fractional change in the χ2

value when ignoring the smallest bin right after the scale-cut should
be less than 15 per cent. For further analyses, this enables us to
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Figure 4. The two-point shear correlation functions ξ±(α) and the integrated three-point shear correlation functions iζ±(α) for two tomographic source redshift
bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and the 1σ standard deviation of the measurements from the 108 T17
simulation maps, respectively. The grey shaded regions show the 1σ standard deviation for these statistics in DES Year 6 sized footprints obtained from the
data-covariance matrix estimated using FLASK lognormal simulations with realistic shape noise. The blue curves show the theoretical model predictions for the
statistics. The theory curves include the corrections needed to account for finite angular resolution, simulation box size, and shell thickness effects in the T17
simulations (see Appendix B). The integrated three-point functions have been computed using a compensated filter of size θ ap = 70 arcmin and top-hat window
of radius θT = 75 arcmin. The red-dashed lines denote the angular scale-cuts imposed on the data/model vectors using a χ2 criterion (see text). The angular
bins smaller than the scale-cuts are not included in further analyses.

include only those parts of the model vectors that agree very well
with the simulations with respect to the DES-like uncertainties.

In Table 1, we report the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the various
statistics after imposing the angular scale-cuts. The S/N is computed
as (Chang et al. 2019)

S/N =
√

D
T
C−1D, (65)

and it indicates the statistical significance of the data vector. We
also report the corresponding χ2 values for the data vectors.
Although we require the χ2 for each individual statistic e.g.
ξ+, 11 etc. to be below 0.15, there is no such restriction for the
joint data vectors. The low χ2 value of 1.08 for the entire data
vector (after the scale-cuts) confirms that the model is in good
agreement with the simulations within the DES uncertainties. We
also check in Appendix E (see Fig. E1) whether any remaining
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Table 1. Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the T17 simulation data vectors
computed with the FLASK covariance matrix. The χ2 values for the theory
model with respect to the data vector are also reported along with the length
of the data vector. All reported quantities are evaluated after imposing angular
scale-cuts (see Fig. 4). The data vector for each statistic includes all auto- and
cross-correlations for both tomographic bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334,
e.g. ξ+ = (ξ+, 11, ξ+, 12, ξ+, 22)T, iζ+ = (iζ+, 111, iζ+, 222, iζ+, 122, iζ+, 211)T,
etc.

Data vector Length of data vector S/N χ2

ξ+ 55 43.65 0.26
ξ− 22 36.77 0.30
ξ± 77 47.26 0.57
iζ+ 74 8.06 0.16
iζ− 31 7.91 0.26
iζ± 105 9.41 0.51
ξ± and iζ± 182 48.40 1.08

systematic offset between the T17 data vector and our model
vector after imposing the scale-cuts can cause any large parameter
biases in our Fisher forecasts (see next section). We verify that
the systematic offset for each parameter from the correspond-
ing fiducial parameter value is smaller than one-third of the 1σ

constraints expected from the Fisher analysis of the entire data
vector.

Although the S/N of the iζ± is not as high as ξ± for a DES-like
survey, the non-zero signals measured from the simulations without
having had to compute the full three-point correlation function shows
the ease of measurement and also the potential of the integrated three-
point shear correlation function to probe higher order information of
the highly non-Gaussian late-time matter density field.

5.2 Fisher forecast on cosmological parameter constraints

Having validated our theory model for the integrated three-point
shear correlations – iζ+ on all angular scales that we are interested
in and iζ− on large angular scales – we shall now address the Fisher
information content of this statistic on cosmological parameters when
analysed jointly with the two-point shear correlation function. The
Fisher information matrix F for a model vector M that depends on a
set of parameters π reads (Huterer 2002; Dodelson & Schmidt 2020)

Fij =
(

∂M(π)

∂πi

)T

C−1

(
∂M(π)

∂πj

)
, (66)

where Fij corresponds to an element of F for the model parameters
π i and π j. The partial derivative of the model vector with respect
to a model parameter π i can be computed using a four-point central
difference quotient18 (also known as five-point stencil derivative;
Abramowitz & Stegun 1964):

∂M(π)

∂πi

= −M(πi+2δi)+8M(πi+δi)−8M(πi −δi)+M(πi −2δi)

12δi

, (67)

where δi is a small change of the parameter π i about its fiducial
value, and M(π i ± δi) means evaluating the model vector at the
changed parameters π i ± δi while keeping all other parameters
fixed. For our purpose we shall be interested in the cosmological

18We prefer to use four-point to two-point central difference quotient for
obtaining more accurate first derivatives (see also Yahia-Cherif et al. 2021).

parameters π = {�cdm, σ8, ns, w0, wa} where w0 and wa indicate the
dynamical dark energy equation of state parameters in the Chevallier–
Polarski–Linder (CPL) parametrization (Chevallier & Polarski 2001;
Linder 2003) adopted by the Dark Energy Task Force (Albrecht
et al. 2006) to compare different dark energy probes. The fiducial
values for our cosmological parameters are the same as that of the
T17 simulations i.e. π = {0.233, 0.82, 0.97, −1, 0}. For the first four
parameters we choose the step sizes δi to be 4, 2, 10, and 8 per cent
of the corresponding fiducial values. For the wa parameter we adopt
δwa

= 0.16. We keep other parameters such as �b, h fixed to their
fiducial (T17) values and keep the flatness of the Universe unchanged.
This means when varying �cdm, the amount of dark energy in the
Universe is adjusted accordingly. These step sizes were motivated
from Yahia-Cherif et al. (2021) who proposed optimal steps for the
five-point stencil derivative for Fisher analysis with the galaxy power
spectrum. For our analysis we use slightly larger steps than them but
within the proposed range of steps for the parameters. Our steps
were found as a trade-off between neither being too big19 (in order to
obtain accurate derivatives, i.e. have low truncation errors) nor being
too small (such that the derivatives are not dominated by numerical
noise, i.e. have low rounding-off errors). We do not impose any priors
on these five cosmological parameters.

The inverse of the Fisher matrix gives the parameter covariance
matrix Cπ under the assumptions that the measured data vector
is drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution20 and that the
dependence of M on the parameters π is close to linear (Trotta 2017;
Uhlemann et al. 2020):

Cπ = F−1. (68)

Hence, using the derivatives and the expected data-covariance matrix
(for a DES-sized survey) we can compute this parameter covariance
matrix and forecast error contours on the cosmological parameters
that we are interested in. In Figs 5 and 6, we show the derivatives
of some components of our model vector with respect to the five
cosmological parameters, normalized by the standard deviation for
each component obtained from the FLASK covariance matrix (in other
words, dividing the derivative of a statistic by the corresponding grey
shaded error in Fig. 4 for a given separation bin α). This gives a visual
estimate of the shape and amplitude of the ingredients of the Fisher
matrix. It is clear that the way in which the amplitudes and shapes
of iζ+ derivatives (as a function of α) differ from one parameter to
another is different compared to ξ+ that results in slightly altered
orientations of the error contours of each statistic in the parameter
planes. This can be seen in Fig. 7. The error contours from ξ± are
shown in blue, the contours from iζ± are shown in green dashed
ellipses, and the joint contours of the two together in orange. For
clarity, we also remove the integrated three-point function contours
and show only the ξ± and the joint contours on the right-hand panel of
the figure. Although the iζ± alone has larger contours compared to ξ±
– due to the lower amplitudes of the derivatives (see Figs 5 and 6) that
partly stems from the low S/N of iζ± (see Table 1) – the degeneracy
directions are slightly different. A joint analysis of ξ± along with iζ±

19To ensure that the steps were not too large, we verified that the δi were
smaller than one-third of the 1σ marginalized Fisher constraints on the
parameters (see Table 2) for the joint model in our final analysis.
20To go beyond the assumption that the data vector is drawn from a
multivariate Gaussian distribution, one can also perform cosmological pa-
rameter inference with the integrated three-point shear correlation function
in a likelihood-free inference set-up (Alsing, Wandelt & Feeney 2018) as
advocated recently for other weak lensing summary statistics by Jeffrey,
Alsing & Lanusse (2021).
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2794 A. Halder et al.

Figure 5. The derivatives ∂M
∂πi

of two components of the model vector M – ξ+, 11 (blue) and iζ+, 111 (red) shear correlation functions for source redshift bin
z1 = 0.5739 – with respect to the five cosmological parameters π = {�cdm, σ8, ns, w0, wa} and normalized by the corresponding 1σ standard deviation �M(α)
(from the FLASK covariance matrix) at a given α. The derivatives are negated (indicated with dotted lines) where ∂M

∂πi
< 0.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for ξ+, 22 (blue) and iζ+, 222 (red) shear correlation functions for source redshift bin z2 = 1.0334.

thus helps to alleviate some of the parameter degeneracies present in
ξ± alone and result in a significant decrease in the contour sizes. The
contribution from iζ± to the joint contours is significant with respect
to the w0, wa parameters. This can be reasoned by investigating the
derivatives (see Figs 5 and 6) of the statistics with respect to the
dark energy equation of state parameters. The derivatives change
more significantly for the different source redshifts with respect
to w0, wa for iζ+ compared to ξ+. This can be attributed to the
fact that the two-point shear correlation is a projection of the 3D

power spectrum along the line of sight with a weighting of q2(χ)
χ2

(see equations 36 and 32), whereas the integrated three-point shear

correlation function has a factor of q3(χ)
χ4 (see equation 50) implying

that the latter is weighted more heavily at lower redshifts (or smaller

χ ), especially in the dark-energy-dominated era. This sensitivity of
the projected integrated three-point function to w0 and wa shows
potential in probing the dynamical dark energy equation of state
from cosmic shear data.21 Quantitatively, this can also be seen from
the marginalized 1σ constraints σ (πi) = √

Cπ ,ii of the w0 and wa

parameters for our analysis reported in the second column of Table 2.

21Interestingly, Byun et al. (2017) found that the 3D integrated bispectrum is
relatively insensitive in constraining the dynamical dark energy parameters
compared to the 3D power spectrum. However, as we find, the sensitivity to
w0 and wa is different for the projected 2D integrated bispectrum compared
to the projected 2D power spectrum – arising due to the different geometric
projection kernel weighting terms in their respective line-of-sight projections.
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Integrated 3-point shear correlation function 2795

Figure 7. Left-hand panel: Fisher contours for the five cosmological parameters π = {�cdm, σ8, ns, w0, wa} for the model vectors – ξ± (blue), iζ± (green
dashed), and their joint model vector (orange) using the FLASK DES-like covariance matrix with realistic shape noise in a two tomographic source redshift bin
setting with z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. The contours are centred around the fiducial parameter values (black dotted lines) and are computed after imposing
the angular scale-cuts on the model vectors (see Fig. 4). Right-hand panel: same as left-hand panel but zoomed in and only showing the ξ± (blue) and the joint
contours (orange).

Table 2. Comparison of our work in real space using shear two-point and integrated three-point correlations ξ±, iζ± against previous works in Fourier space by
Takada & Jain (2004), Kayo & Takada (2013), and Sato & Nishimichi (2013) who used the convergence power spectrum Pκ and the full convergence bispectrum
Bκ . Some of the symbols used in the table that have not been defined in the text earlier are: the total number of source galaxies over all tomographic bins ng =∫

dz p(z), where p(z) is the entire source galaxy distribution, αs is the spectral running index parameter, and As = δ2
ζ is the normalization parameter of the

primordial power spectrum. We present the marginalized 1σ constraints on the cosmological parameters σ (π i) along with the dark energy FoM for our work
using ξ±, iζ± and the combined (joint) data vector of the two, respectively (with scale-cuts on the data vector). The step sizes δi (for computing the derivatives
of the model with respect to the parameters) when specified in per cent are relative to the fiducial parameter values. We also show corresponding values reported
in the other works. The ‘–’ indicates values that are not explicitly reported or inapplicable to the other works.

Our work Takada & Jain (2004) Kayo & Takada (2013) Sato & Nishimichi (2013)

Total # source galaxies ng (per arcmin2) 10 100; p(z) following Huterer (2002) 20 25
σ ε 0.3 0.4 – 0.22
Area coverage (deg2) 5000 4000 1500 1100
# source redshift bins for tomography 2 2 2 3
Source redshifts zi z1 = 0.5739, z2 = 1.0334 0 ≤ z1 ≤ 1.3, z2 > 1.3 – z1 = 0.6, z2 = 1.0, z3 = 1.5
Type of source redshift bin pi(z) Dirac-δ function Equal ng, i in each bin from n(z) Top-hat function Dirac-δ function

Field Cosmic shear γ Convergence κ Convergence κ Convergence κ

Analysis in real or Fourier space Real Fourier Fourier Fourier
Data vectors (DVs) ξ±(α), iζ±(α), joint Pκ (l), Bκ (l1, l2, l3), joint Pκ (l), Bκ (l1, l2, l3), joint Pκ (l), Bκ (l1, l2, l3), joint
Minimum and maximum scales 5 < α < 140 arcmin 50 ≤ li ≤ 3000 10 ≤ li ≤ 2000 72 ≤ li ≤ 2000
Data-covariance Lognormal simulations Theoretical (only Gaussian

covariance)
Theoretical Theoretical

Cross-covariance for joint DV Yes No Yes Yes
Fisher analysis parameters �cdm, σ 8, ns, w0, wa �de, �b, h, ns, σ 8, w0, wa �de, �mh2, �bh2, ns, αs, δζ , w0, wa �de, �cdmh2, ns, As, w0, wa

Derivative step sizes δi 4, 2, 10, 8 per cent, 0.16 δwa = 0.1; 5 per cent for other
parameters

– δwa = 0.5; 10 per cent for other
parameters

Analysis with flat or non-flat Universe Flat Flat Non-flat Flat
Priors in analysis None Planck priors on �b, h, ns Planck priors on all parameters None

Marginalized σ (�cdm) 0.08, 0.16, 0.04 – – –
Marginalized σ (σ 8) 0.09, 0.24, 0.06 – – –
Marginalized σ (ns) 0.20, 0.29, 0.10 – – –
Marginalized σ (w0) 1.55, 1.36, 0.62 0.34, 0.32, 0.11 0.51, 0.62, 0.38 –
Marginalized σ (wa) 4.56, 4.01, 2.11 0.93, 0.91, 0.36 1.30, 1.60, 0.94 –
Dark energy FoM 0.78, 0.19, 2.28 – 11, 7.2, 20 5, 15, 25
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The constraints obtained from the joint analysis of ξ± and iζ±, i.e.
σ (w0) = 0.62, σ (wa) = 2.11, are significantly smaller than those
present in the individual analysis of ξ±, i.e. σ (w0) = 1.55, σ (wa) =
4.56, or in iζ±, i.e. σ (w0) = 1.36, σ (wa) = 4.01. The same is true for
the other cosmological parameters. Alternatively, one often quotes
the dark energy figure of merit (FoM) defined as (Albrecht et al.
2006; Sato & Nishimichi 2013)

FoM ≡ 1√
det (Cπ [w0, wa])

(69)

to characterize the power of a survey to constrain these two param-
eters. The higher the FoM, the stronger are the constraints in the
w0−wa plane. For a DES-like survey, our joint analysis has a FoM
= 2.28 that is almost three times larger than the FoM = 0.78 that we
get from ξ± shear correlations alone; visually, this is reflected from
the smaller size of the orange contours in the right-hand panel of
Fig. 7 compared to the blue contours. The above quoted numbers
are with the scale-cuts assumed in our analysis. We expect that
including smaller angular scales will show more improvement on the
marginalized constraints and also on the FoM.22 However this needs
the development of more accurate models down to small angular
scales. We also show for comparison, the marginalized constraints
and FoM from previous works by Takada & Jain (2004), Kayo &
Takada (2013), and Sato & Nishimichi (2013) who investigated the
convergence power spectrum and the full convergence bispectrum.
Their reported constraints are significantly better than ours that we
associate to several differences in their analysis settings to ours, e.g.
higher ng, no assumed scale-cuts, and for Kayo & Takada (2013) they
assumed priors on the parameters of their Fisher analysis (see their
fig. 1), whereas we do not impose any priors. Most importantly, these
works investigate the constraining power of the full convergence
bispectrum, whereas we study only an integrated quantity of the
bispectrum. The full bispectrum can be targeted to probe general
bispectrum configurations thereby probing more information than
integrated quantities of the bispectrum. Of course, this is also true in
real space for the full three-point shear correlation function γ -3PCF
or the generalized third-order aperture mass statistics (Schneider
et al. 2005). All these statistics should ideally be able to constrain
the dark energy equation of state parameters better than the integrated
three-point shear correlation function. However, all of them rely on
the accurate measurement of the full γ -3PCF (or the bispectrum)
from data that are still unexplored in current wide-area weak lensing
surveys. The integrated three-point shear correlation function is much
easier to measure and holds potential to improve upon the parameter
constraints obtained from two-point shear analyses alone. On the
theory side, we expect that including other effects such as galaxy
intrinsic alignments, baryonic feedback, impact of massive neutrinos,
etc. should be easier to tune into the iζ± model compared to including
them for the full shear three-point correlation function. From both
observational and theoretical aspects, this makes the integrated three-
point shear correlation function a promising statistic to explore in
current and future cosmic shear data.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this paper, we propose a higher order statistic – the integrated
three-point shear correlation function – that can be measured directly

22For example, assuming that our model is correct on all angular scales and
without imposing any scale-cuts, we find that the FoM for the joint data vector
improves by over a factor of 2.

from the cosmic shear field observed in current wide-area weak-
lensing surveys such as DES, KiDS, HSC, and future surveys like
Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) and
Euclid.23 The following are the key results of this work.

(i) The integrated three-point shear correlation function iζ± can
be measured by dividing a large survey area into several top-hat
patches (each having an area of a few square degrees) and correlating
the position-dependent (local) two-point shear correlation function
inside each patch with the aperture mass statistic evaluated at the
centre of the corresponding patch using a compensated filter. For
fixed filter sizes, the iζ±(α) is a function of a single variable – the
separation scale α at which the local two-point shear correlation
function is measured. This makes it analogous to the full shear two-
point correlation function ξ±(α) that is widely measured in weak
lensing surveys (see Fig. 4).

(ii) We develop a theoretical model for iζ± that is the real space
counterpart of the integrated convergence bispectrum as introduced
by Munshi et al. (2020b) in Fourier space. The authors, however,
formulated the integrated bispectrum using equal-sized top-hat
patches on the convergence field. Working in real space with cosmic
shear, we instead propose the usage of a combination of compensated
(for the aperture mass statistic) and top-hat filters (for the local two-
point shear correlation) of different sizes allowing for the evaluation
of the statistic directly from cosmic shear data without any need
for constructing a convergence map. We compute our theoretical
models using the GM bispectrum fitting formula with the revised
HALOFIT non-linear matter power spectrum (Takahashi et al. 2012)
implementation in the CLASS software (Blas et al. 2011; Lesgourgues
2011).

(iii) We validate our model for the integrated three-point function
using the weak lensing shear simulations from T17. We find that our
theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement for the measured
‘+’ integrated three-point functions iζ+ (analogous to the ξ+ shear
two-point correlation function) within the scatter of the simulations
for multiple source redshifts and the cross-correlations thereof (see
Fig. 4). However, our model for the ‘−’ integrated three-point shear
correlation functions iζ− (analogous to the ξ− shear correlation
function) agrees with the simulations on large angular scales but
overpredicts the simulation results on small scales. We associate this
with the overestimation of the bispectrum by the GM fitting formula
for the highly squeezed configurations of the bispectrum that the
iζ− correlation function is mainly sensitive to. A more theoretically
motivated formalism, e.g. using the response function approach to
modelling the squeezed lensing bispectrum as recently studied by
Barreira et al. (2019) – who also formulated the effect of baryons
on the squeezed bispectrum – may help to accurately model the
iζ− correlation functions down to smaller angular scales. This also
shows the potential in encoding effects of non-linear processes (e.g.
baryonic feedback) in the integrated three-point function that we
expect to be easier compared to modelling them for the full three-
point shear correlation function. This is left as a direction for future
work. In wCDM cosmologies, one can use a more accurate 3D
matter bispectrum fitting function such as BIHALOFIT (Takahashi
et al. 2020) to achieve improved modelling of the iζ− correlations
(see Appendix D).

(iv) Making appropriate scale-cuts on the model vectors, we use
the Fisher matrix formalism to forecast constraints on cosmological
parameters for a DES Year 6 sized survey with realistic shape

23See https://www.lsst.org and https://www.euclid-ec.org.
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noise in a two-redshift bin tomographic setting (see Fig. 7). For
the data-covariance matrix we use a set of lognormal simulations
using the FLASK tool (Xavier et al. 2016). We find that the joint
analysis of the integrated three-point function and the two-point
shear correlation functions can allow for a significant improvement
in the parameter constraints compared to those obtained from two-
point shear correlation functions alone (see Table 2). This is because
the responses of the integrated three-point shear correlations to
the cosmological parameters are different from that of two-point
shear correlations thereby resulting in slightly different degeneracy
directions in the parameter planes (see Figs 5 and 6). In particular,
we find that the integrated three-point function has the potential to
significantly improve the dark energy FoM on a combined analysis
with two-point shear correlation functions. This arises due to the
derivatives of the integrated three-point function (with respect to
the dark energy equation of state parameters) varying considerably
in shape and amplitude compared to the derivatives of the two-
point shear correlation. This can be attributed to the fact that the
line-of-sight projection kernel in the expression for the convergence
bispectrum is weighted considerably more heavily down to low
redshifts (in the late-time dark-energy-dominated era) compared to
the convergence power spectrum (see equations 33 and 32). This
can be very useful for probing the dark energy equation of state
parameters from cosmic shear data alone and makes the integrated
three-point shear correlation function a promising method to probe
higher order information content of the shear field and thereby
complement two-point shear analysis.

Theoretically, the integrated three-point function (or the integrated
bispectrum) of the lensing convergence field should be easier to work
with than the iζ± shear correlation function that we investigate in
this paper. However, observationally, the former requires one to go
through the convergence map making process from the cosmic shear
field. This process becomes challenging when the observed shear
field has complicated masks and survey geometry. Although our
analysis involves a simulated set-up with simplifying assumptions
such as a circular survey footprint without masks and holes, ac-
counting for the masking effects is straightforward as our statistic is
designed to be measured directly from the cosmic shear data (where
the masking effects are inherent) without the need for any map
making. The integrated three-point shear correlation function with
its ease of measurement through the two-point position-dependent
shear correlation function and the one-point aperture mass statistic
is tailor-made for application to real data.

Although we have concentrated on the integrated three-point
function of the cosmic shear field, we provide a general framework of
equations in Section 2 that can be used for computing the integrated
three-point function for any projected field, e.g. galaxy counts field
and its cross-correlations with the shear field. This will be explored
in future works.
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A P P E N D I X A : FO U R I E R A N D H A N K E L
TRANSFORMS

The forward and inverse Fourier transforms of a field f in the 2D
sky-plane can be written as

f (l) = F2D[f (θ)] ≡
∫

d2θ f (θ ) e−il·θ (forward FT),

f (θ ) = F−1
2D [f (l)] ≡

∫
d2l

(2π)2
f (l) eil·θ (inverse FT), (A1)

where l = (lx, ly) is the 2D Fourier wave vector. If the field f is
real, i.e. f ∗(θ) = f (θ ), then it follows from the above equation that
f ∗(l) = f (−l).

If a function (e.g. correlation function) ξ (α) defined in the 2D sky
plane is independent of the direction of the vector α, i.e. ξ (α) = ξ (α),
then it follows from the Fourier transformation equation (A1) and
from the properties of ordinary Bessel functions that (Schneider
2006; Dodelson & Schmidt 2020)

P (l) ≡ F2D[ξ (α)] =
∫

d2α ξ (α) e−il·α

= 2π

∫
dα α ξ (α) J0(lα),

ξ (α) ≡ F−1
2D [P (l)] =

∫
d2l

(2π)2
P (l) eil·α

=
∫

dl l

2π
P (l) J0(lα), (A2)

where J0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
On the other hand, the 2D Fourier transform of ξ (α) with a complex

phase factor e4iφα and its inverse transform reads

P (l) ≡ F2D

[
ξ (α) e4iφα

] =
∫

d2α ξ (α) e−il·α e4iφα

= 2π

∫
dα α ξ (α) J4(lα),

ξ (α) ≡ F−1
2D

[
P (l) e−4iφl

] =
∫

d2l
(2π)2

P (l) eil·α e−4iφl

=
∫

dl l

2π
P (l) J4(lα), (A3)

where φα is the polar angle of α, φl is the polar angle of l , and J4(x)
is the fourth-order Bessel function of the first kind. These equations
are Hankel transformations.
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APPENDIX B: T 1 7 SIMULATIONS POWER
S P E C T R A C O R R E C T I O N FO R M U L A E

T17 found that the convergence power spectra that were measured
from the mean of the 108 simulated sky maps in their simulation suite,
slightly underestimated the theoretical power spectrum calculated
with revised HALOFIT (which we are also using in this paper). They
associated three effects that caused the underestimation and provided
correction factors to the theory formulae to take them into account.

(i) Finite simulation-box-size effect. In appendix B of T17, the
authors report that in order to consider the effect of density fluctu-
ations larger than the simulation-box-size L on the angular power
spectrum, one needs to impose the condition that for k < 2π/L, the

matter power spectrum P 3D
δ (k, η)

!= 0, as the box does not include
fluctuations larger than L.

(ii) Finite lens-shell effect. The T17 lensing maps were produced
by ray tracing through lens shells of finite thickness in the simulation
boxes (see Section 4.1). The finite thickness affects the angular power
spectrum of surface density fluctuations on a shell. To account for
this, T17 suggest to convolve the matter power spectrum with the
window function of the shell (see their appendix B). They provide a
fitting formula for the convolved power spectrum:

P 3D
δ (k, η) −→ (1 + c1k

−α1 )α1

(1 + c2k−α2 )α3
P 3D

δ (k, η), (B1)

with c1 = 9.5171 × 10−4, c2 = 5.1543 × 10−3, α1 = 1.3063, α2 =
1.1475, and α3 = 0.62793 that they find to be in good agreement with
the analytically computed convolved power spectrum up to redshift
z < 7.1 that is well within the range considered in this paper.

(iii) Finite angular resolution of sky maps. For a given NSIDE of
a HEALPIX map, the angular power spectrum C(l) measured from
the sky map is underestimated compared to the theoretical power
spectrum at large l due to lack of angular resolution. To account for
this in the theory spectrum, T17 suggest a damping factor at small
scales (high-l) given by

C(l) −→ C(l)

1 + (l/lres)
2 , (B2)

where lres = 1.6 × NSIDE.

APPENDIX C : 3 D MATTER BISPECTRU M

The 3D matter bispectrum at leading order (tree-level) in density
perturbations as computed with standard Eulerian perturbation theory
(PT) for Gaussian initial conditions is written as (Bernardeau et al.
2002; Dodelson & Schmidt 2020)

B3D
δ,tree(k1, k2, k3, η) = 2 F2(k1, k2, η) P 3D

δ,L(k1, η) P 3D
δ,L(k2, η)

+ cyclic permutations, (C1)

where

P 3D
δ,L(k, η) = D2

+(η)P 3D
δ,L(k, η0) (C2)

is the 3D linear matter power spectrum today evolved to time η using
the linear growth factor D+(η) that is normalized to unity today, i.e.
D+(η0) = 1. F2(ki , kj , η) is a symmetrized two-point mode coupling
kernel that in a general �CDM universe takes the form (Friedrich
et al. 2018)

F2(ki , kj , η) = μ(η) + 1

2
cos(φij )

(
ki

kj

+ kj

ki

)

+ [1 − μ(η)] cos2(φij ), (C3)

where φij is the angle between the two wave vectors ki and kj . In
an Einstein–de Sitter (EdS) universe, the function μ(η) is a constant
and takes the value μ(η) = 5

7 . However, this form of the bispectrum
only works in the linear regime (large physical scales) and fails in the
non-linear regime. To improve upon this, one can go on to include
higher order PT corrections but calculating the higher order terms
is cumbersome. Another way of predicting the non-linear matter
bispectrum is to propose a fitting formula for the bispectrum and
calibrate the function’s parameters using the bispectra measured
from CDM N-body simulations. This approach was first taken by
Scoccimarro & Frieman (1999) and later improved by Scoccimarro &
Couchman (2001) and GM. In this paper, we use the bispectrum
fitting formula of GM:

B3D
δ (k1, k2, k3, η) = 2 F eff

2 (k1, k2, η) P 3D
δ (k1, η) P 3D

δ (k2, η)

+ cyclic permutations, (C4)

where P 3D
δ (k, η) is the 3D non-linear matter power spectrum (e.g.

obtained using revised HALOFIT; Takahashi et al. 2012) and the
effective mode coupling kernel F eff

2 (k1, k2, η) is a modified version
of the EdS F2 kernel and reads

F eff
2 (ki , kj , η) = 5

7
a(ki, η)a(kj , η)

+ 1

2
cos(φij )

(
ki

kj

+ kj

ki

)
b(ki, η)b(kj , η)

+ 2

7
cos2(φij )c(ki, η)c(kj , η). (C5)

The functions a(k, η), b(k, η), and c(k, η) are fitting formulae cali-
brated with N-body simulations to interpolate the results between the
linear (tree-level bispectrum) and the non-linear regime bispectrum
measured from the simulations:

a(k, η) = 1 + σ
a6
8 (η) [0.7Q3(neff )]

1/2 (qa1)neff+a2

1 + (qa1)neff+a2
,

b(k, η) = 1 + 0.2a3(neff + 3)(qa7)neff+3+a8

1 + (qa7)neff+3.5+a8
,

c(k, η) = 1 + 4.5a4/
[
1.5 + (neff + 3)4

]
(qa5)neff+3+a9

1 + (qa5)neff+3.5+a9
. (C6)

Although these functions have been expressed in terms of conformal
time, it is completely equivalent to replace η with the corresponding
redshift z as the time argument in the above expressions. σ 8(η) is
the standard deviation of matter density fluctuations today linearly
evolved to time η, i.e. σ 8(η) = D+(η)σ 8(η0). The effective logarith-
mic slope of the linear matter power spectrum today neff(k) reads

neff (k) = d log P 3D
δ,L(k, η0)

d log k
. (C7)

q ≡ k/knl is defined with the scale knl(η) at which non-linearities start
to become important and is defined as

k3
nl P 3D

δ,L(knl, η)

2π2
≡ 1, (C8)

and the function Q3(neff) is defined as

Q3(neff ) ≡ 4 − 2neff

1 + 2neff+1
. (C9)

The values for the parameters calibrated using simulations as found
by GM are

a1 = 0.484, a2 = 3.740, a3 = −0.849, a4 = 0.392, a5 = 1.013,

a6 = −0.575, a7 = 0.128, a8 = −0.722, a9 = −0.926.
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As reported by GM, the fitting formula with these parameter values
works reasonably well for z < 1.5 and for k < 0.4 Mpc−1 h in
�CDM cosmologies. However, in this paper we use this fitting
function for non-�CDM cosmologies, in particular to predict the
bispectrum for cosmologies with varying dark energy equation of
state parameters by encoding the information of the latter into the
fitting formula through the linear and non-linear (revised HALOFIT)
power spectra and σ 8(η) obtained using CLASS. Our approach is
similar to what has previously been done by Sato & Nishimichi
(2013) who verified that the GM formula reasonably described the
lensing bispectrum measured in N-body simulations with dynamical
dark energy. Another approach, for wCDM cosmologies (i.e. w0

= constant and wa = 0) can be taken by using the recently introduced
BIHALOFIT fitting function for the matter bispectrum by Takahashi
et al. (2020) that is more accurate than the GM fitting function
especially in predicting the highly squeezed configurations of the
matter bispectrum that the GM formula overestimates. We show
results of modelling iζ± using BIHALOFIT in Appendix D.

AP PE N D IX D : INTEGRATED SHEAR
BISPECTRU M U SING DIFFERENT
AP PROX IM ATIONS

Here we compare the results of computing the integrated bispectrum
iB+, 222(l) and correspondingly the integrated three-point shear cor-
relation function iζ+, 222(α) for the source redshift z2 = 1.0334 when
using different 3D matter bispectrum approximations in equations
(53) and (50). In Fig. D1, we plot the integrated bispectrum when
computed with the GM bispectrum fitting formula (as already shown
in Fig. 2) along with the prediction when using the tree-level bispec-
trum (see equation C1). We also plot the integrated bispectrum with
the GM bispectrum but only when considering elongated/squeezed
configurations, i.e. when two modes of the bispectrum are at least
larger than two times the smallest mode.

From the figure, it is clear that the tree-level bispectrum and the
GM formula match on low-l (l � 100) corresponding to large angular

Figure D1. The scaled integrated shear bispectrum iB+, 222(l) for source
redshift bin z2 = 1.0334 computed with equation (53) using the Gil-Marı́n
et al. (2012 – GM) fitting formula (blue), the tree-level bispectrum (orange),
and the GM formula but only when considering squeezed configurations
(green). The non-smoothness in the green curve on low-l is numerical artefacts
arising from the integration routine being forced to exclude sampled points
in the integration volume for non-squeezed configurations. The computations
for iB+ were performed using a compensated filter of size θ ap = 70 arcmin
and top-hat window of radius θT = 75 arcmin.

Figure D2. The integrated three-point function iζ+, 222(α) for source redshift
bin z2 = 1.0334. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and the 1σ

standard deviation of the measurements from the 108 T17 maps, respectively.
The blue-solid curve shows the model prediction using the GM bispectrum
and in blue-dashed the prediction using only l > 150. The orange curve
shows the predicted signal using the tree-level bispectrum and in green the
signal using only the squeezed configurations of the GM formula. The theory
curves include the corrections needed to account for finite angular resolution,
simulation box size, and shell thickness effects in the T17 simulations. The
computations use a compensated filter of size θ ap = 70 arcmin and top-hat
window of radius θT = 75 arcmin.

scales, but differ significantly on small scales that correspond to the
non-linear regime (high-l). On the other hand, when computing the
iB+ with only the squeezed configurations of the GM bispectrum, we
find that the result matches with the full GM result only in the high-l
end, indicating that most of the iB+ signal is dominated by squeezed
configurations for l much larger than the characteristic mode cor-
responding to the diameter of the patch within which the position-
dependent shear correlation is measured, i.e. l � 2π/(2θT) ≈ 145.
However, for low-l modes corresponding to scales approximately
the size of the patch or larger, the squeezed configuration result
underestimates the full GM result. This shows that our statistic probes
not only the squeezed but partly also other bispectrum configurations.
This also explains the non-smoothed behaviour of the squeezed iB+
result on low-l as the integration routine is forced to exclude sampled
points in the integration volume for the non-squeezed configurations
that contribute mostly at low-l. The non-smoothness is insignificant
and does not affect the computation of the iζ+ signal that we discuss
next.

In Fig. D2, we show the corresponding real space iζ+, 222(α)
predictions by Hankel transforming (actually using equation 61) the
integrated shear bispectra computed above and compare them with
the result of the T17 simulations. The GM bispectrum computed
prediction matches well with the simulations as already seen in Fig. 4.
The tree-level bispectrum computed iζ+(α) signal only captures the
result on the largest angular scales but heavily deviates in the non-
linear regime. The squeezed configuration calculation of the GM
bispectrum follows the trend of the simulation on small scales while
slightly underestimating the measured signal. This can be attributed
to the fact that at a given small angular separation α, iζ+(α) receives
contributions not only from the high-l end of iB+(l) but also from
the low-l end that correspond to scales larger than the separation
scale (see equation 61). As seen in Fig. D1, the squeezed bispectrum
iB+(l) underestimates the full GM bispectrum result in the low-l end
thereby explaining the slight deficit. On larger scales, the squeezed
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Figure D3. Same as the lower two panels of Fig. 4 depicting the integrated three-point shear correlation functions iζ±(α) for two tomographic source redshift
bins z1 = 0.5739 and z2 = 1.0334. The blue curves show the theoretical model predictions for the statistics using the 3D matter bispectrum fitting formula by
Gil-Marı́n et al. (2012) (GM – our fiducial model for Fisher analysis). The green curves show the model predictions using a more recent 3D bispectrum fitting
formula by Takahashi et al. (2020) (BIHALOFIT). As described in the text, although the BIHALOFIT fitting formula enables more accurate modelling of the iζ−
correlations than the GM formula on small angular scales, we do not use it for our Fisher analysis as it is currently not applicable to cosmologies with dynamical
dark energy.

bispectrum fails to describe the simulation results showing that the
squeezed-limit approximation does not hold as α approaches the size
of the patch. We also show the result of the iζ+(α) signal computation
using the GM bispectrum but restricting the Hankel summation of
iB+(l) to include only l > 150, i.e. modes corresponding to scales
much smaller than the size of the patch. Although the result does not
describe the simulations, the signal matches the squeezed bispectrum
results on the small scales confirming that the iζ+ signal is indeed
described by the squeezed-limit bispectrum on these scales. However,
it is worth noting that on very small scales (smaller than 5 arcmin)
the iζ+ prediction with the full GM bispectrum will eventually fail
to describe the T17 simulations as the integrated bispectrum result
at extremely small scales (very high-l) receives most contribution
from highly squeezed bispectrum configurations that are known
to be overestimated by the GM formula (Namikawa et al. 2019;
Takahashi et al. 2020). This was apparent for the iζ− signals (see
Fig. 4) that are already sensitive to the very high-l values of the
integrated bispectrum for angular separations around 30 arcmin (due
to the J4 Bessel function weighting).

To show that one can indeed improve the modelling at smaller
angular scales for the iζ− correlations, we use the recently introduced
BIHALOFIT fitting function by Takahashi et al. (2020) for the 3D mat-
ter bispectrum and compare it against the results obtained using the
GM fitting function that we have adopted as our fiducial modelling
choice. The results comparing them both to the T17 simulations are
shown in Fig. D3. As already depicted in Fig. 4, the GM model
predictions for iζ± are shown in blue and the corresponding angular
scale-cuts in the red-dashed vertical lines. The green-solid curves
show the theoretical predictions using the BIHALOFIT fitting formula
and demonstrates the significant improvement achieved in modelling

the iζ− simulation results at the smaller angular scales. This is
exactly due to the fact that the squeezed bispectrum configurations
are more accurately predicted by BIHALOFIT than the GM fitting
function (Takahashi et al. 2020). Using BIHALOFIT would thus allow
to push the currently imposed angular scale-cuts down to even smaller
scales and retain larger parts of the data vector. Nevertheless, we still
use the iζ± model predictions with the GM formula for the Fisher
analysis because currently BIHALOFIT is only applicable to wCDM
cosmologies (i.e. w0 = constant and wa = 0), whereas a major goal
of our analysis (see Section 5.2) is to investigate the constraining
power of iζ± for cosmologies with wa �= 0. The GM fitting function in
combination with the revised HALOFIT non-linear power spectrum has
no such restriction and has previously been validated for cosmologies
with dynamical dark energy (Sato & Nishimichi 2013). Furthermore,
as we only use those parts of the GM computed iζ± model vectors
that have been validated on the T17 simulations (ensured with the
imposed scale-cuts shown in Fig. 4), our parameter constraints are
more on the conservative side (see Fig. 7). Including smaller angular
scales of the iζ− data vector with improved modelling is expected
to only improve the overall constraining power. However, further
improved modelling in cosmologies with wa �= 0 is beyond the
scope of this paper and is left as a direction for future work.

APPENDIX E: IMPAC T O F SYSTEMATI C
OFFSET BETWEEN MODEL AND DATA
V E C TO R S O N PA R A M E T E R C O N S T R A I N T S

Here we discuss the impact of the remaining systematic offset
between the model M and data vector D (see Fig. 4) after imposing
the angular scale-cuts in our analysis. A systematic offset would
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Figure E1. Offsets between fiducial parameters (black dotted lines) and best-
fitting parameters (blue stars) in the parameter planes. The Fisher contours
expected from the analysis of the entire model vector (after imposing scale-
cuts) are shown in orange centred around the fiducial parameters.

amount to a bias in our parameter constraints that would cause the
Fisher contours in Fig. 7 to be centred around the wrong cosmological
values π0 – in our case the fiducial parameters. In other words, we
want to explore how much the best-fitting24 parameters πMP of the
model describing the data vector are off from π0. In order to do
so, we need to minimize the χ2(π) as a function of the parameters
(see equation 63) between the data and model. We already saw in
Section 5.1 that the χ2(π = π0) between D and M(π0) has a value of
1.08. We now want to find the parameters πMP that describe the data
vector with the lowest χ2

MP. We adopt the approach of Friedrich et al.
(2020, see their section 5.1) and study a linearized approximation
of the model vector as a function of the parameters M(π) around
the fiducial parameters π0. This allows us to write the best-fitting
parameters as (see equation 32 of Friedrich et al. 2020)

πMP = π0 + F−1x, (E1)

where we have assumed no priors on the parameters. F is the Fisher
matrix (see equation 66) of the model vector and x is another vector
with components:

xi = (
D − M(π0)

)T
C−1

(
∂M(π)

∂πi

)
, (E2)

where C is the data-covariance matrix (see equation 59) and ∂M(π)
∂πi

are
the derivatives of the model with respect to the parameters, evaluated
at the fiducial values π = π0. We show our best-fitting parameters for
the model describing the entire T17 data vector (after imposing the
scale-cuts) in Fig. E1 that can be seen to scatter very closely around
the fiducial parameters. We also plot the orange contours (see Fig. 7)
of the parameters from the Fisher analysis for the entire data vector
(with ξ± and iζ± including the assumed scale-cuts). The absolute
offsets of the best-fitting parameters from the fiducial values in units

24MP stands for maximum posterior in the notation of Friedrich et al. (2020).

of the marginalized 1σ Fisher constraints for the five parameters
�cdm, σ 8, ns, w0, wa are 0.12, 0.22, 0.25, 0.02, and 0.02, respectively.
As these offsets are smaller than one-third the marginalized 1σ

constraints in the parameter planes, we conclude that our fiducial
model after imposing the angular scale-cuts describes the T17 data
vector very well and there is no significant bias in our results. Ideally,
one should include these offsets as a systematic error but as they are
not significant we deem it safe to ignore for our analysis.

APPENDIX F: VALI DATI NG THE USE O F
L O G N O R M A L DATA - C OVA R I A N C E O N
PA RAMETER CONSTRAI NTS U SI NG THE
PRECI SI ON MATRIX EXPANSION

In this appendix, we test whether the use of lognormal FLASK

simulations (see Section 4.2) as a model for computing the data-
covariance matrix Ĉ and its inverse, the precision matrix, causes any
significant over/underestimation of the Fisher constraints presented
in Section 5.2. For our purpose we use the precision matrix expansion
(PME) formalism developed in section 3 of Friedrich & Eifler (2018)
that we explain below.

Let us assume that on one hand we know the true data-covariance
Ctrue (e.g. from N-body simulations) and on the other hand we have
a model C for the covariance (e.g. lognormal model). We can then
write

Ctrue = C + Ctrue − C

= (
1 + (Ctrue − C)C−1

)
C

= (1 + X) C, (F1)

where 1 is the identity matrix and X ≡ (Ctrue − C)C−1. The true
precision matrix, i.e. C−1

true, can then be expressed as

C−1
true =

(
(1 + X) C

)−1

= C−1 (1 + X)−1

= C−1
(
1 − X + X2 + O[X3]

)
, (F2)

where in the last line we have used the geometric series expansion of
(1 + X)−1. We can now write estimates for the true precision matrix
for different orders in X. Up to the zeroth-order we have

C−1
true,0th ≡ C−1, (F3)

which is the inverse of the model covariance matrix. This is exactly
what we have used as our fiducial precision matrix throughout the
main text of the paper for computing the χ2 values and for our Fisher
analysis. To remind ourselves, we first estimate the model covariance
matrix Ĉ from FLASK lognormal simulations and we then write (see
equation 64) an unbiased estimate for the inverse model covariance
C−1 using the Hartlap et al. (2007) correction factor that assumes
that the estimated covariance matrix Ĉ is distributed according to a
Wishart distribution. Now, going up to first order in PME we have

C−1
true,1st ≡ C−1 − C−1X

= C−1 − C−1(Ĉtrue − C)C−1

= 2C−1 − C−1ĈtrueC
−1. (F4)

The second term in the last line is the leading order correction to our
model precision matrix C−1 and as depicted is written using a direct
estimate Ĉtrue of the true covariance matrix. This is a crucial point
because even if one has only a few N-body mocks to estimate Ctrue,
the correction term does not involve the inversion of this estimate.
This is applicable for us as we only have a finite number of T17
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Figure F1. The Fisher contours expected from the analysis of the entire
model vector (after imposing scale-cuts) for three different use cases of the
inverse covariance matrix – zeroth-order precision matrix expansion (PME;
orange solid – same as the constraints shown in right-hand panel of Fig. 7),
first-order PME (blue dotted), and second-order PME (red dashed). The higher
order PME terms hardly change the contours obtained when using the zeroth-
order precision matrix that is estimated from lognormal simulations.

Table F1. The dark energy figure of merit (FoM) as measured from the
marginalized Fisher constraints in the w0–wa plane (see equation 69) where
the parameter covariance Cπ is measured in the Fisher analysis with three
different versions of the precision matrix: the zeroth-order PME (fiducial
lognormal precision matrix), first-order PME, and second-order PME. The
results are shown for ξ±, iζ± and their combined data vector. The factor of
improvement achieved in the FoM of the joint ξ± and iζ± compared to ξ±
alone is also shown.

Data vector
Zeroth-order

PME
First-order

PME
Second-order

PME

FoM ξ± 0.78 0.77 0.76
FoM iζ± 0.19 0.19 0.18
FoM ξ± and iζ± 2.28 1.86 2.40
Factor improvement 2.9 2.4 3.2

mocks to estimate Ĉtrue. In order to do this, we first add shape noise
to all the 108 T17 simulations (similar to what we did for the FLASK

lognormal maps as described in Section 4.2) and then cut out two
big circular footprints of 5000 deg2 (approximately the size of the
DES footprint) in each hemisphere of a given map. This gives us
effectively 216 DES-sized true mocks from which we estimate Ĉtrue.
To ensure that equation (F4) is an unbiased estimator, we evaluate the
two C−1 terms appearing in the C−1ĈtrueC−1 from two independent
sets of FLASK lognormal simulations. We also symmetrize the final
term after its evaluation.

Practically, we can use the Nr = 216 T17 footprints estimated true
data-covariance Ĉtrue and invert it to obtain the precision matrix
with the Hartlap correction formula (see equation 64). This is

possible as Nr is larger than the size of our entire data vector after
imposing scale-cuts Nd = 182 (see Table 1). However, as discussed
in Taylor et al. (2013), the uncertainty that one encounters in the
estimation of the precision matrix goes as

√
2/(Nr − Nd − 4) that

upon using the T17 covariance would result in a very large error
of roughly 25 per cent on the Fisher matrix. Furthermore, even
when the covariance estimate can be safely inverted (i.e. when Nr

� Nd) the noise in the precision matrix estimate still leads to a
significant additional scatter in maximum-likelihood parameters in
actual likelihood analyses, unless Nr − Nd � Nd (cf. Dodelson &
Schneider 2013, as well as fig. 1 of Friedrich & Eifler 2018). Keeping
this in mind and the fact that in future applications we may add further
redshift bins and hence consider even bigger data vectors, we opt for
the strategy of Friedrich & Eifler (2018) instead of standard inversion.

Following equation (12) of Friedrich & Eifler (2018), we can also
write an unbiased estimator of the true precision matrix up to second
order:

C−1
true,2nd ≡ C−1 − C−1X + C−1X2

= 3C−1 − 3C−1ĈtrueC
−1

+C−1
ν2ĈtrueC−1Ĉtrue − νĈtruetr

(
C−1Ĉtrue

)

ν2 + ν − 2
C−1, (F5)

where ν = Nr − 1 with Nr being the number of mock realizations
used for estimating Ĉtrue and tr(· · · ) stands for evaluating the trace
of laska matrix. Just as the correction factor that Hartlap et al. (2007)
advocated for the unbiased estimation of the inverse of a matrix
that is Wishart distributed, the final term in the above equation also
stems from the same assumption, i.e. Ĉtrue is Wishart distributed. For
more details, the reader is referred to section 3 and appendix B of
Friedrich & Eifler (2018). For evaluating the final term, as mentioned
earlier, we again ensure that each of the involved C−1 is estimated
from independent sets of FLASK lognormal simulations.

In Fig. F1, we show the effect on the Fisher parameter contours
of the entire data vector (with ξ± and iζ±) when using the precision
matrix as evaluated with the zeroth-order PME (orange solid),
first-order PME (blue dotted), and second-order PME (red dashed)
expressions. The correction induced to the parameter constraints at
first-order in PME hardly changes the results obtained using the
zeroth-order PME (our fiducial lognormal model precision matrix).
The result of adding even higher order terms up to second-order
in PME shows remarkable agreement with the fiducial contours
(compare the red dashed and orange solid ellipses).

We also evaluated the FoM in the w0–wa plane for ξ±, iζ± and
their combined data vector. The values are reported in Table F1.
One sees that the relative factor of improvement of the FoM on
performing a Fisher analysis of the joint data vector as compared to
only ξ± is larger than 2 in all cases – irrespective of whether one
uses the fiducial lognormal model precision matrix or after correcting
the model precision matrix with leading order PME terms estimated
from the T17 simulations. All these results lead us to conclude that
our analysis with the FLASK lognormal covariance matrix is well
justified and gives us robust qualitative and quantitative estimates for
the significant improvement achieved in the parameter constraints
upon complementing two-point shear analysis with the measurement
of integrated three-point shear correlation functions.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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2-point or in this case also in the integrated 3-point correlation function analysis. This
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A B S T R A C T 

The integrated shear 3-point correlation function ζ± is a higher-order statistic of the cosmic shear field that describes the 
modulation of the 2-point correlation function ξ± by long-wavelength features in the field. Here, we introduce a new theoretical 
model to calculate ζ± that is accurate on small angular scales, and that allows to take baryonic feedback effects into account. 
Our model builds on the realization that the small-scale ζ± is dominated by the non-linear matter bispectrum in the squeezed 

limit, which can be e v aluated accurately using the non-linear matter power spectrum and its first-order response functions to 

density and tidal field perturbations. We demonstrate the accuracy of our model by showing that it reproduces the small-scale ζ±
measured in simulated cosmic shear maps. The impact of baryonic feedback enters ef fecti vely only through the corresponding 

impact on the non-linear matter power spectrum, thereby permitting to account for these astrophysical effects on ζ± similarly 

to how they are currently accounted for on ξ±. Using a simple idealized Fisher matrix forecast for a DES-like surv e y we find 

that, compared to ξ±, a combined ξ± & ζ± analysis can lead to impro v ements of order 20 –40 per cent on the constraints of 
cosmological parameters such as σ 8 or the dark energy equation of state parameter w 0 . We find similar levels of improvement 
on the constraints of the baryonic feedback parameters, which strengthens the prospects for cosmic shear data to obtain tight 
constraints not only on cosmology but also on astrophysical feedback models. These encouraging results moti v ate future works 
on the integrated shear 3-point correlation function towards applications to real survey data. 

Key words: gravitational lensing: weak – methods: analytical – cosmological parameters – large-scale structure of Universe. 

1  I N T RO D U C T I O N  

The cosmic shear field is the name given to the coherent distortion 
pattern on the shapes of distant background galaxies, that is induced 
by the weak gravitational lensing effect caused by the intervening 
matter distribution. Statistical analyses of cosmic shear data thus 
let us directly probe the large-scale structure in our Universe, and 
consequently, enable us to place tight constraints on the parameters 
of our cosmological models and address key questions such as the 
nature of dark energy, dark matter, and gravity. Indeed, cosmic shear 
data has already had a marked impact in cosmology, most notably 
with the recent analyses of the data from surv e ys like DES (Abbott 
et al. 2021 ), KiDS (Heymans et al. 2021 ), and HSC (Hikage et al. 
2019 ), and this progress is expected to be taken to a ne w le vel when 
the data from the larger Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011 ), Vera Rubin 
(LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration 2012 ), and Nancy Roman 
(Spergel et al. 2015 ) surv e ys are analysed in the future. 

The majority of the cosmic shear analyses performed to date are 
based on the 2-point correlation function (2PCF), ξ±( α), i.e. the 

� E-mail: ahalder@usm.lmu.de (AH); alex.barreira@origins-cluster.de (AB) 

correlation between the cosmic shear field at two points separated by 
an angle α on the sky (in harmonic/Fourier space, this is called 
the power spectrum). However, the cosmic shear field is non- 
Gaussian distributed, and as a result, there is additional, independent 
information beyond the 2PCF that is crucial to access in order to 
maximize the constraining power of the data. The most natural first 
step beyond 2PCF analyses is to study the 3-point correlation function 
(3PCF) of the cosmic shear field (the bispectrum in harmonic/Fourier 
space). The 2PCF and 3PCF depend differently on the cosmological 
parameters, and so combined analyses of these two statistics allow 

us to break degeneracies and obtain tighter constraints on the 
parameter values (Takada & Jain 2004 ; Kayo & Takada 2013 ; 
Sato & Nishimichi 2013 ). The 3PCF is ho we ver appreciably more 
complicated than the 2PCF, which is why these analyses are not 
yet routine in the cosmic shear literature. For example, on the 
measurement side, the shear 3PCF lives in a higher-dimensional 
parameter space (it is a function of the size and angles of the sides 
of triangles connecting three points on the sky), which makes its 
estimation from observational data more challenging. Further, on 
the theory side, predicting the 3PCF requires accurate models for 
the three-dimensional matter bispectrum on small scales (Takahashi 
et al. 2020 ; Aric ̀o et al. 2021 ), which is still a challenging enterprise. 

© 2022 The Author(s) 
Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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These complications get further exacerbated by the need to also 
account for photometric redshift uncertainties, shear calibration, 
and masking, as well as galaxy intrinsic alignments and baryonic 
feedback. For these reasons, the first attempts to incorporate higher- 
order information into cosmic shear analyses have focused on simpler 
summary statistics, including mass aperture moments (Semboloni 
et al. 2010 ; Fu et al. 2014 ; Gatti et al. 2021 ; Martinet et al. 2021 ), 
lensing peaks (Kacprzak et al. 2016 ; Harnois-D ́eraps et al. 2020 ; 
Z ̈urcher et al. 2022 ), or density-split statistics (Friedrich et al. 2018 ; 
Gruen et al. 2018 ; Burger et al. 2020 , 2022 ). 

Here, we focus our attention on a particularly promising way of 
accessing 3PCF information in the cosmic shear field using a statistic 
called the integrated shear 3-point correlation function ζ±( α), which 
has been described recently 1 in Halder et al. ( 2021 ) [see also Munshi 
et al. 2021 , and for studies of its harmonic counterpart we refer to 
Munshi et al. ( 2020 ) and Jung et al. ( 2021 )]. Concretely, ζ±( α) 
describes the correlation between (i) the shear 2PCF measured 
locally inside well-defined patches on the sky, and (ii) the 1-point 
aperture shear mass of the patches. This statistic admits a very well- 
defined physical interpretation as the modulation of the small-scale 
shear 2PCF by long-wavelength features of the cosmic shear field. 2 

This can be shown to be sensitive to a certain integral of the three- 
dimensional matter bispectrum (hence the name integrated ), which 
is how one can access 3-point function information. A key practical 
advantage of this statistic is that it requires only measurements of 
the shear aperture mass and 2PCF, which can both be obtained 
from cosmic shear catalogues using existing, well-tested numerical 
algorithms. 

As we will see below, the key theoretical ingredient to predict ζ±
is the three-dimensional matter bispectrum B 

3D 
δ ( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) , where 

the k i are wav ev ectors in F ourier space. In Halder et al. ( 2021 ), this 
was calculated using the fitting function of Gil-Mar ́ın et al. ( 2012 ), 
which was fitted only on scales k � 0.4 h Mpc −1 , and as a result, it 
could not be used to describe the parts of ζ± that get contributions 
from the non-linear regime of structure formation on smaller scales. 
In this paper, one of our goals is to remedy this by putting forward 
an alternative calculation of ζ± that is accurate on small scales, and 
that can therefore maximize the utility of this statistic to constrain 
cosmology. As we will discuss below, the key observation behind 
our calculation is that, on small scales, the integrated cosmic shear 
3PCF is dominated by the squeezed limit of the matter bispectrum, 
i.e. the limit in which one of the wave vectors k i is much smaller 
than the other two. This is fortunate since this particular limit of the 
matter bispectrum can be described very efficiently and accurately 
using the response approach to perturbation theory developed by 
Barreira & Schmidt ( 2017a ). The response approach is a rigorous 
extension of standard perturbation theory (SPT) (Bernardeau et al. 
2002 ) that allows the e v aluation of squeezed N -point interactions in 
the non-linear regime of structure formation. This semi-analytical 
approach takes as inputs the non-linear matter power spectrum 

and its response functions to long-wavelength perturbations, which 
are much easier to predict and calibrate using N -body simulations 
compared to the full non-linear matter bispectrum. One of our main 
results in this paper is the demonstration of the accuracy of the 
response approach to describe the integrated shear 3PCF ζ±( α) 

1 We drop the letter i from the notation i ζ± used in Halder et al. ( 2021 ) to 
a v oid confusion with the imaginary unit i = 

√ −1 . 
2 This statistic was first introduced by Chiang et al. ( 2014 ), Chiang et al. 
( 2015 ) in the context of three-dimensional galaxy clustering analyses, where 
it admits a similar physical interpretation. 

deep in the non-linear, small-scale regime of structure formation, 
by comparing against results from direct simulation of cosmic 
shear maps. 

Another advantage of the response approach that we highlight 
and focus on in this paper concerns the relative ease with which the 
impact of baryonic feedback effects can be taken into account. On 
small distance scales ( k � 1 h Mpc −1 ), baryonic effects such as the 
energy released by active galactic nuclei (AGN) inside dark matter 
haloes are known to have a marked impact on the small-scale cosmic 
shear field (Chisari et al. 2019 ), and cannot be ignored at the risk of 
obtaining strongly biased cosmological constraints (Semboloni et al. 
2011 ; Eifler et al. 2015 ; Huang et al. 2019 ; Schneider et al. 2020 ). 
The size and time-dependence of the baryonic effects are however 
currently very unknown, which makes this one of the most serious 
modelling challenges in cosmic shear data analyses. One way around 
this problem is to simply discard the parts of the data that are expected 
to be affected by baryonic effects, but this is manifestly suboptimal. A 

more interesting approach involves describing the impact of baryonic 
effects on the theory predictions with a set of extra parameters 
that can be fitted alongside the cosmological ones. At the 2-point 
function level, there is already a significant amount of work devoted 
to the modelling of baryonic effects, including through empirical 
fitting formulae (Mohammed & Seljak 2014 ; Harnois-D ́eraps et al. 
2015 ), analyses based on principal components (Eifler et al. 2015 ; 
Huang et al. 2019 , 2021 ), extensions of the halo model (Semboloni 
et al. 2011 ; Mead et al. 2015 , 2021 ), and baryonification techniques 
of gravity-only simulations (Schneider & Teyssier 2015 ; Schneider 
et al. 2020 ; Aric ̀o et al. 2020 ). Owing to its extra complexity, and 
despite interesting first steps (Semboloni, Hoekstra & Schaye 2013 ; 
Foreman et al. 2020 ; Aric ̀o et al. 2021 ; Takahashi et al. 2020 ), the 
same progress at the 3-point function level has naturally lagged 
behind. Herein lies the other advantage of the response approach: we 
will see below that ζ± depends on baryonic physics ef fecti vely only 
via the non-linear matter power spectrum, and thus, the incorporation 
of the baryonic effects on ζ± can be made as straightforward as that 
on the 2PCF ξ±. 

In this paper, in particular, we investigate the impact of baryonic 
effects on ζ± with the aid of the HMCODE developed by Mead et al. 
( 2015 ), which accounts for baryonic effects through two parameters 
that describe their impact on the internal structure of haloes. Using a 
Fisher matrix forecast analysis for a DES-sized tomographic surv e y, 
we will see that the combination of ξ± and ζ± information can lead 
to significant impro v ements in cosmological parameter constraints, 
importantly, even after marginalizing over the baryonic feedback 
parameters. The size of the impro v ements can depend on the details 
of the forecast analyses and varies from one parameter to another, 
but our results show that ζ± data has the potential to impro v e the 
constraints on parameters like σ 8 or the dark energy equation of 
state parameter w 0 by ≈ 20 –40 per cent . Interestingly, we will also 
see that the addition of ζ± helps to tighten the constraints on the 
baryonic feedback parameters themselves, which strengthens the 
opportunity for cosmic shear data to constrain not only cosmology but 
also astrophysical models of AGN feedback (Huang et al. 2021 ). This 
provides further moti v ation to include ζ± information in constraint 
analyses of cosmic shear data, reinforcing the promising potential of 
this statistic that Halder et al. ( 2021 ) had highlighted before. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we 
re vie w the formalism behind the integrated shear 3PCF ζ±, and 
introduce our theoretical framework to model the matter bispectrum 

using the response function approach, including the incorpora- 
tion of baryonic feedback effects. In Section 3 , we describe the 
main numerical details of the simulation data that we adopt from 
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Halder et al. ( 2021 ) to demonstrate the accuracy of our theoretical 
model for ζ±. Section 4 contains our main numerical results and 
discussion: we begin by validating our theoretical model against 
the numerical simulations, and then go through the results of our 
Fisher matrix constraints. Finally, we summarize and conclude in 
Section 5 . 

2  T H E O RY  

In this section, we outline the key concepts of the integrated shear 
3PCF (Section 2.1 ) and of our model for the matter bispectrum 

based on the response function approach (Section 2.2 ). These topics 
have been introduced before in Halder et al. ( 2021 ) and Barreira & 

Schmidt ( 2017a ), respectively, to which we refer the reader for more 
details and deri v ations. We also discuss how we incorporate baryonic 
effects in our theoretical predictions using the HMCODE formalism of 
Mead et al. ( 2015 ) (Section 2.3 ). 

2.1 Integrated shear 3-point correlation function 

The integrated shear 3PCF is defined as 

ζ±, fgh ( α) ≡
〈 

M ap , f ( θC ) ˆ ξ±, gh ( α; θC ) 
〉 

, (1) 

where 〈〉 denotes ensemble averaging, M ap ( θC ) is the 1-point aperture 
mass statistic in some patch of the sky centred at θC , and ˆ ξ±( α; θC ) 
is the local shear 2PCF e v aluated in the same patch. The subscripts 
f, g, and h denote the galaxy source redshift bin; for example ˆ ξ±, gh is 
the 2-point cross-correlation function of the fields γ g , γ h , which are 
respectively, the cosmic shear fields estimated from galaxy shapes 
at redshifts g and h. It is in the sense of the correlation in this 
equation that we can identify ζ± as describing the modulation of 
the small-scale shear 2-point correlation function ξ± by the local 
shear mass M ap . We discuss next the two ingredients that enter the 
right-hand side of equation ( 1 ). 

The 1-point aperture mass statistic M ap ( θC ) measures the weighted 
lensing convergence field κ( θ ) inside an aperture U centred at θC 

(Kaiser 1995 ; Schneider 1996 , 2006 ): 

M ap ( θC ) = 

∫ 

d 2 θ κ( θ) U ( θC − θ ) , (2) 

where U ( θ ) = U ( θ ) is an azimuthally symmetric filter with size θ ap . 
The κ and γ fields are related to each other in Fourier space as 

γ ( l ) = e 2 iφl κ( l ) , (3) 

where l is the 2D Fourier wave vector and φl is its polar angle (note 
we al w ays w ork in the flat-sk y limit). The conv ergence field is not 
directly observable, but interestingly, if U is a compensated filter, 
i.e. 

∫ 
d 2 θ U ( θC − θ ) = 0, then the aperture mass can be directly 

e v aluated from the observed shear field γ as (Kaiser 1995 ; Schneider 
1996 , 2006 ): 

M ap ( θC ) = 

∫ 

d 2 θ γt ( θ , φθC −θ ) Q ( θC − θ) , (4) 

where γt ( θ, φθC −θ ) is the tangential component of the shear at 
location θ defined with respect to the polar angle φθC −θ of the 
separation vector between θ and the centre of the aperture θC . This 
equation highlights the ease with which one can actually measure 
M ap from the observed shear field without having to go through the 
process of creating a convergence mass map (cf. equation 2 ). In 
this paper, we consider the following forms of the filters U and Q 

(Crittenden et al. 2002 ; Kilbinger & Schneider 2005 ): 

U ( θ ) = 

1 

2 πθ2 
ap 

( 

1 − θ2 

2 θ2 
ap 

) 

exp 

( 

− θ2 

2 θ2 
ap 

) 

, 

Q ( θ ) ≡ −U ( θ ) + 

2 

θ2 

∫ θ

0 
d θ ′ θ ′ U ( θ ′ ) 

= 

θ2 

4 πθ4 
ap 

exp 

( 

− θ2 

2 θ2 
ap 

) 

. (5) 

Below we will need U in Fourier space, where it is given by 

U ( l ) = U ( l) = 

∫ 

d 2 θ U ( θ ) e −i l ·θ = 

l 2 θ2 
ap 

2 
exp 

( 

− l 2 θ2 
ap 

2 

) 

. (6) 

The second ingredient in equation ( 1 ) is ˆ ξ±( α; θC ): the 2PCF of 
the windowed cosmic shear field γ ( θ ; θC ) ≡ γ ( θ ) W ( θC − θ ), with 
the window function taken to be a top-hat of size θT centred at θC 

W ( θ) = W ( θ ) = 

{
1 θ ≤ θT 

0 θ > θT 
. (7) 

The Fourier transform of the windowed shear field is thus given by 

γ ( l ; θC ) = 

∫ 

d 2 l ′ 

(2 π ) 2 
γ ( l ′ ) W ( l ′ − l ) e i( l 

′ −l ) ·θC , (8) 

with 

W ( l ) = W ( l) = 

∫ 

d 2 θ W ( θ ) e −i l ·θ = 2 πθ2 
T 

J 1 ( lθT ) 

lθT 
, (9) 

and where J n is the n th-order ordinary Bessel function of the first kind. 
The two local position-dependent 2PCFs that appear in equation ( 1 ) 
are defined as 

ˆ ξ+ 

( α; θC ) ≡ 1 

A 2pt ( α) 

∫ 

d 2 θ γ ( θ ; θC ) γ
∗( θ + α; θC ) 

ˆ ξ−( α; θC ) ≡ 1 

A 2pt ( α) 

∫ 

d 2 θ γ ( θ ; θC ) γ ( θ + α; θC ) e 
−4 iφα , (10) 

where φα is the polar angle of the spatial separation vector 
α, ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and A 2pt ( α) ≡ ∫ 

d 2 θ W ( θC −
θ ) W ( θC − θ − α) is the area normalization factor. For our isotropic 
window function W ( θ) = W ( θ ), it follows that both the normaliza- 
tion term and ˆ ξ±( α; θC ) depend only on the magnitude α of the 
separation vector, i.e. A 2pt ( α) = A 2pt ( α) and ˆ ξ±( α; θC ) = 

ˆ ξ±( α; θC ). 
In this paper, we are also interested in the global 2PCF of the whole 

cosmic shear field γ ( θ ) [i.e. not just the windowed one γ ( θ ; θC )], 
which can be written in terms of the convergence power spectrum 

P κ ( l ) through inverse Hankel transforms [e.g. see appendix A of 
Halder et al. ( 2021 )] 

ξ+ , gh ( α) = 

∫ 

d l l 

2 π
P κ, gh ( l ) J 0 ( l α) , 

ξ−, gh ( α) = 

∫ 

d l l 

2 π
P κ, gh ( l ) J 4 ( l α) , (11) 

where 

P κ, gh ( l) = 

∫ 

d χ
q g ( χ ) q h ( χ ) 

χ2 
P 

3D 
δ

(
k = 

l 

χ
, χ

)
, (12) 

and P 

3D 
δ denotes the three-dimensional matter power spectrum (note 

that throughout this paper, we assume a flat cosmology). The lensing 
kernel functions are given by 

q f ( χ ) = 

3 H 

2 
0 �m , 0 

2 c 2 
χ

a( χ ) 

χ f 
s − χ

χ f 
s 

, (13) 
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where χ is the comoving distance, χ f 
s is the comoving distance out to 

the galaxies in source redshift bin f, a ( χ ) is the scale factor, �m, 0 is 
the fractional cosmic matter density today, H 0 = 100 h km s −1 Mpc −1 

is the Hubble expansion rate today, and c is the speed of light; we 
assume for simplicity that the galaxies in each tomographic bin are 
all at a single source redshift, but it is straightforward to generalize 
beyond this by writing q f ( χ ) for a general distribution of source 
galaxies in a tomographic redshift bin (e.g. see Schneider 2006 ). 
When we e v aluate the equations abo v e, we apply the l -dependent 
correction of Kitching et al. ( 2017 ) to correct for flat-sky and Limber 
approximation effects [see, for example, equation (60) of Halder 
et al. ( 2021 )]. Furthermore, rather than using the inverse Hankel 
transform integrals directly in equation ( 11 ), we use the expressions 
with summation o v er l as giv en in Friedrich et al. ( 2021 ) (see their 
equation 9 ), which are exact in the curved-sky case and more accurate 
in that they take into account the finite bin widths in which the 
correlations are measured in the data. We summarize these auxiliary 
equations in Appendix A . 

Finally, putting all the ingredients together and following the 
deri v ation of Halder et al. ( 2021 ), the two integrated 3PCFs in 
equation ( 1 ) can be written as 

ζ+ , fgh ( α) = 

1 

A 2pt ( α) 

∫ 

d l l 

2 π
B + , fgh ( l ) J 0 ( l α) , 

ζ−, fgh ( α) = 

1 

A 2pt ( α) 

∫ 

d l l 

2 π
B −, fgh ( l ) J 4 ( l α) , (14) 

where the integrated shear bispectra read 

B ±, fgh ( l ) = 

∫ 

d χ
q f ( χ ) q g ( χ ) q h ( χ ) 

χ4 

∫ 

d 2 l 1 
(2 π ) 2 

∫ 

d 2 l 2 
(2 π ) 2 

× B 

3D 
δ

(
l 1 
χ

, 
l 2 
χ

, 
−l 1 − l 2 

χ
, χ

)
e 2 i( φ2 ∓φ−1 −2 ) 

× U ( l 1 ) W ( l 2 + l ) W ( −l 1 − l 2 − l ) . (15) 

In this equation, B 

3D 
δ denotes the three-dimensional matter bispec- 

trum, φ1 and φ2 are the polar angles of the Fourier modes l 1 and 
l 2 , respectively, and φ−1 − 2 is the polar angle of −l 1 − l 2 . For our 
isotropic window functions U and W , these integrated shear 3PCFs 
and bispectra are direction independent, i.e. ζ±, fgh ( α) = ζ±, fgh ( α) and 
B ±, fgh ( l ) = B ±, fgh ( l), respectively. As with the 2PCF, we again use 
the l -summation strategy of Friedrich et al. ( 2021 ) instead of the 
direct inverse Hankel transforms in order to convert the integrated 
shear bispectra to the real space correlation functions. 

2.2 Model for the matter bispectrum 

The e v aluation of the integrated shear bispectrum in equation ( 15 ) re- 
quires predicting the three-dimensional non-linear matter bispectrum 

B 

3D 
δ , which is defined as 

〈
δm 

( k 1 ) δm 

( k 2 ) δm 

( k 3 ) 
〉 = (2 π ) 3 δD 

( k 1 + k 2 + k 3 ) B 

3D 
δ ( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) , 

(16) 

where δm 

( k ) is the Fourier transform of the three-dimensional matter 
density contrast. In standard perturbation theory (SPT), the tree-level 
matter bispectrum is given by Bernardeau et al. ( 2002 ): 

B 

3D 
δ, tree ( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , τ ) = 2 F 2 ( k 1 , k 2 ) P 

3D 
δ,L ( k 1 , τ ) P 

3D 
δ,L ( k 2 , τ ) 

+ cyclic permutations , (17) 

where P 

3D 
δ,L ( k, τ ) is the three-dimensional linear matter power spec- 

trum and F 2 ( k i , k j ) is the symmetrized two-point mode coupling 

kernel: 

F 2 ( k i , k j ) = 

5 

7 
+ 

1 

2 
μk i , k j 

(
k i 

k j 
+ 

k j 

k i 

)
+ 

2 

7 
μ2 

k i , k j 
, (18) 

where μk i , k j ≡ k i · k j / ( k i k j ) is the cosine of the angle between the 
two Fourier modes k i and k j . This expression is only valid in the 
weakly non-linear regime of structure formation, and it is therefore 
insufficient to accurately model the integrated shear bispectrum, as 
we will see below. 

In order to model B 

3D 
δ in the non-linear regime, one needs to 

either go beyond tree-level in perturbation theory and consider the 
one-loop or two-loop bispectrum (Lazanu & Liguori 2018 ; Baldauf 
et al. 2021 ), or rely on fitting formulae calibrated using N -body 
simulations (Scoccimarro & Couchman 2001 ; Gil-Mar ́ın et al. 2012 ; 
Takahashi et al. 2020 ). In their previous work on the integrated shear 
3PCF, Halder et al. ( 2021 ) used the bispectrum fitting formula from 

Gil-Mar ́ın et al. ( 2012 ) (hereafter referred to as GM), which can be 
written as 

B 

3D 
δ, GM 

( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , τ ) = 2 F 

eff 
2 ( k 1 , k 2 , τ ) P 

3D 
δ ( k 1 , τ ) P 

3D 
δ ( k 2 , τ ) 

+ cyclic permutations , (19) 

where P 

3D 
δ ( k, τ ) is the three-dimensional non-linear matter power 

spectrum and F 

eff 
2 ( k 1 , k 2 , τ ) is the following modified version of the 

F 2 kernel: 

F 

eff 
2 ( k i , k j , τ ) = 

5 

7 
a ( k i , τ ) a ( k j , τ ) 

+ 

1 

2 
μk i , k j 

(
k i 

k j 
+ 

k j 

k i 

)
b ( k i , τ ) b ( k j , τ ) 

+ 

2 

7 
μ2 

k i , k j 
c ( k i , τ ) c ( k j , τ ) , (20) 

where a ( k , τ ), b ( k , τ ), and c ( k , τ ) are fitting functions calibrated using 
measurements of the matter bispectrum from gravity-only N -body 
simulations up to wave numbers k < 0.4 h Mpc −1 (see Gil-Mar ́ın 
et al. 2012 for the form and parameters of these functions). 

The work of Halder et al. ( 2021 ) showed that although the GM 

fitting function B 

3D 
δ, GM 

is able to describe the ζ+ 

( α) correlation 
measured from simulations very well down to angular scales of α ≈
5 arcmin, the same is not true for the ζ−( α) case, for which the GM 

function begins to breakdown on scales of a few tenths of arcmin 
(we reproduce this result below in Fig. 4 ). This is because ζ− is 
more sensitive to the non-linear regime of structure formation and 
the GM fitting formula was calibrated only on quasi-linear scales ( k 
< 0.4 h Mpc −1 ) with applications to galaxy clustering observations in 
mind. One way to impro v e upon this is to use the recent bihalofit 
formula for the matter bispectrum from Takahashi et al. ( 2020 ), 
which was calibrated using the matter bispectrum from simulations 
in the non-linear regime, and which Halder et al. ( 2021 ) showed does 
describe well both the ζ+ 

( α) and ζ−( α) statistics measured from 

gravity-only simulations (see fig. D3 there, but we also reproduce 
this result in Fig. 4 ). 

The development of bihalofit is an important step forward 
in our ability to predict the matter bispectrum in the non-linear 
regime of structure formation, but in its current form it cannot still 
be readily used to account for the impact of baryonic effects on small 
scales. Note that Takahashi et al. ( 2020 ) do provide a baryon-ratio 
formula that accounts for the specific impact of baryonic effects in 
the IllustrisTNG galaxy formation model (Weinberger et al. 2017 ; 
Pillepich et al. 2018 ), but for applications to cosmic shear data we 
need to be able to make predictions as a function of the baryonic 
feedback parameters (and not just a single set such as IllustrisTNG) 
that we can then marginalize o v er. We will see below how this is 
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something that can be straightforwardly achieved with the response 
approach to perturbation theory. 

2.2.1 Response approach to the squeezed matter bispectrum 

The response approach to perturbation theory developed by Bar- 
reira & Schmidt ( 2017a ) is a formalism that allows to e v aluate certain 
mode-coupling terms in SPT in the non-linear regime. The first step 
of the response approach involves noting that the small-scale matter 
power spectrum can be regarded as a biased tracer of large-scale 
structure (see Desjacques, Jeong & Schmidt 2018 for a re vie w on 
biasing), i.e. it can be expanded as 

P 

3D 
δ ( k , τ ; x ) = P 

3D 
δ ( k, τ ) 

[
1 + R 1 ( k, τ ) δL 

m 

( x , τ ) 

+ R K 

( k, τ ) ̂ k i ̂  k j K 

L 
ij ( x , τ ) 

]
, (21) 

where P 

3D 
δ ( k , τ ; x ) is the local power spectrum measured in some 

volume around position x , P 

3D 
δ ( k, τ ) is its global cosmic average, 

δL 
m 

is a large-scale isotropic matter density perturbation, and K 

L 
ij = [

∂ i ∂ j / ∇ 

2 − δij / 3 
]
δL 
m 

is a large-scale tidal field; the superscript L 

indicates that these are large-scale perturbations that are in the 
linear/quasi-linear regime of structure formation. 3 The coefficients 
R 1 and R K are called first-order power spectrum response functions , 
and describe physically the response of the small-scale matter power 
spectrum to the presence of large-scale o v erdensities and tidal fields, 
respectively. These response functions can be written as (Li, Hu & 

Takada 2014 ; Wagner et al. 2015 ; Barreira & Schmidt 2017a ) 

R 1 ( k, τ ) = 1 − 1 

3 

d ln P 

3D 
δ ( k, τ ) 

d ln k 
+ G 1 ( k, τ ) , (22) 

R K 

( k, τ ) = G K 

( k, τ ) − d ln P 

3D 
δ ( k, τ ) 

d ln k 
, (23) 

where G 1 and G K are so-called growth-only response functions, 
which can be measured very efficiently in the non-linear regime 
of structure formation using separate universe simulations. In this 
paper, we use the measurements of G 1 from Wagner et al. ( 2015 ) 
and the measurements of G K from Schmidt et al. ( 2018 ) (see also 
St ̈ucker et al. 2021 ); the time and scale-dependence of the resulting 
R 1 ( k , τ ), R K ( k , τ ) functions can be seen alongside one another in 
fig. 1 of Barreira, Krause & Schmidt ( 2018 ). 

The second step of the response approach is the realization that 
certain combinations of power spectrum response functions can be 
identified as resummed perturbation theory kernels in the squeezed 
limit. Concretely, for the case of the matter bispectrum that we are 
interested in here, we can write (see Barreira & Schmidt 2017a for 
the deri v ation) 

B 

3D 
δ, RF ( k s , k h , −k sh , τ ) = 

[
R 1 ( k h , τ ) + 

(
μ2 

k h , k s 
− 1 

3 

)
R K 

( k h , τ ) 

]

× P 

3D 
δ ( k h , τ ) P 

3D 
δ,L ( k s , τ ) + O 

[
k 2 s 

k 2 h 

]
, (24) 

where the Fourier mode k s is called a soft mode (it describes large 
scales), k h is called a hard mode (it describes small scales), and 
−k sh = −k s − k h ; the subscript RF stands for response function . 
This equation is valid strictly in the squeezed limit, i.e. k s � k h ≈
| − k sh | , with the corrections scaling as k 2 s / k 

2 
h . By comparing this 

equation to equation ( 17 ), we note that the term in squared brackets R 1 

3 This expansion implicitly assumes that the local power spectrum is measured 
within a volume V loc that is sufficiently inside the large-scale perturbations, 
i.e. V 

1 / 3 
loc � S, where S is the wavelength of the δL 

m , K 

L 
ij perturbations. 

+ ( μ2 − 1/3) R K can be identified as a generalized F 2 SPT kernel, the 
power spectrum of the hard mode is now the non-linear matter power 
spectrum, but the power spectrum of the soft mode must remain in the 
linear regime. With equation ( 24 ), we can thus e v aluate the squeezed 
matter bispectrum for k s in the linear regime, but importantly since we 
use results for R 1 , R K , and P 

3D 
δ obtained using N -body simulations, 

the result is valid for non-linear values of the hard mode k h ; it is in 
this sense that the response approach extends the validity of SPT to 
the non-linear regime. 

For the case of the bispectrum, the response functions R 1 and 
R K are the only two that are needed, but we note for completeness 
that the response approach can be also used to e v aluate terms that 
contribute to correlation functions beyond 3-point by letting the 
expansion of equation ( 21 ) to continue to higher-order (i.e. including 
terms like R 2 [ δL 

m 

] 2 ): for example, Barreira & Schmidt ( 2017b ) and 
Barreira et al. ( 2018 ) used the response approach to calculate the 
covariance of the matter power spectrum (which is a 4-point func- 
tion), and Barreira ( 2019 ) used it to calculate the covariance of the 
squeezed matter bispectrum (which contains terms up to the 6-point 
function). 

2.2.2 The joint model for the non-linear matter bispectrum 

We have not yet discussed what is especial about the ability of the 
response approach to predict the squeezed-limit bispectrum in the 
non-linear regime, i.e. why is it sufficient to evaluate this particular 
limit in the non-linear regime, but not the remainder of the bispectrum 

configurations? The answer to this question rests on the observation 
that, on small scales (high-l), the integrated lensing bispectrum B ±
in equation ( 15 ) is dominated by the squeezed limit of the three- 
dimensional matter bispectrum B 

3D 
δ . We will verify this explicitly 

numerically below (see also appendix D of Halder et al. 2021 ), but 
the form of equation ( 15 ) can be used already to understand the reason 
why. The key point to note is that the product of the window functions 
U ( l a ) and W ( l a ) works as a low-pass filter, i.e. it becomes small 
whenever l a describes scales smaller than the scale of the patches. 
Concretely, the U ( l 1 ) term ensures the integral is sizeable only if l 1 ∼√ 

2 /θap < 2 π/θap , where recall θ ap is the size of the aperture mass 
compensated filter. Moreo v er, if l � 2 π / θT , i.e. we are interested 
in e v aluating B ±( l) for modes well within the top-hat patch W , then 
the window function term W ( l 2 + l ) ef fecti vely constrains l ≈ −l 2 , 
which is in turn much larger in amplitude than l 1 � 2 π / θ ap since θ ap 

≈ θT (we consider both to have similar sizes of order 70 arcmin; cf. 
Section 3.3 ). This enforces the hierarchy | − l 1 − l 2 | ≈ | l 2 | � | l 1 | 
between the bispectrum modes in equation ( 15 ), i.e. the bispectrum 

is pushed to the squeezed limit, which is why the response approach 
calculation is sufficient for these high- l modes. In other words, if l 
� 2 π / θT , the contributions from non-squeezed configurations that 
arise as one integrates over l 1 and l 2 (and which cannot be described 
by the response approach) are negligible as they are suppressed by 
the window function terms. 

On the other hand, for l values comparable to the scale of the 
patches, l � 2 π / θT , the term W ( l 2 + l ) no longer enforces l 2 � l 1 , the 
bispectrum thus contributes through non-squeezed configurations, 
and the response approach is not applicable. Importantly, ho we ver, 
if the typical size of the patches θ ap , θT is large enough, then for l 
∼ 2 π / θT , we are in a regime where a fitting formula like the GM is 
able to provide accurate results. 

Following these observations, the model of the non-linear matter 
bispectrum that we utilize in this paper corresponds to the following 
stitching of the GM and RF approach expressions: 
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(i) Given the lengths of 3 Fourier modes k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 at which 
we want to e v aluate the bispectrum B 

3D 
δ ( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , τ ), we arrange the 

modes in descending order and name them k h , k m , and k s such that 
k h ≥ k m ≥ k s . 

(ii) We quantify the squeezeness of a given configuration by the 
parameter f sq ≡ k m / k s , where the larger the value, the more squeezed 
the triangle is. 

(iii) We e v aluate the matter bispectrum as 

B 

3D 
δ ( k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , τ ) = 

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎩ 

B 

3D 
δ, RF , f sq ≥ f thr 

sq ⇒ squeezed 

B 

3D 
δ, GM 

, otherwise 
, (25) 

where f thr 
sq is a parameter that sets the threshold abo v e which we dub 

a given triangle as squeezed and e v aluate the bispectrum using the 
response approach. 

The optimal choice for f thr 
sq is determined by a balance between 

the accuracy of the response approach and GM results at the edge 
of their regimes of validity. On the one hand, if f thr 

sq is chosen too 
low, then the response approach result will not be as accurate since 
the triangle is not very squeezed; in equation ( 24 ), the corrections 
to the response result scale as ( k s /k h ) 2 ≈ ( k s /k m 

) 2 = 1 /f 2 sq , which 
become larger as f thr 

sq → 1. On the other hand, for large values of 
f thr 

sq , the GM branch will be switched on and contribute sizeably for 
squeezed configurations in the non-linear regime, for which the GM 

fitting formula becomes less accurate; for instance, in the limit of 
f thr 

sq → ∞ , the response calculation is never used and we are left in 
the situation where we al w ays use the GM formula [equi v alent to the 
modelling setup studied in Halder et al. ( 2021 )]. We will return to 
these considerations below when we examine the impact of different 
choices for f thr 

sq . 
As we will see below, the sharp transition between the two 

branches in equation ( 25 ) does not translate into any visible dis- 
continuous artefacts in the numerical predictions for ζ±( α) as they 
are ef fecti vely smoothed out by the integrals in equation ( 15 ). A 

smoother and continuous transition between the two branches could 
none the less be devised, but we leave this for future work. Note also 
that the GM formula serves in our calculation as a representative of 
any matter bispectrum calculation that is accurate in the quasi-linear 
regime; for instance, our main conclusions in this paper hold equally 
if instead of GM we had used the bihalofit formula. 

2.3 Baryonic effects 

The incorporation of baryonic feedback effects in our theoretical 
predictions for the shear 2PCF and integrated shear 3PCF can be 
done through their impact on the three-dimensional matter power 
spectrum P 

3D 
δ and bispectrum B 

3D 
δ in equations ( 12 ) and ( 15 ), 

respectively. In this paper, we use the HMCODE framework of Mead 
et al. 2015 to model the impact of baryons on P 

3D 
δ . The HMCODE is 

a modified version of the halo model (see Cooray & Sheth 2002 
for a re vie w) that introduces two parameters η0 and c min that can be 
varied to mimic the typical impact from baryonic physics effects; 
primarily the impact of adiabatic contraction by radiative cooling 
in the inner parts of haloes, and the strength of AGN feedback that 
can expel gas to large radii and suppress the amplitude of the power 
spectrum on scales k � 1 h Mpc −1 . In Mead et al. ( 2015 ), these 
parameters were shown to provide a reasonable description of the 
power spectrum measured from the OWLS (Schaye et al. 2010 ) 
suite of hydrodynamical simulations that include these baryonic 
physics. We use the HMCODE implementation in the publicly available 

Boltzmann solver code CLASS 4 (Blas, Lesgourgues & Tram 2011 ). 
The HMCODE code has been recently upgraded in Mead et al. ( 2021 ) 
and it was used by the KiDS collaboration to model baryonic effects 
in their cosmic shear data analysis (Heymans et al. 2021 ). 

At the matter bispectrum lev el, F oreman et al. ( 2020 ) hav e recently 
studied the impact of baryonic physics in a series of different 
hydrodynamical simulations, and the bihalofit fitting formulae 
of Takahashi et al. ( 2020 ) also admits the impact of the baryonic 
physics in the IllustrisTNG galaxy formation model; as we noted 
already abo v e, this does not yet allow to make predictions as a 
function of different baryonic physics parameters, which is what is 
needed to marginalize o v er their uncertain impact in cosmic shear 
data analyses. An interesting step in this direction, ho we ver, has 
been taken recently by Aric ̀o et al. ( 2021 ) who showed that the 
baryonification approach (Schneider & Teyssier 2015 ; Schneider 
et al. 2020 ) is able to reproduce well the bispectrum measured in a 
series of different hydrodynamical simulations. This is an interesting 
w ay forw ard that allows to predict the matter bispectrum as a function 
of cosmological and baryonic feedback parameters, but which has 
not yet been realized in the form of a concrete code for fast numerical 
predictions [e.g. an emulator like the one developed in Aric ̀o et al. 
( 2021 ) for the matter power spectrum]. 

Fortunately, for the case of the integrated shear 3PCF that we 
focus on here, we can build on the work of Barreira et al. ( 2019 ), 
who showed that the impact of baryonic effects on the squeezed 
matter bispectrum can be ef fecti vely predicted from that on the matter 
power spectrum alone. Concretely, from equations ( 22 ), ( 23 ), and 
( 24 ), we observe that baryonic effects impact the squeezed matter 
bispectrum only through P 

3D 
δ , and the growth-only responses G 1 

and G K . The functions G 1 and G K , ho we v er, are e xpected to depend 
only very weakly on the baryonic physics effects. This is because 
they measure the dependence of the power spectrum on the large- 
scale environment, which is affected by baryonic physics to a much 
smaller degree compared to the impact of baryonic effects on the 
power spectrum itself. Indeed, using separate universe simulations 
with the IllustrisTNG galaxy formation model, Barreira et al. ( 2019 ) 
showed that the measured G 1 was virtually identical to the same 
measurements on gravity-only simulations. 5 The same has not been 
explicitly checked yet for G K , but this reasoning suggests that it 
is also affected negligibly by baryonic effects. This allows us to 
straightforwardly account for baryonic effects on the squeezed matter 
bispectrum using also the HMCODE through its predictions for P 

3D 
δ ; the 

ease with which baryonic effects can be propagated to the squeezed- 
limit matter bispectrum is one of the key advantages of using the 
response approach to predict the integrated shear 3PCF. 

This addresses how we account for baryonic physics effects in 
the RF branch of equation ( 25 ) for squeezed configurations, but 
not in the GM branch for non-squeezed configurations. Here, we 
follow a strategy similar to Semboloni et al. ( 2013 ) who studied the 

4 Precisely, we use the c + + wrapper of the code (version v2.9.4) which can 
be obtained from the official repository, currently hosted at: https://github.c 
om/lesgourg/class public . 
5 Furthermore, Foreman et al. ( 2020 ) found that neglecting the impact of 
baryonic effects on G 1 leads also to very good agreement with the matter 
squeezed bispectrum measured in the Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ) and 
EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015 ) hydrodynamical simulations (see their Fig. 19). 
Interestingly, some differences were observed in the case of the BAHAMAS 
simulations (McCarthy et al. 2017 ), which the authors speculated could be 
due to a per cent -level impact of baryonic effects on G 1 in the BAHAMAS 
model. This is a small effect compared to the larger impact on the power 
spectrum itself, but would be interesting to investigate in the future. 
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impact of baryonic feedback on the third-order aperture mass statistic 
〈 M 

3 
ap 〉 using the matter bispectrum fitting formula of Scoccimarro & 

Couchman ( 2001 ) (a predecessor of GM): concretely, we account for 
baryonic effects through P 

3D 
δ in the GM formula of equation ( 19 ) 

using the HMCODE , but keep F 

eff 
2 unchanged. This ad hoc solution 

does not affect our results significantly because the GM formula 
contributes primarily only on large scales that are not affected by the 
baryonic physics processes. Furthermore, Foreman et al. ( 2020 ) have 
also shown that this ad hoc strategy is actually able to reproduce well 
the impact of baryonic effects for equilateral configurations down 
to scales k ∼ 0.5 h Mpc −1 . That is, if there is a residual impact of 
baryonic physics on these configurations/scales, this may be actually 
well captured by this modification of the GM formula. 

3  SIM ULATIONS  A N D  SURV EY  SETUP  

In this section, we briefly present the simulated cosmic shear data and 
the measurements that we use to test our theoretical predictions; this 
is essentially the same as in Halder et al. ( 2021 ) (see their Section 4 
for more details). 

3.1 T17 N -body simulations 

We use the publicly available weak lensing data products from the 
cosmological simulations run by Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ). 6 In the 
following, we refer to these as the T17 simulations. These are a set of 
gravity-only cosmological N -body simulations run in periodic cubic 
boxes for a flat � CDM cosmology with the following parameters 
(we assume this as our fiducial cosmology): �cdm 

= 0.233, �b = 

0.046, �m 

= �cdm 

+ �b = 0.279, �� 

= 0.721, h = 0.7, σ 8 = 0.82, 
and n s = 0.97. The particles in each simulation box were evolved 
from initial conditions using the N -body gravity solver GADGET2 
(Springel, Yoshida & White 2001 ; Springel 2005 ) and they were 
then ray traced using the multiple-lens plane ray-tracing algorithm 

GRAYTRIX (Hamana et al. 2015 ; Shirasaki, Hamana & Yoshida 2015 ) 
to obtain 108 independent all-sky convergence/shear realizations for 
several source redshifts in HEALPIX format (G ́orski et al. 2005 ; Zonca 
et al. 2019 ) (see Takahashi et al. 2017 for more details). In this paper, 
we use the 108 full-sky weak lensing convergence and shear maps 
with NSIDE = 4096 (angular pixel scale of 0.86 arcmin) at source 
redshifts z 1 = 0.5739 and z 2 = 1.0334. In our results, here we 
make use of the correction formulae that Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ) 
put forward to account for numerical artefacts associated with the 
thickness of the lens planes, angular resolution, and finite simulation 
box size. We refer the reader to Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ) for more 
details or to appendix B of Halder et al. ( 2021 ) for a summary of 
these corrections. 

3.2 FLASK Lognormal simulations 

In order to estimate the covariance matrix of our data vector, we use 
the 1000 full-sky lognormal mock shear maps generated by Halder 
et al. ( 2021 ) using the publicly available FLASK tool. 7 Each mock 
consists of two lognormal shear fields simulated at source redshifts 
z 1 and z 2 in HEALPIX format with NSIDE = 4096. The mocks were 
created by fitting a lognormal PDF to the 1-point PDFs of the T17 

6 The data products of the simulation are available at http://cosmo.phys.hiros 
ak i-u.ac.jp/takahasi/allsk y r aytr acing/. 
7 Full-sky Lognormal Astro-fields Simulation Kit ( FLASK ) - currently hosted 
at http://www.astr o.iag.usp.br / ∼flask/. 

convergence maps. The interested reader is referred to Section 4.2 
of Halder et al. ( 2021 ) for the details about the creation of the FLASK 
mocks. The lognormal mocks from FLASK are noiseless and so in 
order to mimic realistic noise in weak lensing surv e ys, a comple x 
shape-noise term N ( θ ) = N 1 ( θ ) + iN 2 ( θ ) is added to the shear field 
γ ( θ ) (Pires et al. 2020 ), where θ represents a pixel on the HEALPIX 

shear map. The noise components N 1 , N 2 can both be modelled as 
uncorrelated Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance 

σ 2 
N = 

σ 2 
ε

n g · A pix 

, (26) 

where A pix is the area of the pixel, σ ε is the dispersion of intrinsic 
galaxy ellipticities which is set to 0.3, and n g is the number of 
observed galaxies per squared arcminute, which we take to be 5 for 
both redshift bins. This is comparable to the expected number density 
of n g = 10 arcmin −2 for the full DES Year 6 cosmic shear data. 

3.3 Data vector and covariance matrix 

We use the same data vector and covariance matrix measurements of 
the shear 2PCFs and the integrated shear 3PCFs obtained by Halder 
et al. ( 2021 ) using these simulation data products and the publicly 
available code TREECORR 8 (Jarvis, Bernstein & Jain 2004 ). We briefly 
re vie w these measurements next. 

The position-dependent shear 2PCFs ˆ ξ±, gh ( α; θC ) were measured 
on the shear maps at source redshifts z 1 and z 2 (i.e. g , h = 1, 2) within 
top-hat windows W with radius θT = 75 arcmin in 20 log-spaced 
angular bins within the range α ∈ [5, 140] arcmin. The aperture mass 
M ap , f ( θC ) (with f = 1, 2) was measured using a compensated window 

U with an aperture scale θ ap = 70 arcmin. These window patches were 
distributed to co v er the whole sk y with only slight o v erlap between 
adjacent patches. 

The global shear 2PCFs ξ±, gh ( α) in a given map were computed 
by averaging over the local position-dependent shear correlations 
e v aluated inside all patches. On the other hand, the integrated shear 
3PCFs ζ±, fgh ( α) were e v aluated by taking the average of the product 
of the aperture mass and the position-dependent shear 2PCFs o v er 
all the patches as in equation ( 1 ). The same measurements were 
performed on the various FLASK maps (with shape-noise), ho we ver, 
with patches distributed inside two big circular footprints of 5000 
square degrees (approximately the size of the DES footprint) in each 
hemisphere of each FLASK map. This results in 2000 DES-like 
realizations which were used to estimate the covariance matrix. 

The data vector e v aluated from a single simulation realization 
(T17 or FLASK ) consists of the shear 2PCFs and the integrated 
shear 3PCFs at the two source redshifts z 1 and z 2 (including the 
cross-correlation between redshift bins). The mean data vector was 
obtained by taking the average of the individual data vectors obtained 
from each of the 108 T17 realizations: 

D ≡ (
ξ±, 11 , ξ±, 12 , ξ±, 22 , ζ±, 111 , ζ±, 112 , ζ±, 122 , ζ±, 222 

)
. (27) 

This data vector has N d = 7 × 2 × 20 = 280 elements. On the 
other hand, the covariance of the data vector ˆ C was estimated from 

the 2000 FLASK footprints [see fig. 3 of Halder et al. ( 2021 )] for 
the corresponding correlation matrix]. In our Fisher matrix analysis 
below, we will require the inverse covariance matrix, which we 

8 Currently hosted at: ht tps://rmjarvis.git hub.io/TreeCorr/ build/html/index. 
html# . 
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Figure 1. The shear 2PCFs ξ±( α) for two tomographic source redshift bins z 1 ≈ 0.57 and z 2 ≈ 1.03. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and 
the standard deviation of the measurements from the 108 T17 all-sky simulation maps, respectively. The grey shaded regions indicate the standard deviation 
expected for these statistics in DES-sized footprints (obtained from the diagonal of our covariance matrix). The blue curves show the theoretical predictions of 
equation ( 11 ) obtained using the HMCODE . The result shown includes the numerical resolution corrections described in Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ). The red-dashed 
vertical lines mark the angular scale cuts that we apply in our Fisher matrix analysis to remo v e the parts of the data vector (on the left of the line) that are affected 
by baryonic feedback (see Section 4.2.1 for details). 

e v aluate as 

C 

−1 = 

N r − N d − 2 

N r − 1 
ˆ C 

−1 , (28) 

where ˆ C 

−1 is the inverse of ˆ C and the numerical prefactor corrects 
for the numerical bias of inverting a noisy covariance matrix 
estimated from a finite number of realizations N r = 2000 (Hartlap, 
Simon & Schneider 2007 ). We refer the reader to appendix F of 
Halder et al. ( 2021 ) for validation checks of this covariance matrix 
calculation. 

4  R ESU LTS  

In this section, we discuss the performance of our model of the 
integrated shear 3PCF by comparing against the measurements from 

the T17 simulations. We also present the results of our Fisher 
matrix forecast analysis for a DES-sized surv e y, where we look into 
constraints on both cosmological and baryonic feedback parameters. 

As shown in Section 2.1 , in order to theoretically predict the 
2PCFs ξ±, gh ( α), and integrated shear 3PCFs ζ±, fgh ( α), we require 
the e v aluation of the convergence power spectrum P κ , gh ( l ) in equa- 
tion ( 12 ), and the integrated shear bispectra B ±, fgh ( l) in equation ( 15 ). 
We numerically e v aluate these spectra for 120 l -modes log-spaced 
in the range 1 ≤ l ≤ 20000 and linearly interpolate between these 
120 values to obtain the spectra at every other multipole. To evaluate 
B ±, fgh ( l), we use the Monte Carlo Vegas algorithm (Lepage 1980 ) 
from the GNU Scientific Library gsl 9 (Gough 2009 ) to perform the 
multidimensional integration in equation ( 15 ); we integrate l 1 and l 2 
from 0 to 25000, and φ1 and φ2 from 0 to 2 π . 

9 Currently hosted at: http:// www.gnu.org/ software/gsl/ . 

4.1 Comparison to simulations 

Fig. 1 shows the ξ± components of the data vector. The black 
dots with error bars show the mean and standard deviation of the 
measurements from the 108 all-sky T17 maps. The grey shaded 
region indicates the standard deviation computed from the diagonal 
of the DES-like covariance matrix C . The model vectors for ξ±
computed with equations ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) are shown in blue; note 
these include the corrections proposed by Takahashi et al. 2017 to 
account for the various resolution effects of the T17 simulation. 
The ξ± predictions are in excellent agreement with the T17 mea- 
surements, and well within both the simulation error bars and DES 

uncertainty. 
Fig. 2 shows the ζ± components of the data vector. The black 

dots with error bars are again the measurements from the 108 
T17 maps, and the grey shaded area shows the standard deviation 
obtained from the DES-like covariance matrix. The solid red lines 
show the analytical predictions for ζ± obtained using equations ( 14 ) 
and ( 15 ), together with our GM + RF model of the non-linear 
matter bispectrum in equation ( 25 ) for f thr 

sq = 7. This value of 
f thr 

sq was determined with a simple minimum χ2 diagnostic using 
all of the ζ± components of the data vector (we discuss the 
impact of f thr 

sq below). The dashed lines show the same but with 
the GM branch in equation ( 25 ) artificially set to zero (i.e. only 
squeezed configurations contribute), and the dot–dashed line shows 
the outcome from setting the RF branch to zero instead (i.e. only 
non-squeezed configurations contribute). Indeed, as anticipated from 

our discussion in Section 2.2.2 , the contributions from the squeezed 
configurations become more important on small angular scales, deep 
in the non-linear regime of structure formation. For the case of ζ−, 
the squeezed configurations become dominant for α � 20 arcmin, 
and the figure shows that if e v aluated with the response approach, 
then they are able to describe the simulation measurements very 
well. At a fixed angular scale α, the ζ+ 

statistic is less sensitive to 
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Figure 2. The integrated shear 3PCFs ζ±( α) for two tomographic source redshift bins z 1 ≈ 0.57 and z 2 ≈ 1.03. The black dots with the error bars show the 
mean and the standard deviation of the measurements from the 108 T17 all-sky simulation maps, respectively. The grey shaded regions indicate the standard 
deviation expected for these statistics in DES-sized footprints (obtained from the diagonal of our covariance matrix). The solid red lines show the theoretical 
predictions of equations ( 14 ) using the joint GM + RF bispectrum model (cf. equation 25 ) for f thr 

sq = 7. The dot-dashed line shows the contribution to the total 
result from only non-squeezed configurations [i.e. setting the RF branch in equation ( 25 ) to zero], and the dashed line shows the contribution from only squeezed 
configurations [i.e. setting the GM branch in equation ( 25 ) to zero]. The result includes the numerical resolution corrections described in Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ). 

higher- l modes compared to ζ− in equation ( 14 ) (this is because of 
the different shapes of the Bessel functions J 0 and J 4 ), and as a result, 
the contribution from squeezed configurations is not as significant. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the impact of different choices for the threshold 
parameter f thr 

sq on the ζ± predictions. Let us discuss first the result 
for ζ− in the lower panels. On angular scales α � 15 arcmin, the 
result is dominated by squeezed configurations and the figure shows 
that it is independent of the choice of the threshold parameter in 
the range f thr 

sq ∈ [3 , 11]. This indicates that, on these scales, ζ−
is determined by very squeezed triangles with at least f sq ≥ 11, 
which the response approach can e v aluate very accurately. On the 
other hand, the fact that for α � 80 arcmin, the result is also 
independent of f thr 

sq ∈ [3 , 11] indicates that ζ− is determined by 
triangle configurations that are closer to equilateral with at least f sq 

≤ 3. These large-scale configurations are in turn well captured by the 
GM fitting formula. On scales in between these two limits, the result 
is seen to depend on f thr 

sq , i.e. it is sensitive to the fraction of triangles 
with f sq ∈ [3, 11] that are e v aluated with the response approach or 
with the GM formula. Concretely, lowering f thr 

sq gives more emphasis 
to the RF branch in equation ( 25 ), but since the error of the RF result 
scales as 1 /f 2 sq , the calculation is also less accurate. Conversely, 
increasing f thr 

sq gives more emphasis to the GM branch, but since these 
are scales where non-linear contributions are already important, the 
GM formula becomes also less accurate. It is the competition between 
the accuracy of the RF and GM branches in these transition regimes 
that determines the optimal choice of f thr 

sq . The discussion for the ζ+ 

results shown in the upper panels of Fig. 3 follows along similar lines, 
with the main difference being the lack of a regime on small angular 
scales where the result is independent of the threshold parameter in 
the range f thr 

sq ∈ [3 , 11]. This is again associated with the shapes of 
the Bessel functions J 0 and J 4 , which make ζ+ 

less sensitive to high- 
l values, and consequently, to the contribution from very squeezed 
triangles. 

It is important to note that the impact of f thr 
sq shown in Fig. 3 

is peculiar to our choice of using the GM formula to e v aluate the 
non-squeezed branch of equation ( 25 ). If instead of GM we would 

have used the bihalofit formula, then there would be a certain 
value of f thr 

sq abo v e which the goodness-of-fit would always be 
reasonable since bihalofit is relatively accurate for all triangle 
configurations and in the non-linear regime. In other words, we 
would expect to find a value of f thr 

sq below which the goodness- 
of-fit becomes bad as the error of the RF expression becomes large. 
In situations like these, in which the RF branch is used together with a 
calculation that is accurate on all scales, then the criteria to determine 
f thr 

sq should be that (i) it is just large enough to ensure the RF result 
is used accurately for sufficiently squeezed triangles, but (ii) not too 
large to still let the RF branch provide the dominant contribution 
on scales where baryonic effects are important. We have explicitly 
checked that f thr 

sq = 7 satisfies also these criteria by replacing the 
GM formula with bihalofit in equation ( 25 ) with f thr 

sq = 7, and 
noting that the goodness-of-fit is ef fecti vely the same, and that the RF 

branch dominates the contribution on scales where baryonic effects 
are important (as determined using the strategy described in the next 
section). 

Fig. 4 compares the outcome of equation ( 14 ) to predict ζ±
using four different methods to e v aluate the three-dimensional matter 
bispectrum in equation ( 15 ): tree-level SPT (orange), the GM formula 
(blue), the bihalofit formula (Takahashi et al. 2020 ) (green), 
and our joint GM + RF bispectrum model with f thr 

sq = 7 (red). 
The tree-level bispectrum calculation gives only a poor fit to the 
simulation results, which is as expected since it is only a decent 
approximation on very large scales. As found previously in Halder 
et al. ( 2021 ), the GM result provides a good description of ζ+ 

on 
all angular scales shown, as well as of ζ− for α � 30 arcmin. As 
discussed abo v e in Fig. 2 , on smaller scales for ζ−, the result begins 
to be dominated by squeezed configurations in the non-linear regime, 
whose contribution the GM fitting function manifestly o v erestimates 
(cf. Fig. 13 of Takahashi et al. 2020 ). Instead, with its ability to 
accurately describe the squeezed matter bispectrum in the non-linear 
regime, the response approach is able to fix these shortcomings of 
the GM fitting function, as seen by the excellent agreement between 
the red solid line and the simulation data points for the small-scale 
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 , but with the theoretical predictions shown for different values of the threshold parameter f thr 
sq , as labelled. 

Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2 , but for different methods to calculate the three-dimensional matter bispectrum: tree-level (orange), the GM formula (blue), the 
bihalofit formula (green), and our GM + RF model with f thr 

sq = 7 (red). The red-dashed vertical lines mark the angular scale cuts that we apply in our Fisher 
matrix analysis to remo v e the parts of the data vector (on the left of the line) that are affected by baryonic feedback (see Section 4.2.1 for details). Note that the 
ζ+ statistics do not have any imposed scale cuts on the scales shown. 

ζ−. We hav e e xplicitly checked that in the limit of very large f thr 
sq , 

the GM + RF result eventually becomes indistinguishable from the 
GM-only result, as expected. 

For the ζ− statistic, Fig. 4 shows that the GM + RF (red) 
an d bihalofit (green) approaches display ef fecti vely the same 
goodness-of-fit to the simulation results, but for ζ+ 

the GM + RF 

approach is seen to slightly o v erestimate the result at α ∼ 10–
15 arcmin (this is best seen in the ζ+ , 122 and ζ+ , 222 panels). This 
has to do with our choice of f thr 

sq = 7, which we determined by 
inspecting the global χ2 goodness-of-fit using both ζ− and ζ+ 

. An 
impro v ed strate gy would hav e been to choose dif ferent v alues of f thr 

sq 

for ζ+ 

and ζ− (or even for different tomographic bins), which is in 
fact the most reasonable thing to do given that these two statistics get 
manifestly different contributions from squeezed and non-squeezed 
configurations, as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, we proceed with our global 

choice of f thr 
sq = 7 for simplicity, but also because the impact of this 

choice is still well within the expected DES uncertainty. 

4.2 Fisher forecasts and baryonic effects 

We now investigate the Fisher information content of the combination 
of the ξ± and ζ± correlation functions on both the cosmological 
and baryonic feedback parameters. We begin with the description 
of our forecast setup in Section 4.2.1 , and discuss the results in 
Section 4.2.2 . 

4.2.1 Fisher forecast setup 

The Fisher information matrix F for a model vector M that depends 
on a set of parameters π is given by (Tegmark, Taylor & Heavens 
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Figure 5. Logarithmic deri v ati v es of the conv ergence power spectrum (solid) 
and integrated shear bispectrum (dashed) with respect to the six parameters 
π = { �cdm 

, σ8 , h, w 0 , η0 , c min } for source redshift z 1 ≈ 0.57. 

1997 ) 

F ij = 

(
∂ M ( π) 

∂πi 

)T 

C 

−1 

(
∂ M ( π) 

∂πj 

)
, (29) 

where F ij is the element of F associated with the parameters π i 

and π j , and C 

−1 is the inverse data covariance matrix. The partial 
deri v ati ve of the model vector with respect to the parameter π i can 
be computed using a 2-point central difference: 

∂ M ( π) 

∂πi 

= 

M( πi + δi ) − M( πi − δi ) 

2 δi 

, (30) 

where δi is a small change of the parameter π i around its fiducial 
value, and M ( π i ± δi ) is the model vector e v aluated at the changed pa- 
rameter π i ± δi with all other parameters fixed to their fiducial values. 
We consider four cosmological and two baryonic feedback param- 
eters π = { �cdm 

, σ8 , h, w 0 , η0 , c min } , where w 0 is the dark energy 
equation of state parameter (assumed time-independent) and recall 
η0 , c min are the two baryonic feedback parameters of the HMCODE . 
The fiducial values are π0 = { 0 . 233 , 0 . 82 , 0 . 7 , −1 , 0 . 603 , 3 . 13 } . 
For the cosmological parameters, this is the same as in the T17 
simulations, and for the two baryonic parameters we consider the 
default gravity-only values as determined by Mead et al. ( 2015 ) by 
fitting against the COSMIC EMU power spectrum of Heitmann et al. 
( 2014 ). When we differentiate w.r.t. �cdm 

we keep the baryon density 
�b fixed, but adjust the dark energy density to keep the universe 
spatially flat. The parameter covariance matrix C π is given by the 
inverse of the Fisher matrix 

C π = F 

−1 , (31) 

and is what can be used to forecast constraints on the parameters π . 
Before discussing the forecast results, it is interesting to inspect 

first the deri v ati ves ∂ M / ∂ π of the model vector. Instead of looking 
at the deri v ati ves in real space, e.g. ∂ ξ±( α)/ ∂ π i and ∂ ζ±( α)/ ∂ π i , we 
find it more intuitive to show the deri v ati v es in F ourier space, i.e. 
∂ P κ ( l )/ ∂ π i and ∂ B ±( l) /∂ πi ; note the result in real space at fixed α
is a mixture of contributions from several l modes. Fig. 5 shows the 
logarithmic deri v ati ves of P κ , 11 (solid) and B + , 111 (dashed) at source 
redshift z 1 ≈ 0.57 with respect to our six parameters. We do not 
show all tomographic combinations of P κ, fg and B ±, fgh for brevity 
and because they share the same following tak eaw ay points: 

(i) The deri v ati ves w.r.t. the baryonic parameters η0 , c min become 
sizeable only for l � 200, and their shape and size are similar for both 

P κ and B + 

(cf. solid and dashed magenta and yellow curves). This is 
expected since at high l these two statistics have similar dependencies 
on the non-linear three-dimensional matter power spectrum. Con- 
cretely, from equation ( 12 ), we can write P κ ∼ ∫ 

d χ ( q 2 /χ2 ) P 

3D 
δ , 

and from equation ( 15 ), we can write the high- l integrated shear 
bispectrum as 10 B + 

∼ ∫ 
d χ ( · · · ) ( q 3 /χ4 ) P 

3D 
δ . That is, P κ and B + 

depend differently on the baryonic effects only in that the different 
dependence of the integrands on q and χ weights differently the time 
evolution of the impact of baryons on the matter power spectrum 

P 

3D 
δ . This time evolution is not very strong in the HMCODE of Mead 

et al. 2015 since η0 , c min are constant in time, but we note that other 
parametrizations of baryonic effects with more complicated time 
evolutions may lead to more distinctive impacts on P κ and B + 

. 
(ii) For the cosmological parameters �cdm 

, σ 8 , h , and w 0 , the size 
and scale-dependence of the deri v ati ves of P κ are now visibly more 
different than those of B + 

. For σ 8 , this is due to the impact on the 
amplitude of the matter power spectrum, and as expected, B + 

is more 
sensitive as it depends on two powers of the matter power spectrum. 
For �cdm 

, h , and w 0 , this is instead due to a combination of the direct 
impact that these parameters have on both the lensing kernel factors 
q 2 / χ2 and q 3 / χ4 , and the matter power spectrum. 

In the results that we discuss next, we consider cases in which 
all angular scales are used, as well as cases in which we discard the 
parts of the data vectors that are expected to be significantly affected 
by baryonic effects. We determine these scale cuts as follows. We 
compute the theoretical predictions for two scenarios using the 
HMCODE : (i) one which was fitted to the matter power spectrum from 

the AGN run of the OWLS simulations, η0 = 0.76 and c min = 2.32; 
and (ii) another which was fitted to the gravity-only counterpart of 
the same simulation, η0 = 0.64 and c min = 3.43 (see Mead et al. 2015 
for more details). We then e v aluate the χ2 quantity 

χ2 ( αmin ) = 

∑ 

αi ,αj >αmin 

(
M AGN ( αi ) − M Grav ( αi ) 

)
( C 

−1 ) αi αj 

×
(
M AGN ( αj ) − M Grav ( αj ) 

)
, (32) 

where M AGN and M Grav denote the two model vectors, C is our 
covariance matrix, and αmin is a minimum angular scale cut. Our 
baryon scale cuts are then given by the smallest value of αmin for 
which χ2 is less than 0.3. The angular scale cuts determined in this 
way for ξ± and ζ± are marked by the vertical red dashed lines in 
Figs 1 and 4 , respectively; that is, in our discussion below, we deem 

all scales α larger than the scale cut to be relati vely unaf fected by 
the impact of baryonic effects. Note how these scale cuts are less 
aggressive (i.e. more scales are kept) on ζ± compared to ξ±; they 
are also less stringent on ξ+ 

, ζ+ 

than on ξ−, ζ−. 
As a check of this χ2 -strategy, we further estimate the expected 

bias on the cosmological parameters from ignoring baryonic effects 
on the scales that we consider baryon-free. In order to do this, we 
adopt the Gaussian linear model (see Seehars et al. 2016 ; Dodelson, 
Shapiro & White 2006 ) and make a linearized approximation of the 
model vector around the 4 fiducial cosmological parameters π cosmo 

0 . 
The bias, quantified as the difference between the best-fitting π cosmo 

BF 

10 We stress these are schematic equations to facilitate making the point. Note 
also that although the squeezed matter bispectrum in the response approach 
depends on two powers of the matter power spectrum in equation ( 24 ), one of 
them is ef fecti vely al w ays in the linear regime and is not affected by baryonic 
effects. That is why we only write one power of P 

3D 
δ to roughly explain 

the origin of the baryonic impact (we also ignore the contribution from the 
response functions in equation 24 ). 
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Figur e 6. Mar ginalized 1 σ constraints for the parameters π = { �cdm 

, σ8 , h, w 0 , η0 , c min } . The columns are for the different parameters and the rows indicate 
the constraints for different combinations of ξ± and ζ± for the three different ways to deal with baryonic effects (see the text in Section 4.2.2 ), as labelled. 
These are the marginalized 1 σ constraints for the same cases shown in Figs 7 and 8 . 

and fiducial π cosmo 
0 cosmological parameters, is then estimated as 

π cosmo 
BF − π cosmo 

0 = F 

−1 x , (33) 

where x is a vector with components 

x i = ( M AGN − M Grav ) 
T C 

−1 

(
∂ M ( π) 

∂πi 

)
, (34) 

and all the rele v ant quantities are e v aluated using only the baryon- 
free scales. In units of the marginalized 1 σ uncertainties (grey bars 
in Fig. 6 ), the biases for the 4 cosmological parameters �cdm 

, σ 8 , 
h , and w 0 are 0.17, 0.69, 0.22, and 0.51, respectively. These are 
contained well within the corresponding 1 σ error bars, and so we 
deem our scale cut strategy to be sufficiently adequate to our purpose 
here to roughly estimate the scales where baryonic effects begin to 
play a role, and investigate the gains from extending the analyses 
on to smaller scales. We note here that in all our results, we ignore 
the impact of baryonic effects on the covariance matrix. This has 
been shown to be negligible by Barreira et al. ( 2019 ) and Schneider 
et al. ( 2020 ) for 2-point correlation function analyses; to the best of 
our knowledge, the same has never been checked for analyses using 
3-point correlation function information. 

4.2.2 Fisher forecast results 

We show and discuss results for the following three different ways 
to deal with the baryonic feedback effects: 

(i) Case A: scale cuts; no baryons . In this case, we consider only 
the parts of the data vector that have been deemed as baryon-free 
(cf. vertical lines in Figs 1 and 4 ). We constrain the parameters �cdm 

, 
σ 8 , h , and w 0 , and keep the baryonic parameters η0 , c min fixed to 
their fiducial gravity-only values. 

(ii) Case B: all scales; no baryons . Here we consider all angular 
scales, including those affected by baryonic feedback, but continue to 
keep the baryonic feedback parameters fixed to their fiducial values. 

(iii) Case C: all scales; with baryons . This is the same as case B, 
but varying also the baryonic feedback parameters, i.e. we constrain 
the six parameters �cdm 

, σ 8 , h , w 0 , η0 , and c min . 

Fig. 6 shows the one-dimensional marginalized 1 σ constraints 
obtained with ξ± alone and with the combination ξ± & ζ±, for 
each of the three cases abo v e, as labelled. The left-hand and right- 
hand panels of Fig. 7 show the corresponding corner plots with two- 

dimensional marginalized 1 σ and 2 σ constraints for cases A and 
B, respectively; Fig. 8 shows the same for case C. The main o v erall 
tak eaw ay message is that, for all of the cases shown, the combination 
ξ± & ζ± al w ays leads to impro v ed constraints compared to ξ± alone. 
This is as expected from the different dependence of the ξ± and ζ±
statistics on the different parameters (cf. Fig. 5 ), which works to break 
degeneracies and leads to tighter constraints. Specifically, relative to 
ξ± alone, the constraints obtained with the combination ξ± & ζ± on 
the four cosmological parameters { �cdm 

, σ 8 , h , and w 0 } are tighter 
by { 7 , 30 , 4 , 19 } per cent for case A, { 4 , 14 , 5 , 15 } per cent for case 
B, and { 8 , 42 , 3 , 41 } per cent for case C, respectively. 

As one would expect, the inclusion of information from all scales 
in case B compared to the scale cuts imposed in case A results in 
tighter constraints on all four cosmological parameters. Concretely, 
for the combination ξ± & ζ±, the constraints on { �cdm 

, σ 8 , h , and 
w 0 } in case B are better than in case A by { 32 , 35 , 32 , 25 } per cent , 
respectively (cf. 2nd versus 4th lines in Fig. 6 ). We also note that the 
impact of ζ± is less pronounced in case B compared to case A because 
of the less aggressive scale cuts that are imposed on ζ± compared to 
ξ± (cf. red vertical lines in Figs 1 and 4 ), i.e. relative to the size of 
the corresponding covariances, baryonic feedback effects impact ξ±
more strongly than ζ±. In other words, when all scales are included 
in the analysis from case A to case B, the constraining power coming 
from ξ± increases more compared to ζ±. We stress ho we ver that case 
B is a highly idealized scenario that assumes perfect knowledge of 
how baryonic physics impact the small-scale cosmic shear signal, but 
which is helpful to analyse anyway to help appreciate the additional 
amount of information encoded on those small scales. 

A more realistic approach to the analysis of cosmic shear data 
on small scales is therefore that of case C, which accounts also for 
uncertainties on the baryonic physics parameters. In this case, Fig. 6 
shows that, for the combination ξ± & ζ±, the inclusion of small- 
scale information results also in impro v ed cosmological constraints, 
despite the added uncertainty coming from marginalizing o v er the 
two baryonic feedback parameters. Specifically, the constraints on 
{ �cdm 

, σ 8 , h , and w 0 } in case C are better than those on case A 

by { 29 , 14 , 26 , 17 } per cent , respectiv ely (cf. 2nd v ersus 6th lines in 
Fig. 6 ). 

Interestingly, the inclusion of information from ζ± in case C 

results also in visibly tighter constraints on the two baryonic 
feedback parameters: the constraints on η0 and c min obtained with 
the combination ξ± & ζ± impro v e by 32 per cent and 23 per cent , 
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Figur e 7. Mar ginalized 1- and 2-dimensional constraints for the cosmological parameters π = { �cdm 

, σ8 , h, w 0 } . The results are shown in dashed and solid for 
the ξ± and combined ξ± & ζ± data v ectors, respectiv ely; the black dotted lines mark the fiducial values and the two sets of contours mark 1 σ and 2 σ confidence 
limits. The left-hand panel is for case A ( scale cuts; no baryons ) and the right-hand panel is for case B ( all scales; no baryons ). Recall from Section 4.2.2 that 
for these two cases the baryonic feedback parameters η0 , c min are kept fixed to their fiducial values. 

Figure 8. Same as the right part of Fig. 7 , but for case C ( all scales; with 
baryons ), i.e. also varying the baryonic feedback parameters η0 and c min . 

respectively, compared to ξ± alone. This may appear as a surprising 
result since, as we discussed in Fig. 5 , the ξ± and ζ± statistics 
respond very similarly to changes to the parameters η0 and c min . 
The reason behind these impro v ed constraints can be explained by 
the correlations that these parameters display with the rest of the 
cosmological parameters. For example, Fig. 8 shows that η0 and 
c min are correlated with the cosmological parameters σ 8 and w 0 , and 
thus, a tightening of the constraints on the latter by ζ± information 
also results in a tightening of the constraints on the former. We 
stress ho we ver that these considerations should be interpreted in 

light of the parametrization of baryonic feedback effects that is 
implemented in the HMCODE of Mead et al. ( 2015 ), and that more 
involved parametrizations (e.g. including time-dependent baryonic 
feedback parameters) may result in different constraints. We defer 
these investigations to future work. 

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the marginalized 1 σ constraints in the same 
format as in Fig. 6 , but with the dark energy equation of state 
held fixed at its fiducial value w 0 = −1. In this case as well, the 
parameter constraints impro v e when ζ± is added to the analysis: 
relative to ξ± alone, the constraints obtained with the combination 
ξ± & ζ± on the three cosmological parameters { �cdm 

, σ 8 , and h } 
are tighter by { 38 , 41 , 29 } per cent for case A, { 20 , 21 , 8 } per cent 
for case B, and { 26 , 25 , 14 } per cent for case C, respectively. Two 
note worthy dif ferences from these constraints, compared to those 
in which w 0 is also varied are: (i) the impro v ements brought by 
ζ± on the �cdm 

and h constraints become more pronounced; but 
(ii) the same impro v ements on the baryonic feedback parameter 
constraints become less pronounced. This last point indicates that 
the impro v ement on the η0 and c min constraints observ ed in Fig. 6 
largely followed from the breaking of degeneracies with w 0 by ζ±. 

5  SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

The integrated shear 3-point correlation function (3PCF) ζ± intro- 
duced in Halder et al. ( 2021 ) is a higher-order weak lensing statistic 
that can be directly measured from cosmic shear data by correlating 
1-point mass statistics with 2-point correlation functions measured 
within well-defined patches (or apertures) distributed across a surv e y 
footprint (cf. equation 1 ). The main theoretical ingredient to make 
predictions for this statistic is the three-dimensional non-linear matter 
bispectrum (cf. equations 14 and 15 ). In their previous work, Halder 
et al. ( 2021 ) made predictions for ζ± using the GM (Gil-Mar ́ın et al. 
2012 ) and bihalofit (Takahashi et al. 2020 ) fitting formulae 
to e v aluate the matter bispectrum, but both these approaches have 
drawbacks when applied to predictions for ζ± in the non-linear 
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 6 but dropping the dark energy equation of state parameter from the constraints by fixing it to its fiducial value w 0 = −1. 

regime on small angular scales: the GM formula becomes inaccurate 
as it was not developed to describe the matter bispectrum in the non- 
linear regime, and while bihalofit works well on small scales, it 
cannot currently make predictions as a function of different baryonic 
feedback parameters. 

In this paper, we used the response approach to perturbation theory 
developed by Barreira & Schmidt ( 2017a ) to develop a new and 
impro v ed method to calculate the non-linear matter bispectrum to 
predict the small-scale ζ± statistic. The key observation behind 
our calculation is that, on small angular scales, the ζ± statistic is 
dominated by squeezed bispectrum configurations, which can be 
e v aluated accurately in the non-linear regime using the response 
approach (cf. discussion in Section 2.2.2 ). The result is given in terms 
of the non-linear matter power spectrum and its first-order response 
functions to mass o v erdensities and tidal fields (cf. equation 24 ). 
Importantly, ho we ver, the impact of baryonic effects enters the 
calculation of ζ± ef fecti vely only through their impact on the non- 
linear matter power spectrum, for which several strategies already 
exist in the literature; here, we adopted the formalism of the HMCODE 
of Mead et al. ( 2015 ) to illustrate our calculation. 

Our main objective w as tw o fold: (i) illustrate and validate the 
application of the response approach to the small-scale ζ±, and (ii) 
study the impro v ements on cosmological constraints from combining 
measurements of ζ± with the shear 2-point correlation function 
(2PCF) ξ±, while taking baryonic effects into account. Our main 
results can be summarized as follows: 

(i) A model for the matter bispectrum that uses the GM formula 11 

for non-squeezed, and the response approach for squeezed bispec- 
trum configurations (cf. Section 2.2.2 ) is able to describe very well 
the ζ± statistic measured from simulated cosmic shear maps down 
to scales α = 5 arcmin (cf. Fig. 4 ). This joint model is characterized 
by a parameter f thr 

sq that defines whether a bispectrum configuration 
is dubbed as squeezed (cf. equation 25 ), and which can be calibrated 
using gravity-only simulations. 

(ii) Using a simple Fisher matrix forecast analysis for a tomo- 
graphic DES-like surv e y, we found that the data combination ξ± & ζ±
can lead to substantial impro v ements in cosmological constraints, 
compared to standard analyses with ξ± alone. Concretely, our nu- 
merical results showed that ζ± information can tighten the constraints 
of parameters like σ 8 or w 0 by about 20 –40 per cent . We note that 

11 Or any other formula accurate in the quasi-linear regime. 

these exact figures can depend on many analysis details (cf. Fig. 6 
versus Fig. 9 ), but they do provide moti v ation to include ζ± in future 
real-data analyses. 

(iii) We also found that the inclusion of small angular scales 
in combined ξ± & ζ± analyses, even after marginalizing o v er 
baryonic uncertainties, generically leads to impro v ed constraints on 
the cosmological parameters (e.g. 15 –20 per cent for w 0 ), compared 
to analyses that apply scale cuts to remo v e the parts of the data 
vector that are expected to be affected by baryonic effects. When 
considering these small scales, our numerical results also showed 
that the addition of ζ± data could lead to impro v ements of order 
20 –30 per cent on the constraints of the two HMCODE feedback pa- 
rameters η0 and c min (cf. Fig. 6 ). This illustrates that the ability to 
incorporate baryonic physics effects on ζ± is important not only 
to constrain cosmology, but it can also help constrain astrophysics 
models of baryonic feedback in hydrodynamical simulations. 

The steps we took in this paper help bring the integrated shear 
3PCF one step closer to applications to real data. This is not only 
because of the ability of our theoretical model to make accurate 
predictions for ζ± on small scales in itself, but also because it 
equips us with a strategy to identify the scales that are expected 
to be most affected by baryonic physics effects, should these still 
be conserv ati v ely chosen to be remo v ed from real data analyses. 
We should note therefore that many of our considerations in this 
paper are actually not peculiar to the response approach, and hold 
generically to any calculation of the matter bispectrum that is able to 
take baryonic effects into account. The response approach is indeed 
an elegant and efficient way to do so, but future approaches based 
on direct emulation of the matter bispectrum with baryonic effects 
and/or generalized versions of the bihalofit formula will be 
interesting to consider as well. Further, as discussed in Halder et al. 
( 2021 ), the mathematical formalism behind the integrated 3PCF can 
be straightforwardly generalized beyond cosmic shear data to include 
also correlations with the foreground galaxy distribution. These and 
other developments will be explored in future works. 

In conclusion, our discussion underlines the importance of cosmic 
shear studies beyond the 2PCF, and the benefits from developing 
theoretical models to describe the signal on small scales where 
baryonic effects are important. In particular, future works on ζ±
are especially well moti v ated since these statistics can be readily 
measured from existing and forthcoming cosmic shear data using 
well-tested techniques, and this may well result in interesting new 
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constraints on not only cosmology, but also the complex astrophysics 
of baryonic feedback. 
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APPENDIX  A :  AUXILIARY  E QUAT I O N S  F O R  

T H E O R E T I C A L  M O D E L L I N G  

As mentioned in Section 2.1 , to partly correct for the flat-sky 
and the Limber approximations that go into the deri v ation e.g. of 
the convergence power spectrum in equation ( 12 ), we apply an l - 
dependent correction factor proposed by Kitching et al. ( 2017 ): 

C κ, gh ( l) ≡ ( l + 2)( l + 1) l( l − 1) 
(
l + 

1 
2 

)4 P κ, gh 

(
l + 

1 

2 

)
. (A1) 

Also, while converting the Fourier space power to shear correlation 
functions using the inverse Hankel transform l -integrals [e.g. inte- 
grals involving the J 0, 4 Bessel functions in equation ( 11 )], we use 
expressions with summation over l as given in Friedrich et al. ( 2021 ): 

ξ±, gh ( α) = 

∑ 

l≥2 

2 l + 1 

4 π

2 
(
G 

+ 

l, 2 ( cos α) ± G 

−
l, 2 ( cos α) 

)

l 2 ( l + 1) 2 
C κ, gh ( l) , (A2) 

where the functions G 

±
l, 2 ( x) account for the finite bin width in which 

the correlation function is actually measured at a given angular 
separation α, i.e. α ∈ [ αmin , αmax ]. These can be expressed in 
terms of associated Legendre polynomials P l ( x) and their analytic 
forms can be found in appendix B of Friedrich et al. ( 2021 ). These 
equations are exact for a curv ed-sk y treatment and more accurate 
than the inverse Hankel transforms which are strictly only valid in 
the flat-sky approximation and do not take into account the finite bin 
widths in which the correlations are measured in data. 
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Abstract. The integrated shear 3-point correlation function ’± measures the correlation
between the local shear 2-point function ›± and the 1-point shear aperture mass in patches
of the sky. Unlike other higher-order statistics, ’± can be e�ciently measured from cosmic
shear data, and it admits accurate theory predictions on a wide range of scales as a function
of cosmological and baryonic feedback parameters. Here, we develop and test a likelihood
analysis pipeline for cosmological constraints using ’±. We incorporate treatment of systematic
e�ects from photometric redshift uncertainties, shear calibration bias and galaxy intrinsic
alignments. We also develop an accurate neural-network emulator for fast theory predictions
in MCMC parameter inference analyses. We test our pipeline using realistic cosmic shear maps
based on N -body simulations with a DES Y3-like footprint, mask and source tomographic
bins, finding unbiased parameter constraints. Relative to ›±-only, adding ’± can lead to
¥ 10 ≠ 25% improvements on the constraints of parameters like As (or ‡8) and w0. We find
no evidence in ›± + ’± constraints of a significant mitigation of the impact of systematics.
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We also investigate the impact of the size of the apertures where ’± is measured, and of the
strategy to estimate the covariance matrix (N -body vs. lognormal). Our analysis solidifies
the strong potential of the ’± statistic and puts forward a pipeline that can be readily used
to improve cosmological constraints using real cosmic shear data.
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1 Introduction

The weak gravitational lensing e�ect is the bending of the light of background source galaxies
by foreground gravitational potentials [1, 2]. This induces a coherent distortion pattern in
the observed shape of the background galaxies that is called the cosmic shear field. The
statistics of this field depend on the three-dimensional large-scale structure, hence cosmic
shear studies o�er a powerful way to address key questions in cosmology such as the structure
formation history, the nature of dark energy and dark matter, and the laws of gravity on large
scales. Indeed, cosmic shear is one of the most active research areas in large-scale structure
today: the DES [3], KiDS [4] and HSC-SSP [5] surveys have recently presented cosmological
constraints from their cosmic shear data, and more accurate and bigger data sets will be
available soon with missions like Euclid [6], Vera Rubin’s LSST [7] and Nancy Roman [8].

The majority of cosmic shear analyses are based on the shear 2-point correlation function
(2PCF), or its Fourier counterpart the lensing power spectrum. These statistics completely
characterize the information content of Gaussian random fields, which our Universe was close
to at the earliest stages of its evolution, as well as today on su�ciently large-scales. At late
times, however, the evolution of matter density fluctuations becomes nonlinear on small scales,
inducing non-Gaussian features in the cosmic shear field that cannot be described by 2PCF
alone. Higher-order statistics are thus needed to access the non-Gaussian information.

The shear 3-point correlation function (3PCF; or its Fourier counterpart the lensing
bispectrum) is the natural first step beyond the 2PCF [9–14]. However, being a more
complicated statistic, it is more challenging to measure observationally, as well as to predict

– 1 –
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theoretically. Concretely, compared to the 2PCF which depends only on the distance between
two points in the survey footprint, the 3PCF is a function of the size and shape of triangles
connecting three points, which requires more demanding estimators. Additionally, theoretical
predictions require accurate prescriptions for the nonlinear matter bispectrum, which despite
recent progress [15, 16], are still not as developed as the matter power spectrum that enters the
shear 2PCF. Further complications arise by the need to account for baryonic feedback e�ects,
as well as systematics e�ects such as photometric redshift uncertainties, shear multiplicative
bias and galaxy intrinsic alignments (IA). This helps explain why existing real-data constraints
using higher-order shear information are based not on the full 3-point correlation function, but
on other statistics including aperture moments [17–21], lensing peaks [22–24], density-split
statistics [25–29] and persistent homology of cosmic shear [30, 31]. The shear 3PCF was
recently measured using DES Year 3 (Y3) data [20], although only in patches over the survey
and not over the whole footprint as that would be too computationally demanding.

In this paper, we focus on a particular kind of shear 3PCF called the integrated shear 3-
point correlation function [32]. This statistic corresponds to the correlation between the shear
2PCF measured in patches of the sky with the 1-point shear aperture mass in those patches.1
Physically, this statistic describes the modulation of the local shear 2PCF by long-wavelength
features in the cosmic shear field. The integrated shear 3PCF enjoys two key advantages
relative to other higher-order shear statistics. The first is that it is straightforward to measure
from the data as it requires only conventional and well-tested shear 2PCF estimators. The
second is that, as shown in ref. [38], this statistic is sensitive to the squeezed matter bispectrum
that can be evaluated accurately in the nonlinear regime using the response approach to
perturbation theory [39]. Importantly, the response approach allows to account for the impact
of baryonic feedback on small scales, which is crucial to design scale cuts and/or marginalize
over these uncertainties in real data analyses.

Our goal here is to develop and test a likelihood analysis pipeline to reliably extract
cosmology from real cosmic shear data using the integrated shear 3PCF. Concretely, we
incorporate the impact of baryonic feedback (as in ref. [38]), as well as of photometric redshift
uncertainties, shear multiplicative bias and galaxy IA. We also develop a neural-network (NN)
emulator for the theory model to enable fast theory predictions in Monte-Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) parameter inference analyses. We test our analysis pipeline on simulated
cosmic shear maps with DES Y3-like survey footprints and source galaxy redshift distributions.
We study in particular (i) the ability of the theory model to return unbiased parameter
constraints,2 (ii) the impact of the size of the aperture where the integrated shear 3PCF is
measured, (iii) the ability of combined 2PCF and 3PCF analyses to mitigate the impact of
systematic uncertainties, and (iv) the impact of di�erent data vector covariance estimates.

In terms of constraining power, we find that the integrated shear 3PCF leads to im-
provements of ¥ 10 ≠ 25% on the constraints of parameters like the amplitude of primordial
density fluctuations As (or equivalently ‡8) or the dark energy equation of state parameter w0.
This is consistent with the previous findings of refs. [32, 38] based on idealized Fisher matrix
forecasts, but now in the context of realistically simulated MCMC likelihood analyses. Our
results thus strongly motivate as next steps exploring the power of this statistic to improve
cosmological constraints using real cosmic shear data.

1See also refs. [33, 34] for earlier applications of the same idea in the context of the three-dimensional galaxy
distribution, and refs. [35–37] for studies of the Fourier counterpart of the integrated shear 3PCF.

2Throughout the paper we loosely use the term “unbiased constraints” to mean that the 68% posterior
credible intervals encompass the true model parameter values.
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This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we review the theoretical formalism
behind the integrated shear 3PCF and describe how we incorporate lensing systematic e�ects.
In section 3 we describe the construction of our DES Y3-like cosmic shear maps, as well as
the measurements of the shear 2PCF, integrated 3PCF and their (cross) covariance matrices.
We describe and discuss the performance of our NN emulator of the theory predictions
for fast MCMC likelihood analyses in section 4. Our main numerical results are shown in
section 5. We summarize and conclude in section 6. Appendix A describes our modelling of
the galaxy IA.

2 Theoretical formalism

In this section we describe the theory behind the integrated shear 3PCF. We begin with a
recap of the model of refs. [32, 38], and then discuss how we incorporate lensing systematics.

2.1 Integrated shear 3-point correlation function

The integrated shear 3PCF, ’±,ijk(–), is defined as

’±,ijk(–) © +
Map,i(◊C)›̂±,jk(–; ◊C)

,
, (2.1)

where Map,i(◊C) is the 1-point aperture mass statistic measured on a patch of the survey
centered at angular position ◊C , and ›̂±,jk(–; ◊C) is the shear 2PCF measured on the same
patch of the sky; – describes angular separations. The angle brackets denote ensemble average
(or in practice, averaging over all positions ◊C) and the subscripts i, j, k denote tomographic
source bins, i.e. ›̂±,jk is the 2PCF of the shear fields from galaxy shape measurements at the
redshift bins j and k. This equation makes apparent the interpretation of the shear 3PCF as
describing the spatial modulation of the local 2PCF by the local shear mass aperture, which
describes larger-scale features in the shear field.

The aperture mass Map(◊C) is defined as [2, 40]

Map(◊C) =
⁄

d2◊ Ÿ(◊)U(◊C ≠ ◊) , (2.2)

where Ÿ(◊) is the lensing convergence field, and U is an azimuthally symmetric filter function
with angular size ◊ap. The convergence field is not directly observable, but if U is a compensated
filter satisfying

s
d2◊ U(◊C ≠ ◊) = 0, then Map(◊C) can be expressed as

Map(◊C) =
⁄

d2◊ “t(◊,„◊C≠◊)Q(◊C ≠ ◊) , (2.3)

where “t is the tangential component of the shear field (which is directly observable), „◊C≠◊ is
the polar angle of the angular separation between ◊C and ◊, and Q is a filter function related
to U . As in previous works, we adopt the following form for U and Q [41]

U(◊) = 1
2fi◊2

ap

A
1 ≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
exp

A
≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
, (2.4)

Q(◊) = ◊2

4fi◊2
ap

exp
A

≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
; (2.5)
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note the filters depend only on the magnitude of the arguments because of the azimuthal
symmetry. The Fourier transform of U , which appears in equations below, is given by

U(¸) =
⁄

d2◊ U(◊)e≠i¸·◊ =
¸2◊2

ap
2 exp

A
≠¸2◊2

ap
2

B
, (2.6)

where ¸ is a two-dimensional wavevector on the sky (we assume the flat-sky approximation).
The other term in eq. (2.1), ›̂±(–; ◊C), is the 2PCF of the windowed shear field “(◊; ◊C) ©

“(◊)W (◊C ≠ ◊), where the window function W is a top-hat of size ◊T at position ◊C . The
two 2PCFs are defined as

›̂+(–; ◊C) © 1
A2pt(–)

⁄
d2◊ “(◊; ◊C)“ú(◊ + –; ◊C)

›̂≠(–; ◊C) © 1
A2pt(–)

⁄
d2◊ “(◊; ◊C)“(◊ + –; ◊C)e≠4i„– ,

(2.7)

where ú denotes complex conjugation, „– is the polar angle of –, and A2pt(–) © s
d2◊ W (◊C≠

◊)W (◊C ≠ ◊ ≠ –). The Fourier transform of W appears in equations below, and is given by

W (l) = W (l) = 2fi◊2
T
J1(l◊T)
l◊T

, (2.8)

where Jn is the nth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
Skipping the details of the derivation [32], the two 3PCF in eq. (2.1) can be written as

’+,ijk(–) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d¸¸

2fi
B2D

+,ijk(¸)J0(¸–) , (2.9)

’≠,ijk(–) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d¸¸

2fi
B2D

≠,ijk(¸)J4(¸–) , (2.10)

where B2D
± is called the integrated lensing bispectrum, and it is given by (in the Limber

approximation)

B2D
±,ijk(¸) =

⁄
d‰

qi(‰)qj(‰)qk(‰)
‰4

⁄ d2¸1
(2fi)2

⁄ d2¸2
(2fi)2B

3D
”

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸1 ≠ ¸2

‰
,‰

4

◊ e2i(„2û„≠1≠2)U(¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸1 ≠ ¸2 ≠ ¸) .
(2.11)

In this equation, B3D
” is the 3-dimensional matter bispectrum (discussed below), „2 is the

polar angle of ¸2, „≠1≠2 is the polar angle of ≠¸1 ≠ ¸2, and q(‰) is the lensing kernel

qi(‰) = 3H2
0�m

2c2
‰

a(‰)

⁄

‰
d‰Õnis(‰Õ)‰Õ ≠ ‰

‰Õ , (2.12)

where nis(‰) is the galaxy source number density distribution for the redshift tomographic bin
i, ‰ denotes comoving distances, H0 is the Hubble parameter, �m is the cosmic matter density
parameter today, c is the speed of light and a(‰) is the scale factor; note that throughout the
paper we always assume spatially flat cosmologies.

In our results, we will consider also the global shear 2PCF, which can be evaluated as

›+,ij(–) =
⁄ d¸¸

2fi
PŸ,ij(¸)J0(¸–) , (2.13)

›≠,ij(–) =
⁄ d¸¸

2fi
PŸ,ij(¸)J4(¸–) , (2.14)
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where PŸ,ij is the convergence power spectrum given by (in the Limber approximation)

PŸ,ij(¸) =
⁄

d‰
qi(‰)qj(‰)

‰2 P 3D
”

3
k = ¸

‰
,‰

4
, (2.15)

with P 3D
” the three-dimensional matter power spectrum.

2.2 The three-dimensional matter bispectrum model
A key ingredient to evaluate ’± is the three-dimensional matter bispectrum B3D

” in eq. (2.11),
which we evaluate following ref. [38] as

B3D
” (k1,k2,k3,‰) =

I
B3D

”,RF , fsq Ø f thr
sq =∆ squeezed

B3D
”,GM , otherwise

, (2.16)

where B3D
”,RF is the bispectrum expression of the response function approach valid for squeezed

configurations, and B3D
”,GM is the bispectrum fitting formula of ref. [42]. The parameter fsq

is defined as fsq = km/ks, with ks (km) the smallest (intermediate) of the amplitudes of the
three modes ki. As explained in ref. [38], this equation guarantees that the response function
branch correctly evaluates the squeezed matter bispectrum configurations in the nonlinear
regime, which determine the value of ’± on small angular scales. The value of f thr

sq is the
threshold that defines whether a given bispectrum configuration is dubbed as squeezed or
not. Ref. [38] found that a range of values around f thr

sq ¥ 7 yield good fits to simulation
measurements; in this paper we adopt f thr

sq = 7.
The response function branch in eq. (2.16) is given by

B3D
”,RF(k1,k2,k3, z) =

5
R1(kh, z) +

3
µ2
kh,ks

≠ 1
3

4
RK(kh, z)

6
P 3D

” (kh, z)P 3D
”,L (ks, z) , (2.17)

where kh denotes the mode ki with the highest magnitude, µki,kj is the cosine of the angle
between ki and kj , P 3D

”,L is the three-dimensional linear matter power spectrum and R1(k, z)
and RK(k, z) are the first-order response functions of the matter power spectrum to large-scale
density and tidal fields:

R1(k, z) = 1 ≠ 1
3

d lnP 3D
” (k, z)

d lnk +G1(k, z), (2.18)

RK(k, z) = GK(k, z) ≠ d lnP 3D
” (k, z)

d lnk . (2.19)

In these expressions, G1 and GK are the so-called growth-only response functions, which
can be measured in the nonlinear regime of structure formation using separate universe
simulations. Just as in ref. [38], we use the results of ref. [43] for G1 and ref. [44] for GK .

The GM branch is in turn given by

B3D
”,GM(k1,k2,k3, z) = 2F e�

2 (k1,k2, z)P 3D
” (k1, z)P 3D

” (k2, z) + cyclic permutations , (2.20)

where F e�
2 (k1,k2, z) is a modified version of the 2-point mode coupling kernel with free

functions calibrated against N -body simulations [42].
In this paper, we evaluate the nonlinear matter power spectrum using the HMcode [45]

implementation inside the publicly available Boltzmann code CLASS [46]; to model the impact
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of baryonic feedback e�ects, we adopt the single parameter cmin parametrization, where cmin
roughly describes the strength of feedback by active galactic nuclei (AGN). As discussed
in refs. [47, 48], mode-coupling terms like F e�

2 , G1 and GK are expected to be very weakly
dependent on baryonic physics. This way, the impact of baryonic e�ects on the bispectrum is
trivially propagated by that on the power spectrum; note that in practice the baryonic e�ects
impact only the response function branch in eq. (2.16), since the GM branch contributes only
on large scales [38] where baryonic e�ects have a negligible role.

2.3 Systematic error e�ects

Reference [38] has shown how to include the impact of baryonic feedback e�ects on ’±, which
are one of the main non-cosmological contaminants in cosmic shear analyses. In this subsection
we describe how we take into account a series of other important systematic e�ects, namely
photometric redshift uncertainties, multiplicative shear bias and galaxy IA.

Photometric redshift (photo-z) uncertainties have a direct impact on the galaxy source
redshift distribution. Here, we follow a strategy commonly adopted in real-data analyses and
parametrize their e�ect through a single shift parameter �z defined as

nis(z) = n̂is(z + �zi) , (2.21)

where n̂is is the default estimate for the galaxy source redshift bin i. This simple way to
account for photo-z uncertainties was found su�cient at the statistical power of DES-Y3
analyses (see figure 10 in ref. [49]).

Again, as common in the literature, we model biases from the shear measurement pipeline
with multiplicative factors 1 +mi for each tomographic bin i. In practice, this implies the
following transformations of ›± and ’±,

›±,ij(–) ≠æ (1 +mi)(1 +mj)›±,ij(–) , (2.22)
’±,ijk(–) ≠æ (1 +mi)(1 +mj)(1 +mk)’±,ijk(–) . (2.23)

We assume that any additive bias component is well calibrated by lensing image simulations
and removed from the measurement pipeline [50].

Finally, we consider the e�ect of galaxy IA that describe intrinsic correlations between
the shapes of source galaxies and their local tidal fields, i.e. correlations that are not induced by
the gravitational lensing e�ect. We adopt the nonlinear linear alignment (NLA) model [51, 52]
for both ›± and ’±. In practice, the incorporation of IA in our theory predictions is equivalent
to transforming the lensing kernels as (see appendix A for more details)

qi(‰) ≠æ qi(‰) + fIA(z(‰))n
i
s(‰)
n̄is

dz
d‰

, (2.24)

with n̄is the mean source galaxy density in tomographic bin i and [53, 54]

fIA(z) = ≠AIA,0

3 1 + z

1 + z0

4–IA c1flcrit�m,0
D(z) , (2.25)

where AIA,0 is the IA amplitude, –IA is a power index and D(z) is the linear growth factor.
We adopt z0 = 0.62, c1flcrit = 0.0134 [52, 55]. In our results below we keep the power index
fixed to –IA = 0 for simplicity; note that simultaneously varying AIA,0 and –IA in MCMC
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constraints can lead to posterior projection e�ects that could artificially bias the marginalized
constraints of AIA,0 towards zero.

In our modelling of IA, ›± acquires terms Ã fIA, f
2
IA, and ’± terms Ã fIA, f

2
IA, f

3
IA. These

are di�erent from the terms displayed in ref. [56]; further notice that our eq. (2.25) di�ers
from the corresponding eq. (27) in ref. [56] by a multiplicative factor 1/(1 + z). We shall
return to the impact of di�erent IA treatments when we discuss our numerical results.

3 Data vector and covariance from simulations

In this section we describe the DES Y3-like simulated cosmic shear maps that we use to
measure the ›± and ’± data vectors and to estimate their covariance matrices.

3.1 Shear maps from N-body simulations

Our main cosmic shear maps are obtained using the publicly available N-body simulation data
developed by Takahashi et al. [57] (hereafter referred to as T17). In particular, we make use
of the 108 independent full-sky cosmic shear maps for several Dirac-delta source distributions
at redshifts between z = 0.05 and z = 5.3. The cosmology of the simulations is flat �CDM
with parameters: �m = 0.279, �b = 0.046, h = 0.7, ‡8 = 0.82, ns = 0.97.

We consider DES Y3-like galaxy source redshift distributions to construct our cosmic
shear maps. For simplicity, rather than considering the four source bins utilized in the DES
Y3 analysis, we merge them into two as follows. Let N1 and N2 be the total number of
galaxies in the first two DES source distributions ns,DES1(z) and ns,DES2(z), respectively
(see figure 6 and 11 in ref. [58]). Then, our first source redshift bin is obtained as n̂1

s =
(N1ns,DES1 +N2ns,DES2)/(N1 +N2); and similarly for our second source redshift, using the
third and fourth DES Y3 source distributions. The source redshift distributions that we
consider in this paper are shown on the left of figure 1. For each of the 108 T17 realizations,
we build two full-sky shear maps by summing the T17 shear maps weighted by each of the
two source redshift distributions. The vertical lines on the left of figure 1 mark the source
redshift of the T17 maps we use.

We then apply the DES Y3 footprint to each of the full-sky shear maps. In order to
maximize the utility of each full-sky map, we place 5 footprints in each with minimal overlap,
as illustrated on the right of figure 1. For each of our two source bins, this provides us with
108 ◊ 5 = 540 DES Y3-like shear maps on which we can measure ›±, ’± and their covariance.

Finally, we add DES Y3 levels of shape noise to our maps as follows. Using the angular
positions of the source galaxies in the DES Y3 shape catalogue [59], we assign to each of
our pixels the galaxy ellipticities and measurement weights that are also present in those
catalogues. We then randomly rotate the ellipticities of the galaxies assigned to each pixel.
The shape noise “noise is the average of these randomly rotated ellipticities weighted by the
corresponding measurement weights. This is added to the shear values of the T17 maps “sim
to generate the shear measurement in each pixel “pix. Concretely,

“pix = “noise + “sim =
qN

j=1 Êj“j,DESexp(i„j)
qN

j=1 Êj

+ “sim , (3.1)

where N is the number of galaxies in a given pixel, “j,DES and Êj are the measured ellipticity
and weight of the jth galaxy and each angle „j is drawn uniformly from [0, 2fi]; note that the
average value of “noise across all pixels is zero, but each pixel has in general nonzero values.
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Figure 1. Left panel: The two galaxy source redshift distributions that we consider in this paper.
Each is a combination of two of the four DES Y3 source distributions. The vertical dashed lines mark
the source redshifts of the T17 shear maps, which are weighted by the galaxy source distributions to
produce our shear maps. Right panel: The Mollweide projection map with the placement of 5 DES Y3
survey footprints after the selection with Q filters of 90 arcmin in a full-sky map; dark blue pixels
indicate masked/unobserved regions. This allows us to measure 5 DES Y3-like realizations of ›± and
’± from each full-sky map.

3.2 Shear maps from lognormal realizations

In addition to the T17-based shear maps, we also consider DES Y3-like maps from lognormal
lensing realizations generated with the Full-sky Lognormal Astro-fields Simulation Kit [60]
(hereafter referred to as FLASK). FLASK takes as input the lensing convergence power
spectrum, which we compute theoretically for the T17 cosmology and our two galaxy source
redshift distributions. FLASK requires also the value of a logshift parameter, which we obtain
by fitting a lognormal probability distribution function (PDF) to the PDF of the T17 maps
(see section 4.2 of [32] for more details about the generation of our FLASK shear maps). For
each of our two source bins, we generate a total of 300 independent FLASK full-sky cosmic
shear maps, on which we place 5 DES Y3-like footprints analogously to the T17 full-sky maps
(cf. right panel of figure 1). We add shape noise following the strategy described above for the
T17 maps. For each of the two source bins then, we have a total of 5 ◊ 300 = 1500 lognormal
realizations of a DES Y3-like footprint on which we can measure ›± and ’±.

3.3 Data vector and covariance measurements

We use the Treecorr code [61] to measure ›±,ij(–) on 15 log-spaced angular bins between 5
and 250 arcmin; these are scales comparable to those adopted in the DES Y3 analysis [62].
We measure the auto- and cross-correlation of the two source redshift bins, yielding a total
of 6 shear 2PCFs. The measurements from the T17 maps are shown by the black dots in
figure 2.

In order to measure ’±,ijk(–), we use the Treecorr code to compute the position-
dependent shear 2PCF and 1-point aperture masses within patches of the footprint; we
assume the same size ◊ap and ◊T for the aperture mass and position-dependent 2PCF. The
2PCF in each patch is measured in 15 log-spaced angular bins between 5 and 2◊T ≠ 10 arcmin,
and the 1-point aperture mass is evaluated using eq. (2.3) with the integral up to 5◊ap. The
’± is obtained by averaging the product of the shear 2PCF and 1-point aperture mass across
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Figure 2. The shear 2PCF ›±(–) measured from our DES Y3-like footprints for two galaxy source
redshift bins. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and the standard deviation of the
measurements from the 540 T17 shear maps. For comparison, the grey shaded bands show the standard
deviation computed using the 1500 FLASK shear maps. The blue curves show the theoretical result
obtained using eqs. (2.13) and (2.14).

all patches selected in the footprint. For our two source redshift bins, we have 8 integrated
auto- and cross-3PCF ’±,ijk(–). The measurements from the T17 maps are shown by the
black dots in figure 3 for an aperture size of ◊ap = ◊T = 90 arcmin.3

We estimate the covariance matrix of our data vectors as

Ĉ = 1
Ns ≠ 1

Nsÿ

i=1
(d̂i ≠ d̂)(d̂i ≠ d̂)T , (3.2)

where Ns is the number of footprint realizations (540 for T17 and 1500 for FLASK), d̂i is the
data vector of the i-th realization and d̂ is the mean data vector across all realizations. When
evaluating the inverse covariance matrix, we correct it as

Ĉ≠1 =
C
Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 2

Ns ≠ 1

D
[1 +A+B(Np + 1)]C≠1 , (3.3)

where

A = 2
(Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 1)(Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 4) , (3.4)

B = Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 2
(Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 1)(Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 4) , (3.5)

3As a technical point, in our measurements of ’± we consider only survey patches where the fraction of
unmasked pixels is larger than 80% for the top-hat filter W and larger than 70% for the Q filter up to 5◊ap of
aperture radius. Holes and masked pixels inside the footprint contribute to the counting of these fractions, in
addition to pixels outside the survey footprint. This ensures our measurements are not a�ected by too many
unmasked pixels in the patches, as confirmed by their excellent agreement with the theory predictions for both
›± and ’± in figures 2 and 3, respectively.
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Figure 3. The integrated shear 3PCF ’±(–) measured from our DES Y3-like footprints for two galaxy
source redshift bins. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and the standard deviation of
the measurements from the 540 T17 shear maps for a filter size of 90 arcmin. The grey shaded bands
show the standard deviation computed using the 1500 FLASK shear maps. The red curves show the
theoretical result from eqs. (2.9) and (2.10).

and Nd is the size of the data vector (Nd = 90 for ›±, Nd = 120 for ’±, and Nd = 210 for
their combination), Np is the number of inference parameters and C≠1 is the directly inverted
covariance. The first term in brackets is the bias correction on the inverse covariance from
ref. [63], while the second term is a correction factor from ref. [64].

The FLASK covariance matrix has the advantage of having less numerical noise because
of the larger Ns, but the disadvantage of corresponding to lognormal realizations of cosmic
shear maps, which are not as realistic as the T17 ones from N -body simulations. The left
panel of figure 4 compares the correlation matrix rmn = Ĉmn/

Ò
ĈmmĈnn from the FLASK

(upper triangle) and T17 (lower triangle) maps; the indices m,n run over the data vector
entries. Reassuringly, the two covariance matrices display broadly the same correlations.
There are however some di�erences that are better seen in the right panel of figure 4 which
shows the relative di�erence between the two covariances. We investigate the impact of these
di�erences in the parameter constraints when we discuss our results below.

We note that both our covariance matrices do not appropriately account for super-
sample covariance (SSC) [65, 66], i.e. the variance induced by the gravitational coupling
between observed modes inside the survey and unobserved modes with wavelengths larger
than the survey size. The SSC is the dominant o�-diagonal contribution in 2-point function
analyses [67], and it is expected to be a smaller contribution to the squeezed bispectrum
configurations that dominate the small-scale ’± [68]. Our quoted error bars for ›±-only
analyses are thus expected to be underestimated, and consequently, our quoted improve-
ments from ’± are conservative; i.e. the relative improvement from ’± is expected to be
larger in analyses that appropriately account for SSC. We defer the inclusion of SSC to
future work.
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Figure 4. Comparison between the T17 and FLASK covariance matrices. The left panel shows the
correlation coe�cient from FLASK in the upper triangle and T17 in the lower triangle part of the
matrix. The right panel shows the relative di�erence between the two covariance estimates (the color
coding is limited to ±10 to exclude a few extreme values for visibility). The ordering of the matrix
entries is according to: {›+,11, ›+,12, ›+,22, ›≠,11, ›≠,12, ›≠,22, ’+,111, ’+,112, ’+,122, ’+,222, ’≠,111,
’≠,112, ’≠,122, ’≠,222}. The result shown for ’± is estimated using 90 arcmin apertures.

4 Emulators for ›± and ’±

The evaluation of the integrated lensing bispectrum B2D
±,ijk(¸) is the key computational

bottleneck when evaluating ’± using eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), and thus the quantity that we wish
to emulate. However, rather than emulating B2D

±,ijk(¸) directly, we emulate only the part of
the integrand in eq. (2.11) given by

⁄ d2¸1
(2fi)2

⁄ d2¸2
(2fi)2B

3D
”

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸1 ≠¸2

‰
,‰

4
◊e2i(„2û„≠1≠2)U(¸1)W (¸2 +¸)W (≠¸1 ≠¸2 ≠¸).

(4.1)

This leaves out the part involving the line-of-sight integration in eq. (2.11), but has the
advantage of allowing for more flexibility to adjust the source redshift distributions, including
bypassing the need to emulate any of the systematic parameters mentioned in section 2.3. The
training of the emulator still needs to be redone for di�erent sizes of the U and W filters. The
direct evaluation of ›± in an MCMC exploration of the parameter space would not impose a
serious computational burden, but we emulate its calculation anyway for extra speed. In this
case we emulate simply the three-dimensional matter power spectrum P 3D

” in eq. (2.15).
We build our emulator by training a neural network (NN) on a Latin hypercube with 105

training nodes. The emulated parameters comprise the cosmological parameters {�m, As, w0},
the baryonic feedback parameter cmin, as well as the redshift z which we need to emulate to
perform the line-of-sight integrations in eqs. (2.11) and (2.15). The ranges of the cosmological
and baryonic parameters are listed in table 1 (note we rescale As to ln(1010As)), and for
redshift we consider z œ [0, 2.1]. The NN architecture is that of the Cosmopower code [69],4

4https://alessiospuriomancini.github.io/cosmopower/.
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Prior range
Cosmological parameters (emulated)

�m U [0.16, 0.45]
ln(1010As) U [1.61, 4.20]

w0 U [≠3.33,≠0.33]
Baryonic feedback parameter (emulated)

cmin U [1.0, 5.5]
Systematic parameters (not emulated)

�z1 N (0.0, 0.023)
�z2 N (0.0, 0.020)
m1 N (0.0261, 0.012)
m2 N (≠0.061, 0.011)
AIA,0 U [≠5.0, 5.0]
–IA 0 (fixed)

Table 1. Model parameters considered in this paper. The parameters that enter our NN emulator
are the cosmological parameters �m, ln(1010As), w0, and the baryonic feedback parameter cmin. The
photo-z, shear calibration and IA systematic parameters do not need to be emulated because the
predictions for di�erent values are fast to obtain. In our MCMC analyses we vary these parameters
within the listed uniform prior ranges (U) or assuming Gaussian priors N (µ,‡) with mean µ and
standard deviation ‡. The listed priors for the systematic parameters are inspired by those assumed
in the DES Y3 analyses [54, 62].

which was originally developed to emulate 2-point statistics, but which can be straightforwardly
applied to emulate eq. (4.1). The input layers of the NN are the cosmological, baryonic and
redshift parameters. For ’±, the output of the NN is the quantity in eq. (4.1) in 100 log-spaced
¸ bins between ¸ = 2 and ¸ = 15000. In the training set, the supervised learning labels are
the same quantity obtained by directly evaluating eq. (4.1) using Monte-Carlo integration.
For ›± the output is the three-dimensional matter power spectrum in 100 log-spaced ¸ bins
as in the right-hand side of eq. (2.15) between ¸ = 2 and ¸ = 15000.

We test the emulators using another Latin hypercube with 103 test nodes with the
same prior ranges of the training set. We quantify the performance of the emulator with the
expression

‘ ©
-----
‰2

emu,i
‰2

test,i
≠ 1

----- , (4.2)

where ‰2
emu,i is the ‰2 value associated with the ith test node, defined w.r.t. the data

vector d̂T17 generated by the theory model at T17 cosmological parameters. Concretely,
‰2

emu,i =
1
d̂emu,i ≠ d̂T17

2t
Ĉ≠1

1
d̂emu,i ≠ d̂T17

2
, with d̂emu,i the emulator prediction and Ĉ≠1

the T17 inverse covariance matrix. The quantity ‰2
test,i is defined analogously, but replacing

the emulator result at each test node with the test label prediction. The ‘ metric describes
how similar the emulator would behave to the theory model in likelihood analyses. The
smaller the value of ‘, the better the accuracy of the emulator.

Figures 5 and 6 show the outcome of this test for ›± and ’±, respectively. We show ‘
projected only on the �m — w0 plane, but the takeaways are common to other projections.
For ›±, e�ectively all of the test nodes have ‰2 relative di�erences ‘ < 0.05. The performance
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Figure 5. Performance of the ›± emulator on 103 test nodes projected on the �m — w0 plane. The
colors show the absolute value of the ‰2 relative di�erence ‘ defined in eq. (4.2); if ‘ < 0.05, this means
the emulator describes the ‰2 w.r.t. the T17 cosmology (marked by the red star) to better than 5%.

Figure 6. Same as figure 5, but for the performance of the ’± emulator, instead of ›±. The result is
for 90 arcmin apertures. The color coding is the same as in figure 5.

gets reduced slightly for ’± with 92% (95%) of the test nodes having ‘ < 0.05 (‘ < 0.1); the
result in figure 6 is for apertures with 90 arcmin, but we have checked the performance is
equivalent for other apertures as well. If the true ‰2 value of some point in parameter space
is ‰2

test = 1, then ‘ < 0.1 implies ‰2
emu œ [0.9, 1.1]. E�ectively all of the test nodes for both ›±

and ’± satisfy this satisfactory criterion.
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5 Results: simulated likelihood analyses with MCMC

In this section we present our main numerical results from simulated likelihood analyses with
MCMC. Unless otherwise specified, we consider the parameter priors listed in table 1, and
sample the parameter space assuming a Gaussian likelihood function,

L(◊) Ã exp
5
≠1

2
1
µ(◊) ≠ d̂

2t
C≠1

1
µ(◊) ≠ d̂

26
, (5.1)

where d̂ is the assumed data vector, C the covariance matrix and µ(◊) the theory prediction
for model parameters ◊. We utilize the sampler code affine5 based on tensorflow. With
the available NVIDIA A100 GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) hardware, emulator and sampler,
we are able to sample an order of 106 points in an hour’s timescale.

Next, we validate our model using the T17 ›± and ’± data vectors in section 5.1,
investigate the impact of the aperture size in ’± constraints in section 5.2, discuss the impact
of the systematic parameters in section 5.3, and check the impact from using the T17 or
FLASK covariance matrices in section 5.4. All of the marginalized two-dimensional constraints
shown throughout display contours with the 1‡ and 2‡ confidence regions.

5.1 Validation on the T17 cosmic shear maps
Figure 7 shows the constraints on the cosmological and baryonic feedback parameters for the
data vector from the T17 shear maps (cf. black points in figures 2 and 3) and the FLASK
covariance matrix. The result is for ’± measured using 90 arcmin apertures. We keep the
systematic parameters fixed to zero in these constraints, which is the case for our T17 maps.
In addition to the correction factors in eq. (3.3), in this section we consider also the factor
[1 +B(Nd ≠ Np)]≠1 from ref. [70] due to statistical noise in our covariance matrix estimate.

The key takeaway from figure 7 is that our theory model and emulator recover unbiased
constraints: the T17 parameters (dashed black lines) are contained well within the 1‡
confidence levels for both the ›±-only (green) and ›± + ’± constraints (red). The ability
of our theory model to recover unbiased cosmological constraints could have already been
anticipated from the good agreement between theory and simulations in figures 2 and 3.

As a test, we have repeated the analysis in figure 7 but adopting the t-distribution
likelihood function from ref. [71], instead of a Gaussian likelihood. The result (not shown) is
practically indistinguishable from that in figure 7 for both ›± and ›± + ’±,{90Õ}, suggesting
the exact choice of the likelihood function does not critically a�ect our results.

5.2 The impact of the aperture size
When measuring ’± one of the decisions concerns the choice of the apertures on which to
measure the 1-point shear aperture mass and local ›±. To investigate the impact of this, we
perform likelihood analyses with a noiseless data vector generated with the theory model
using the T17 parameters. In these tests, we use the FLASK covariance, and vary also the
systematic parameters with the priors listed in table 1. The main result is shown in table 2,
which lists the relative improvement of the combined ›± + ’± constraints relative to ›±-only,
for di�erent aperture sizes and combinations. Figure 8 shows the actual parameter constraints
for two aperture choices: a single aperture with 90 arcmin (blue) and the combination of five
apertures with sizes {50, 70, 90, 110, 130} arcmin (red).

5https://github.com/justinalsing/a�ne.
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Figure 7. Parameter constraints obtained with the T17 data vector and FLASK covariance matrix.
The constraints in green and red are for the ›±-only and ›± + ’± data vectors, respectively. The black
dashed lines mark the T17 parameters.

Aperture sizes (arcmin) �m ln
!
1010As

"
w0 cmin

50 1.2% 9.0% 18.1% 4.8%
70 1.2% 16.9% 31.9% 11.6%
90 3.7% 20.2% 38.4% 15.1%
110 1.2% 19.1% 34.1% 11.0%
130 1.2% 16.9% 32.6% 12.3%

{50, 70, 90} 2.5% 24.7% 39.1% 15.8%
{50, 90, 130} 3.7% 23.6% 41.3% 16.4%
{70, 90, 110} 6.2% 25.8% 39.1% 15.1%
{90, 110, 130} 8.6% 25.9% 42.8% 15.8%

{50, 70, 90, 110, 130} 12.4% 28.1% 44.9% 19.9%

Table 2. Relative improvement of combined ›±+’± constraints relative to ›±-only for di�erent values
and combinations of the aperture sizes. The best single- and combined-filter cases are highlighted in
bold. The result is for a noiseless data vector from the theory model, the FLASK covariance, and
marginalizing over the systematic parameters.
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Figure 8. Impact of the aperture size in ›± + ’± constraints. The contours in green are for ›±-only
constraints. The contours in blue are for ›±+’± constraints using a single aperture with size 90 arcmin,
and in red for the combination of five filter sizes {50, 70, 90, 110, 130} arcmin. The result is for a
noiseless data vector from the theory model with the T17 parameters (dashed lines), the FLASK
covariance, and marginalizing over the systematic parameters.

Regarding the single aperture cases, table 2 shows that the constraints improve first from
50 to 90 arcmin, but then degrade from 90 to 130 arcmin. This follows from the combination
of the following e�ects. Smaller apertures have the advantage of providing ’± with higher
signal-to-noise ratio since there are more apertures over which the average of eq. (2.1) can
be taken. They have, however, the disadvantage that the local ›± is measured over a more
reduced range of angular scales inside each patch. Conversely, bigger apertures allow to probe
the local ›± on larger scales, but at the price of less signal-to-noise as one averages over a
smaller number of patches on the sky.6 In general, di�erent aperture sizes are sensitive to
di�erent configurations of the small-scale squeezed-limit bispectrum [38], which can contain
varying cosmological information and impact the final parameter constraints.

For the aperture sizes shown, the balance between these e�ects is optimal for apertures
with 90 arcmin, which gives the best constraints. Concretely, the addition of ’± to the
constraints leads to improvements of 4% for �m, 20% for ln

!
1010As

"
, 38% for w0 and 15% for

cmin. These figures are in line with the previous findings of refs. [32, 38] based on idealized
Fisher-matrix forecasts, but extended here to more realistic MCMC-based analyses.

The ’± measured over slightly di�erent aperture sizes are expected to be substantially
correlated due to the large overlap of the regions where the local ›± is measured. However, the

6In particular, in the limit of very large apertures, the ›± measured in the patches become almost perfectly
correlated with the ›± of the whole survey, e�ectively contributing with no independent information.
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Figure 9. Parameter constraints for di�erent priors on the systematic parameters. The green and
red contours are for ›± and ›± + ’± assuming wide uniform priors on the systematic parameters. The
blue contours are for ›± + ’± with DES Y3-like Gaussian priors on the systematic parameters. The
left panel shows the systematic parameter constraints, and the right panel shows the constraints on
the cosmological and baryonic feedback parameters. The left panels do not show the contours with
DES Y3-like priors as they are too small to be clearly seen. The result is for a noiseless data vector
drawn from the theory model with the T17 parameters (except we set AIA,0 = 2; cf. dashed lines),
and using the FLASK covariance.

lower part of table 2 shows that there is still enough independent information to improve the
constraints further by combining di�erent apertures. For the cases shown, the best constraints
are obtained when combining all apertures {50, 70, 90, 110, 130} arcmin: the improvements
become 12% for �m, 28% for ln

!
1010As

"
, 45% for w0 and 20% for cmin. These improvements

need however to be contrasted with the complications that they add to the analyses. For
example, this comes with the price of a much larger data vector, which puts pressure on the
numerical requirements for reliable covariance estimates from simulations. In this paper, this
pressure was still manageable for a DES Y3-like survey with two tomographic bins, but future
survey analysis settings will have larger areas and more source redshift bins as well. The
decision of how many filters to combine should thus be made case by case.

5.3 The impact of systematics and their modelling
We turn our attention now to the impact of systematics (photo-z, shear calibration and IA)
in ’± constraints. This is interesting as ›± and ’± depend di�erently on systematics, and so
combined analyses can potentially mitigate the degradation caused by these additional free
parameters, leading to better cosmological constraints [73–75]. Indeed, this has been studied
recently in ref. [56], where it was shown that combining lensing 2- and 3-point correlation
function information in a survey like Euclid could lead even to the self-calibration of the
systematic parameters to levels that reduce the need for external calibration data sets.

The green and red contours in figure 9 show the constraints for ›± and ›±+’±, but instead
of the tight DES Y3-like priors that we have assumed so far for the systematic parameters
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Figure 10. Parameter constraints obtained with our default NLA IA modelling, but on a data vector
generated with the NLA IA model used in refs. [54, 56, 72]. The result is for the T17 parameters (except
we set AIA,0 = 2; cf. dashed lines) and the FLASK covariance. The green, blue and red contours are for
›±, ’± and ›± + ’± constraints. We use DES Y3-like Gaussian priors for the systematic parameters.

(cf. table 1), we assume now wide priors for them. The result is for a noiseless realization of the
data vector for the T17 parameters, with the exception that we set AIA,0 = 2 in this subsection.
The improvements on the cosmological and baryonic parameters from adding ’± are 15.4%
for �m, 8.8% for ln

!
1010As

"
, 4.9% for w0 and 8.8% for cmin. Compared to the case where

we marginalize over tight DES Y3-like Gaussian priors, varying the systematic parameters
over wide priors degrades the improvement by factors of 2.3, 7.8 and 1.7 for ln

!
1010As

"
, w0

and cmin respectively. Furthermore, contrary to the case in ref. [56], the improvements that
still exist do not appear to be associated with a significant self-calibration of the systematic
parameters. This can be seen also on the left of figure 9, where the constraints on the
systematic parameters in the combined ›± + ’± case (red) show improvements of 21% for
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�z1, 8% for �z2, 24% for m1, 17% for m2 and 18% for AIA,0. There is indeed a visible level
of systematics self-calibration from combining ›± with ’±, but which still yields constraints
that are substantially larger than using the externally calibrated DES Y3-like priors (blue).

The quantitative di�erences to the analysis of ref. [56] could be at least partly due to
some of the following reasons. First, ref. [56] considers 3-point correlation function information
by taking the equilateral lensing bispectrum as the data, whereas we consider ’± that probes
predominantly the squeezed lensing bispectrum [32, 38]. Second, ref. [56] considers a treatment
of the NLA IA model that is not the same as ours (cf. appendix A). Further, the results of
ref. [56] are based on Fisher matrix analyses, whereas ours are for simulated likelihood analyses
with MCMC sampling. This can be especially important given how strongly non-Gaussian
the marginalized posteriors of the systematic parameters are on the left of figure 9. Finally,
our analysis is for a DES Y3-like survey assuming two tomographic bins, whereas ref. [56]
considers a larger Euclid-like survey with five tomographic bins, and thus a higher-dimensional
subspace of systematic parameters. A deep investigation of the origin of the di�erences
between the results of the two works would be interesting to pursue, but that is beyond the
scope of the present paper.

We investigate also potential biases in the constraints of the AIA,0 parameter from
assuming di�erent IA models in shear 3-point correlation function analyses. In particular, we
wish to contrast the NLA model used in this paper (cf. section 2.3 and appendix A) with
that in ref. [54] which comes from refs. [56, 72]. To do so we generate a noiseless data vector
with the T17 parameters and AIA,0 = 2 assuming the IA parametrization of ref. [54], which
we subsequently analyse by running MCMC constraints assuming our IA modelling strategy.
At the ›± level, the two IA treatments are equivalent, but there are di�erences at the level
of the 3-point correlation functions (cf. appendix A).7 Figure 10 shows the corresponding
constraints for ›± (green), ’± (blue) and ›± + ’± (red), with all yielding unbiased constraints,
including AIA,0. That is, at the level of the constraining power of our DES Y3-like setup, the
di�erences between the two NLA IA models do not have any significant impact. We note,
however, that whether the same conclusion holds for other survey setups should be checked
on a case-by-case basis.

5.4 The impact of di�erent covariance estimates
We compare in figure 11 the parameter constraints obtained with the T17 covariance matrix
(left) with those obtained using FLASK (right). In order to make a fair comparison, in
this subsection we constructed a new FLASK covariance with the same number of footprint
realizations as T17 (Ns = 540), and with a source redshift distribution matching the discretized
one of the T17 simulations described in section 3.1. The result in figure 11 is for a noiseless
realization of the data vector from the theory model at the T17 parameters, and with the
systematic parameters marginalized with the DES Y3-like Gaussian priors. Table 3 lists the
corresponding improvements from adding ’± information to the constraints.

The two covariance matrices yield e�ectively the same parameter posteriors for ›±-only
constraints; cf. similarity between the green contours on the left and right of figure 11. There
are however some di�erences in the combined ›± + ’± constraints shown in red, with the
FLASK covariance yielding smaller parameter error bars for most parameters. In particular,
the improvements from ’± can be factors of ¥ 1.2 ≠ 1.9 larger with the FLASK covariance
compared to T17.

7Among other, the model of ref. [54] includes terms Ã A4
IA,0, whereas ours stops at third order Ã A3

IA,0, as
expected for a three-point correlation function.
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Figure 11. Impact of the covariance matrix estimate on the parameter constraints. The left and right
panels show the result for the covariance estimated from the T17 and FLASK shear maps, respectively.
In both panels, the result is for a noiseless realization of the data vector from the theory model at the
T17 parameters (dashed lines); the green and red contours are for ›±-only and ›± + ’±, respectively.
The result is for apertures with sizes 90 arcmin and systematics marginalized with the DES Y3-like
Gaussian priors.

Covariance type �m ln
!
1010As

"
w0 cmin

FLASK (lognormal) 1.1% 16.7% 32.1% 12.4%

T17 (N -body simulations) 3.5% 8.8% 26.1% 8.7%

Table 3. Impact of the covariance matrix estimate on the improvement of ›±+’± constraints, relative
to ›±-only. The result is for the aperture with size 90 arcmin.

The T17 and FLASK covariances in this subsection are estimated from ensembles of
540 shear maps and so have the same noise level. These di�erences may indicate they are
intrinsic to the di�erent ability of N -body simulations and lognormal realizations to capture
the covariance of ’±,8 or due to residual statistical fluctuations for Ns = 540. We leave a more
detailed investigation of the impact of the covariance matrix, including covariances calculated
analytically [13, 68], to future work.

6 Summary & conclusion

The integrated shear 3PCF ’± [32, 38] is a higher-order cosmic shear statistic that measures
the correlation between the shear 2PCF measured in patches of the sky and the shear aperture
mass in the same patches (cf. eq. (2.1)). On small scales, ’± probes primarily the cosmological

8The covariance of a 3-point function contains terms up to the 6-point function, which are not as faithfully
captured in lognormal realizations, compared to N -body simulations.
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information encoded in the squeezed-limit lensing bispectrum. Two of the key advantages of ’±
compared to other higher-order cosmic shear statistics are that (i) it can be straightforwardly
evaluated from the data using e�cient and well-tested 2-point correlation function estimators
(i.e. it does not explicitly require dedicated and more expensive 3-point estimators) and (ii) it
admits a theoretical model based on the response approach to perturbation theory [38] that
is accurate in the nonlinear regime of structure formation, allowing to reliably account for the
impact of baryonic physics.

In this paper, we developed an analysis pipeline that can be directly applied to real
cosmic shear data to obtain cosmological constraints from ’± and its combination with ›±.
Compared to previous works on ’±, the main significant advances in this paper are (i) the
incorporation of lensing systematics associated with photo-z uncertainties, shear calibration
biases and galaxy IA (cf. section 2.3), and (ii) the development of a NN-based emulator for
fast theory predictions to enable MCMC parameter inference. We tested our pipeline on a
set of realistic cosmic shear maps based on N -body simulations, with DES Y3-like survey
footprint, mask and source redshift distributions (cf. section 3).

In our tests of the analysis pipeline we have investigated in particular (i) the accuracy
of the theory model (cf. section 5.1), (ii) the impact of the size of the apertures used to
measure ’± (cf. section 5.2), (iii) the impact of lensing systematics (cf. section 5.3) and (iv)
the impact of N -body simulation vs. lognormal estimates of the data vector covariance matrix
(cf. section 5.4). Our main findings can be summarized as follows:

• Our analysis pipeline is accurate (cf. figures 2 and 3) and able to yield unbiased parameter
constraints from our N -body simulation DES Y3-like data vectors (cf. figure 7).

• For the range of aperture sizes {50, 70, 90, 110, 130} arcmin, 90 arcmin is what results
in the largest information gain from ’±. The combination of several filter sizes can
improve the constraints further (cf. table 2), but at the cost of dealing with a larger
data vector and covariance matrix.

• Although ›± and ’± depend di�erently on the systematic parameters, we do not find
significant improvements in their constraints in combined ›± + ’± analyses; i.e. the
mitigation of systematic e�ects still requires prior calibration from external data (cf. fig-
ure 9). This is in contrast with the findings in ref. [56], although this may be due to
di�erences in the 3-point correlation function studied, survey setup and other analysis
details. At the level of the DES Y3 constraining power, di�erent modelling strategies
for IA lead also to no significant biases in parameter constraints (cf. figure 10).

• Relative to ›±-only constraints with the N -body covariance matrix, adding ’± leads to
improvements of 4% for �m, 9% for ln

!
1010As

"
, 26% for w0 and 9% for cmin. Except for

�m, these are factors of ¥ 1.2 ≠ 1.9 smaller compared to the FLASK covariance. This
may be due to residual statistical fluctuations at the level of our number of simulation
realizations (Ns = 540), or simply that lognormal realizations do not provide reliable
estimates of the ’± covariance matrix.

Overall, our results corroborate with a realistic MCMC-based simulated likelihood
analysis the encouraging findings from previous idealized Fisher matrix forecasts [32, 38]. The
analysis pipeline developed and tested here can be readily applied to real survey data, enabling
the exploration of the potential of the integrated shear 3PCF ’± to improve cosmological
parameter constraints using cosmic shear observations.
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A The modelling of intrinsic alignments

In this appendix we describe our modelling of galaxy intrinsic alignments in ›± and ’±.

General considerations
The observed galaxy ellipticity in cosmic shear observations ‘obs is a combination of the
gravitational (G) lensing shear component “ and the intrinsic (I) ellipticity of the galaxies ‘I
induced by correlations with local gravitational tidal fields at the source (in this appendix,
we ignore the random stochastic component that would contribute as shape noise):

‘iobs(◊) = “i(◊) + ‘iI(◊), (A.1)

where i denotes a specific source galaxy redshift bin. The lensing shear is related to the
lensing convergence Ÿ as [2]

“(¸) = e2i„¸Ÿ(¸) ; Ÿ(¸) =
⁄

d2◊ Ÿ(◊)e≠i¸◊ ; Ÿ(◊) =
⁄

d‰ q(‰)”m(◊‰,‰), (A.2)

where ”m is the three-dimensional matter density contrast.9 In analogy, we can write for the
intrinsic component ‘I

‘I(¸) = e2i„¸ŸI(¸) ; ŸI(¸) =
⁄

d2◊ ŸI(◊)e≠i¸◊ ; ŸI(◊) =
⁄

d‰ n(‰)”I(◊‰,‰), (A.3)

where ”I is a three-dimensional field that determines e�ectively the intrinsic alignment (IA) of
the galaxies with their local gravitational tidal fields; note also that the line-of-sight kernel is
now just the source galaxy distribution n(‰), and not the lensing kernel q(‰).

In the popular nonlinear linear alignment (NLA) model [51, 52], one writes

”I(x, z) = fIA(z)”m(x, z), (A.4)
9To ease the notation, we distinguish between real- and harmonic-space variables by their arguments. For

example, Ÿ(◊) and Ÿ(¸) are the lensing convergence in real and harmonic space, respectively.
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treating ”m as the nonlinear matter density contrast. The amplitude fIA(z) is

fIA(z) = ≠AIA,0

3 1 + z

1 + z0

4–IA c1flcrit�m,0
D(z) , (A.5)

where AIA,0, –IA are free redshift-independent parameters, c1 = 5◊10≠14 (h2M§/Mpc3)≠1 [52],
flcrit is the critical cosmic energy density, D(z) is the growth factor normalized to unity today,
and z0 is some reasonable pivot redshift value.

Note that this is only an e�ective parametrization of the impact of IA in cosmic shear
observations. A more rigorous approach would involve a description of the relation of galaxy
shapes and tidal fields in 3D, subsequently projected to the sky plane. This is the approach
described in refs. [82, 83] based on bias expansions in e�ective field theory, which is however
valid only in the quasi-linear, large-scale regime of structure formation. Extensions of the
NLA model to include nonlinear corrections to eq. (A.4) also exist [84].

Contributions to ›±

The two shear 2PCF ›± are given by

›ij+,obs(–) = È‘iobs(◊)‘júobs(◊ + –)Í (A.6)

›ij≠,obs(–) = È‘iobs(◊)‘jobs(◊ + –)e≠4i„–Í, (A.7)

and each can be decomposed into GG, GI, IG and II terms as

›ij±,obs = ›ij±,GG + ›ij±,GI + ›ij±,IG + ›ij±,II. (A.8)

The GI case of ›ij+,obs, for example, is given by (the derivations are analogous for all terms):

›ij+,GI(–) = È“i(◊)‘júI (◊ + –)Í

=
⁄ d¸¸

2fi
P ij

ŸŸI(¸)J0(¸–), (A.9)

where P ij
ŸŸI(¸) is defined as (2fi)2P ij

ŸŸI(¸)”D(¸ + ¸Õ) = ÈŸi(¸)ŸjI (¸Õ)Í and given by

P ij
ŸŸI(¸) =

⁄
d‰

qi(‰)nj(‰)
‰2 P 3D

”m”I(¸/‰,‰). (A.10)

The P 3D
”m”I

is defined as (2fi)3P 3D
”m”I

(k1 + k2) = È”m(k1)”I(k2)Í, and in the NLA model it is

P 3D
”m”I(k, z) = fIA(z)P 3D

”m”m(k, z). (A.11)

That is, the GI contribution to ›ij+,obs can be obtained by replacing the jth lensing kernel qj(‰)
in the expression of the GG term with nj(‰)fIA. It follows as a result that all contributions from
GG, GI, IG and II can be obtained by replacing all lensing kernels q(‰) with q(‰) + n(‰)fIA,
as in eq. (2.24). This yields terms Ã f0

IA (GG), Ã fIA (GI, IG) and Ã f2
IA (II).
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Contributions to ’±

The observed integrated shear 3PCF ’± is defined as

’ijk±,obs(–) =
e
M̂ i

ap,obs(◊C)›̂jk±,obs(–; ◊C)
f
. (A.12)

The position-dependent shear 2PCF ›̂jk±,obs(–; ◊C) also contains GG, GI, IG and II terms.
Further, the IA terms also contribute to the 1-point aperture mass M̂ i

ap,obs(◊C), which contains
G and I terms as

M̂ i
ap,obs(◊C) =

⁄
d2◊

Ë
Ÿi(◊) + ŸiI(◊)

È
U(◊C ≠ ◊). (A.13)

This thus generates the following 8 contributions to ’ijk±,obs(–):

’ijk±,obs = ’ijk±,GGG + ’ijk±,GGI + ’ijk±,GIG + ’ijk±,GII + ’ijk±,IGG + ’ijk±,IGI + ’ijk±,IIG + ’ijk±,III. (A.14)

Again, just as a single example, the IIG case for ’+,obs can be written as

’ijk+,IIG(–) = 1
A(–)

⁄ d¸¸

2fi
Bijk+,IIG(¸)J0(¸–), (A.15)

where

Bijk+,IIG(¸) = d2¸1
(2fi)2

⁄ d2¸2
(2fi)2B

ijk
ŸIŸIŸ (¸1, ¸2,≠¸12) e2i(„2≠„≠1≠2)U(¸1)W (¸ + ¸2)W (≠¸ ≠ ¸12),

(A.16)
with ¸12 = ¸1 + ¸2 and

Bijk
ŸIŸIŸG (¸a, ¸b, ¸c) =

⁄
d‰

ni(‰)nj(‰)qk(‰)
‰4 B3D

”I”I”m

3
¸a
‰
,
¸b
‰
,
¸c
‰

; ‰

4
. (A.17)

The derivation of these expressions is the same as the usual gravitational lensing GGG
expression, except one replaces the first two instances of Ÿ by ŸI. In the NLA model,
B3D

”I”I”m
= f2

IAB
3D
”m”m”m

. That is, the IIG contribution to ’ijk+,obs(–) term can be obtained from
GGG by simply replacing the ith and jth lensing kernels qi(‰), qj(‰) with ni(‰)fIA and
nj(‰)fIA. It follows as a result that all of the 8 contributions to ’ijk±,obs(–) can be obtained
by replacing all lensing kernels q(‰) with q(‰) + n(‰)fIA, as in eq. (2.24). This yields terms
Ã f0

IA (GGG), Ã fIA (GGI, GIG, IGG) and Ã f2
IA (GII, IGI, IIG) and Ã f3

IA (III).
These 3-point contributions from galaxy IA are di�erent than those derived in ref. [56]

using also the NLA model. Among other di�erences, their III term is Ã f4
IA and their GII

+ IGI + IIG terms are Ã f3
IA (cf. their eqs. (30–32)). Reference [56] does not provide a

detailed derivation of their expressions, which keeps us from inspecting this issue further. We
emphasise, however, that the NLA model is in itself only an approximation of the e�ect of
galaxy IA on small-scales, and so even our expressions should be interpreted in light of this.
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Chapter 6

Blinded cosmological constraints
from the integrated shear 3-point
correlation function in DESY3
cosmic shear data

Building on the modelling of the integrated shear 3-point correlation function ζ± presented
in chapters 3, 4, 5, we have also taken the major step and applied our framework for mea-
suring and analysing ζ± in real cosmic shear data from the Year 3 data release of the Dark
Energy Survey (DESY3). We do the analysis in a blinded manner (Muir et al., 2020).
Blinding an analysis is to hide an experiment’s critical results (e.g. removing tick and la-
bels while plotting), in our case the cosmological parameter constraints from DESY3 with
ζ±, until all decisions affecting its analysis have been finalised in order to prevent ourselves
against confirmation bias. We use the combination of the first two and the third and
fourth source distribution bins of DESY3 as shown in Fig. 1 of Chapter 5 to perform our
measurements of ζ± inside compensated and tophat filters both having scale radii of 90
arcminutes. Using the MCMC analysis pipeline developed in Gong et al. (2023) (see Chap-
ter 5), we have jointly analysed ζ± alongside the cosmic shear 2PCF ξ± in blinded cosmic
shear DESY3 catalogs. The whole blinding procedure is discussed in detail in Muir et al.
(2020). Only when the analysers of a statistic are sure that they have finalised all analysis
choices, the unblinded (true catalogs) can be used. This process is called unblinding. As of
writing of the thesis,1 this work is currently within the DES collaboration undergoing more
tests with all four tomographic source redshift bins (instead of the combined tomographic
bins as used in this chapter) and therefore is yet to be unblinded (Halder and DES Collab-
oration (in prep.)). In this brief chapter I present the key cosmological contours obtained
from the application of our framework to the blinded DESY3 data.

1We note that at the time of writing this thesis, the DESY3 data release has already been unblinded
following the 2PCF analyses (DES Collaboration, 2022) and the dataset has been made publicly available
https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/y3a2. However, for the initial analyses of the integrated
shear 3PCF we nevertheless choose to work with the blinded dataset.

https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/y3a2
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correlation function in DESY3 cosmic shear data

Firstly, in Figure 6.1 we show the blinded measurements of the integrated shear 3PCFs
ζ±, including auto and cross-correlations between the two redshift bins, and the best-fitting
theory models obtained on performing an MCMC analysis around the measured blinded
data vector using the ζ± emulator developed in Gong et al. (2023) (see chapter 5). It is
reassuring to see that the measured trends of ζ± are consistent with the measurements
seen in simulated data in previous chapters 3, 4, 5.

Figure 6.1: Integrated shear 3-point correlation functions ζ± measured in the blinded Dark
Energy Survey Year 3 (DESY3) cosmic shear data catalogs in two effective tomographic
redshift bins data (red) within 90’ filters. Due to blinding, we do not plot the y-axis tick
marks. The blue curves show the best-fitting theory predictions after running MCMC
chains around the blinded data vectors using the the ζ± emulator developed in Gong et al.
(2023) (see chapter 5).

In Figure 6.2 we present the MCMC constraints from analysing ζ± alongside ξ± on
three cosmological parameters: the amplitude of matter density fluctuations As, amount
of total matter density in units of today’s critical density Ωm, and dark energy equation
of state w0, after the marginalisation of systematic parameters described in chapters 4, 5.
The blinded contours already demonstrate two key results:

1. The addition of ζ± (red) to ξ± (blue) yields significant tightening of cosmological
parameter constraints, especially on w0 (∼ 40% improvement relative to 2PCF
alone). This is in line with the simulated likelihood analysis forecasts presented in
chapter 5 and also the expectation that ζ± is sensitive to the dark energy equation of
state parameter due to the different line-of-sight projection weighting of the lensing
bispectrum compared to ξ± (see chapters 3, 4).

2. Besides being tighter than the ξ± alone contours, the joint ξ± & ζ± constraints in
the data are at the same time consistent with ξ± (as already seen in the simulated
analyses in chapter 5).

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
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Figure 6.2: Cosmological parameter constraints with ζ± from Dark Energy Survey Year
3 (DESY3) cosmic shear data (blinded ; Halder and DES Collaboration (in prep.)) mea-
sured within 90’ filters. Due to blinding, we do not plot the tick marks. Adding ζ± to
the traditional shear 2PCF ξ± (cf. blue vs. red contours) significantly improves the pre-
cision on cosmological parameters such as the dark energy equation of state w0 (∼ 40%
improvement) (other parameters including lensing systematic effects are marginalised
over). MCMC chains were run with the ζ± emulator developed in Gong et al. (2023) (see
chapter 5).

Although we are yet to unblind these results to obtain precise values on these pa-
rameters, the results already indicate the power of harvesting higher-order information
in the form of the integrated 3PCF from cosmic shear datasets. In Figure 6.3, besides
the constraints on the cosmological parameters we also show the constraints on two sys-
tematic parameters: baryonic feedback effects cmin and the nonlinear intrinsic alignment
(IA) model amplitude of galaxies AIA. As discussed in chapters 4, 5 these are two astro-
physical systematic effects which significantly contaminate the true cosmological lensing
signal and hence need to be carefully accounted for to obtain unbiased cosmological results.
Although not as significant as the cosmological parameters, we find that adding ζ± never-
theless brings non-negligible improvements on the constraints on these two parameters as
well. This shows that besides cosmology, the integrated 3PCF can also break degeneracies
between cosmological and systematic parameters appearing at the 2-point level and there-

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
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correlation function in DESY3 cosmic shear data

Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.2 but now also including two systematic parameters — bary-
onic feedback effect cmin and the nonlinear intrinsic alignment (IA) amplitude of galaxies.
Adding ζ± to ξ± (cf. blue vs. red contours) also brings non-negligible improvements on the
precision of these systematic parameters.

fore help in constraining the systematic parameters better as well. This indicates that
higher-order statistics such as integrated shear 3PCF can be used to even self-calibrate
systematic parameters from data.

We note here that the setup used for this blinded analysis is not the final setup envi-
sioned for the full analysis. We plan to analyse more filter sizes for ζ± besides 90 arcminutes.
As forecasted in chapter 5, this would enable even further improvements relative to ξ± on
the parameters compared to a single filter. Moreover, instead of combining the 4 DESY3
source redshift bins into two as done for the blinded analysis (following our strategy of
chapter 5) we plan to perform the analysis with all the 4 redshift bins. This can enable
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even further breaking of degeneracies for the w0 parameter with even further possibilities
of cross-correlations between different tomographic bins for ζ± compared to that for ξ±.
Constraining dark energy to the percent level is one of the key goals in upcoming Stage-
IV surveys such as Vera Rubin Observatory LSST and Euclid Satellite mission, and our
blinded study already shows that ζ± will prove extremely useful to achieve this in the
coming years.

https://rubinobservatory.org
https://www.euclid-ec.org
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Abstract. We present the integrated 3-point correlation functions (3PCF) involving both
the cosmic shear and the galaxy density fields. These are a set of higher-order statistics that
describe the modulation of local 2-point correlation functions (2PCF) by large-scale features
in the fields, and which are easy to measure from galaxy imaging surveys. Based on previous
works on the shear-only integrated 3PCF, we develop the theoretical framework for modelling
5 new statistics involving the galaxy field and its cross-correlations with cosmic shear. Using
realistic galaxy and cosmic shear mocks from simulations, we determine the regime of validity
of our models based on leading-order standard perturbation theory with an MCMC analysis
that recovers unbiased constraints of the amplitude of fluctuations parameter As and the
linear and quadratic galaxy bias parameters b1 and b2. Using Fisher matrix forecasts for
a DES-Y3-like survey, relative to baseline analyses with conventional 3◊2PCFs, we find
that the addition of the shear-only integrated 3PCF can improve cosmological parameter
constraints by 20–40%. The subsequent addition of the new statistics introduced in this
paper can lead to further improvements of 10–20%, even when utilizing only conservatively
large scales where the tree-level models are valid. Our results motivate future work on the
galaxy and shear integrated 3PCFs, which o�er a practical way to extend standard analyses
based on 3◊2PCFs to systematically probe the non-Gaussian information content of cosmic
density fields.

Keywords: cosmological parameters from LSS, galaxy clustering, gravitational lensing, weak
gravitational lensing

ArXiv ePrint: 2305.17132
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1 Introduction

Three popular 2-point statistics employed in weak gravitational lensing surveys are: (i) the
2-point cosmic shear correlation function ›±, (ii) the angular clustering of foreground lens
galaxies ›g, and (iii) the average tangential shear signal of source galaxies around foreground
lens galaxies ›t. Together they are known as the 3◊2-point correlation functions (3◊2PCFs),
jointly probing projections of the late-time power spectrum of matter and galaxy density
perturbations. These statistics form a key analysis tool in current surveys such as DES [1],
KiDS [2], HSC-SSP [3], and are expected to continue to provide even tighter constraints on

– 1 –
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cosmological parameters when upcoming missions like Euclid [4], Vera Rubin’s LSST [5] and
the Nancy Roman Space Telescope [6] go online. However, the late-time matter and galaxy
density fields are non-Gaussian distributed [7] and thus have information contained in higher-
order moments that are not captured by 2-point correlation functions alone. Hence, going
beyond 2-point statistics and investigating higher-order correlation functions is of great in-
terest as they can enable even tighter constraints on cosmological parameters. E�orts on this
front using cosmic shear or galaxy data include the 3-point cosmic shear correlation functions
(3PCF) and third-order aperture mass moments [8–13], galaxy-galaxy-galaxy lensing [14, 15],
density-split statistics [16–19], the lensing aperture mass and convergence PDF [20–22], third-
order convergence moments [23, 24] and weak lensing peak statistics [25–28]. These works
focus mostly on cosmic shear data, with only a few analysing the galaxy and shear fields
together. In particular, a robust framework for joint galaxy and shear cross-correlation anal-
yses for a higher-order equivalent to the 3◊2PCFs that can be directly applied to galaxy
imaging data to obtain improved cosmological constraints has not been developed so far.

Previous works [29–31] have developed a practical higher-order cosmic shear 3-point
statistic called the integrated shear 3-point correlation function ’a±, which measures the
correlation of the 1-point lensing aperture mass and position-dependent cosmic shear 2-point
correlation function measured within sub-patches of the sky.1 This statistic admits a well
defined physical interpretation as the modulation of the small-scale shear 2PCF by long-
wavelength features of the cosmic shear field. In this paper, we extend this framework to
also include the projected foreground galaxy density field and its cross-correlations with the
shear field at the integrated 3PCF level. The new integrated 3PCFs that we introduce in this
paper are obtained by (i) measuring a position-dependent shear 2PCF, a position-dependent
galaxy 2PCF, and a position-dependent tangential shear signal (i.e. a galaxy-shear cross-
2PCF) within survey patches, and then (ii) correlating each of them with either a 1-point
lensing aperture mass Ma or a 1-point average number density of lens galaxies Mg measured
at the same patch locations. This yields a total of 6 galaxy and shear integrated 3-point
correlation functions ’, as illustrated in figure 1.

Concretely, in this paper we introduce these new statistics, derive analytical expressions
for them, and evaluate them using either leading-order standard perturbation theory (SPT)
or the response function (RF) approach to perturbation theory [36]. For the integrated
3PCFs that involve the galaxy density field (which are all except the ’a± statistic studied
previously in refs. [29–31] that can be computed accurately in the nonlinear regime using
RF), we investigate the regime of validity of our SPT models against measurements from
realistic DES-like shear and galaxy mocks. Through Fisher forecasts for a DES-like survey,
we also investigate the constraining power of these statistics relative to the conventional
3◊2PCFs. We find that the addition of ’a± (the integrated 3PCF computed from only the
shear field) already allows for significant improvements of 20≠40% on parameters such as the
cold-dark matter density �cdm, amplitude of primordial density fluctuations As, dark energy
equation of state parameter w0, reduced Hubble parameter h and even the linear galaxy bias
parameter b1. Adding the galaxy integrated 3PCFs and utilizing only the large scales where
their leading-order SPT models are valid allows for further improvements of ≥ 10%, which
can increase to ≥ 20% when investigating extended cosmologies such as with a dynamical
dark energy equation of state parameter. Our results strongly motivate further work on these

1Readers interested in the development history of the integrated 3PCF are referred to refs. [29–35] for
details.

– 2 –
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Figure 1. Illustration showing the ingredients needed for computing the integrated 3PCFs using
both cosmic shear (filled blue ellipses) and foreground lens galaxy (filled red ellipses) fields. The
ingredients are the position-dependent shear 2PCFs ›±, position-dependent tangential shear 2PCFs
›t and the position-dependent galaxy clustering 2PCFs ›g measured inside apertures on the sky
(left, middle and right, respectively). Also needed are the 1-point weak lensing aperture mass Ma

(blue circles) and the 1-point average galaxy density contrast Mg (red circles), both measured in the
same apertures/patches. The 6 integrated 3PCFs ’a±, ’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg (left to right starting from
top-left in the illustration) are measured by correlating the 3 position-dependent 2PCFs and the 2
aperture masses. Background image: Hubble Legacy Field. Credit: NASA, ESA and Hubble Legacy
Field team.

practical higher-order galaxy and shear integrated 3-point statistics, which have the potential
to improve cosmological, as well as galaxy bias parameter constraints using real survey data.

The rest of this paper is as follows. In sections 2, 3 and 4 we present the theory
expressions for the 3◊2PCFs, the position-dependent 1- and 2-point statistics, and the 6
integrated 3PCFs ’. We present the lensing and galaxy mocks we use in this work in section 5,
and our data vector measurements and covariance estimation in section 6. In section 7
we present the comparison of our theoretical models against simulations (section 7.1), the
validation of our models using Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) analyses (section 7.2),
and Fisher forecasts (section 7.3) to investigate the constraining power of the integrated
3PCFs on cosmological and galaxy bias parameters. We summarise and conclude in section 8.
Appendix A describes more details about the 2D projected shear and galaxy density fields. In
appendix B we present expressions for the galaxy bias terms calculated in the halo occupation
distribution (HOD) formalism. Appendix C details the expressions of the galaxy-matter
power- and bi-spectrum models at leading order in SPT. In appendix D we discuss details of
the point mass contribution to the correlations involving the tangential shear 2PCF.

– 3 –
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2 2-point correlations of shear and galaxy fields

We study the correlations of two projected cosmic density fields, namely the weak lensing
shear field and the projected galaxy density contrast field.2 We refer the reader to appendix A
for further details about these two fields.

The weak lensing convergence Ÿ(◊) can be expressed as a line-of-sight projection of the
3D matter density contrast field ”3D

m [37–39]

Ÿ(◊) =
⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰ qŸ(‰) ”3D

m (x, ·), (2.1)

where x = (‰◊,‰) is the 3D comoving position with ‰ the comoving radial coordinate,
· = ·0 ≠ ‰ the conformal time coordinate with ·0 the present day conformal time, and qŸ(‰)
the lensing projection kernel for source galaxies which follow a normalized distribution p(‰Õ):

qŸ(‰) = 3H2
0�m

2c2
‰

a(‰)

⁄ ‰lim

‰
d‰Õp(‰Õ)‰Õ ≠ ‰

‰Õ . (2.2)

Here, ‰lim is the upper integral limit of the comoving coordinate usually taken to be the size
of the comoving horizon of the observable Universe and a(‰) is the scale factor of the Universe
parametrized in terms of ‰ which we also utilise as a time coordinate instead of · . H0 is the
Hubble parameter and �m is the total matter density parameter today. The weak lensing
shear “(◊) = “1(◊) + i“2(◊) at a given angular position ◊ on the sky, which can be directly
estimated using source galaxy shapes, is a complex quantity where the shear components “1
and “2 are specified in a chosen Cartesian frame (we will work in 2D flat-sky). One can relate
this complex shear field to the convergence field through second-order derivatives of the 2D
lensing potential. In Fourier space, the shear “(¸) is related to the convergence Ÿ(¸) via3

“(¸) = (¸x + i ¸y)2
¸2 Ÿ(¸) = e2i„¸Ÿ(¸) ; for ¸ ”= 0, (2.3)

where ¸ =
Ò

¸2
x + ¸2

y and „¸ = arctan(¸y/¸x) is the polar angle of ¸.
The local comoving number density of galaxies at comoving position x and time · can

be written in terms of the number density contrast of galaxies ”3D
g (x, ·) as

n3D
g (x, ·) = n̄3D

g (·)[1 + ”3D
g (x, ·)], (2.4)

where n̄3D
g (·) is the cosmic mean comoving number density of galaxies. The 2D projected

galaxy density contrast field ”2D
g (◊) can then be defined as a line-of-sight projection of ”3D

g

”2D
g (◊) =

⁄
d‰ qg(‰) ”3D

g (x, ·), (2.5)

where qg(‰) is a normalized projection kernel of galaxies, which in this case is identified
as the observed distribution of foreground lens galaxies i.e. qg(‰) = p(‰). The ”3D

g field is
considered to be a tracer of the underlying matter field ” © ”3D

m , which can be expressed using
2To simplify the language, we will drop ‘projected’ in ‘projected galaxy density field’ from hereon.
3To ease the notation, we distinguish between real- and Fourier-space variables by their arguments. For

example, Ÿ(◊) and Ÿ(¸) are the lensing convergence representations in real and Fourier space, respectively.

– 4 –
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a series expansion of operators O with accompanying bias coe�cients bO(·) and stochasticity
parameters ‘O(x, ·) (see ref. [40] for a comprehensive review):

”3D
g (x, ·) =

ÿ

O
bO(·)O(x, ·) +

5
‘(x, ·) +

ÿ

O
‘O(x, ·) O(x, ·)

6
. (2.6)

Specifically, up to second order in perturbations this equation can be written as

”3D
g (x, ·) = b”(·) ”(x, ·) + b”2(·) ”2(x, ·) + bK2(·) K2(x, ·) +

Ë
‘(x, ·) + ‘”(x, ·) ”(x, ·)

È
,

(2.7)
where K2 = KijK

ij is the square of the 3D tidal field Kij =
1

ˆiˆj
Ò2 ≠ ”ij

3

2
”3D
m . In this

equation we have ignored higher-order spatial derivatives of ”3D
m . The bias parameters bO(·)

are interpreted as the response of the local number density of galaxies n3D
g (x, ·) to changes

in the amplitude of the operators O(x, ·); they absorb the complicated details of small-scale
galaxy formation and evolution [41]. These bias terms are often expressed using another
notation b1 © b”, b2 © 2b”2 , bs2 © 2bK2 which we adopt throughout. The terms inside the
square brackets in eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) denote the non-deterministic (stochastic) part of the
galaxy-matter relation which arise due to perturbations on small scales in the underlying O
fields. Similar to the deterministic bias relation, the stochastic relation comes with its own
free parameters ‘O and an o�set term ‘.4 We shall consider the bias and stochastic terms to
be time-independent inside a given galaxy redshift bin.

Using the (cross-) correlations of the cosmic shear and galaxy density contrast fields,
we can construct three 2PCFs:

• Cosmic shear 2PCFs ›± (shear-shear) defined by correlating the rotated shear “„– at
two angular positions ◊ and ◊ + – on the shear field, where “„– at each point is
computed along the direction „– of the separation vector – between the two points
(see appendix A or refs. [42, 43]),

›ij+(–) © È“i„–
(◊)“jú„–

(◊ + –)Í =
⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
P ij

Ÿ (¸)J0(¸–),

›ij≠(–) © È“i„–
(◊)“j„–

(◊ + –)Í =
⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
P ij

Ÿ (¸)J4(¸–);
(2.8)

• Angular galaxy clustering 2PCF ›g (galaxy-galaxy) measured by correlating two points
separated by – on the galaxy density contrast field ”2D

g [44]:

›ijg (–) © È”2D,i
g (◊)”2D,j

g (◊ + –)Í =
⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
P ij
g (¸)J0(¸–); (2.9)

• Tangential shear 2PCF ›t (galaxy-shear), which is the cross-correlation of the fore-
ground galaxy density field with the rotated shear of a background source galaxy along
the direction of the separation vector – joining the foreground lens and the background
source galaxy.5 It can be written as (see appendix D or ref. [44]):

›ijt (–) © È”2D,i
g (◊)“j„–

(◊ + –)Í =
⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
P ij
t (¸)J2(¸–)

¸ ˚˙ ˝
›ij,PT
t (–)

+ Mi
t

–2 , (2.10)

4We assume the stochastic terms to be Poisson random variables (see section C). Exploring non-Poisson
stochasticity in the context of the integrated 3PCF is left to future work.

5This 2PCF is also known as galaxy-galaxy lensing in literature, but we refrain from calling it so to avoid
confusions with the galaxy-galaxy clustering 2PCF.
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where we include the contribution from the so-called point-mass term, whose amplitude
Mt is a free parameter of the model. These terms are due to the fact that there are
small nonlinear scales, which are not well captured by perturbation theory ›PT

t , but
which can still contribute to the signal on large scales due to the nonlocal nature of the
tangential shear signal (see appendix D or ref. [45] for more details).

In the equations above, the superscripts i, j denote tomographic bins of the background
shear source galaxies or the foreground lens galaxies. We consider only the so-called E-
mode shear fields, for which the imaginary parts of ›± and ›t vanish. In the last equalities
in eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), we have related the real space 2PCFs to the corresponding
lensing/galaxy (cross-) power spectra through inverse harmonic transforms (with Jn being
the n-th order ordinary Bessel function of the first kind). These spectra can in turn be
expressed as line-of-sight projections of the 3D matter/galaxy (cross-) power spectra using
the Limber approximation [44, 46, 47] (see appendix C):

P ij
Ÿ (¸) =

⁄
d‰

qiŸ(‰)qjŸ(‰)
‰2 P 3D

mm

3
¸

‰
,‰

4
, (2.11a)

P ij
g (¸) =

⁄
d‰

qig(‰)qjg(‰)
‰2 P 3D

gg

3
¸

‰
,‰

4
, (2.11b)

P ij
t (¸) =

⁄
d‰

qig(‰)qjŸ(‰)
‰2 P 3D

gm

3
¸

‰
,‰

4
. (2.11c)

Here, we have defined the convergence power spectrum in Fourier space as
(2fi)2P ij

Ÿ (¸)”D(¸ + ¸Õ) = ÈŸi(¸)Ÿj(¸Õ)Í, the 2D galaxy number density contrast power spec-
trum as (2fi)2P ij

g (¸)”D(¸ + ¸Õ) = È”2D,i
g (¸)”2D,j

g (¸Õ)Í, and the convergence-galaxy cross-power
spectrum as (2fi)2P ij

t (¸)”D(¸ + ¸Õ) = È”2D,i
g (¸)Ÿj(¸Õ)Í. We evaluate only the auto-correlations

of galaxies in ›g within the same foreground galaxy redshift bin, i.e. i = j, because the
cross-correlation between galaxy density fields ›ijg in di�erent redshift bins i ”= j is small.6

We use HMCODE [48] to evaluate the nonlinear matter power spectrum P 3D
mm that enters

the calculation of ›±. To evaluate P 3D
gg and P 3D

gm, which enter the calculation of ›g and ›t,
we will rely on standard perturbation theory (SPT). Concretely, we work to leading order
(tree-level) and evaluate these 3D spectra as Pgg = b21Pmm+P‘‘ and Pgm = b1Pmm, where P‘‘

is the power spectrum of the stochastic field ‘(x) (see appendix C). Note that owing to our
inability to make predictions for galaxy clustering observations on small, nonlinear scales,
the galaxy-related statistics will be limited to larger scales compared to ›±.

We note already here that 3◊2PCFs analyses are able to simultaneously constrain both
the b1 and the As parameters, where As is the amplitude of the primordial scalar power
spectrum; at leading-order, ›± Ã As, ›t Ã b1As and ›g Ã b21As. We will see later that
when we also consider the integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy density field, which display
di�erent scalings with b1 and As, they will allow for further breaking of degeneracies and
help put tighter constraints.

3 Position-dependent statistics of shear and galaxy fields

Having looked at the global 2PCFs, we turn our attention now to position-dependent quan-
tities, i.e. statistics of the fields within sub-patches of the survey (cf. figure 1).

6E�ects such as lensing magnification can induce non-zero correlations between galaxies in di�erent redshift
bins [44], but we defer the modelling of these e�ects to future work.
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3.1 Position-dependent 2-point correlation functions
First, we consider the case of the position-dependent 2PCFs which we define as 2PCFs mea-
sured inside finite patches. Following the mathematical formalism of ref. [29], we can write the
angle-averaged cosmic shear, galaxy clustering and the tangential shear position-dependent
2PCFs as

›ij+(–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d„–

2fi

⁄
d2◊ “i„–

(◊; ◊C)“jú„–
(◊ + –; ◊C), (3.1a)

›ij≠(–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d„–

2fi

⁄
d2◊ “i„–

(◊; ◊C)“j„–
(◊ + –; ◊C), (3.1b)

›ijg (–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d„–

2fi

⁄
d2◊ ”2D,i

g (◊; ◊C)”2D,j
g (◊ + –; ◊C), (3.1c)

›ijt (–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d„–

2fi

⁄
d2◊ ”2D,i

g (◊; ◊C)“j„–
(◊ + –; ◊C), (3.1d)

where the windowed rotated shear with respect to direction „– at location ◊ inside a top-hat
aperture W centred at ◊C reads

“„–(◊; ◊C) = “„–(◊)W (◊ ≠ ◊C), (3.2)

and
”2D
g (◊; ◊C) = ”2D

g (◊)W (◊ ≠ ◊C) (3.3)
is the windowed 2D galaxy density contrast at location ◊ inside the same top-hat. The area
normalization factor is given by

A2pt(–) =
⁄ d„–

2fi

⁄
d2◊ W (◊ ≠ ◊C)W (◊ + – ≠ ◊C) =

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
W (¸)2J0(¸–), (3.4)

where in the last equality we have used the Fourier space representation of the window func-
tion and used the fact that we adopt only azimuthally symmetric apertures W . Specifically,
for a top-hat filter of angular radius ◊T , we have:

W (¸) = W (¸) = 2fi◊2
T

J1(¸◊T )
¸◊T

. (3.5)

In Fourier space, these statistics can be expressed as (using eq. (2.3) and following
similar derivation steps as in refs. [29, 30])

›ij+(–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄

„–

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2

⁄

q1
Ÿi(¸1)Ÿj(¸2)e2i(„¸1≠„¸2 )W (q1)W (¸12 ≠ q1)ei(q1≠¸1)·–ei¸12·◊C ,

(3.6a)

›ij≠(–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄

„–

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2

⁄

q1
Ÿi(¸1)Ÿj(¸2)e2i(„¸1+„¸2≠4i„–)W (q1)W (¸12 ≠ q1)

◊ ei(q1≠¸1)·–ei¸12·◊C , (3.6b)

›ijg (–; ◊C) = 1
A2pt(–)

⁄

„–

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2

⁄

q1
”2D,i
g (¸1)”2D,j

g (¸2)W (q1)W (¸12 ≠ q1)ei(q1≠¸1)·–ei¸12·◊C ,

(3.6c)

›ijt (–; ◊C) = ≠1
A2pt(–)

⁄

„–

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2

⁄

q1
”2D,i
g (¸1)Ÿj(¸2)e2i(„¸2≠„–)W (q1)W (¸12 ≠ q1)

◊ ei(q1≠¸1)·–ei¸12·◊C . (3.6d)
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The „¸1 and „¸2 are polar angles of the wavevectors ¸1, ¸2, respectively. We also defined the
shorthand notations

s
„–

© s
d„–/(2fi),

s
¸ © s

d2¸/(2fi)2 and ¸12...n © ¸1 + ¸2 + . . . + ¸n. It
can be shown that, as expected, the ensemble averages of these position-dependent 2PCFs
give the corresponding global 2PCFs.

3.2 Position-dependent 1-point statistics

In order to predict the integrated 3PCFs we also need position-dependent 1-point statistics.
We consider in particular the 1-point lensing aperture mass statistic and the 1-point average
galaxy density contrast.

The 1-point lensing aperture mass in shear tomographic bin i is defined as [38]

M i
a(◊C) =

⁄
d2◊ “it(◊,„◊≠◊C )Q(◊ ≠ ◊C) =

⁄
d2◊ Ÿi(◊)U(◊ ≠ ◊C) =

⁄

¸
Ÿi(¸)U(¸)ei¸·◊C ,

(3.7)

where in the last equality we have used the Fourier space representation of the aperture
mass. In practice, this can be measured as a weighted mean of the tangential shear field “t ©
Ÿ[“„◊≠◊C

] inside a compensated filter Q centred at location ◊C ; the Fourier representation
in terms of the lensing convergence is useful from a theoretical modelling perspective. These
compensated filters by definition satisfy:

⁄
d2◊ U(◊ ≠ ◊C) =

⁄
d2◊ Q(◊ ≠ ◊C) = 0, (3.8)

and hence an area normalisation term for this lensing aperture mass is irrelevant. We adopt
the following azimuthally-symmetric form for the U and Q filters [49]:

U(◊) = 1
2fi◊2

ap

A
1 ≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
exp

A
≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
; Q(◊) = ◊2

4fi◊2
ap

exp
A

≠ ◊2

2◊2
ap

B
, (3.9)

where the aperture scale of the compensated filter is denoted by ◊ap. The Fourier space
expression for U (which we use for theoretical predictions) is given by

U(¸) =
⁄

d2◊ U(◊)e≠i¸·◊ =
¸2◊2

ap

2 exp
A

≠¸2◊2
ap

2

B
. (3.10)

Additionally, we also define the 1-point projected average galaxy density within a top-hat
filter W centred at location ◊C and measured in foreground lens tomographic bin i as

M i
g(◊C) © 1

AW

⁄
d2◊ ”2D,i

g (◊)W (◊ ≠ ◊C) = 1
AW

⁄

¸
”2D,i
g (¸)W (¸)ei¸·◊C . (3.11)

The area normalisation term in this case is given by

AW =
⁄

d2◊ W (◊ ≠ ◊C), (3.12)

which is simply the area enclosed by the top-hat filter.
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4 Integrated 3-point correlations of shear and galaxy fields

We now have all of the ingredients needed to compute the integrated 3-point correlation
functions involving the cosmic shear and the galaxy density contrast fields. In essence, an
integrated 3PCF is simply the correlation between (i) a position dependent 1-point weighted
mean within a patch of the survey with (ii) the position-dependent 2PCF measured at the
same patch location (see figure 1). In refs. [29–31], the authors studied the case of the
integrated shear 3PCF ’a±(–),7 which corresponds to the correlation between the 1-point
lensing aperture mass Ma(◊C) with the position-dependent shear 2PCFs ›±(–; ◊C). With the
galaxy density contrast field, we can construct 5 additional such cross-correlations, enabling
a total of 6 integrated 3PCFs. The derivation steps are similar for all 6 statistics [29], which
can be written as

’ijka± (–) =
e
M i

a(◊C) ›jk± (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijka±(¸)J0/4(¸–), (4.1a)

’ijkg± (–) =
e
M i

g(◊C) ›jk± (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
AWA2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijkg± (¸)J0/4(¸–), (4.1b)

’ijkag (–) =
e
M i

a(◊C) ›jkg (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijkag (¸)J0(¸–), (4.1c)

’ijkgg (–) =
e
M i

g(◊C) ›jkg (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
AWA2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijkgg (¸)J0(¸–), (4.1d)

’ijkat (–) =
e
M i

a(◊C) ›jkt (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
A2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijkat (¸)J2(¸–)

¸ ˚˙ ˝
’ijk,PT
at (–)

+ Mj
at

–2 , (4.1e)

’ijkgt (–) =
e
M i

g(◊C) ›jkt (–; ◊C)
f

= 1
AWA2pt(–)

⁄ d¸ ¸

2fi
Bijkgt (¸)J2(¸–)

¸ ˚˙ ˝
’ijk,PT
gt (–)

+
Mj

gt

–2 , (4.1f)

where i labels the source or lens tomographic bin inside which we measure either Ma or
Mg, and j and k denote the tomographic bins used to compute the three position-dependent
2PCFs ›±, ›g, ›t. The angle brackets denote ensemble average (or in practice, averaging over
all patch positions ◊C).

The equations above write the real-space ’ in terms of their corresponding Fourier-
space counterparts called the integrated bispectra B(¸). These integrated bispectra can be
expressed in terms of line-of-sight projections of 3D matter and galaxy (cross-) bispectra

7In ref. [30] the authors denoted the integrated shear 3PCF as ’±. To be consistent with the notations of
the other integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy field that we introduce in this work, we denote the integrated
shear 3PCF as ’a± with the added subscript ‘a’ to specify the involvement of the lensing aperture mass Ma

in this statistic.
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using the Limber approximation [50] as (see appendix C)8

Bijka±(¸) =
⁄

d‰
qiŸ(‰)qjŸ(‰)qkŸ(‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
mmm

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
e2i(„¸2û„≠¸12)

◊ U(¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸), (4.2a)

Bijkg± (¸) =
⁄

d‰
qig(‰)qjŸ(‰)qkŸ(‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
gmm

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
e2i(„¸2û„≠¸12)

◊ W (¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸), (4.2b)

Bijkag (¸) =
⁄

d‰
qiŸ(‰)qjg(‰)qkg (‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
mgg

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
U(¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸),

(4.2c)

Bijkgg (¸) =
⁄

d‰
qig(‰)qjg(‰)qkg (‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
ggg

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
W (¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸),

(4.2d)

Bijkat (¸) =
⁄

d‰
qiŸ(‰)qjg(‰)qkŸ(‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
mgm

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
e2i„≠¸12

◊ U(¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸), (4.2e)

Bijkgt (¸) =
⁄

d‰
qig(‰)qjg(‰)qkŸ(‰)

‰4

⁄

¸1

⁄

¸2
B3D
ggm

3
¸1
‰
,
¸2
‰
,
≠¸12

‰
; ‰

4
e2i„≠¸12

◊ W (¸1)W (¸2 + ¸)W (≠¸12 ≠ ¸). (4.2f)
For the shear-only Ba±, ref. [30] showed that the 3D nonlinear matter bispectrum B3D

mmm can
be modelled accurately using the response approach to perturbation theory [36]. This is the
calculation we adopt here, which allows to evaluate ’a± down to nonlinear scales as a function
of cosmological and baryonic physics parameters. For the remainder of the integrated bispec-
tra that involve the galaxy density field, we model the corresponding bispectra at leading-
order in perturbation theory; we do not display all of these expressions here, but the interested
reader can find them in appendix C. In particular, the various integrated 3PCFs display dif-
ferent scalings of the galaxy bias terms. Concretely, ’a± Ã A2

s; ’g±, ’at Ã {b1A2
s, b2A

2
s, bs2A

2
s};

’ag, ’gt Ã {b21A2
s, b1b2A

2
s, b1bs2A

2
s, b1As/n̄} and ’gg Ã {b31A2

s, b
2
1b2A

2
s, b

2
1bs2A

2
s, b

2
1As/n̄}; here, n̄

denotes the mean number density of galaxies in a given tomographic bin. The di�erent sen-
sitivity of the 6 integrated 3PCFs to the galaxy bias and cosmological parameters relative to
the 3 global 2PCFs9 discussed in section 2 indicates that joint analyses of these statistics can
help to lift parameter degeneracies, leading to tighter parameter constraints overall.

In eqs. (4.1e) and (4.1f) for ’at and ’gt, we note again the presence of point-mass
contributions with amplitude Mat and Mgt. These statistics involve the position-dependent

8In order to perform the numerical integrations in the predictions for B we use the Monte-Carlo Vegas
algorithm [51]. Moreover, instead of using the inverse Hankel transform integrals directly to convert the B(¸)
to real space integrated 3PCFs ’(–) (and also the P(¸) to real space 2PCFs ›(–)), we use expressions with
summation over ¸ as given in ref. [52] (see their eq. (9)), which are exact in the curved-sky case and more
accurate in that they take into account the finite bin widths in which the correlation functions are measured
in the data.

9See refs. [29, 30] for detailed discussions on the di�erent dependence of ›± and ’a± on cosmological
parameters.
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tangential shear 2PCF, which is why these parameters are introduced due to the nonlocality
of the tangential shear signal. The derivation of these point-mass term contributions is shown
in appendix D.

We also note that the correlations involving the 1-point average galaxy density Mg(◊C)
are susceptible to imaging systematics as they directly probe the number density of galaxies
within apertures. The presence of a position-dependent systematic e�ect a�ecting the ob-
served foreground lens galaxy number count at di�erent locations ◊C on a survey footprint
may therefore impact the measurements of the ’g±, ’gt, ’gg statistics. We leave the inves-
tigation of the impact of such observational systematic e�ects in the integrated 3PCFs to
future work.

5 Simulations

In this section we present the simulated data we use in order to test our theoretical models
of the integrated 3PCFs discussed in the previous section. We use the publicly available
cosmological simulation data from ref. [53] (hereafter referred to as the T17 simulations).10

In our work, we use the full-sky lightcone halo catalogues and cosmic shear lensing maps of
the simulation suite. The simulation data products were obtained from a gravity-only N-
body simulation in a �CDM cosmology with the following parameters: �cdm = 0.233, �b =
0.046, �m = �cdm + �b = 0.279, �� = 0.721, h = 0.7, ‡8 = 0.82 and ns = 0.97. The
amplitude of the primordial scalar perturbations As corresponding to the T17 value of ‡8 is
As = 2.197 ◊ 10≠9 (we work with As in our paper instead of ‡8). Halos and sub-halos in the
simulation were identified using the six-dimensional phase-space friends-of-friends algorithm
ROCKSTAR [54]. These halo catalogues were combined in layers of shells to obtain full-sky
lightcone halo catalogues. The simulation boxes were also ray traced using the multiple-lens
plane ray-tracing algorithm GRAYTRIX [55, 56] to obtain weak lensing shear maps for several
source redshifts between z = 0.05 and z = 5.3. We utilize 108 realizations of these data
products, obtained from multiple realizations of the T17 simulations.

As discussed in refs. [53, 57], the T17 maps su�er from systematic e�ects associated
with, for example, the thickness of the lens shells that may need to be incorporated into the
theory predictions for fairer comparisons. In this work we do not perform these corrections
explicitly since, as we will see below, we find good agreement between simulations and our
theory predictions at DES Y3-like survey precision.

5.1 Simulated weak lensing shear maps

To create a mock shear map from the T17 simulations we use a realistic source galaxy
distribution. In order to do that we combine the simulated T17 cosmic shear data products at
individual source redshifts according to a source distribution p(z) inspired from the DES Year
3 analysis. We use the same scheme as that used in ref. [31], in particular we consider their
second tomographic bin (cf. blue dashed distribution in figure 2 of ref. [31]; this corresponds
to a combination of the third and fourth DES Year 3 tomographic bins). The shear map
is in Healpix [58] pixel format to which we add 5 galaxies per arcmin2 to mimic the shape
noise level expected for DES Year 6 (we refer the reader to ref. [29] for more details about
the addition of shape noise).

10The simulation data products are at http://cosmo.phys.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/takahasi/allsky_raytracing/.
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Lens BIN2 p(z)

Source p(z)

Figure 2. The distribution of lens and source galaxies used for creating our mock galaxy and shear
sky maps. The red and brown curves indicate the p(z) of the mock HOD lens galaxies in redshift BIN1
and BIN2, respectively. The source galaxy sample p(z) is shown in blue dashed. For visualization
only, the distributions are scaled to have the same maximum at unity.

5.2 Mock HOD galaxy catalogues
For the purpose of measuring the correlations on the galaxy density field we require mock
galaxy catalogues. Being a gravity-only N-body simulation, the T17 suite does not come with
galaxy catalogues. We hence create our own full-sky galaxy mocks by populating the T17
halo catalogues using an empirical Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) method [59] based
on the widely used halo model of large-scale structure (see ref. [60] for a review). Briefly,
an HOD model describes a probability distribution P (Ng|Mh) for a halo mass Mh to host
Ng galaxies. We follow ref. [61] who used a 4-parameter HOD model to investigate the lens
galaxy samples used in the DES data.

Concretely, the HOD model separates the contribution from central and satellite galax-
ies, and has the following functional forms for the mean values of the central and satellite
galaxies, respectively:

ÈNcen|MhÍ = 1
2

C
1 + erf

A
logMh ≠ logMmin

‡logMh

B D
, (5.1)

ÈNsat|MhÍ = ÈNcen|MhÍ
3
Mh

M1

4“

. (5.2)

The first equation describes the mean number of central galaxies hosted by halos of mass
Mh; Mmin and ‡logMh

are the parameters of a smooth step-function. One can understand
Mmin as the mass at which half of the halos with this mass host a central galaxy and ‡logMh

gives the scatter around the halo mass Mh. The second equation gives the mean number
of satellite galaxies within halos of mass Mh, and is parametrized by “, a power-law index
for the mass dependence of the number of satellites and M1, the threshold mass for halos to
start hosting at least one satellite. The total mean number of galaxies hosted by halos of
mass Mh is

ÈNg|MhÍ = ÈNcen|MhÍ + ÈNsat|MhÍ. (5.3)
Table 1 lists our HOD parameters for two lens tomographic redshift bins that we use

in our analyses. They are close to those in ref. [61] for their first and third MagLim sample
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Lens bin log10 Mmin ‡log10 Mh
log10 M1 “ n̄3D

g [Mpc≠3] b1 b2 bs2

BIN1 (z=0.2–0.4) 12.40 0.2 13.40 0.65 1.2 ◊ 10≠3 1.32 ≠0.52 ≠0.18
BIN2 (z=0.55–0.7) 12.03 0.014 13.37 0.52 0.4 ◊ 10≠3 1.93 0.19 ≠0.53

Table 1. HOD model parameters used in this work for populating mock lens galaxies in the T17 halo
catalogues. Halo masses are expressed in units of M§. Also listed are the galaxy number density and
bias parameter values obtained for each redshift bin.

bins (see table D2 of ref. [61]), and as a result, they result in similar galaxy number densities
to the MagLim sample. For our HOD parameters, using eq. (B.2) in appendix B, we have
also computed the galaxy bias parameters bO(z) averaged over the redshift distributions of
the lens bins. We use the halo mass function formula of ref. [62] and (i) the halo b1 fitting
function from ref. [63] to compute b1 for the galaxies, (ii) the halo b2(b1) fitting function from
ref. [64] to compute the galaxy b2, and (iii) the co-evolution relation bs2 = ≠4

7(b1 ≠1) [40, 65]
to obtain the galaxy bs2 . We take these values to be the fiducial bias parameters of our HOD
samples; the bias values are listed in table 1.

To create the actual mock galaxy catalogues from the T17 simulation, we first combine
the halo shells to obtain the halos in our two lens redshift intervals. Identifying Mh withM200b
(the mass enclosed inside a radius where the mean density is 200 times the background matter
density), we use the HOD model described above to populate each halo in the catalogue with
galaxies. For a given halo we perform a Bernoulli draw with expectation given by eq. (5.1)
to get Ncen and a Poisson random draw with expectation given by eq. (5.2) to obtain Nsat.
The central galaxies are placed at the halo centres, whereas the satellite galaxies are placed
randomly around the halo centre following a Navarro-Frenk-White distribution [66] (this
is as in ref. [67]). We note further that we restrict ourselves to using halos with masses
M200b > 1.1 ◊ 1012 M§/h for BIN1 and M200b > 5.1 ◊ 1012 M§/h for BIN2 to remain largely
una�ected by the mass resolution limit of the simulation in the respective redshift ranges
(see table 1 of ref. [53] for mass-cut details).

In order to obtain smoothed looking distribution of lens galaxies in a tomographic bin as
expected from photometric galaxy imaging surveys like DES, we first populate HOD galaxies
in halos within and beyond the boundaries of the desired redshift range of the tomographic
bin. To every true redshift ztrue of these simulated HOD galaxies, we associate a mock
‘observed’ galaxy redshift zobs = ztrue + ”z where ”z is drawn from a Gaussian with mean
0 and standard deviation ‡z = 0.02 to mimic a photometric uncertainty in the galaxy’s
redshift [68, 69]. We then select those galaxies whose zobs fall within the tomographic bin’s
redshift range and use their corresponding ztrue values to obtain the distribution. The shapes
of the mock galaxy distributions in the two redshift bins are shown in figure 2. Finally, we
project the galaxy catalogues to 2D grids in Healpix format with NSIDE = 2048 to obtain
galaxy number counts maps, which we use to measure the auto- and cross-correlations of the
galaxy and cosmic shear fields.

6 Measurements and data covariance

We measure the galaxy and shear correlations on 6 non-overlapping 5000 deg2 circular foot-
prints carved from each all-sky T17 galaxy/shear map; the footprint area is chosen to be
representative of a DES-like survey. Over the 108 T17 realizations, this results in a total of
648 DES-sized galaxy and shear maps that we use to obtain our mean data vector and to
estimate its covariance.
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We follow the same measurement strategy (using the public code TreeCorr [43]) as
ref. [29] for the shear-only ’a± statistic. The position-dependent 2PCFs11 ›̂(–; ◊C) (cf. fig-
ure 1) are measured on the shear and galaxy density maps within top-hat windows W with
radius ◊T = 130 arcmin in 15 log-spaced angular bins within the range – œ [5, 250] arcmin.
The 1-point lensing aperture mass M̂a(◊C) at location ◊C is estimated using shear measure-
ments within a compensated window Q with an aperture scale ◊ap = 130 arcmin (visualized
as blue apertures in figure 1). The 1-point average galaxy density contrast M̂g(◊C) on the
other hand is measured by taking the mean of the pixel values of the foreground lens galaxy
density map within the same top-hat window W where the ›̂(–; ◊C) are measured (visualized
as red apertures in figure 1). In each 5000 deg2 footprint, these apertures are distributed
to cover the whole area with only slight overlap between adjacent patches resulting in order
1000 patches across the footprint. The integrated 3PCFs are then estimated as

’̂xy(–) = 1
Np

Npÿ

i=1
M̂x(◊C,i) ›̂y(–,◊C,i) , (6.1)

where x œ {a, g}, y œ {±, t, g} and the sum runs over the Np patches centered at ◊C,i. On
the other hand, the global 2PCFs ›̂(–) in a given footprint are estimated with TreeCorr by
using all the pixel values for shear or the galaxy density contrast within the entire footprint.

The full mean data vector is then obtained as the average over the estimates from the
648 mock footprints. For the case of a single lens and single source redshift bin, the data
vector consists of the following correlations:

d © { ›+, ›≠, ’a+, ’a≠¸ ˚˙ ˝
shear-only

, ›g, ’gg¸ ˚˙ ˝
galaxy-only

, ›t, ’at, ’ag, ’g+, ’g≠, ’gt¸ ˚˙ ˝
galaxy-shear cross-correlations¸ ˚˙ ˝
galaxy correlations

}. (6.2)

To aid in our discussions below, we organize the data vector into di�erent types of contri-
butions. The first 4 components are the cosmic shear-only ›± and ’a± correlations; the 5th
and 6th components are the galaxy-only correlations ›g, ’gg; the remaining components corre-
spond to the galaxy-shear cross-correlations. We denote the galaxy-only and the galaxy-shear
cross-correlations together as galaxy correlations indicating that they involve the galaxy field.
Accounting for our other lens redshift bin results in additional galaxy correlation terms.

The data covariance matrix is estimated from the mocks as

Ĉ = 1
Ns ≠ 1

Nsÿ

i=1
(d̂i ≠ d̂)(d̂i ≠ d̂)T, (6.3)

where Ns = 648 is the number of mock footprints, d̂i is the data vector measured in the i-th
footprint, and d̂ the sample mean over the Ns realizations. To get an unbiased estimate of
the inverse covariance matrix we apply the correction [70]

C≠1 = Ns ≠ Nd ≠ 2
Ns ≠ 1 Ĉ≠1 , (6.4)

where Nd is the length of the data vector. For our two lens bins and single source bin we
have 20 components in d, each with 15 data points making a total of 300 data points before
the application of any scale cuts. All of the components of our data vector are shown by
the black points with error bars in figure 3; the error bars shown are the square root of the
diagonal of the covariance matrix.

11The hat in ›̂(–; ◊C) indicates that this is an estimate of the corresponding statistic from data.
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7 Results

In this section we present our main numerical results for the modelling and cosmological
constraining power of the integrated 3PCFs. First, we discuss the regime of validity of our
perturbation theory model for the galaxy correlations, i.e. ›t, ›g, ’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt. Then, we
demonstrate the ability of our galaxy correlation models to recover unbiased constraints on
As, as well as on the bias parameters b1 and b2 of the mock galaxy samples through an MCMC
likelihood analysis. Finally, we present Fisher forecast results where we investigate the con-
straining power of a joint 3◊2PCF and integrated 3PCF analysis using all the correlations
i.e., both cosmic shear-only (›±, ’a±) as well as galaxy correlations.

7.1 Comparison of theoretical models to measurements from simulations

Figure 3 compares the components of our data vector in eq. (6.2) (black dots) with our
theory model predictions from sections 2 and 4 evaluated at the fiducial cosmology and bias
parameters (red curves).

The first row shows the cosmic shear-only correlations, namely the global shear 2PCFs
›± and the integrated shear-only 3PCFs ’a±; recall these are evaluated using the nonlinear
matter power spectrum from the HMCODE and the response approach bispectrum model from
ref. [30], respectively. As previously discussed in ref. [30], the theoretical models for these
shear-only correlations are in excellent agreement with the simulation measurements on all
angular scales probed. Further, our model allows to readily incorporate the impact of bary-
onic feedback on small scales. We follow the strategy of ref. [30] (see their section 4.2) to
determine scale cuts to remove scales that are expected to be severely a�ected by baryonic
physics. In figure 3, these are shown by the purple dashed vertical lines in the first row of
panels; concretely, the data to the right of these lines are deemed to be una�ected by baryonic
feedback.

The second and third row of panels in figure 3 show the galaxy correlations for Lens
BIN1, i.e. the ›t, ›g 2PCFs and the ’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg integrated 3PCFs. The first and
second panels in the second row show ›t(–) and ›g(–). For ›t, our tree-level perturbation
theory model is in good agreement with the simulation results on only large angular scales
–, whereas for ›g, the tree-level model displays a good fit down to comparatively smaller
angular scales. This is as expected since at a given –, ›t is more sensitive to larger multipoles
¸ (smaller nonlinear scales) compared to ›g; this is because the former’s J2 Bessel function in
the Fourier- to real-space conversion (cf. eqs. (2.10), (2.9)) weights the nonlinear scales more
than the J0 function of the latter. Thus, ›t gets more contributions from scales where our
perturbation theory model breaks down, hence the poorer agreement between theory and
simulations in the figure.

The third and fourth panels in the second row show the integrated 3PCFs ’at(–) and
’ag(–), whereas the panels in the third row are for the integrated 3PCFs ’g+, ’g≠, ’gt, ’gg.
The galaxy correlations ’ show similar trends as ›t, ›g: the models agree with the simula-
tions on large angular scales, but become discrepant on smaller scales where the tree-level
models break down (this can be similarly understood in terms of the Jn weightings of each
statistic). We note that in our fiducial predictions for ›t, ’at, ’gt we set the corresponding
point-mass terms M to zero. The values of these parameters cannot be predicted from first
principles (they capture a complicated interplay of higher-order galaxy bias, stochastic terms
and nonlinear matter fluctuations), and so in our MCMC validation analysis below we will
treat them as free parameters.
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Figure 3. First row: the shear-only 2PCF ›± and the integrated 3PCF ’a± computed from the T17
mock source tomographic bin. The black dots with the error bars show the mean and the standard
deviation of the measurements from our 648 T17 mocks, respectively. The red curves show the
model predictions using the fully nonlinear theoretical recipes for these shear correlations computed
at the fiducial cosmological parameters of the simulations. The purple dashed vertical lines show our
scale cuts to remove scales a�ected by baryonic feedback e�ects. Second and third rows: the galaxy
2PCFs ›t, ›g and the integrated galaxy 3PCFs ’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg involving galaxy correlations and
cross-shear correlations computed with galaxies in Lens BIN1. The red curves show the tree-level
perturbation theory models computed using the fiducial cosmological parameters of the simulations
and the fiducial galaxy bias parameter values evaluated using the HOD approach for the lens galaxy
sample. The purple dashed vertical lines show our conservative scale cuts to remove scales where our
tree-level perturbation theory model breaks down; scales below these cuts are not included in the
MCMC and Fisher forecast analyses. The blue dashed curves show the theory predictions computed
at the maximum posterior of the MCMC analysis performed in section 7.2. Fourth and fifth rows:
same as the second and third rows but for Lens BIN2 instead of BIN1.

We conservatively estimate the regime of validity of our perturbation theory models
for the galaxy correlations as follows. We compute the theoretical predictions for two sce-
narios: (i) using the fiducial tree-level model dtree and (ii) another model dkNL where we
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artificially set all Fourier modes k larger than the non-linear scale kNL to zero.12 Using
these predictions, we progressively discard small angular scales from our data vector until
‰2 © (dtree ≠ dkNL)TC≠1(dtree ≠ dkNL) < 0.3 is satisfied. This roughly identifies a minimum
scale –min below which our perturbation theory model begins to fail significantly; the re-
sulting scale cuts are marked by the purple dashed vertical lines in the galaxy correlations
panels.13 We note that our criteria for determining these scale cuts are conservative. In
particular, allowing the point-mass terms to vary, which we currently set to zero, could allow
for greater reach down to smaller angular scales in ›t, ’at, and ’gt. This could in turn enable
the use of higher signal-to-noise data points. As our primary aim is to explore the first-order
information gain that the galaxy correlations can already bring from scales where leading-
order PT models are valid, we choose to adopt these conservative scale cuts and defer the
investigation of more accurate models on smaller angular scales to future works.

Finally, similar considerations hold for the fourth and fifth rows of panels in figure 3,
which show the same as the second and third rows, but for the Lens BIN2. We note only
that the error bars in some of the panels are larger than those for BIN1, which is as expected
by the fact that the number density of galaxies in BIN2 is approximately 3 times smaller
than that of BIN 1 (cf. table 1).

7.2 MCMC validation of the galaxy correlations modelling
Using the measured galaxy correlations with the scale cuts, we now test whether our tree-
level perturbation theory models can correctly recover the fiducial parameters in an MCMC
constraint analysis; we do not consider the shear-only correlations in this section to focus on
the galaxy correlations modelling. We investigate in particular the constraints on the galaxy
bias parameters b1 and b2, as well as the cosmological parameter As.14 We assume a Gaussian
likelihood function and wide uniform priors for the parameters varied: in addition to As and
the b1, b2 of the two samples, we also vary the point-mass M amplitude parameters that
contribute to the ›t, ’at, ’gt statistics. We do not sample bs2 but let it vary according to the
co-evolution relation for bs2(b1). We use the publicly available a�ne sampler emcee [71] to
perform the MCMC analysis. The results are shown in the contour plot in figure 4. The
figure is for the result marginalized over the point-mass terms, but see figure 8 in appendix D
for the constraints on all varied parameters.

The figure shows that our tree-level models for ›t, ›g, which are only sensitive to As and
b1, correctly recover the fiducial values of the parameters within the 68% credible intervals
(blue dashed contours). When considering the galaxy integrated 3PCFs (red contours),
the constraints remain unbiased, but they become visibly tighter. This shows that our
conservative scale cuts are adequate to return unbiased results, while still letting our tree-
level models explore the non-Gaussian information in the galaxy correlations to improve
the parameter constraints. Relative to the galaxy 2PCFs constraints (blue), the addition
of the galaxy integrated 3PCFs (red) improves the constraints on ln(1010As), bBIN1

1 , bBIN2
1

by approximately 30%, 20%, 25%, respectively. These improvements are associated to the
breaking of degeneracies between As and b1 in the galaxy 2PCFs by the galaxy integrated

12The nonlinear scale is defined implicitly as k3
NLP

3D
lin (kNL, z)/(2fi)3 = 1.

13Note these scale cuts are not the same as those applied on the shear-only statistics, which ensure instead
that the scales are not a�ected by baryonic feedback e�ects. We assume also that perturbation theory breaks
down on scales larger than the scales where baryonic e�ects are important, as is reasonable.

14We take As as the only cosmological parameter in the MCMC results as predictions for it are rapid to
obtain. The extension to other cosmological parameters would require the construction of dedicated emulators
for fast theory predictions (e.g. see ref. [31] for an emulator for ’a±), which is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 4. Marginalized one- and two-dimensional MCMC constraints on the parameters ln(1010As),
bBIN1
1 , bBIN2

1 , bBIN1
2 , bBIN2

2 obtained from the galaxy 2PCFs ›t, ›g (blue dashed) and considering also
the galaxy integrated 3PCFs, ›t, ›g, ’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg (red solid). We consider the average T17
measurements as the data vector with the scale cuts discussed in section 7.1. The fiducial values
of the parameters are marked by the black dashed lines. Note that at tree-level, the galaxy 2PCFs
cannot constrain the second-order b2 parameters. The point-mass terms associated with tangential
shear correlations are marginalized over; see figure 8 in appendix D for their constraints. All other
parameters are fixed to the fiducial values of the simulation and the tidal bias terms are varied
according to the co-evolution bs2(b1) relation.

3PCFs. The galaxy integrated 3PCFs can also constrain the b2 parameter, which is not
possible with ›t, ›g at tree-level.

The predictions of the tree-level models using the best-fitting parameters from this
MCMC analysis are shown by the blue dashed curves in figure 3. As expected, they agree
with the predictions for the fiducial parameters (red curves) on scales larger than our assumed
scale cuts.

7.3 Fisher forecasts for a DES-Y3-like survey

We now investigate in the context of Fisher matrix forecasts the ability of combined 2PCFs
and integrated 3PCFs to constrain cosmological parameters; from hereon we consider also
the cosmic shear-only 2PCFs ›± and integrated 3PCFs ’a±. The Fisher information matrix
F for a model vector M depending on parameters fi, assuming a constant data-covariance
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C, is given by [72]

Fij =
3

ˆM(fi)
ˆfii

4T
C≠1

A
ˆM(fi)

ˆfij

B
, (7.1)

where Fij is an element of the matrix F associated with the parameters fii and fij , and C≠1

is the inverse data covariance matrix in eq. (6.4). The partial derivative of the model vector
with respect to the parameter fii can be computed using a 2-point central di�erence:

ˆM(fi)
ˆfii

= M(fii + ”i) ≠ M(fii ≠ ”i)
2”i

, (7.2)

where ”i is a small change in the parameter fii around its fiducial value, and M(fii ± ”i) is
the model vector computed at the changed parameter fii ± ”i with all the other parameters
fixed. We consider the following cosmological15 and baryonic feedback parameters ficosmo =
{�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, wa, h, cmin}, where w0, wa are the dynamical dark energy equation of
state parameters (in the CPL parametrization w(z) = w0 + waz/(1 + z) [74]) and cmin is
a baryonic feedback parameter of the HMCODE [48] nonlinear matter power spectrum which
enters in our modelling of the cosmic shear-only statistics ›± and ’a±. The fiducial values are
fi0 = {0.233, 3.089,≠1, 0.0, 0.7, 3.13}; the cosmological parameters are the same as the T17
simulations, and the baryonic parameter is the gravity-only value as determined by ref. [48].
When varying the �cdm parameter we keep the baryon density �b fixed, but adjust the
dark energy density to keep the universe spatially flat. In addition, we also vary the galaxy
bias b1, b2 and point-mass M parameters for both lens samples. The fiducial values of the
galaxy bias terms are given in table 1; the point-mass term fiducial values are assumed to be
zero in our analysis. When varying b1 we evaluate the tidal bias terms bs2 according to the
co-evolution relation bs2(b1).

The parameter covariance matrix Cfi is given by the inverse of the Fisher matrix

Cfi = F≠1, (7.3)

which we use to forecast constraints on the model parameters. In our results below, we
report the Fisher constraints on the cosmological parameters, baryonic feedback parameter
and linear bias parameter b1, marginalizing over the second-order bias b2 and point-mass
terms. We present results for three di�erent combinations of 2- and 3-point statistics: (i) a
3◊2PCF-only analysis, labelled as {›±, ›t, ›g} and shown in blue colour; (ii) the same, but
adding the shear-only integrated 3PCF, labelled as {›±, ›t, ›g, ’a±} and shown in green; and
(iii) using all of the statistics discussed in this paper combined, labelled as all correlations
and shown in red. For each of these, we discuss three analysis setup cases:

• Case A: constraints on the parameters {�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, h, bBIN1
1 , bBIN2

1 }, assuming
scale cuts on all statistics (cf. vertical lines in figure 3). Recall that the scale cuts
on the cosmic shear-only statistics ›±, ’a± are the ones deemed as baryon-free, and so
we keep cmin fixed to the fiducial value (we also fix wa). The 1‡ marginalized Fisher
constraints are shown in figure 5. Relative to the 3◊2PCF constraints (blue), the

15Instead of As, we could have alternatively opted to quantify the amplitude of matter fluctuations with the
parameter ‡8 (or S8 = ‡8


�m/0.3), as is most commonly done in the weak lensing literature. We opted for

As since, unlike ‡8, it is not a�ected by h in its definition. By virtue of this, As allows to more unambiguously
read out constraints on the amplitude of fluctuations (see ref. [73] for a discussion). We have explicitly checked
nonetheless in a separate Fisher analysis that our main qualitative and quantitative conclusions remain the
same if the parameter ln(1010As) is replaced by S8.
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Figure 5. Marginalized 1‡ Fisher constraints for analysis setup case A: constraints on the parameters
{�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, h, b

BIN1
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1 } with scale cuts on all of the statistics. The columns are for the
di�erent parameters and the rows for di�erent combinations of the 2PCFs and integrated 3PCFs. The
second-order bias parameters b2 and point-mass terms are marginalized over. The red dashed vertical
lines serve as a guide to the eye for comparing the constraints from all correlations with those from
other combinations of › and ’.
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Figure 6. Same as figure 5 but for analysis setup case B, in which wa is also a free parameter.

addition of the shear-only integrated 3PCF ’a± (green) improves the constraints on
{�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, h} by {27, 48, 47, 27}%, respectively. The addition of all other
integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy density field leads to further {9, 10, 10, 9}% im-
provements (red vs. green). The constraints on the bias parameters {bBIN1

1 , bBIN2
1 } are

also improved by the integrated 3PCFs: {28, 52}% from the blue to the green and
{3, 7}% from the green to the red constraints.

• Case B is the same as case A, but with wa treated as a free parameter; the con-
straints are shown in figure 6. Relative to the 3◊2PCFs, ’a± leads to improvements
of {13, 53, 22, 29, 11}% on {�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, wa, h} (green vs. blue). The addi-
tion of all other galaxy integrated 3PCF correlations leads to further improvements
of {24, 15, 27, 27, 23}%. The same improvements for {bBIN1

1 , bBIN2
1 } are {28, 42}% (green

vs. blue) and {6, 14}% (red vs. green).

• Case C is the same as case A, but without any scale cuts on the shear-only statis-
tics ›±, ’a± (we still apply the scale cuts on the galaxy correlations). Hence, in
this case we also vary the baryonic feedback parameter cmin. We fix wa again to
its fiducial value. The results are shown in figure 7. The ’a± statistic improves
the constraints on {�cdm, ln(1010As), w0, h, cmin} by {34, 47, 47, 34, 27}%, relative to
3◊2PCFs (green vs. blue). The rest of the galaxy correlations can further improve
these by {8, 10, 10, 9, 2}% (red vs. green). The same improvements for {bBIN1

1 , bBIN2
1 } are

{25, 48}% (green vs. blue) and {3, 6}% (red vs. green).
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Figure 7. Same as figure 5 but for analysis setup case C: no scale cuts on the shear-only statistics
›±, ’a± (conservative scale cuts are still imposed on the galaxy correlations) and cmin is a free param-
eter.

The main takeaway from figures 5, 6, 7 is that the bulk of the improvements from adding
integrated 3PCF information to 3◊2PCF-only analyses comes from the addition of the cosmic
shear-only integrated 3PCF ’a± (20≠40%; green bars), with the remainder of the integrated
3PCFs involving the galaxy density field adding smaller, but still significant improvements
of approximately 10% (red bars). The smaller improvements by these galaxy correlations
must be interpreted however in light of the conservative range of scales we assumed for
them; higher-order perturbation theory calculations of the galaxy-matter bispectrum valid on
smaller scales may result in further information gains in cosmological parameter constraints
even when marginalizing over larger number of bias parameters (see ref. [75]). In addition,
even for our conservative scale cuts, these galaxy correlations show the potential to already
lead to improvements of up to 20% in parameter constraints when wa is included as a free
parameter. Besides cosmology, another advantage of the galaxy integrated 3PCFs is that they
can tighten constraints not only on linear bias, but also higher-order galaxy bias parameters.

We note further that the improvements reported here are also tied to other analysis
setup choices such as the parameter space, number of lens and source tomographic bins and
galaxy number density. For example, the precise numbers may change when increasing the
number of tomographic bins in the analysis. In any case, we expect that the addition of the
integrated 3PCFs will always help to lift parameter degeneracies present at the 2PCF level
and lead generically to improved constraints.

8 Summary and conclusion

The integrated 3-point function is a practical statistic that measures the correlation between
the local 2-point correlation function and 1-point averages in patches of the survey, and
which probes the squeezed-limit of the full 3-point function. In refs. [29–31] this formalism
has been developed for the case of the cosmic shear field, where the statistic is known as
the integrated shear 3-point correlation function ’a±. In this paper, we have extended the
formalism to include the foreground galaxy distribution and its cross-correlations with the
shear field, which results in 5 new integrated 3PCFs, {’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg}. In total, these 6
statistics describe the correlation between (i) three position-dependent 2PCFs, namely cosmic
shear 2PCF ›±, tangential shear 2PCF ›t and galaxy clustering 2PCF ›g, and (ii) two average
1-point statistics, namely the lensing aperture mass Ma and the average foreground galaxy
density Mg (see figure 1 for an illustration). This forms a set of higher-order galaxy and
shear statistics that can be readily measured from survey data, and thus be used to improve
cosmological parameter constraints relative to standard analyses based on 2PCFs alone.
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The main objectives of our work were to:

1. Introduce the integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy and cosmic shear fields, and put
forward theory model predictions to evaluate them (section 4 and appendix C). For the
shear-only ’a± statistic we use the response approach to perturbation theory which is
accurate in the nonlinear regime. For all other statistics involving the galaxy density
field we use tree-level perturbation theory.

2. Identify the regime of validity of the theory predictions against measurements from
realistic mock galaxy and lensing simulated data (see sections 5, 6 and 7.2). We con-
sidered a DES Y3-like setup with two foreground lens galaxy bins and a single source
lensing bin.

3. Investigate the improvement in cosmological, baryonic and galaxy bias parameter
constraints from adding the integrated 3PCFs to standard analyses based on global
3◊2PCFs.

Our main results can be summarized as follows:

• Concerning the integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy density field that are new to
this work, we find that even when restricting to large angular scales (with conservative
scale cuts) where our tree-level perturbation theory models are valid (cf. figure 3),
these higher-order statistics can still lead to improvements in parameter constraints.
In an MCMC constraint analysis on the cosmological parameter As and the galaxy bias
parameters b1 and b2, we found that the corresponding fiducial parameter values can
be recovered within 68% credible intervals and the addition of the integrated 3PCFs
’at, ’ag, ’g±, ’gt, ’gg, could lead to 20≠30% improvements over the constraints from the
galaxy 2PCFs ›t, ›g.

• Using Fisher matrix forecasts for a DES-Y3-like survey, we find that the addition of the
shear-only integrated 3PCF ’a± can lead to 20 ≠ 40% improvements on the constraints
of parameters like �cdm, ln(1010As), w0, h, b1, relative to the standard analysis with the
3◊2PCFs alone (cf. green vs. blue in figures 5 and 7).

• The addition of the remainder integrated 3PCFs involving the galaxy density field, even
when restricted to conservatively large scales, can further improve the constraints by
≥ 10% (cf. red vs. green in figures 5 and 7). These improvements depend however
on the specific analysis setup: for example, in constraints where the dynamical dark
energy parameter wa is free, these improvements can become ≥ 15 ≠ 25% (cf. figure 6).

These results are encouraging and motivate further developments on the theory mod-
elling front. This includes more accurate modelling of the galaxy-matter bispectrum on
smaller scales (e.g. one-loop bispectrum [75]) to utilize the higher signal-to-noise ’ data
points currently excluded in our analysis due to conservative scale cuts, modelling of redshift
space distortions [76] and wide-angle e�ects [77], as well as observational systematic e�ects
such as galaxy intrinsic alignments [78], photometric redshift uncertainty and shear calibra-
tion bias. In particular, it would be interesting to generalize the work of ref. [31] on the
integrated shear 3PCF, who investigated the optimal size of apertures for measuring ’a± and
developed an end-to-end ’a± MCMC analysis pipeline, to the case of the integrated 3PCFs
involving the galaxy density field. Jointly analysing the 3◊2PCFs and the integrated 3PCFs
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in cases beyond the standard cosmological parameters such as in searches for primordial non-
Gaussianity and massive neutrinos using galaxy imaging and CMB lensing surveys would
also be interesting avenues to explore in future works.

Overall, our results indicate that there is important cosmological information in inte-
grated 3-point correlation functions involving the galaxy field and its cross-correlations with
cosmic shear. Crucially, these statistics can be straightforwardly measured using existing
and well-tested estimators for 1- and 2-point statistics, enabling the exploration of 3-point
function information in current galaxy imaging surveys such as DES, and in the future using
Euclid and Vera Rubin LSST data.
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A Projected galaxy and weak lensing fields

In this appendix we outline the background behind the cosmic shear and the projected galaxy
density contrast fields we consider in this work.

A.1 Tangential and cross components of the shear field

The complex weak lensing shear “(◊) = “1(◊) + i“2(◊) has components “1 and “2 specified
in a given Cartesian frame. However, one is free to rotate the coordinates by any arbitrary
angle —. With respect to this reference rotation angle —, one defines the rotated shear

“—(◊) © ≠e≠2i—“(◊) = ≠e≠2i—#
“1(◊) + i“2(◊)

$
, (A.1)

and correspondingly the tangential (t) and cross (◊) components of the shear at position ◊
w.r.t. the reference rotation angle — as

“—(◊) © “t(◊,—) + i“◊(◊,—) = ≠e≠2i—#
“1(◊) + i“2(◊)

$
. (A.2)

In particular, given a pair of points ◊ and Ë on the sky separated by – © Ë ≠ ◊, one can
write the tangential and cross components of the shear along — = „– (where „– is polar
angle of –).
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A.2 Projected galaxy number density contrast field

The projected number of galaxies N(◊) at position ◊ can be written as a line-of-sight pro-
jection of the three-dimensional galaxy number density n3D

g (x, ·) along the comoving radial
coordinate ‰:

N(◊) =
⁄

d‰
dV
d‰

n3D
g (x, ·) © N̄ [1 + ”2D

g (◊)], (A.3)

where x = (‰◊,‰), dV
d‰ (‰) is the cosmological volume element (which is survey specific and

for example for the whole spherical sky is dV
d‰ (‰) = 4fi‰2) and N̄ © s

d‰ dV
d‰ n̄3D

g (·(‰)) is
the average number count of galaxies. The projected galaxy number density contrast field
”2D
g (◊) is defined as

”2D
g (◊) © 1

N̄

⁄
d‰

dV
d‰

n̄3D
g (·) ”3D

g (x, ·) =
⁄

d‰ qg(‰) ”3D
g (x, ·), (A.4)

where in the second equality we have identified the galaxy projection kernel as qg(‰) =
1
N̄

dV
d‰ n̄

3D
g (·(‰)).

B HOD expressions for galaxy bias

The halo model and halo occupation distribution (HOD) approach o�er a useful framework to
make predictions for the galaxy bias parameters defined in eq. (2.7). The halo model assumes
that galaxies reside inside dark matter halos with some mass. In this HOD approach the
e�ective global number density of galaxies hosted within halos of mass Mh œ [Mh,min,Mh,max]
is given by

n̄3D
g (·) =

⁄ Mh,max

Mh,min
dMh

dn̄3D
h

dMh
(Mh, ·) N̄g(Mh, ·), (B.1)

where dn̄3D
h /dMh is the global halo mass function (number density of dark matter halos in

an infinitesimal mass bin dMh around halos of mass Mh) and N̄g(Mh, ·) is the expected
number of galaxies residing inside dark matter halos of mass Mh at time · . The galaxy bias
parameters bO are in turn expressed as [83]

bO(·) = 1
n̄3D
g (·)

⁄ Mh,max

Mh,min
dMh

dn̄3D
h

dMh
(Mh, ·) N̄g(Mh, ·)

#
bO,h(Mh, ·) +RO,N̄g

(Mh, ·)
$
, (B.2)

where bO,h is the bias parameter of dark matter halos of mass Mh, and RO,N̄g
(Mh, ·) is called

the response function of N̄g for large-scale perturbations O. This response function describes
the modulation of N̄g by the O perturbations, in the same way that the bias parameters bO,h
describe the modulation of the halo mass function. In our HOD catalogues, we have assumed
N̄g to be the same everywhere inside the simulation box irrespective of the local density and
tidal field values, which corresponds to assuming RO,N̄g

= 0. In order to get an e�ective bias
biO parameter of a galaxy sample in a tomographic bin i we take the expectation value of the
galaxy bias parameter bO(z) over the redshift distribution pi(z) of the bin:

biO =
⁄

dz pi(z)bO(z). (B.3)
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C Power spectra and bispectra of galaxy and matter density fields

In this appendix we discuss the leading-order (tree-level) standard perturbation theory (PT)
models of the 3D galaxy-matter power spectra and bispectra used in our work. We can write
the Fourier transform of eq. (2.7) as

”3D
g (k, ·) = b1(·)”(k, ·) + 1

2

⁄ d3q

(2fi)3 ”(q, ·)”(k ≠ q, ·)
1
b2(·) + bs2(·)S2(q,k ≠ q)

2

+
C
‘(k, ·) +

⁄ d3q

(2fi)3 ‘”(q, ·)”(k ≠ q, ·)
D
,

(C.1)

where ‘O are random Poisson variables with vanishing expectation values that are uncorre-
lated with the density fields. The term S2(k, q) is the operator which generates the Fourier
representation of the square of the tidal tensor K2 [65]

S2(k, q) = (k · q)2
(kq)2 ≠ 1

3 . (C.2)

In the equations that follow we drop the time · from the arguments to ease the notation.

C.1 3D power spectra
The 3D matter power spectrum P 3D

mm(k), the galaxy-matter cross-power spectrum P 3D
gm(k),

and the galaxy power spectrum P 3D
gg (k) are defined as

È”3D
m (k)”3D

m (kÕ)Í = (2fi)3”D(k + kÕ)P 3D
mm(k), (C.3a)

È”3D
g (k)”3D

m (kÕ)Í = (2fi)3”D(k + kÕ)P 3D
gm(k), (C.3b)

È”3D
g (k)”3D

g (kÕ)Í = (2fi)3”D(k + kÕ)P 3D
gg (k). (C.3c)

At tree-level perturbation theory these are given by

P 3D
mm(k) = P 3D

lin (k), (C.4a)
P 3D
gm(k) = b1P

3D
lin (k), (C.4b)

P 3D
gg (k) = b21P

3D
lin (k) + P 3D

‘‘ (k), (C.4c)

where P 3D
‘‘ is the power spectrum of the stochastic field ‘ and P 3D

lin is the linear matter
power spectrum which scales with the amplitude of the primordial scalar perturbations As,
i.e. P 3D

lin Ã As.

C.2 3D bispectra
The 3D matter bispectrum B3D

mmm, the galaxy-matter-matter bispectrum B3D
gmm, the galaxy-

galaxy-matter bispectrum B3D
ggm, and the galaxy bispectrum B3D

ggg are defined as

È”3D
m (k1)”3D

m (k2)”3D
m (k3)Í = (2fi)3”D(k1 + k2 + k3)B3D

mmm(k1,k2,k3), (C.5a)
È”3D
g (k1)”3D

m (k2)”3D
m (k3)Í = (2fi)3”D(k1 + k2 + k3)B3D

gmm(k1,k2,k3), (C.5b)
È”3D
g (k1)”3D

g (k2)”3D
m (k3)Í = (2fi)3”D(k1 + k2 + k3)B3D

ggm(k1,k2,k3), (C.5c)
È”3D
g (k1)”3D

g (k2)”3D
g (k3)Í = (2fi)3”D(k1 + k2 + k3)B3D

ggg(k1,k2,k3). (C.5d)
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At tree-level perturbation theory these are expressed as [40, 76]:

B3D
mmm(k1,k2,k3) = 2F2(k1,k2)P 3D

lin (k1)P 3D
lin (k2) + 2F2(k3,k1)P 3D

lin (k3, )P 3D
lin (k1)

+ 2F2(k2,k3)P 3D
lin (k2)P 3D

lin (k3) © B3D
tree(k1,k2,k3), (C.6a)

B3D
gmm(k1,k2,k3) = b1B

3D
tree(k1,k2,k3) +

1
b2 + bs2S2(k2,k3)

2
P 3D

lin (k2)P 3D
lin (k3), (C.6b)

B3D
ggm(k1,k2,k3) = b21B

3D
tree(k1,k2,k3) + b1

1
b2 + bs2S2(k3,k1)

2
P 3D

lin (k3)P 3D
lin (k1)

+ b1
1
b2 + bs2S2(k2,k3)

2
P 3D

lin (k2)P 3D
lin (k3) + 2P 3D

‘‘”
(k3)P 3D

lin (k3), (C.6c)

B3D
ggg(k1,k2,k3) = b31B

3D
tree(k1,k2,k3) + b21

1
b2 + bs2S2(k1,k2)

2
P 3D

lin (k1)P 3D
lin (k2)

+ b21
1
b2 + bs2S2(k3,k1)

2
P 3D

lin (k3)P 3D
lin (k1)

+ b21
1
b2 + bs2S2(k2,k3)

2
P 3D

lin (k2)P 3D
lin (k3)

+ 2b1
1
P 3D

‘‘”
(k1)P 3D

lin (k1) + P 3D
‘‘”

(k2)P 3D
lin (k2) + P 3D

‘‘”
(k3)P 3D

lin (k3)
2

+B3D
‘‘‘ (k1, k2, k3), (C.6d)

where F2 is the second-order gravitational mode-coupling kernel. The tree-level matter bis-
pectrum B3D

tree scales di�erently with As compared to the linear matter power spectrum,
i.e. B3D

tree Ã (P 3D
lin )2 Ã A2

s. Further, the galaxy-matter bispectra scale di�erently with galaxy
bias compared to the galaxy-matter power spectra. The P 3D

‘‘ , P 3D
‘‘”

and B3D
‘‘‘ are the power-

and bi-spectra of the stochastic fields. Under the assumption of Poisson statistics for them,
it follows that [40, 76]:

P 3D
‘‘ = 1

n̄3D
g

, P 3D
‘‘”

= b1
2n̄3D

g

, B3D
‘‘‘ = 1

(n̄3D
g )2 . (C.7)

We note that to evaluate B3D
gmm(k1,k2,k3) or B3D

mgm(k1,k2,k3) it is important to associate the
correct ordering of wavevectors ki to the respective galaxy density ‘g’ parts of the correlations.
For example in B3D

gmm(k1,k2,k3), the k1 mode is associated to ”g, whereas in B3D
mgm(k1,k2,k3)

it is instead the mode k2. One thus needs to alter the wavevector arguments in eq. (C.6b)
accordingly when calculating B3D

mgm. Similar considerations hold when there are two instances
of ”g, e.g. in B3D

ggm(k1,k2,k3) and B3D
mgg(k1,k2,k3).

D Point-mass terms in tangential shear 2PCFs and integrated 3PCFs

The mean 3D matter density at position x+r in the presence of a galaxy at x can be written
as [84]

fl3D
m

1
x+ r | n3D

g (x)
2

© fl̄3D
m [1 + ›gm(r)], (D.1)

where ›gm(r) © È”3D
g (x)”3D

m (x+ r)Í is the 3D galaxy-matter 2-point correlation function (we
have assumed statistical homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe). The projected surface
mass density on a 2D plane at position R around a galaxy located at the origin is given by

�2D
gm(R) ©

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰ fl3D

m

1
r | n3D

g (x = 0)
2
, (D.2)
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where r = [R = (R,„),‰] is expressed in cylindrical coordinates. The angle-averaged pro-
jected surface mass density at a distance R from the galaxy density then reads

�gm(R) =
⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰ fl̄3D

m

5
1 + ›gm(

Ò
R2 + ‰2)

6
, (D.3)

where r =

R2 + ‰2. The average surface mass density within the disc of radius R around

the galaxy position is given by

�̄gm(R) = 2
R2

⁄ R

0
dRÕ RÕ �gm(RÕ). (D.4)

The tangential shear signal is e�ectively a measure of the excess surface mass density ��gm,
which is defined as

��gm(R) = �̄gm(R) ≠ �gm(R)

= 2fl̄3D
m

R2

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰

⁄ R

0
dRÕ RÕ ›gm(

Ò
RÕ2 + ‰2) ≠ fl̄3D

m

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰ ›gm(

Ò
R2 + ‰2).

(D.5)

This equation shows that the result at a given R gets contributions from ›gm on all distance
scales below it through the integral

s R
0 dRÕ, including scales where perturbation theory breaks

down. To circumvent the problem and be able to make predictions for the tangential shear
signal we write the galaxy-matter correlation function as

›gm(r) = ›PT
gm(r) + ›res

gm(r), (D.6)

where ›res
gm(r) is a residual term that is only nonzero for r < rmin, with rmin denoting the

scale below which perturbation theory breaks down. This way eq. (D.5) can be written as

��gm(R > Rmin) = ��PT
gm(R > Rmin) + ��res

gm(R > Rmin), (D.7)

where

��PT
gm(R > Rmin) = 2fl̄3D

m

R2

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰

⁄ R

0
dRÕ RÕ ›PT

gm(
Ò
RÕ2 + ‰2)≠ fl̄3D

m

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰ ›PT

gm(
Ò
R2 + ‰2),

(D.8)
and

��res
gm(R > Rmin) = 2fl̄3D

m

R2

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰

⁄ Rmin

0
dRÕ RÕ ›res

gm(
Ò
RÕ2 + ‰2), (D.9)

where we have used ›res
gm(R > Rmin) = 0. Note that although eq. (D.8) integrates a perturba-

tion theory model down to scales where it is not valid, the corrections to this when studying
scales R > Rmin are automatically absorbed by the residual contribution of eq. (D.9); in the
thin-lens approximation (where the lens mass is sharply concentrated around ‰l, the comov-
ing distance of the lens galaxies), the upper integration limit is given by Rmin =

Ò
r2
min ≠ ‰2

l .
The observed tangential shear signal is related to the surface mass density via:

›t(–) © ��gm(R = ‰l–)
�min

, (D.10)
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where
�min = 4fiG

c2
(‰s ≠ ‰l)‰l

‰s
, (D.11)

and ‰s is the comoving distance of the source galaxies. This signal can thus be decomposed as

›t(– > –min) = ›PT
t (– > –min) + ›res

t (– > –min), (D.12)

where
›PT
t (– > –min) =

��PT
gm(R = ‰l–)

�min
, (D.13)

and

›res
t (– > –min) =

��res
gm(R = ‰l–)

�min
= 2fl̄3D

m

–2‰2
l �min

⁄ ‰lim

0
d‰

⁄ Rmin

0
dRÕ RÕ ›res

gm(
Ò
RÕ2 + ‰2)

© Mt

–2 .

(D.14)

The last equality defines the so-called point-mass term Mt. Its value cannot be worked out
analytically with perturbation theory, and so we treat it as a free model parameter. The
final result is thus

›t(–) = ›PT
t (–) + Mt

–2 , (D.15)

which matches eq. (2.10) in the main body of the paper. We refer the interested reader
to refs. [45, 85–88] for more details about point-mass term contributions to the tangential
shear 2PCF.

Similar point mass terms contribute to the integrated 3PCFs as well. Concretely, we can
write the position-dependent tangential shear 2PCF with a position-dependent point-mass
term Mt(◊C) as

›t(–; ◊C) = ›PT
t (–; ◊C) + Mt(◊C)

–2 . (D.16)

The correlation of this statistic with the lensing aperture mass Ma(◊C) yields eq. (4.1e) for
’at(–),

’at(–) © ÈMa(◊C)›t(–; ◊C)Í = ÈMa(◊C)›PT
t (–; ◊C)Í + ÈMa(◊C)Mt(◊C)Í

–2

= ’PT
at (–) + Mat

–2 ,

(D.17)

where the last equality defines the point-mass term for ’at, Mat. Similarly, the correlation
with the mean number of galaxies within apertures yields eq. (4.1f) for ’gt(–),

’gt(–) © ÈMg(◊C)›t(–; ◊C)Í = ÈMg(◊C)›PT
t (–; ◊C)Í + ÈMg(◊C)Mt(◊C)Í

–2

= ’PT
gt (–) + Mgt

–2 ,

(D.18)

with Mgt a new point-mass term. Again, these new point-mass terms cannot be evaluated
with perturbation theory, and so we treat them as free model parameters.
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Figure 8. Same as figure 4 in the main body of the paper, but showing also the constraints on the
point-mass terms. As there is no analytical way to straightforwardly calculate the expected value of
the point-mass terms, these have no dotted lines marking their fiducial values.

Figure 8 shows the constraints from an MCMC analysis with the galaxy 2PCFs (blue)
and their combination with the galaxy integrated 3PCFs (red); this is the same as figure 4
in the main body of the paper in section 7.2, except it also shows the constraints on the
point-mass terms. Note each of the two lens galaxy samples has their associated point-mass
terms. In the figure, it is interesting to note that the addition of the integrated 3PCFs leads
to tighter constraints also on the Mt point-mass terms that contribute to ›t. We leave a
more in depth study of the constraints on point-mass terms, including eventual insights on
the density profile of the lens galaxies, to future work.
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A B S T R A C T 

We study the connection of matter density and its tracers from the probability density function (PDF) perspective. One aspect 
of this connection is the conditional expectation value 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 when averaging both tracer and matter density o v er some 
scale. We present a new way to incorporate a Lagrangian bias expansion of this expectation value into standard frameworks for 
modelling the PDF of density fluctuations and counts-in-cells statistics. Using N-body simulations and mock galaxy catalogues 
we confirm the accuracy of this expansion and compare it to the more commonly used Eulerian parametrization. For haloes 
hosting typical luminous red galaxies, the Lagrangian model provides a significantly better description of 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 at second 

order in perturbations. A second aspect of the matter-tracer connection is shot-noise, i.e. the scatter of tracer density around 

〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 . It is well known that this noise can be significantly non-Poissonian and we validate the performance of a more 
general, two-parameter shot-noise model for different tracers and simulations. Both parts of our analysis are meant to pave the 
way for forthcoming applications to surv e y data. 

Key words: theory – large-scale structure of Universe. 

1  I N T RO D U C T I O N  

Studying the evolution of the cosmic density field with the help 
of galaxy positions is like trying to understand a mountain range 
from knowing the location of (some of) its mountain peaks. One 
can hardly hope to infer the full profile of the density field from 

(a subset of) its luminous tracers. But one can hope that statistical 
properties of the galaxy density field can be expressed as functions of 
corresponding statistical properties of the total matter density field. 
F or e xample, in the case of two-point statistics, one may assume that 
the galaxy clustering correlation function is just a multiple of the 
matter density correlation function (linear galaxy bias). In that case, 
any cosmological information contained in the shape of the matter 
density two-point function can still be retrieved from the galaxy 
density two-point function. 

For such a program to be successful, one would optimally like 
to know the precise functional form that relates statistics of the 
matter density and galaxy density fields. And if there are unknown 
features in that functional form, then one would at least like to break 

� E-mail: oliver.friedrich@physik.lmu.de 

down these features into a well defined set of unknown numbers 
that parametrize our ignorance. The earliest attempt at finding such 
a parametrization was made by Kaiser ( 1984 , Kaiser bias), who 
found that at sufficiently large-scales the two-point function of 
collapsed objects (clusters as modeled by o v erdense re gions) is 
indeed proportional to the two-point function of the density field. 
At small scales, this picture of linear bias must be corrected due 
to halo exclusion and non-linear biasing effects (see e.g. Baldauf, 
Schaan & Zaldarriaga 2016 ; Desjacques, Jeong & Schmidt 2018 ; 
Ivano v, Simono vi ́c & Zaldarriaga 2020 ; P ande y et al. 2020 ; Baldauf 
et al. 2021 ). Even the simple linear bias model renders the amplitude 
of the galaxy clustering correlation function useless for inferring 
cosmological information. This de generac y between galaxy bias 
and the variance of matter density fluctuations is broken when 
studying the full shape of the probability density function (PDF) 
of galaxy density fluctuations (Friedrich et al. 2018 ; Uhlemann et al. 
2018a ; Repp & Szapudi 2020 ). Ho we ver, analysing the full PDF 

shape comes with the additional complication that one also has to 
understand the scatter between galaxy density and matter density 
fluctuations [shot-noise or stochasticity, see e.g. Friedrich et al. 
( 2018 ) and Gruen et al. ( 2018 ) for a PDF context or Hamaus et al. 
( 2010 ) and Desjacques et al. ( 2018 ) for stochasticity in two-point 

© 2022 The Author(s) 
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statistics]. Both for two-point and PDF statistics recent analyses had 
to employ quite complex models of the stochastic relation between 
matter density and galaxy density [e.g. Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and 
Gruen et al. ( 2018 ) using one parameter for galaxy bias and two 
parameters for density dependent shot-noise, Uhlemann et al. ( 2018a ) 
using three parameters to describe a function relating the cumulative 
distribution function of matter and galaxy density fluctuations, and 
Ivanov et al. ( 2020 ) using three parameters for galaxy bias and one 
shot-noise amplitude]. 

In the PDF context, the bias of haloes (or galaxies) wrt. the matter 
density field is typically incorporated through an Eulerian expansion 
of the conditional expectation value 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 (see e.g. Efstathiou 
1995 ; Manera & Gazta ̃ naga 2011 ; Clerkin et al. 2017 ; Friedrich et al. 
2018 ; Gruen et al. 2018 ; Salvador et al. 2019 ; Repp & Szapudi 2020 , 
with an exception found in Uhlemann et al. 2018c ). This is somewhat 
unnatural, because standard methods to model the matter density PDF 

are typically built around the symmetric collapse of a leading order 
(saddle-point) configuration of the density field (e.g. Bernardeau 
1994 , 1995 ; Valageas 2002a ; Bernardeau, Codis & Pichon 2015 ; 
Uhlemann et al. 2016 , 2018b ; Friedrich et al. 2020 ) which would 
seem to suggest a Lagrangian point-of-view. 

We implement such a Lagrangian model in Section 2, where we 
also give a general o v erview of PDF modelling and also re vie w the 
non-Poissonian shot-noise model of Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and Gruen 
et al. ( 2018 ) (hereafter F18 and G18 ). Section 3 presents details of 
the simulated data used in this study and in Section 4 we assess 
the importance of different aspects of our theory, by comparing our 
model of the joint PDF p ( δm 

, δg ) to the corresponding measured 
distribution of matter density and galaxy density fluctuations in those 
simulations. In particular, we are fitting both the Lagrangian and 
Eulerian bias models to measurements of 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in simulated 
data at different redshifts, for different smoothing scales and using 
haloes in different mass bins. We check whether the Lagrangian and 
Eulerian best-fitting parameters conform to consistency relations that 
should hold between them, and we compare them to corresponding 
values obtained from two-point function measurements and from 

analytical predictions of bias as a function of halo mass. Section 4.3 
investigates details concerning shot-noise of tracer density fields. We 
discuss our results, summarize open questions, and give an outlook 
on future work in Section 5. 

Throughout this paper, we consider the matter density and galaxy 
density fields averaged over cylindrical apertures (as opposed to e.g. 
spherical ones). This makes our results more directly applicable to 
line-of-sight projections of the cosmic density fields, since PDF- 
related statistics of such projected fields are most efficiently ex- 
pressed in terms of line-of-sight integrals of corresponding cylindri- 
cal quantities (cf. Bernardeau & Valageas 2000 ; Friedrich et al. 2018 ; 
Barthelemy et al. 2020 ; Boyle et al. 2021 ; this is the equi v alent of the 
Limber approximation – Limber 1953 – for two-point statistics). But 
our results can be easily transferred to the 3D case and to spherical 
apertures. 

2  B IAS  IN  T H E  L A N G UAG E  O F  PDF  

C O S M O L O G Y  

2.1 Galaxy bias from the joint cumulant generating function of 
matter and galaxy density 

In the following let δm,R,L ( x , z) and δg ,R ,L ( x , z) respectively be the 
matter and galaxy density contrast at redshift z and location x when 
av eraging o v er a c ylindrical aperture of radius R and length L (the 
orientation of the cylinder does not play a role in the following due 

to statistical isotropy). In a statistically homogeneous and isotropic 
Universe, local moments of the form 

〈 δm,R,L ( x , z) k δg ,R ,L ( x , z) l 〉 (1) 

do not depend on the spatial location x and we can define the joint 
moment generating function of matter and galaxy density contrast 
as 

ψ R,L ( λm 

, λg , z) ≡
∑ 

k,l≥0 

〈 δm,R,L ( x , z) k δg ,R ,L ( x , z) l 〉 λ
k 
m 

λl 
g 

k! l! 
. (2) 

As evident from this definition, moments are obtained as derivatives 
of that function e v aluated at λm 

= 0 = λg . For the rest of this sub- 
section, we will suppress any dependencies of our notation on x , 
z, R , and L . From the moment generating function ψ we define the 
cumulant generating function (CGF) as 

ϕ( λm 

, λg ) ≡ log ( ψ( λm 

, λg )) 

≡
∑ 

k,l≥1 

〈 δk 
m 

δl 
g 〉 c 

λk 
m 

λl 
g 

k! l! 
, (3) 

where the last line serves as a definition of the connected moments 
(or cumulants) 〈 δk 

m 

δl 
g 〉 c . 

One quantity of interest for our study is the bias between galaxy 
density and matter density contrast as encoded by the conditional 
expectation value 

〈 δg | δm 

〉 = 

1 

p( δm 

) 

∫ 

d δg δg p( δg , δm 

) . (4) 

Here p ( δm 

) is the PDF of matter density contrast δm 

and p ( δg , δm 

) is 
the joint PDF of both δg and δm 

(at the same location and redshift 
and av eraged o v er the same c ylindrical aperture). This joint PDF is 
related to the CGF via an inverse Laplace transformation (see e.g. 
Bernardeau & V alageas 2000 ; V alageas 2002a ; Bernardeau et al. 
2015 ; Friedrich et al. 2018 ). Hence, the abo v e e xpectation value can 
be computed as 

〈 δg | δm 

〉 = 

1 

p( δm 

) 

∫ 

d λg d λm 

(2 π) 2 
e −iλm δm + ϕ( iλm ,iλg ) 

∫ 

d δg δg e 
−iλg δg 

= 

1 

p( δm 

) 

∫ 

d λg d λm 

2 π
e −iλm δm + ϕ( iλm ,iλg ) i 

d δDirac ( λg ) 

d λg 

= 

∫ 
d λm 
2 π e −iλm δm + ϕ( iλm ) ∂ l g ϕ( l m 

, l g ) 
∣∣
l m = iλm , l g = 0 ∫ 

d λm 
2 π e −i λm δm + ϕ( i λm ) 

, (5) 

where ϕ( λm 

) is the CGF of δm 

alone. 

2.2 The joint CGF from functional integration 

To calculate 〈 δg | δm 

〉 according to equation (5) we need to know the 
joint CGF ϕ R ( λg , λm 

), where we have re-introduced the dependence 
on the radius R of our smoothing aperture, since we will occasionally 
vary R . The CGF can be calculated from the joint PDF as (Bernardeau 
et al. 2015 ) 

e ϕ R ( λm ,λg ) = 〈 e λg δg,R + λm δm,R 〉 
= 

∫ 

d δg , R d δm , R p( δg , R , δm , R ) e 
λg δg , R + λm δm , R . (6) 

We want to stress again that our smoothing apertures are cylindrical, 
i.e. R is the radius of these cylinders. The only reason for our use 
of cylindrical filtering is that we prepare for an analysis in line-of- 
sight projected data (Friedrich et al. in prep). And the CGF of a 
line-of-sight projected density field can be calculated in a Limber- 
type approximation (Limber 1953 ; Bernardeau & Valageas 2000 ; 
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Friedrich et al. 2018 ; Barthelemy et al. 2020 ) from the CGF of the 3D 

density field in cylindrical apertures. But the following derivations 
apply in an almost identical manner to spherical filters as well. 

Let us assume that both the galaxy density and matter density field 
are completely determined by the initial density field, or equi v alently: 
today’s linear density field which is related to the initial density field 
through linear growth. Then the expectation value in equation (6) 
can also be expressed through a functional integral over all possible 
configurations of the linear density contrast (Valageas 2002a ). This 
yields 

e ϕ R ( λm ,λg ) = 

∫ 
Dδlin e 

λg δg,R [ δlin ] + λm δm,R [ δlin ] P[ δlin ] , (7) 

where δg, R [ · ] and δm, R [ · ] are now functionals and P[ ·] is the 
probability density functional of the random field δlin ( x ). For Gaus- 
sian initial conditions P[ ·] is a Gaussian functional and determined 
completely by the linear power spectrum (Valageas 2002a ). By re- 
expressing the probability density functional of δlin in terms of its 
cumulant generating functional, equation (7) can be brought into a 
more general – and for our purposes more convenient – form. We 
thus follow Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ) who derived that 

e ϕ R ( λm ,λg ) = 

1 
N 

∫ 
D δlin D J lin e 

−S λm ,λg [ δlin ,J lin ] , (8) 

where J lin is an auxiliary source associated with the initial conditions 
and the action S λm ,λg 

[ δlin , J lin ] is defined as 

S λm ,λg 
[ δlin , J lin ] ≡ −λm 

δm,R [ δlin ] − λg δg,R [ δlin ] + iJ lin · δlin 

−� [ iJ lin ] . (9) 

Here � [ · ] is now the cumulant generating functional of the random 

field δlin , and N is an irrele v ant normalization constant that drops in 
our final result (cf. Friedrich et al. 2020 ). 

For detailed analyses of these and related functional integrals 
we e.g. refer the reader to Valageas ( 2002a , b ), Ivanov, Kaurov & 

Sibiryakov ( 2019 ), and Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ). For the purpose of our 
study, we only state that the saddle point approximation to equation 
(8) yields 

ϕ R ( λm 

, λg ) ≈ −S λm ,λg [ δ
∗
lin , J 

∗
lin ] , (10) 

where δ∗
lin and J ∗lin are the saddle point configurations of the fields 

δlin ( x ) and J lin ( x ) which minimize the action S λm ,λg 
[ ·, ·] and hence 

give the largest contribution to the functional integral. These saddle 
point configurations can be shown to exhibit the same symmetry 
as the aperture used to define the functionals δg , R [ · ] and δm , R [ 
· ] (Friedrich et al. 2018 , 2020 ; Valageas 2002a ). In the case of 
long cylindrical apertures ( L � R ) this means that δ∗

lin and J ∗lin will 
be cylindrically symmetric functions. They can even be explicitly 
calculated (Friedrich et al. 2020 ; Valageas 2002a ), which is, ho we ver, 
not needed for our purposes. What is more important is the fact that 
the functional δm , R [ · ] can be easily determined in the cylindrically 
symmetric situation. If we are observing the density field at redshift 
z then δm,R [ δ∗

lin ] is given by 

δm,R [ δ
∗
lin ] = F ( δ∗

lin ,R lin 
, z) . (11) 

Here R lin is the initial (Lagrangian) radius of all the matter that is 
enclosed within R at redshift z, and δ∗

lin ,R lin 
is the average value of the 

saddle point configuration δ∗
lin within this radius. Because of mass 

conservation R lin is given by the (implicit) equation 

R lin = R 

√ 

1 + F ( δ∗
lin ,R lin 

, z) , (12) 

and the function F ( δ∗
lin ,R lin 

, z) describes how a cylindrically symmet- 
ric perturbation evolves when today’s linear density contrast within 

its initial radius is δ∗
lin ,R lin 

. We detail the equations of motion needed 
to calculate F in Appendix A. 

So far we have re vie wed existing results on calculating the CGF 

and extended the notation of Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ) to the joint CGF 

of both galaxy density and matter density fluctuations as well as to 
cylindrical apertures instead of spherical ones. We will now see how 

the saddle point approximation of equation (10) allows for a practical 
implementation of a Lagrangian bias model within PDF theory. 

2.3 Lagrangian bias along the saddle point configuration 

To implement a parametric model for halo bias, let us have a closer 
look at the functional δg, R [ δlin ]. Since the saddle point configuration 
is cylindrically symmetric, we will only consider cylindrically 
symmetric configurations and ef fecti vely consider 2D density fields. 
If δg ( r ) is the (smooth, shot-noise free) galaxy density contrast at 
(the 2D) location r , then δg, R is given by 

δg ,R = 

1 

πR 

2 

∫ 

| r |≤R 

d 2 r δg ( r ) . (13) 

Tracing back the cylindrically collapsing evolution of the saddle 
point, a mass element at location r will originate from some 
initial (Lagrangian) location q . Following standard Lagrangian bias 
parametrizations (see e.g. Lazeyras et al. 2016 ; Desjacques et al. 
2018 ) we assume δg ( r ) can be expressed in terms of both the linear 
and non-linear matter density contrast field as 

1 + δg ( r ) = (1 + δm 

( r )) 
(

1 + b L 1 δlin ( q ) + 

b L 2 

2 
δlin ( q ) 2 

)
, (14) 

where we have stopped the bias expansion at quadratic order in 
today’s linear density contrast. The cylindrical average 1 + δg, R is 
then given by 

1 

πR 

2 

∫ 

| r |≤R 

d 2 r (1 + δm 

( r )) 
(

1 + b L 1 δlin ( q ) + 

b L 2 

2 
δlin ( q ) 2 

)

= 

(
R lin 

R 

)2 1 

πR 

2 
lin 

∫ 

| q |≤R lin 

d 2 q 

(
1 + b L 1 δlin ( q ) + 

b L 2 

2 
δlin ( q ) 2 

)

= 

(
R lin 

R 

)2 (
1 + b L 1 δlin ,R lin + 

b L 2 

2 
[ δ2 

lin ] R lin 

)
. (15) 

Here R lin is again the initial, Lagrangian (or linear ) radius of the 
cylindrical perturbation now enclosed within R , δlin ,R lin is the average 
of today’s linear density contrast within R lin , and [ δ2 

lin ] R lin is the 
average of the squared linear density contrast within R lin . Since we are 
considering cylindrically collapsing perturbations, the Lagrangian 
radius R lin is related to R through 

R lin = R 

√ 

1 + δm , R . (16) 

Hence, δg , R within our quadratic Lagrangian bias model is given by 

1 + δg,R = (1 + δm,R ) 

(
1 + b L 1 δlin ,R lin + 

b L 2 

2 
[ δ2 

lin ] R lin 

)
. (17) 

In Fig. 1 , which is based on calculations presented in our Appendix B, 
we show that for the saddle point configuration δ∗

lin the operations of 
squaring and cylindrically averaging approximately commute, i.e. 

[ δ∗
lin 

2 ] R lin ≈ ( δ∗
lin ,R lin 

) 2 . (18) 
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Figure 1. At the saddle point configuration that dominates the path integral 
of equation (8) the operations of squaring and filtering the linear density 
contrast field commute approximately. 

This allows us to express δg , R [ · ] along the saddle point as 

1 + δg , R [ δ
∗
lin , z] ≈ (1 + δm , R [ δ

∗
lin , z]) 

×
(

1 + b L 1 δ
∗
lin ,R lin 

+ 

b L 2 

2 
( δ∗

lin ,R lin 
) 2 

)
. (19) 

We now have all the ingredients to formulate our main technical 
result. In complete analogy to the deri v ations of Friedrich et al. 
2020 (but for cylindrical apertures and using the modified action of 
equation (9)) the task of determining the saddle point value of the 
action, S λm ,λg [ δ

∗
lin , J 

∗
lin ], is equi v alent to minimizing the 2D function 

s λm ,λg ( δ, j ) = −λg (1 + F ( δ, z)) 

(
b L 1 δ+ 

b L 2 

2 
δ2 

)
− ( λm 

+λg ) F ( δ, z) 

+ j δ − ϕ lin ,R (1 + F( δ,z)) 1 / 2 ( j ) . (20) 

Here ϕ lin, R is the CGF of the linear density contrast (which is a 
quadratic function for Gaussian initial conditions) and δ and j should 
be understood as scalar variables. Minimizing s λm ,λg ( δ, j ) wrt. these 
variables yields an approximation of the joint CGF of matter density 
and galaxy density fluctuations via equation (10). This is the main 
result of our paper. Our formalism based on functional integration 
would be equi v alent to a deri v ation within large deviation theory 
(LDT; see Bernardeau & Reimberg 2016 , who introduced LDT for 
the matter density PDF), so we will refer to our calculation as the 
LDT model. 

In practice we enhance the accuracy of this approximation with 
a linear-to-non-linear variance re-scaling of the CGF that leaves the 
reduced cumulants S n ≡ 〈 δn 

m 

〉 c / 〈 δ2 
m 

〉 n −1 
c unchanged (see e.g. section 

IV.A.2 of Friedrich et al. 2018 ). This, ho we ver, does not af fect 
first deri v ati ves of the CGF and has hence little impact on our 
calculation of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 via equation (5). Numerical implementation of 
the minimization of s λm ,λg ( δ, j ) can be achieved in a manner similar to 
the one detailed step-by-step in section 4.6 of Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ). 
Equipped with the abo v e approximation for the CGF we are now in a 
position to e v aluate equation (5) and hence calculate the expectation 
value 〈 δg | δm 

〉 . In the following we will compare this Lagrangian bias 
model to an Eulerian model, which we directly define as a Taylor 
expansion of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 , i.e. 

〈 δg | δm 

〉 = b E 1 δm 

+ 

b E 2 

2 

(
δ2 

m 

− 〈 δ2 
m 

〉 ) . (21) 

This parametrization ignores tidal bias terms that can also contribute 
at second order in δm 

(e.g. Baldauf et al. 2012 ; Desjacques et al. 
2018 ). Since we are av eraging o v er c ylindrical apertures we e xpect 

these contributions to partially average out for the filtered density 
contrast (cf. fig. 3 of Baldauf et al. 2012 ) but our best-fitting values for 
b E 2 may absorb residual tidal contributions and hence may be slightly 
biased. We do not investigate this here. Subtracting the constant term 

b E 2 / 2 · 〈 δ2 
m 

〉 in equation (21) ensures that 〈 δg 〉 = 0. Note that this is 
not necessary in our Lagrangian model because of the Lagrangian- 
to-Eulerian mapping that is built into our path integral formulation. 

2.4 Non-Poissonian shot-noise 

The joint PDF of δm 

and δg can be expressed as 

p( δm 

, δg ) = p( δm 

) p( δg | δm 

) . (22) 

The matter density PDF p ( δm 

) appearing on the right-hand side of 
this equation can be computed as the inverse Laplace transform of 
the CGF of δm 

(cf. the denominator in the last line of equation (5) as 
well as Bernardeau et al. 2015 ; Friedrich et al. 2018 , 2020 ; Valageas 
2002a for practical implementations of that transform). The second 
factor of the abo v e equation, p ( δg | δm 

), is the conditional PDF of 
tracer density fluctuations given a fixed value of δm 

. In the previous 
subsections we have focused on computing the expectation value of 
that distribution, 〈 δg | δm 

〉 . 
To model the full distribution p ( δg | δm 

) we have to consider 
stochasticity (resp. shot-noise) around the expectation value 〈 δg | δm 

〉 . 
This noise is often assumed to be Poissonian (see e.g. Efstathiou 
1995 ; Clerkin et al. 2017 ; Salvador et al. 2019 ; Repp & Szapudi 
2020 ). Ho we ver, the results of F18 and G18 indicate that for certain 
types of tracers (in their case luminous red galaxies; cf. Rozo 
et al. 2016 ) this assumption can be in inaccurate (see also Hamaus, 
Seljak & Desjacques 2011 ; Dvornik et al. 2018 for non-Poissonian 
shot-noise in different contexts). To account for deviations from 

Poisson noise, F18 and G18 have modelled the distribution of a 
discrete random variable N with expectation value N̄ as 

P α( N ) = N exp 

{
N 

α
ln 

[
N̄ 

α

]
− ln 
 

[
N 

α
+ 1 

]
− N̄ 

α

}
. (23) 

Here α parametrizes deviations from Poisson noise (with α = 1 
leading to a Poisson distribution), 
 is the gamma-function, and N is 
a normalization factor. That normalization is to a good approximation 
given by 1/ α, though we do not rely on this here. 

The abo v e ansatz for P α( N ) can be used to model the distribution 
of tracer counts N g in an aperture filled with a matter density contrast 
δm 

if we perform the identifications 

N → N g 

N̄ → N̄ g (1 + 〈 δg | δm 

〉 ) 
P α( N ) → P α( N g | δm 

) , 

where N̄ g is the mean tracer count across all apertures in a given 
surv e y volume. F18 and G18 then allow α to be a function of δm as 
well, hence making deviations from Poisson noise a function of the 
underlying matter density. They found that a linear ansatz, 

α( δm 

) = α0 + α1 δm 

(24) 

describes the redMaGiC galaxy sample of the Buzzard N-body 
simulations (DeRose et al. 2019 ) well. We will test this linearity 
assumption here for a different set of simulations and different tracer 
samples of the large-scale structure. 

3  SIMULA  TED  DA  TA  

The following section presents details of the different simulated data 
sets we use to test the theoretical ansatzes of Section 2. 
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3.1 T17 N-body simulations 

We use publicly available data from cosmological simulations run 
by Takahashi et al. ( 2017 ). 1 In the following we refer to these 
as the T17 simulations. The simulations were generated primar- 
ily for the gravitational lensing studies for the Hyper Suprime 
Cam Surv e y. In this paper, we use the full-sky light-cone halo 
catalogues and matter density contrast shells of the simulation 
suite. 

These data sets were obtained from a cold dark matter (CDM) 
only cosmological N-body simulation in periodic cubic boxes. 
The simulations consist of 14 boxes of increasing side lengths L , 
2 L , 3 L ,..., 14 L (with L = 450 Mpc/h), nested around a common 
v erte x (see fig. 1 of Takahashi et al. 2017 ). Each box contains 
2048 3 particles (smaller boxes hence have better spatial and mass 
resolution) and their initial conditions were set with second-order 
Lagrangian perturbation theory (Crocce, Pueblas & Scoccimarro 
2006 ) with an initial power spectrum computed for a flat � CDM 

cosmology with the following parameters: �cdm 

= 0.233, �b = 

0.046, �m 

= �cdm 

+ �b = 0.279, �� 

= 0.721, h = 0.7, σ 8 = 

0.82, and n s = 0.97. The particles in each box were then made to 
evolve from the initial conditions using the the N-body gravity solver 
GADGET2 (Springel, Yoshida & White 2001 ; Springel 2005 ). Dark 
matter haloes and sub-haloes in each simulation box were identified 
using the 6D phase-space friends-of-friends algorithm ROCKSTAR 
(Behroozi, Wechsler & Wu 2013 ). These ROCKSTAR halo catalogues 
and the evolved particle distribution of the different nested boxes are 
combined in layers of shells, each 150 Mpc/h thick, to obtain full- 
sky light cone halo catalogues and matter density contrast inside 
the shells, respectively. The simulation boxes were also ray traced 
using the multiple-lens plane ray-tracing algorithm GRAYTRIX 
(Hamana et al. 2015 ; Shirasaki, Hamana & Yoshida 2015 ) to obtain 
weak lensing convergence/shear maps for several source redshifts. 
Multiple simulations were run to produce 108 realizations (with 
labels r000 to r107) for each of these data products (see Takahashi 
et al. 2017 for more details). The authors report that the average 
matter power spectra from their several realizations of the simulations 
agreed with the theoretical revised Halofit power spectrum (Smith 
et al. 2003 ; Takahashi et al. 2012 ) to within 5 (10) per cent for k < 

5(6) h/Mpc at z < 1. 
In this paper, for studying the bias as a function of halo properties 

we use the matter density contrast and the identified haloes in 
three 150 Mpc/h thick shells centred at z = 0.476, 0.751, 0.990 of 
realization r000 of the simulation suite. The all-sky halo catalogues 
come with a variety of halo properties such as halo mass, positions 
etc. of which we make use of the halo positions (right ascension, 
declination and redshift), halo mass M 200 b (i.e. the mass contained 
in a radius within which the o v erdensity equals 200 times the 
background density), the virial radius of the halo R vir , and the scale 
radius R s , obtained by fitting an NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & 

White 1996 ) to a given halo. The concentration parameter of the 
halo can then be calculated as c ≡ R vir / R s . Technically, our halo 
catalogues do contain sub-haloes. But the sub-halo fraction is 
negligible ( < 0 . 1 per cent of the total halo population for the shell 
at z = 0.476 and even smaller for the other shells) such that for 
all practical purposes all haloes can be considered to be parent 
haloes. 

1 The data products of the simulation are available at http://cosmo.phys.hiros 
ak i-u.ac.jp/takahasi/allsk y r aytr acing/

3.2 Populating galaxies within T17 haloes using an halo 
occupation distribution approach 

The T17 simulation suite does not come with galaxy catalogues. We 
would, ho we ver, like to v alidate our methods for typical luminous red 
galaxies (LRGs) similar to those observed by eBOSS (e.g. Zhai et al. 
2017 ; Ross et al. 2020 ; z ≈ 0.7). We hence create our own full-sky 
mock galaxy catalogue by populating the T17 halo catalogue at z = 

0.75 using an empirical halo occupation distribution (HOD) method 
(Berlind & Weinberg 2002 ) based on the widely used halo model 
of large-scale structure (see Cooray & Sheth 2002 for a re vie w). 
Briefly, an HOD describes a probability distribution P ( N g | M h ), i.e. 
the probability that a given halo of mass M h hosts N g galaxies of 
a specific type (e.g. eBOSS LRG-like galaxies). We assume that 
the HOD does not depend on environment or formation history of 
the haloes (also known as assembly bias). We follow the work of 
Zhai et al. ( 2017 ) who empirically studied the clustering of more 
than 97 000 LRGs in the eBOSS surv e y within z = 0.6–0.9 (which 
contains the redshift range of the shell centred at z = 0.75) using a 
five-parameter HOD (we refer to this as the Zhai HOD). Zhai et al. 
( 2017 ) parametrize their HOD by separating the contribution of a 
central galaxy from that of the satellite galaxies in a given halo of 
mass M h . They characterized these contributions using the following 
functional forms for the mean values of the central and satellite 
galaxies, 

〈 N cen | M h 〉 = 

1 

2 

[
1 + erf 

(
log M h − log M min 

σlog M h 

)]
, (25) 

〈 N sat | M h 〉 = 

(
M h 

M sat 

)γ

exp 

(
−M cut 

M h 

)
〈 N cen | M h 〉 . (26) 

The first of the abo v e equations describes a smooth transition between 
having either 0 or 1 central galaxy with M min being the mass at which 
half the haloes (in a given sample) host a central galaxy and σlog M h 

gives the scatter of the halo mass M h at a fixed galaxy luminosity. 
The second equation gives the mean occupancy of satellite galaxies 
within the halo and is further parametrized by γ – a power-law index 
for the mass dependence of the number of satellites, M sat – threshold 
mass for haloes to contain one satellite, and M cut which allows for a 
halo-mass dependent cutoff. Together, the mean number of galaxies 
hosted within a halo of mass M h is given by 

〈 N g | M h 〉 = 〈 N cen | M h 〉 + 〈 N sat | M h 〉 . (27) 

Zhai et al. ( 2017 ) provide their best-fitting values for the five 
parameters by fitting analytical correlation functions 2 written in 
terms of their HOD to the observed galaxy clustering two- 
point correlation functions of the eBOSS LRGs sample. We re- 
port their best-fitting values here (see table 2 of Zhai et al. 
2017 ): log M min = 13 . 67 , log M sat = 14 . 93 , γ = 0 . 43 , log M cut = 

11 . 62 , σlog M h 
= 0 . 81, where it is assumed that all the masses are 

expressed in units of M �/ h . In order to obtain these values Zhai et al. 
( 2017 ) have adopted M 200 b as their halo mass definition and we do 
so as well throughout our paper. 

In order to create our mock galaxy catalogue from the T17 
simulation, we use the HALOTOOLS software (Hearin et al. 2017 ) to 
first combine the T17 r000 halo shells which span the redshift range 
z = 0.6–0.9 to obtain a halo catalogue. Using M 200 b as the mass proxy 
for the halo mass M h , we use the Zhai HOD that we have described 

2 the one-halo and two-halo correlation functions, see e.g. appendix A of 
Coupon et al. ( 2012 ). 
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abo v e along with their best-fitting parameters to populate each halo in 
the catalogue with galaxies. Note, ho we ver, that we restrict ourselves 
to haloes with masses M 200 b > 7.4 × 10 12 M �/ h for the generation 
of our galaxy catalogue. This is to ensure that we have a similar 
number density of mock galaxies (per arcmin 2 ) as reported by Zhai 
et al. ( 2017 ) in their table 1 for the total BOSS + eBOSS LRG 

sample. 3 To this end, for a given halo we perform a Bernoulli draw 

with expectation given by equation (25) to get N cen and a Poisson 
random draw with expectation given by equation (26) to obtain N sat . 
The halo is then assigned to have a count of N cen + N sat galaxies, 
where the central galaxy is placed at the same location as that of the 
parent halo’s coordinates whereas a given satellite galaxy is placed 
at a distance r Mpc from the centre of the halo where r is a random 

realization 4 of a point drawn from an NFW profile. Besides the radial 
distance from the centre of the given halo, each satellite galaxy is 
assigned a uniformly distributed random angular direction on the 
sphere of radius r , from the centre of the halo. In this way, we create 
a mock full-sky eBOSS LRG like galaxy catalogue which we use for 
our analysis. 

3.3 Quijote N-body simulations 

The Quijote suite of N-body simulations (Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 
2020 ) have been developed for quantifying the cosmological in- 
formation content of large-scale structure observables. The suite 
consists of 43 100 simulations e v aluated for more than 7000 cos- 
mological models, varying the standard � CDM parameters, M ν , 
and w. For our study we made use of the high-resolution runs of 
Quijote, which follow the evolution of 1024 3 particles o v er a co- 
moving volume of 1 (Gpc/ h ) 3 starting from z = 127 for a fixed 
fiducial cosmology. Snapshots and halo catalogues (generated using 
a friends-of-friends algorithm) are publicly available for redshifts 
z = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3. Matter density PDFs are already included with 
the associated data products, and we extracted the joint tracer-matter 
PDFs. We refer the reader to Villaescusa-Navarro et al. ( 2020 ) for 
further details. 

The Molino suite of mock galaxy catalogues has been created 
from the Quijote N -body simulations in order to extend cosmological 
forecasts to galaxy observables. The suite contains 75 000 mock 
galaxy catalogues that are constructed by applying the Zhai et al. 
( 2017 ) HOD model (Section 3.2) to the Quijote halo catalogues. The 
galaxy catalogues are available at multiple cosmologies necessary 
for Fisher matrix forecasts (though here we only use catalogues at 
the Quijote fiducial cosmology of ( �m 

, �b , σ 8 , n s , h ) = (0.3175, 
0.049, 0.834, 0.9624, 0.6711)). 

4  C O M PA R I S O N  O F  T H E O RY  A N D  SIMULATED  

DATA  

We now compare the theoretical ansatzes developed in Section 2 to 
the simulated data described in Section 3. We start in Section 4.1 
by looking at the joint PDF of matter density and our T17 synthetic 
galaxy sample. In Section 4.2 we then investigate the performance 

3 A more accurate approach would be to re-fit our HOD parameters by 
matching a sufficiently constraining set of statistics of our mock galaxies 
to a target observed galaxy sample. This is, ho we v er, be yond the scope of this 
work. 
4 Precisely, we use the mc generate nfw radial positions method 
from halotools to draw a satellite galaxy’s radial location r inside a given 
halo of mass M 200 b , concentration parameter c , and redshift z. 

of our bias models as a function of mass, scale, and redshift. And 
in Section 4.3 we have a more detailed look at the shot-noise of 
different kinds of tracer samples. 

4.1 The joint PDF of matter and galaxy density 

In Fig. 2 we compare different models for the joint distribution 
of galaxy density and matter density fluctuations to a correspond- 
ing measurement of that distribution in the T17 simulations (cf. 
Section 3). The total matter density contrast of T17 is available in 
concentric shells of thickness 150 Mpc/h. For Fig. 2 we choose the 
shell centred around z ≈ 0.75, which is e.g. similar to the average 
redshift of galaxy samples recently used in analyses of eBOSS (Zhai 
et al. 2017 ; de Mattia et al. 2021 ; Bautista et al. 2020 ; Gil-Mar ́ın 
et al. 2020 ; Tamone et al. 2020 ). The redshifts of the eBOSS LRG and 
ELG (emission line galaxy) samples span ranges that are significantly 
wider than 150 Mpc/ h . Hence, the Limber-type approximation that 
one would employ when studying the line-of-sight projected PDF of 
these samples will not significantly deteriorate the accuracy we find 
here for the T17 shell width. To generate our mock galaxy sample we 
populates T17 haloes with the HOD described by Zhai et al. ( 2017 , 
cf. our Section 3.2). To both the matter density and galaxy density 
map we then apply a circular top-hat filter with radius R = 20 Mpc/ h 
perpendicular to the line-of-sight, i.e. we are averaging both fields 
in approximately cylindrical apertures of length L = 150 Mpc/ h and 
radius R = 20 Mpc/ h . 

The blue contours in the two panels of Fig. 2 represent 1 σ , 2 σ , and 
3 σ quantiles of the joint distribution p ( δg , δm 

) in our T17 + Zhai 
et al. mock data. The black contours represent the same quantiles 
for the theoretical model of p ( δg , δm 

) presented in Section 2. To 
obtain the Lagrangian bias parameters of that model, we have fit our 
theoretical prediction of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 to measurements of that conditional 
expectation value in the simulated density fields. We performed these 
measurements in 25 equidistant bins of δm 

within a range that cuts 
2 per cent of the probability from each tail of the PDF p ( δm 

). 
The red contours in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 show the theoret- 

ical distribution p ( δg , δm 

) that one would obtain when assuming 
that p ( δm 

) is a Gaussian PDF (and hence solely determined by 
its variance). Clearly, such a description is not sufficient for the 
matter density field at the smoothing scales and redshift considered 
here. The red contours in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2 show the 
distribution p ( δg , δm 

) that would be predicted when fitting only 
a linear Lagrangian bias model. Clearly, such a model does not 
sufficiently capture the curvature of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 wrt. δm 

. 
The difference between our best-fitting Lagrangian and Eulerian 

models for p ( δg , δm 

) is significantly smaller than the differences 
displayed in Fig. 2 . Hence, we do not visualize them on the level 
of the full PDF, but for the conditional expectation values 〈 δg | δm 

〉 . 
Fig. 3 shows the residuals of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 measured in our simulated data 
wrt. our best-fitting, quadratic Lagrangian, and Eulerian model (blue 
squares and red circles; within the range used to fit both models 
which cuts 2 per cent of probability from the tails of p ( δm 

)). We 
normalize these residuals by the 1 σ standard deviations estimated 
with a jackknife scheme (cf. Section 4.2 for more details). The 
Lagrangian model manages to achieve a significantly better fit to 
our simulated data than the Eulerian one. The figure also shows 
the residuals of a best-fitting cubic Eulerian model which adds 
a term b E 3 / 6 · ( δ3 

m 

− 〈 δ3 
m 

〉 ) to equation (21). This model performs 
very similar to the second order Lagrangian fit. Note, ho we ver, 
that the errorbars of Fig. 3 represent all-sky data, i.e. they might 
o v erestimate the accurac y required for realistic analyses and the 
second order Eulerian model may still perform well enough for 
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Figure 2. Comparing different models of the joint PDF p ( δg , δm ) of galaxy and matter density fluctuations in cylindrical apertures of length L = 150 Mpc/ h 
and radius R = 20 Mpc/ h at redshift z ≈ 0.75 to the distribution measured in simulated data. In both panels the blue contours represent the PDF measured 
in T17 mock data and using the mock galaxy catalogue described in Section 3.2. The black, dashed contours represents our fiducial model, which consists of 
three parts: an LDT model for the matter density PDF p ( δm 

), a second order Lagrangian bias expansion within LDT, and a shot-noise model that allows for 
deviations from Poisson shot-noise (cf. Section 2.4 for the shot-noise model, and Section 4.3 for a detailed analysis of shot-noise in our simulations). The red, 
dash–dotted contours in the left-hand panel show what happens to the joint PDF model, if one assumes that p ( δm ) is Gaussian. The red, dash–dotted contours in 
the right-hand panel show a model that only fits a linear Lagrangian bias expansion. 

Figure 3. Residuals of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 measured in simulated data (T17 haloes 
populated with the HOD description of Zhai et al. 2017 ) wrt. our best-fitting, 
quadratic Lagrangian (blue squares) and Eulerian (red circles) models. The 
figure uses the same scales and redshift as Fig. 2 and the residuals have been 
normalized by an estimate of the standard deviation of our measurements 
of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 . We also show that a third order Eulerian model (green crosses) 
performs similar to the second order Lagrangian one. 

those. Also, we find in Section 4.2 that this comparison is somewhat 
mass dependent: the Lagrangian model tends to perform better 
for intermediate mass haloes, while the Eulerian one achieves 
better fits of 〈 δg | δm 

〉 for v ery massiv e tracers of the density 
field. 

4.2 Halo bias as a function of mass and consistency among bias 
measures 

In Fig. 4 we show measurements of the conditional expectation value 
〈 δhalo | δm 〉 in three different shells of the T17 simulations (with z = 

0.476, 0.751, 0.990) and when averaging halo and matter densities 
in cylindrical apertures of radius R = 20 Mpc/ h and length L = 150 
Mpc/ h . The different symbols in the figure represent measurements 
for different bins of halo mass. We choose bins of ±10 per cent 
around the central masses M 200b /(10 13 M �/ h ) = 0.5 (squares), = 1.0 
(circles), = 2.0 (crosses), = 4.0 (pluses), = 8.0 (hexagons), and = 

16.0 (diamonds). The z = 0.99 shell of T17 does not resolve the 
lowest of these mass bins and the z = 0.751 shell only resolves 
haloes down to exactly M 200b /(10 13 M �/ h ) = 0.5, i.e. for that shell 
only the upper half of that bin enters our measurement. For each of 
the mass bins we measure 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in 25 equidistant bins of δm 

and 
the lowest and upper most bound of these bins were chosen such as 
to cut away exactly 2 per cent of the probability from each tail of the 
underlying matter density PDF p ( δm 

). We estimate the errorbars of 
each measurement from a jackknife approach (Norberg et al. 2009 ; 
Friedrich et al. 2016 ), splitting the all-sky maps of T17 into 196 
sub-patches. The solid blue and dashed orange lines in the figure are 
best-fitting models from second order Lagrangian and Eulerian bias 
e xpansions, respectiv ely (cf. Section 2). 

We summarize the best-fitting values of our bias parameters as well 
as the χ2 values between best-fitting models and measurements of 
〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in T able 1 . T aking into account that the noise in our covari- 
ance matrices adds a relati ve v ariance of about 

√ 

2 / (196 − 25 − 2) 
to our best-fitting χ2 (see e.g. Taylor, Joachimi & Kitching 2013 , 
we add this noise in quadrature to the expected statistical scatter of 
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Figure 4. Conditional expectation value 〈 δhalo | δm 〉 in cylindrical aperture of R = 20 Mpc/ h and L = 150 Mpc/ h at different redshifts and for different halo 
masses. Mass bins are M 200b /(10 13 M �/ h ) ≈ 0.5 (squares), ≈1.0 (circles), ≈2.0 (crosses), ≈4.0 (pluses), ≈8.0 (hexagons), and ≈16.0 (diamonds). The z ≈ 1.0 
shell of the T17 sims does not resolve the lowest mass bin. The solid blue and dashed orange lines are best-fitting models from second order Lagrangian and 
Eulerian bias e xpansions, respectiv ely. Errorbars of the symbols are for an all-sky shell and are estimated from a jackknife procedure. The grey shaded area 
displays the PDF p ( δm 

) (cf. right y -axis) and our binning of 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 cuts away 2 per cent of the probability from the tails of that PDF. 
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Table 1. Best-fitting parameters and χ2 values obtained from the fits shown in Figs 3 and 4 . 

M 200b /(10 13 M �/ h ) ∈ b L 1 b L 2 χ2 
L b E 1 b E 2 χ2 

E χ2 
L − χ2 

E 

Optimally: 
Var( χ2 ) = 6.78 2 (statistical) 

+ 2.49 2 (cov. noise) 
⇒ χ2 ∼ 23 ± 7.22 

z ≈ 0.5: 
[0.45, 0.55] 0.39 ± 0.01 −0.72 ± 0.06 21.14 1.41 ± 0.01 −0.62 ± 0.06 20.17 0.97 
[0.9, 1.1] 0.64 ± 0.01 −0.59 ± 0.08 20.28 1.66 ± 0.01 −0.42 ± 0.08 18.5 1.78 
[1.8, 2.2] 0.96 ± 0.02 −0.43 ± 0.13 14.77 1.96 ± 0.01 −0.19 ± 0.14 14.13 0.64 
[3.6, 4.4] 1.42 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.17 21.94 2.39 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.18 23.95 −1.99 
[7.2, 8.8] 2.11 ± 0.04 2.6 ± 0.28 31.19 2.99 ± 0.03 3.36 ± 0.31 34.6 −3.4 
[14.4, 17.6] 3.07 ± 0.06 6.72 ± 0.45 26.35 3.79 ± 0.05 8.32 ± 0.51 24.78 1.58 

z ≈ 0.75: 
[0.5, 0.55] 0.68 ± 0.01 −0.55 ± 0.12 16.53 1.7 ± 0.01 −0.39 ± 0.13 15.78 0.75 
[0.9, 1.1] 0.97 ± 0.01 −0.26 ± 0.09 22.72 1.97 ± 0.01 −0.02 ± 0.09 22.05 0.67 
[1.8, 2.2] 1.41 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.14 28.79 2.37 ± 0.01 1.11 ± 0.15 37.68 −8.88 
[3.6, 4.4] 2.03 ± 0.02 2.2 ± 0.19 21.84 2.95 ± 0.02 2.87 ± 0.2 27.49 −5.64 
[7.2, 8.8] 2.81 ± 0.04 5.16 ± 0.31 21.12 3.61 ± 0.03 6.31 ± 0.33 24.2 −3.07 
[14.4, 17.6] 4.08 ± 0.08 11.35 ± 0.58 39.16 4.7 ± 0.06 14.25 ± 0.67 22.36 16.8 

z ≈ 1.0: 
[0.9, 1.1] 1.32 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.09 35.52 2.3 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.1 43.46 −7.93 
[1.8, 2.2] 1.86 ± 0.01 1.74 ± 0.14 25.88 2.8 ± 0.01 2.28 ± 0.14 41.71 −15.81 
[3.6, 4.4] 2.64 ± 0.02 4.23 ± 0.26 22.58 3.52 ± 0.02 5.25 ± 0.28 30.36 −7.78 
[7.2, 8.8] 3.75 ± 0.05 10.19 ± 0.43 29.31 4.5 ± 0.04 12.31 ± 0.48 19.76 9.54 
[14.4, 17.6] 4.96 ± 0.09 16.46 ± 0.76 70.05 5.6 ± 0.07 20.6 ± 0.89 45.73 24.32 

Fitting 〈 δg | δm 

〉 at z ≈ 0.75 1.77 ± 0.008 2.11 ± 0.068 34.62 2.69 ± 0.007 2.69 ± 0.073 59.41 −24.79 
(with the synthetic galaxies described 
in Section 3.2 and used for Fig. 3 ) 

χ2 ), most of the fits in Fig. 4 agree with the measurements within 
either 1 σ or 2 σ . For the Lagrangian parametrization, only two of the 
o v erall 17 fits lie outside of 2 σ . On average one would expect one 
such outlier. Ho we ver, at least one of these outliers is at a very high 
χ2 (6.5 σ ) and both of them are at the highest mass of their respective 
redshifts. Hence, there seems to be a systematic shortcoming of the 
Lagrangian model for very high halo masses. 

The Eulerian parametrization performs somewhat better in these 
two instances (though it is still > 3 σ off for the highest mass bin in 
the highest redshift shell). But in total, four of the Eulerian fits lie 
outside of 2 σ . When ignoring the highest mass bins in the z = 0.75 
and z = 1.0 shells, the Lagrangian model performs either similarly 
well or significantly better than the Eulerian one. This is the reason 
why the Lagrangian model was a significantly better fit to 〈 δg | δm 

〉 for 
our synthetic galaxy sample discussed in Section 4.1 (cf. Fig. 3 ). The 
best-fitting parameters and χ2 of that comparison are also displayed 
in Table 1 . 

Let us now investigate whether the best-fitting parameters of our 
bias models conform to basic theoretical expectations. In Fig. 5 we 
sho w the v alues obtained for the linear Lagrangian bias b L 1 at z = 

0.75 as a function of the radius of our cylindrical aperture and for all 
of our different mass bins. The different symbols in the figure show 

measurements of b L 1 obtained from fitting our Lagrangian model for 
〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 to T17 data. Abo v e radii of R cylinder ≈ 20 −30 Mpc/ h there 
is only a mild scale dependence of these best-fitting v alues. Dif ferent 
horizontal lines in the figure display different theoretical predictions 
for the large-scale limit of b L 1 . Dashed lines show predictions obtained 
from the peak-background split (PBS) approach together with Press–
Schechter halo mass function (Press & Schechter 1974 ), solid lines 
show predictions based on Sheth, Mo & Tormen ( 2001 , i.e. including 

their moving barrier correction), and dotted lines show predictions 
from the fitting formula of Tinker et al. ( 2010 ). All three sets of 
theoretical predictions match the large-scale limit of the bias values 
we fit with our Lagrangian parametrization to within 10 per cent 
accuracy . Surprisingly , the Press–Schechter predictions seem to 
match our measurements of b L 1 best (but with the Tinker et al. 
predictions performing very similarly). At very high masses ( ∼8 
× 10 13 M �/ h and ∼16 × 10 13 M �/ h ) we find that the predictions 
of Sheth et al. ( 2001 ) are significantly lower than the other two 
models the biases measured from 〈 δhalo | δm 〉 (and the other sets of 
predictions). 

Lazeyras et al. ( 2016 ) have found a tight relationship between 
linear and quadratic Lagrangian bias, as measured from the response 
of halo density to changes in the o v erall matter density in a set of 
separate universe simulations. We expect our finding to closely match 
their results, because the expectation values 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 resemble 
exactly that kind of response approach, with each of our apertures 
representing a (miniature) separate universe. In Fig. 6 we show our 
measurements of b L 1 and b L 2 in the three different redshift shells 
of the T17 data and for different mass bins. The colour coding 
of the mass bins is identical to that of Fig. 5 (higher bias values 
correspond to higher masses) and the different symbols represent fits 
to 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 for different radii of our cylindrical aperture ( R = 10, 
20, 50 Mpc/ h ). The solid line in the figure displays the empirical 
relation found by Lazeyras et al. ( 2016 ). Despite directly measuring 
the Lagrangian bias parameters, they present their fit in terms of 
transformed, Eulerian biases. For reference, we translate that fit to 
Lagrangian space, which yields 

b L 2 ≈ −0 . 794 − 0 . 642 b L 1 + 0 . 953 ( b L 1 ) 
2 + 0 . 008 ( b L 1 ) 

2 . (28) 
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Figure 5. Measurement of linear Lagrangian bias through fits to 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in T17 simulated data. Different symbols (and colours) correspond to different halo 
mass bins and the x -axis represent the radius of the smoothing aperture used to measure 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 . Different horizontal lines correspond to different predictions 
of b L 1 ( M halo ) (see main text for details). We chose to leave those lines uncoloured for aesthetic reasons. 

This relation indeed closely describes our measurements of b L 1 

and b L 2 . This is encouraging and confirms that the bias parameters 
one would measure from our Lagrangian formalism in a PDF-type 
analysis indeed correspond to the bias parameters that have been 
investigated in other contexts. This is particularly important when 
considering combined analysis of the joint PDF p ( δtracer , δm 

) and other 
summary statistics of the cosmic density field. But the agreement 
seen in Fig. 6 does unfortunately not mean that one can hope to 
eliminate one free parameter from our bias model. The tracers of the 
cosmic density field available in real analyses are galaxies, and in 
order to make use of the relation observed in Fig. 6 for such analyses 
one would have to model the HOD of these galaxies, which in itself 
would introduce a plethora of free parameters (see e.g.Dvornik et al. 
2018 ). Hence, the strategy we aim for in future data analyses is to fit 
ef fecti ve bias parameters for the tracer samples at hand, as we have 
e.g. done in Section 4.1. This is also why we do not further pursue 
accurate modelling of b L 1 as a function of halo mass. 

In a next step, we want to check for consistency between the bias 
parameters measured from our Lagrangian and Eulerian models for 
〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 . In the large-scale limit b L 1 , b 
L 
2 and b E 1 , b 

E 
2 should be related 

by 

b E 1 ≈ 1 + b L 1 , b E 2 ≈ ν − 1 

ν
b L 1 + b L 2 , (29) 

where typically one assumes ν = 21/13 (Wagner et al. 2015 ; Lazeyras 
et al. 2016 ). The deri v ation of that value uses a spherical collapse 
approximation which may not be appropriate for our cylindrical 
apertures. Substituting spherical with cylindrical collapse one arrives 
at ν = 7/5 (Uhlemann et al. 2018c ). In our situation we find both 

values for ν to giv e v ery similar values of b E 2 (as calculated from 

b L 1 and b L 2 ) and for cylinders of finite length, the truth is anyway 
expected to lie between both choices (see again Uhlemann et al. 
2018c ). So in the following we will stick with the spherical value 
such that ( ν − 1)/ ν = 8/21. In Fig. 7 we plot our measurements of b E 1 
as a function of 1 + b L 1 and our measurements of b E 2 as function of 
( 8 21 b 

L 
1 + b L 2 ). Different colours again represent different halo mass 

bins and different symbols represent different aperture radii. One 
can see that for our largest aperture (50 Mpc/ h ) the agreement with 
the relation (29) is indeed excellent (note that the measurement 
uncertainties of b E 2 and b L 2 are highly correlated, which is the reason 
why the measurements in the bottom panel are suspiciously spot 
on). This demonstrates that the machinery we have developed in 
Section 2 indeed represents a sensible Lagrangian bias model for 
PDF statistics. 

Finally, we want to compare our linear bias values obtained from 

〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 to the halo biases that would be inferred from measure- 
ments of large-scale two-point statistics (cf. Manera & Gazta ̃ naga 
2011 , who have performed an analogous study for spherical apertures 
in simulation snapshots). Since we are using the T17 data in radial 
shells, we will consider the angular power spectra of the matter 
density and halo density fields in these shells projected on to the sky. 
Let C 

mm 

� be the auto power spectrum of the matter density field in a 
particular shell, and let C 

hm 

� be the cross power spectrum of matter 
and halo density. Following a similar procedure to that of Lazeyras 
et al. ( 2016 ) we assert that those are related by 

C 

hm 

� ≈ ( b 2 pt 
1 + b 

2 pt 
NL � 

2 ) C 

mm 

� . (30) 
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Figure 6. Displaying our measurements of b L 2 from 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 as a function 
of the corresponding measurements of b L 1 for different halo mass bins, 
different radii of our smoothing aperture, and in different redshift shells of 
the T17 sims. The colour coding of the mass bins is identical to that of Fig. 5 
(higher bias values correspond to higher masses). The solid lines represent an 
empirical relation between linear and quadratic bias found by Lazeyras et al. 
( 2016 ) using a response approach in separate universe simulations (see main 
text for details). 

Here b 2 pt 
1 is the linear Eulerian halo bias (in the two-point function 

context) and the term proportional to b 
2 pt 
NL � 2 aims to capture 

corrections from non-linear (resp. scale dependent) bias. We fit the 
abo v e relation to measurements of C 

hm 

� and C 

mm 

� in T17 data. This has 
the advantage that we do not need to employ any analytic modelling 
of the involved power spectra. Also, it removes the dependence of the 

Figure 7. Testing whether standard relations between Lagrangian and 
Eulerian bias coefficients hold for our measurements of these coefficients 
from 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in the large-scale limit (see main text for details). Different 
colours again represent different halo mass bins and the colour coding is the 
same as that in Fig. 5 . In the lower panel, the agreement between Eulerian 
and Lagrangian parameters looks suspiciously good, given the statistical 
uncertainties of our fits. This is caused by the fact that the measurement 
uncertainties for both sets of parameters are highly correlated. 

fit on shot-noise. We follow Lazeyras et al. ( 2016 ) in restricting the fit 
to co-moving wave numbers below k = 0.06 h /Mpc. Coincidentally, 
this roughly corresponds to real space scales of π / k � 50 Mpc/ h , 
i.e. to about the largest aperture radius in which we have measured 
〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 . If w is the average co-moving distance of a shell, then 
the co-moving wavenumber k probed by an angular mode � is 
approximately � / w. Hence, we restrict ourselves to modes � ≤ 0.06 
· w h /Mpc. 

To estimate the statistical uncertainties of this fit, let us assume 
that bias is perfectly linear, and that both the matter density and 
halo density field are Gaussian random fields. These assumptions are 
likely sufficient for our two-point analysis, since the power spectrum 

covariance at small scales (where the assumptions may break down) 
will be dominated by shot-noise (cf. Friedrich et al. 2021 ). This 
will especially be the case for the narrow bins in halo mass that we 
consider here. 

A measurement of the matter auto power spectrum will be given 
by 

ˆ C 

mm 

� = 

1 

2 � + 1 

� ∑ 

M=−� 

| a �M 

| 2 (31) 
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Figure 8. Testing whether the Eulerian linear bias b E 1 measured from 

〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 agrees with the bias measured from comparing the auto power 
spectrum of matter density fluctuations to the cross power spectrum of matter 
and halo density fluctuations (see main text for details, the lower panel shows 
relati ve de viations between the two sets of measurements). Different colours 
again represent different halo mass bins (cf. Fig. 5 for the colour coding). To 
perform the power spectrum fits we only considered scales with π / k � 50 
Mpc/ h . 

where a � M 

are the spherical harmonics coefficients of the matter 
density field projected on to the sky . Similarly , a measurement of 
C 

hm 

� will be given by 

ˆ C 

hm 

� = 

1 

2 � + 1 

� ∑ 

M=−� 

a ∗�M 

( b �M 

+ ε�M 

) (32) 

where ε� M 

represents shot-noise and b � M 

are the spherical harmonics 
coefficients of the (hypothetical) shot-noise free halo density field. 
We need to know the covariance matrix of 

ˆ C 

hm 

� − b 
2 pt 
1 

ˆ C 

mm 

� ≈ 1 

2 � + 1 

� ∑ 

M=−� 

a ∗�M 

ε�M 

. (33) 

Within our Gaussianity and linearity assumption it is easy to see that 
this covariance is diagonal and that the variances for each value of � 
are given by 

Var 
(

ˆ C 

hm 

� − b 
2 pt 
1 

ˆ C 

mm 

� 

)
= 

C 

mm 

� 

(2 � + 1) n halo 
≈

ˆ C 

mm 

� 

(2 � + 1) n halo 
. (34) 

Here, n halo is the number density of haloes (projected on to the 
sky) and we have assumed that the shot-noise is uncorrelated to the 
underlying matter density field. So the figure of merit that we are 
optimizing in order to fit for the bias parameters in equation (30) is 

χ2 [ b 2 pt 
1 , b 

2 pt 
NL ] ≈

∑ 

�<� max 

(
ˆ C 

hm 

� − ( b 2 pt 
1 + b 

2 pt 
NL � 

2 ) ˆ C 

mm 

� 

)2 

ˆ C 

mm 

� 

(2 � + 1) n halo . 

(35) 

The best-fitting reduced χ2 values we obtain this way indeed scatter 
closely around 1. In Fig. 8 we display the corresponding best-fitting 

values of b 2 pt 
1 as a function of b E 1 obtained from the conditional 

expectation value 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 in different halo mass bins (the same bins 
and colour coding as before). Different symbols again correspond to 
different aperture radii. One can indeed see that the two types of 
bias measurements agree in the large-scale limit. For our largest 
aperture radius, the relative agreement is better than 3 per cent in 
all mass bins and within the statistical uncertainties of the two- 
point fit. The systematic shift of b E 1 when going to smaller radii 
does not necessarily signify a systematic difference between two- 
point function and PDF biases but rather implies a general scale- 
dependence of bias when moving to smaller scales. Note especially, 
that we only measured our power spectra on scales of π / k � 50 
Mpc/ h . Allowing the two-point fit to use even smaller scales leads to 
a shift in b 2pt 

1 similar to that observed in 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 . 
Lazeyras et al. ( 2016 ) perform a similar test also for the quadratic 

bias coefficients. This would require us to either model the non- 
linear part of the halo power spectra or to measure complicated 
combinations of bispectra in the T17 shell. We do not attempt 
that because we take our comparison for the linear coefficients in 
combination with the results obtained for the quadratic coefficients 
in Figs 6 and 7 as sufficient indication that our language for quadratic 
bias in the PDF agrees with the parametrizations that appear in more 
standard contexts. 

4.3 Shot-noise of haloes and galaxies 

We conclude this section by investigating the shot-noise of our 
different tracer samples in more detail. The upper panel of Fig. 9 
plots the ratio Var( N tracer | δm 

)/ 〈 N tracer | δm 

〉 measured in the T17 shell 
with z ≈ 0.75 and with cylindrical apertures of radius R = 20 
Mpc/ h . The bins in δm 

are the same as those we have consid- 
ered for 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 in the previous subsections and the statisti- 
cal uncertainties have been estimated using the same jackknife 
procedure as before. The dark blue band in the figure represents 
the ratio measured for the synthetic galaxy sample described in 
Section 3.2 while the semi-transparent bands represent the same 
halo mass bins as considered previously. For Poissonian shot- 
noise, the ratios Var( N tracer | δm 

)/ 〈 N tracer | δm 

〉 should be equal to 1. 
For the different halo mass bins it is slightly below that, with the 
variances of halo counts being on average about 3 per cent below 

the Poisson value and with a slight increase of this effect towards 
higher matter densities. For our synthetic galaxies the situation 
is quite different: they show variances that are up to 8 per cent 
abo v e the Poissonian value for ne gativ e δm 

, which then steeply 
fall to give sub-Poissonian variances for positive δm 

. Our HOD 

prescription of Section 3.2 should in principle return a weighted 
av erage o v er haloes of different masses and at a first glance it is 
surprising that this would give such a qualitatively and quantitatively 
different behaviour of shot-noise compared to the individual mass 
bins. 

To understand this in more detail, note that for halo bins with a 
very narrow mass range the ratio Var( N | δm 

)/ 〈 N | δm 

〉 will al w ays tend 
to 1. This is because for a small enough mass range, there will al w ays 
be either 0 or 1 halo in any of our apertures. And in that case, the 
shot-noise becomes binomial with number of trials N trial = 1 and 
probability of failure 1 − p ≈ 1, which results in Var( N | δm 

)/ 〈 N | δm 

〉 
≈ 1. Now what happens to the ratio when summing o v er man y of 
these narrow bins? Let N i , i = 1, . . . , n be the counts of n of such 
narrow halo bins in our aperture and consider their sum 

N = 

n ∑ 

i= 1 

N i . (36) 
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Figure 9. Upper panel: Ratio between the variance and expectation value 
of tracer counts in cylindrical apertures as a function of the matter density 
contrast in those apertures. For Poisson shot-noise this ration should be equal 
to 1. The red dashed line represents a linear fit to the ratio observed for 
our synthetic galaxy sample in the T17 shell. Lower panel: Same ratio but 
considering different tracer samples. 

Ob viously, the e xpectation value of N is just the sum of the 
expectation values of the N i , 

〈 N | δm 

〉 = 

n ∑ 

i= 1 

〈 N i | δm 

〉 , (37) 

where we have inserted a dependence on δm 

to be closer to our 
situation of interest. For the variance of N the situation is more 
complicated since 

Var ( N | δm 

) = 

∑ 

i,j 

Cov ( N i , N j | δm 

) 

≈
∑ 

i 

〈 N i | δm 

〉 + 

∑ 

i �= j 

Cov ( N i , N j | δm 

) 

⇒ 

Var ( N | δm 

) 

〈 N | δm 

〉 ≈ 1 + 

∑ 

i �= j Cov ( N i , N j | δm 

) 

〈 N | δm 

〉 . (38) 

Now each of the finite mass bins in the upper panel of Fig. 9 can 
be seen as a sum o v er man y, ev en narrower mass bins. In order for 
the shot-noise of the finite mass bins to be sub-Poisson we would 

hence need the covariance between the narrow bins to be ne gativ e. 
In the following intuitive sense this would indeed be expected: if 
there are already a lot of haloes of one bin in our aperture, one 
would expect less mass to be left for forming other haloes which 
would cause ne gativ e correlations among the shot-noise of the two 
mass bins. This is also in line with arguments of halo-exclusion (e.g. 
Baldauf et al. 2013 , 2021 ) and with the finding that certain weighting 
schemes among halo masses can reduce tracer stochasticity (e.g. 
Hamaus et al. 2010 ; Jee et al. 2012 ; Uhlemann et al. 2018a ). In 
particular, Ginzburg, Desjacques & Chan ( 2017 ) noted that within 
a halo model description halo shot-noise would also be present in 
the matter density field itself (cf. their equation 29). That shot-noise 
would be positively correlated with the noise of any tracer sample, 
such that the relative noise between tracers and matter would indeed 
be lower than naive expectations. 

We could in principle estimate the covariance Cov( N i , N j | δm 

) from 

our simulated data. Unfortunately, for very narrow mass bins such an 
estimate will be extremely noisy, because the standard deviation of 
off-diagonal elements of the estimate will be proportional to diagonal 
elements of the covariance (Taylor et al. 2013 ) which are significantly 
higher than the off-diagonal elements in the limit of narrow bins. 
Ne vertheless, to qualitati vely test our above considerations, we 
measure the covariance of the shot-noise of wide mass bins instead. 
We choose those to be centred around the same masses as our 
previous bins, but widen the mass ranges to touch each other (but we 
keep the binning logarithmic). We then re-fit the Eulerian bias model 
to these new bins and apply the best-fitting parameters to the dark 
matter density field δm 

in the T17 data. This way we ef fecti vely obtain 
a shot-noise free estimate of the halo density field which we can then 
subtract from the actual halo density field to obtain shot-noise-only 
maps. 

In the upper panel of Fig. 10 we show the covariance matrix of 
these shot-noise-only maps, divided by the mean number count of 
all haloes (i.e. the matrix Cov( N i , N j )/ 〈 N 〉 appearing on the right- 
hand side of equation (38)), using again the T17 shell at z ≈ 0.75 
and filtering with R cyl = 20 Mpc/ h . All off-diagonal elements of this 
matrix are indeed ne gativ e. We can furthermore split the T17 shell 
into regions of positive and negative δm 

. The middle panel of Fig. 10 
shows Cov( N i , N j )/ 〈 N 〉 obtained only from o v erdense re gions while 
the lower panel uses only underdense regions. Most of the elements 
of Cov( N i , N j )/ 〈 N 〉 are more ne gativ e for δm 

> 0 than they are for δm 

< 0. From this behaviour of the shot-noise correlation matrix we can 
draw the following qualitative conclusions: we expect the shot-noise 
of haloes with a wide mass range to be even more sub-Poissonian 
than what we observed for our narrow mass bins in the upper panel 
of Fig. 9 . And we expect the shot-noise of wide halo bins to be more 
sub-Poissonian in o v erdense re gions than in underdense re gions. 

These qualitative statements are indeed confirmed by the green 
band in the lower panel of Fig. 9 , which shows the ratio 
Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 for a halo mass bin that includes all haloes that 
enter our HOD as described in Section 3.2 (i.e. all haloes with masses 
M 200b > 7.4 × 10 12 M �/ h ). The shot-noise of that pure halo sample is 
strongly sub-Poissonian and the ratio Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 is lower in 
o v erdense re gions than it is in underdense re gions. In that panel, we 
also plot the shot-noise behaviour of the central galaxies within our 
mock galaxy sample (orange band; i.e. those galaxies that are central 
to their host halo, cf. Section 3.2) as well as the behaviour of the full 
synthetic galaxy sample (blue band; same as in upper panel). These 
bands show a subsequent increase in the ratio Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 
with centrals being already less sub-Poisson than the haloes and 
satellites showing almost Poissonian noise again. One could think 
that this suggest that the randomness in the HOD is increasing the 
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Figure 10. The covariance matrix of shot-noise-only maps for haloes in 
different mass bins, divided by the mean number count of all haloes (i.e. the 
matrix Cov( N i , N j )/ 〈 N 〉 appearing on the right-hand side of equation (38)). 
The figure uses our fiducial aperture of R cyl = 20 Mpc/ h and the z ≈ 0.75 
shell of our T17 data. The upper panel measures the correlations from the full 
T17 shell, the middle panel only from parts of the shell where δm 

> 0 and 
the lower panel from parts where δm 

≤ 0. 

shot-noise wrt. a pure halo sample and hence pushes the noise closer 
to Poisson again (or even beyond). Ho we ver, the situation is more 
complicated as we explain in the following. 

The behaviour of shot-noise in our mock LRG sample strongly 
differs from what has been observed in a different mock sample 
by Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) or even for real Dark Energy Surv e y 
(DES) galaxies by Gruen et al. ( 2018 ). The y hav e observ ed super- 
Poissonian noise for redMaGiC(-like) galaxies (Rozo et al. 2016 ) 
that increases with increasing matter density. Since this is so different 
from our findings, we want to cross check the latter wrt. data from 

a different N-body simulation – the Quijote suite (cf. Section 3.3). 
For that suite we only have a snapshot available at z = 0.5. So 
in order to compare our Quijote results to the T17 results we also 
repeat some of our measurements in the T17 shell at z ≈ 0.476. We 
populate haloes in both of these data sets with the same HOD as 
before (see also Hahn & Villaescusa-Navarro 2021 for the general 
methodology) and we again consider the ratio Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 
for haloes (with M 200b > 7.4 × 10 12 M �/ h ), for central galaxies and 
for the full mock galaxy samples. This is not entirely realistic, since 
the HOD description of Zhai et al. ( 2017 ) has been specifically fit 
to LRGs at z ≈ 0.6–0.9, but it should nevertheless suffice for a 
qualitative comparison. Note also that we have only had access to 
M vir for the Quijote haloes, instead of M 200b . But we find that a lower 
mass cut at M vir = 6.986 × 0 12 M �/ h within the T17 sims gives a 
similar halo density as the cut in M 200b , so we apply this M vir cut in 
Quijote. 

The upper panel of Fig. 11 shows the behaviour of shot-noise for 
the three different tracer samples in the Quijote data while the lower 
panel shows the measurements from the T17 data. One feature that 
persists in both data sets compared to what we found in Fig. 9 is 
that satellite galaxies show an increase of Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 wrt. 
central galaxies that is almost independent of the total matter density 
δm in the smoothing aperture. But the shot-noise behaviour of the 
halo samples is quite different both between Quijote and T17 and 
compared to the z ≈ 0.75 shell of T17. For all halo samples we 
considered there is a significant curvature of Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 as a 
function of δm 

. But that curvature is strongest for the Quijote haloes 
and even causes them to be super-Poissonian at very high densities. 
We could not find an obvious explanation for this difference but 
assume that it is caused by the different cosmologies at which the 
simulations are run (cf. Appendix C for a comparison of the halo mass 
functions of the two simulations, and Fig. C1 where it is shown that 
Quijote has significantly more high-mass haloes). Given a precise 
measurement of the covariance Cov( N i , N j ) of halo shot-noise in 
narrow mass bins as well as a model for the halo mass function and 
a given HOD we could in principle model Var( N | δm )/ 〈 N | δm 〉 exactly. 
There is, ho we ver, a number of practical reasons that prevent us from 

doing so: 

(i) As mentioned earlier in this section, measuring Cov( N i , N j ) in 
suf ficiently narro w bins will require a prohibitively large amount of 
simulations. Alternatively one could attempt to model the shot-noise 
covariance, but as of now no such model is available. 

(ii) HOD descriptions themselves make the assumption that satel- 
lite counts in a given halo are drawn from a Poisson distribution. 
This assumption is similarly ad hoc as the assumption that galaxies 
are Poissonian tracers of the matter density field (see e.g. Boylan- 
Kolchin et al. 2010 ; Mao, Williamson & Wechsler 2015 , who 
indeed find non-Poissonianity in the occupation distribution of 
sub-haloes). 

(iii) HOD descriptions also introduce a large number of free 
parameters which – unless they can be constrained a priori – may 
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Figure 11. Same as the lower panel of Fig. 9 but at z = 0.5 in the Quijote 
simulations (upper panel) and z ≈ 0.476 in our T17 mock galaxy catalogue 
(lower panel). 

significantly dilute the cosmological constraining power of PDF 

analyses (or at least make them significantly more complicated). 

Given our current (poor) understanding of shot-noise we hence 
conclude that ef fecti ve parametrizations of non-Poisson shot-noise 
such as the one described in Section 2 are the most promising way for- 
ward for PDF analyses. In Fig. 12 we show that this parametrization 
can indeed capture the impact of the non-Poissonianity observed in 
Figs 9 and 11 on the joint PDF of δm 

and δg . The blue, filled contours 
in Fig. 12 represent measurements of the PDF in our different mock 
data sets. For the black dashed lines we have fit a linear slope to 
our measurements of Var( N | δm 

)/ 〈 N | δm 

〉 in order to determine the 
parameters α0 and α1 of our fiducial model presented in Section 2 (cf. 
the red dashed line in the upper panel of Fig. 9 and analogous fits for 
the other tracer samples). The red dash–dotted contours represent an 
alternative model that assumes that shot-noise is exactly Poissonian. 
For the centrals in our fiducial T17 shell (i.e. z ≈ 0.75) such a 
model clearly o v erestimates the v ertical width of the distribution (cf. 
upper panel). But for the full sample the values of Var( N | δm 

)/ 〈 N | δm 

〉 
become close to Poissonian again. Hence, even the Poissonian model 
accurately captures the shape of the joint PDF for that sample (middle 
panel). This is, ho we ver, only coincidental, and for our alternative 
sample in the Quijote simulations ( z = 0.5, full HOD) even the PDF 

Figure 12. Impact of non-Poisson shot-noise on the joint PDF of δg and 
δm 

. The filled contours represent measurements in our mock data sets, the 
black dashed contours represent our fiducial model, and the red dash–dotted 
contours show a model that assumes Poissonian shot-noise (see main text for 
details). 
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Table 2. Best-fitting parameters of the shot-noise model from Section 2.4 
for the different galaxy samples considered in Figs 11 and 12 . 

Tracer sample Redshift α0 α1 

T17 centrals 0.751 0.872 ± 0.005 −0.329 ± 0.033 
T17 all 0.751 1.015 ± 0.006 −0.310 ± 0.043 
T17 centrals 0.476 0.829 ± 0.003 −0.234 ± 0.016 
T17 all 0.476 0.945 ± 0.003 −0.274 ± 0.018 
Quijote centrals 0.5 0.608 ± 0.001 −0.061 ± 0.004 
Quijote all 0.5 0.868 ± 0.001 −0.142 ± 0.007 

of the full sample is noticeably different from the Poisson model 
(lower panel). The best-fitting parameters of our shot-noise model 
for the different galaxy samples we considered are summarized in 
Table 2 . 

Understanding shot-noise remains one of the most crucial tasks in 
the program of fully harvesting the information content of PDF-type 
analyses. Our results can serve as a foundation and starting point for 
that but they remain qualitativ e. We hav e also only qualitatively 
shown that our shot-noise model is effective in capturing the 
behaviour of the joint PDF p ( δm 

, δg ) (though see Friedrich et al. 2018 , 
for a quantitative analysis of the performance of this parametrization 
for density split statistics). To determine the accuracy of our model 
quantitatively, we need to specify a target surv e y (and hence target 
statistical uncertainties) as well as an observable that can replace 
matter density in our pair of ( δm 

, δg ), since δm 

cannot directly be 
observed on real data. We leave this to the next step in our program 

and give a preliminary outlook in Section 5. 

5  D IS C U SSION  

In this paper we investigated the relationship between the matter 
density field and its tracers from the PDF perspective, i.e. the impact 
of the matter-tracer connection on the joint PDF p ( δtracer , δm 

). To 
e v aluate this PDF we considered the matter density and tracer density 
fields in (long) cylindrical apertures as opposed to the spherical filters 
that are more commonly used in the theoretical literature. This choice 
was moti v ated by the fact that the CGF of line-of-sight projected 
density fields can be expressed as Limber-type integral over CGFs 
of density fields in cylindrical apertures. Hence, it is only a small 
step to transfer our results to realistic observational situations of e.g. 
photometric galaxy surv e ys. 

The matter-tracer connection in the PDF context can be viewed 
as consisting of two ingredients: the conditional expectation value 
of δtracer given δm 

, 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 , and the scatter of δtracer around this 
expectation value which is usually referred to as shot-noise. The 
fiducial model for p ( δtracer , δm 

) which we present here then consists 
of 

(i) a standard, LDT model for the PDF of matter density fluc- 
tuations p ( δm 

), following the work of e.g. Bernardeau ( 1994 ), 
Bernardeau & V alageas ( 2000 ), V alageas ( 2002a ), Friedrich et al. 
( 2018 ), Uhlemann et al. ( 2018c ), and Barthelemy et al. ( 2020 ); 

(ii) a Lagrangian bias expansion for 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 , incorporated into 
the LDT formalism; 

(iii) a generalization of the Poisson distribution as proposed by 
Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and Gruen et al. ( 2018 ). 

Our Figs 2 and 12 show that all of these aspects of our model 
are important for describing the full shape of p ( δtracer , δm 

). In the 
following two subsections we first summarize the results of our study 
and then briefly discuss open tasks for PDF cosmology. 

5.1 Summary of results 

We have added a number of tools and observations to the already 
rich subject of cosmic density PDFs: 

(i) We consistently incorporated a Lagrangian bias expansion for 
the conditional expectation value 〈 δtracer | δm 

〉 into the standard LDT 

formalism for modelling cosmic density PDFs. We also demonstrated 
that at the saddle point configuration of the initial density field 
which determines the LDT predictions (cf. the path integral in 
equation (8)) the operations of filtering and squaring the density 
field approximately commute (cf. Fig. 1 ). This makes it possible 
to e v aluate the Lagrangian expansion up to second order with 
essentially no additional computational coast. An advantage of our 
Lagrangian model that we did not discuss here is that it allows one to 
consistently incorporate scale-dependent bias from primordial non- 
Gaussianity (e.g. Dalal et al. 2008 ; Desjacques, Seljak & Iliev 2009 ; 
Jeong & Komatsu 2009 ) into the LDT formalism. This is because 
our ansatz in Section 2.3 can be used to translate scale-dependence 
of b L 1 into a density dependence. 

(ii) We fitted both the Langrangian and an Eulerian expansion 
to measurements of 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 for different halo mass bins and at 
different redshifts and filtering scales in simulated data by Takahashi 
et al. ( 2017 ). In this way we could validate that the bias expansion we 
developed in Section 2 conforms to standard consistency relations 
between the Eulerian and Lagrangian perspective of halo bias. We 
also checked for the consistency of our best-fitting bias parameters 
with expectations from other methods: our values of b L 1 as a function 
of halo mass agree well with a number of different theoretical and 
empirical predictions; the relation we observe between b L 1 and b L 2 

agrees with an empirical formula found by Lazeyras et al. ( 2016 ) 
in separate universe simulations; and for large smoothing scales 
our best-fitting linear bias converges to the corresponding parameter 
measured from the large-scale cross power spectrum of matter and 
galaxy density. This array of tests confirms that the theory we 
developed in Section 2 represents a sensible Lagrangian bias model 
and hence mo v es PDF analyses one step closer to being on equal 
footing with the more advanced field of N-point correlation functions. 
We also showed that for a synthetic galaxy sample mimicking 
eBOSS-like luminous red galaxies, the Lagrangian expansion yields 
a significantly better fit to 〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 than the Eulerian expansion 
at second order. This is, ho we ver, not a general statement and we 
saw indications that for very massive haloes the Eulerian expansion 
performs better. 

(iii) We established that the deviation of shot-noise from Poisson 
noise in a sample of haloes with a wide mass range is determined 
by the covariance matrix Cov( N i , N j ) of the shot-noise of haloes 
in a very narrow binning of that mass range. Considering the ratio 
Var( N tracer )/ 〈 N tracer 〉 for different tracer samples in both the Quijote 
and T17 simulations we have found a wide variety of deviations from 

Poissonian shot-noise. We have ho we ver sho wn that our shot-noise 
model from Section 2.4 is ef fecti ve in capturing the impact of these 
deviations on the joint PDF p ( δg , δm 

). 

As mentioned in the previous section, our results on shot-noise 
remain qualitative and more insights may be needed to efficiently 
model that part of the PDF. We discuss this further in the following 
outline. 

5.2 Open tasks for PDF cosmology 

Cosmological analyses of the full shape of p ( δtracer , δm 

) can be seen 
as an extension of the density split statistics frame work de veloped by 
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Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and Gruen et al. ( 2018 ). In year-1 data of the 
DES the y hav e analysed a data v ector consisting of (a compressed 
version of) the galaxy density PDF p ( δtracer ) and a number of lensing 
signals that ef fecti vely probe the expectation values 〈 δm 

| δtracer 〉 as 
well as the slope of the lensing power spectrum. Moving away 
from these compressed statistics and directly analysing p ( δtracer , δm 

) 
instead will, at any given smoothing scale, open up an entire 2D 

plane of data for cosmological analysis. There is a number of steps 
that still need to be completed to implement this program. 

Cosmological constraining power: Numerous studies have 
shown that the cosmological information contained in the PDF of 
density fluctuations strongly complements the information obtained 
from more standard probes such as the two-point correlations of 
fluctuations – see e.g. Codis et al. ( 2016 ), Patton et al. ( 2017 ), 
Uhlemann et al. ( 2020 ), Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ), and Boyle et al. 
( 2021 ) for recent examples. Some of their results, ho we ver, only 
apply to idealized situations where one has direct access to the 
matter density field and the question remains to what extent the 
cosmological power of the PDF carries o v er to realistic data sets. 
Boyle et al. ( 2021 ) have considered the PDF of lensing convergence, 
which can in principle be obtained from observations of cosmic 
shear. And Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and Gruen et al. ( 2018 ) analysed 
compressed statistics of the joint PDF p ( δtracer , δm 

), showing that it 
has a competiti ve po wer to constrain cosmological models. But as 
mentioned abo v e, their density split statistics are also sensitive to 
the slope of the lensing power spectrum, and that information would 
be lost if one would only consider p ( δtracer , δm 

) at one smoothing 
scale. Two solutions to this problem would be to analyse the PDF at 
a number of different smoothing scales (as was e.g. done by Boyle 
et al. 2021 ) or to analyse the joint PDF of galaxy densities in apertures 
that are located at a finite distance (a two-point PDF, cf. Uhlemann 
et al. 2018a ). Alternatively, one could consider combined analyses 
of the PDF and the two-point function. We have shown that at large 
scales the linear bias of a PDF analysis agrees with the large-scale 
bias of the tracer-matter cross power spectrum. This would suggest 
that a combination of a PDF-type analysis with measurements of the 
g alaxy–g alaxy lensing correlation function (gg-lensing; see e.g. Prat 
et al. 2018 , and references therein) is a promising route to take. To 
efficiently analyse such a combined data vector, one will need to make 
contact between the shot-noise and higher order bias parameters of 
our PDF model and stochasticity effects and non-linear biasing in 
the gg-lensing correlation function. This leads us to the next point. 

Impro v ed modelling: In the model presented here, the galaxy–
matter connection is described by four free parameters. While 
Friedrich et al. ( 2018 ) and Gruen et al. ( 2018 ) have shown that 
the rich information content of the PDF can constrain complex bias 
models, a more efficient modelling would be highly desirable. This 
can e.g. be achieved by choosing informative, physically motivated 
priors on our parameters (cf. Britt et al., Ried et al. in preparation), 
or by identifying consistency relations between them. For example, 
non-linear bias at a small scale will lead to an ef fecti ve change 
in shot-noise at a larger scale (Philcox et al. 2020 ), which should 
lead to a relation between bias and the scale dependence of shot- 
noise. Understanding these kinds of relations will also enable a more 
fruitful combination of PDF and two-point function analyses, and the 
information present in the PDF may be able to constrain nuisance 
parameters in two-point function models. 

Proof of concept: A more immediate goal that we envision as a 
follow-up to this study is a proof-of-concept study that demonstrates 
the feasibility of analysing the full shape of p ( δtracer , δm 

) in real 
data. Since matter density is not directly directly observable, we aim 

at the joint PDF of lensing convergence and 2D-projected galaxy 

density. The results of this paper can be readily generalized to such 
line-of-sight projected fields (see e.g. Bernardeau & Valageas 2000 ; 
Friedrich et al. 2018 ; Uhlemann et al. 2018c ; Barthelemy et al. 2020 ; 
Boyle et al. 2021 ), so such an analysis is indeed within reach. 
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C ++ and PYTHON tools to compute our model predictions are 
publicly available at ht tps://github.com/OliverFHD/CosMoment um . 
The data for the T17 N-body simulations used in this article are 
publicly available at http:// cosmo.phys.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/ takahasi/all 
sky r aytr acing/. Summary statistics measured in the Quijote N-body 
simulations are publicly available at https://github.com/franciscovi 
llaescusa/Quijote-simulations . The Molino mock galaxy catalogues 
are publicly available at https:// changhoonhahn.github.io/ molino/c 
urrent/. 
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APPENDIX  A :  E QUAT I O N S  O F  MOTI ON  F O R  

C Y L I N D R I C A L  COLLAPSE  

We repeat here an appendix of Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ) about the 
evolution of symmetric density perturbations. In the Newtonian 
approximation and setting G = 1 = c the evolution of spherical, 
cylindrical or planar perturbations δ is described by 

δ̈ + H ̇δ − N + 1 

N 

δ̇2 

1 + δ
= 4 πρ̄m 

a 2 δ(1 + δ) , (A1) 

where τ is conformal time, H = d ln a/ d τ is the conformal expansion 
rate, and N = 3 for a spherical perturbation, N = 2 for a cylindrical 
perturlation, and N = 1 for a planar perturbation (see Mukhanov 
2005 who demonstrates this for N = 1 and N = 3). To compute the 
evolution of the saddle point fluctuation in Section 2.2 we choose 
N = 2 and solve equation (A1) with the initial conditions 

δi = δ∗
lin ,R lin 

D( z i ) , δ̇i = δi H( z i ) , (A2) 

where z i is a redshift chosen during matter domination. (In fact, in 
our calculation of D ( z) we set the radiation density �r to zero and 
then choose z i = 4000.) 
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APPENDIX  B:  C Y L I N D R I C A L  AV ER AG E  O F  

T H E  SQUARED  LINEAR  SADDLE  P O I N T  

Adjusting the results of Valageas ( 2002a ) and Friedrich et al. ( 2020 ) 
to cylindrical filters, the saddle point configuration of the linear 
density contrast, δ∗

lin , filtered with a cylindrical aperture of radius R 

is given by 

δ∗
lin ,R = δ∗

lin ,R lin 

〈 δlin ,R δlin ,R lin 〉 
〈 δ2 

lin ,R lin 
〉 . (B1) 

Here we have assumed Gaussian initial conditions (see Friedrich 
et al. 2020 , for general non-Gaussian initial conditions) and we have 
set λh = 0, which is the case that is of interest for the calculation of 
〈 δhalo | δm 

〉 (cf. equation (5)). 
At any point r the saddle point configuration is then given by 

δ∗
lin ( r ) = δ∗

lin ,r + 

r 

2 

d δ∗
lin ,R ′ 

d R 

′ 

∣∣∣∣
R ′ = r 

. (B2) 

In equation (19) we need to know the average of δ∗
lin ( r ) 

2 in cylindrical 
apertures. This average can be calculated as 

[ δ∗
lin 

2 ] R lin = 

2 

R 

2 
lin 

∫ R lin 

0 
d r r 

{
δ∗

lin ,r + 

r 

2 

d δ∗
lin ,R ′ 

d R 

′ 

∣∣∣∣
R ′ = r 

}2 

. (B3) 

In Fig. 1 we show that on the scales we are interested in, this full 
computation is well approximated by simply squaring the cylindri- 
cally averaged saddle point configuration. This approximation will 
bias our values of quadratic Lagrangian bias by a couple of per cent 
wrt. other measures of bias, which does not significantly affect the 
conclusions of our study. 

APPENDIX  C :  C O M PA R I N G  T H E  MASS  

F U N C T I O N S  O F  QU IJ OTE  A N D  T 1 7  

In Fig. C1 we compare the mass function n ( M vir ) of the two different 
N-body data sets considered in Section 4.3 at z = 0.5 (Quijote) and 

z = 0.476 (T17). Our reason for using M vir is that we do not have 
M 200b available for Quijote. The differences in the mass functions 
are likely caused by the different cosmology of the simulations –
( �m 

, �b , σ 8 , n s , h ) = (0.3175, 0.049, 0.834, 0.9624, 0.6711) for 
Quijote and (0.279, 0.046, 0.82, 0.97, 0.7) for T17. We think that 
this difference in cosmology and the mass function is at least in part 
responsible for the differences in shot-noise behaviour of the two 
data sets that we observed in Section 4.3. 

Figure C1. Upper panel: The mass function n ( M vir ) of the two different 
N-body data sets considered in Section 4.3 at z = 0.5 (Quijote) and z = 0.476 
(T17). We are only plotting n ( M vir ) abo v e the mass cut of M vir = 6.986 ·
10 12 M �/ h that we considered in that section. Lower panel: Ratio of the mass 
functions in the two simulations. 
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Chapter 9

Summary and future directions

The study of large scale structures (LSS) in our Universe has revealed intriguing mysteries
that have necessitated the introduction of two enigmatic components in our cosmological
models: dark matter, an invisible substance constituting majority of the Universe’s mass,
and dark energy, driving the Universe’s recent accelerated expansion. Together, they con-
stitute approximately 95% of our Universe’s energy budget and significantly influence the
distribution, growth and evolution of cosmic density perturbations. However, despite their
exceptional importance, little is understood about their nature. Precisely pinning down
their properties is therefore essential for deepening our understanding of the cosmos. One
of the standard ways to do so is by measuring in wide-area galaxy surveys the 2-point
correlation functions (2PCF) of the galaxy density and the cosmic shear field (minute dis-
tortions of background galaxy images by the weak gravitational lensing effect of intervening
foreground LSS). Analysing 2PCFs with our cosmological models helps constrain parame-
ters such as the amplitude of cosmic matter density fluctuations As, total amount of matter
Ωm, and the dark energy equation of state w0. However, these 2PCFs are only sufficient
for characterising the LSS if the density perturbations follow a Gaussian distribution. In
reality, due to nonlinear gravitational and astrophysical processes shaping the cosmic web,
the perturbations are non-Gaussian distributed. Consequently, the 2PCF (or the variance)
alone cannot access information stored in the higher-order (beyond second) moments of
LSS, rendering it inadequate. Therefore, to gain insights not captured by 2PCFs of the
weak lensing and projected galaxy clustering fields, it is crucial to harness this informa-
tion through higher-order statistical (HOS) methods and maximise the potential of data
collected in ongoing and upcoming LSS surveys. Hence, together with my collaborators,
we have pioneered novel and practical approaches to achieve this.

9.1 Key contributions of this thesis

Here, I briefly summarise the developments we have made with two higher-order statistics
called the integrated 3-point correlation functions and the probability density function
(PDF) of cosmic density fields in Halder et al. (2021); Halder & Barreira (2022); Gong
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et al. (2023); Halder et al. (2023); Friedrich et al. (2022).

Integrated 3-point correlation functions of projected fields

Figure 9.1: Upper left: Depiction of the concept of integrated 3PCF ζ±. Lower left: Com-
parison of different ways of modelling ζ± against measurements from realistic N-body weak
lensing simulations (black dots with error bars reflecting DESY3 survey uncertainties) —
red curve shows our accurate ζ± model from Halder et al. (2023); the yellow and blue curves
show other models which cannot describe ζ± as accurately. Right: We have applied ζ± to
real DESY3 weak lensing cosmic shear data (blinded ; Halder and DES Collaboration (in
prep.)) and found that adding ζ± (red) to the shear 2PCFs ξ± (blue) significantly improves
the precision on cosmological parameters such as the dark energy equation of state w0.

In chapters 3, 4, 5, we have introduced the integrated 3PCFs ζ± of cosmic shear fields
which are natural extensions of shear 2PCFs ξ± — we measure 2PCFs of the shear field
locally inside patches and correlate them with the mean lensing aperture mass within the
same patches. This admits a clear physical interpretation — modulation of the small-scale
2PCFs by large-scale mean fluctuations of the cosmic shear field which in turn probes an in-
tegrated form of the full 3PCF (correlations of triplets of points; or the third-order moment
of the field). Using cosmological perturbation theory (PT) techniques we have developed
and validated accurate theoretical models for predicting ζ± (see Fig. 9.1 for an illustrative
summary of the work) while accounting for various astrophysical and measurement sys-
tematic effects. In chapter 6, we have also taken the major step to measure and analyse
ζ± alongside ξ± in the (blinded) weak gravitational lensing cosmic shear Year 3 dataset of
the Dark Energy Survey DES (currently in preparation inside DES collaboration; Halder

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
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and DES Collaboration (in prep.)). The right panel of Fig. 9.1 illustrates one of the key
results from the upcoming paper (also shown in chapter 6) demonstrating that the addition
of ζ± (red) to ξ± (blue) yields significant tightening of cosmological parameter Ωm, As, w0

constraints (∼ 40% improvement on w0). The integrated shear 3PCF is one of the few
theoretical and practical HOS that has been successfully applied to real data, thus elevat-
ing its applicability to a similar footing as the traditionally analysed 2PCF. Based on these

Figure 9.2: Left: Depiction of the concept of integrated 3PCFs involving both the back-
ground cosmic shear as well as a foreground tracer (e.g. galaxy) density field as proposed in
Halder et al. (2023). Right: Forecast using simulated likelihood analysis on the constraints on
cosmological and galaxy bias parameters for a Stage-III like lensing survey when analysing
the galaxy-shear 2PCFs alone (blue dashed) and when adding the integrated 3PCFs in-
volving the galaxy density field (red). Addition of galaxy-shear integrated 3PCFs to the
2PCFs has the potential to significantly improve the precision on As as well as linear and
quadratic galaxy bias parameters b1, b2.

encouraging results obtained using ζ±, we have also proposed the integrated 3-point cross-
correlations ζ between cosmic shear and the foreground galaxy density fields in chapter
7 (see Fig. 9.2 for an illustrative summary), extending the 3×2PCFs methodology to the
practical higher-order integrated 3PCF framework — correlating the local measurements
of 3×2PCFs with the mean signal (aperture mass or mean galaxy density) within patches.
Using perturbation theory (PT) techniques validated on N-body simulations, we find that
these galaxy-shear integrated 3PCFs have the potential to bring further 20-40% improve-
ments on cosmological parameters (e.g. As) even when utilising only conservatively large
scales where the PT based galaxy bias modelling is valid. Importantly, we find that these
integrated 3PCFs can also extract information about the linear b1 as well as higher-order
quadratic galaxy bias b2 parameters. Interpreting the bias terms, for example within the

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2023/10/028
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Halo-Occupation-Distribution framework, can further improve our understanding of the
connection between dark matter halos and the empirical properties of the observed galaxy
samples. Our results therefore motivate future applications of the galaxy-shear integrated
3PCF in the data of current and upcoming large area surveys.

The joint PDF of matter and galaxy density fields

Figure 9.3: Illustration from Fig. 2 of chapter 8 comparing different models of the joint PDF
of δm, δg fluctuations to the PDF measured in realistic N-body simulations (blue). The
black-dashed contours represent our accurate theoretical modelling of the PDF, whereas
the red contours show what happens to the joint PDF when assuming an incorrect Gaussian
model for p(δm).

In chapter 8 we have put forward and accurately modelled another novel probe that is ca-
pable of obtaining a more complete view of the LSS than 2PCFs: the joint PDF p(δm, δg)
of local matter δm and galaxy density δg fluctuations (see Fig. 9.3). Unlike conventional
2-point techniques that reduce this PDF to just three quantities — the variance of δm, the
variance of δg and their cross-covariance — we study the full shape of the joint PDF which
is sensitive to information in all local higher-order 1-point joint-moments of these two
fields. This can not only constrain cosmological parameters but also extract detailed infor-
mation about the connection between the invisible dark matter and the observed galaxy
density field that traces it. With applications to real data in mind, in Barthelemy et al.
(2023) (not discussed in this thesis) we have also rigorously investigated the modelling of
systematic effects (masking, astrophysical systematics, etc.) in the PDF p(κ) of the lensing
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convergence κ field — a projection of δm accessible through gravitational lensing measure-
ments in galaxy surveys. Currently, we are in the process of measuring and analysing p(κ)
in DESY3 data.

9.2 Future directions

There are several directions in which the developments made in this thesis can be investi-
gated further that may be the starting point of interesting follow-up analyses:

• The first straightforward direction would entail the analysis of the galaxy-shear inte-
grated 3PCFs in real data. However a few steps remain to achieve this: (i) nonlinear
redshift-space-distortions and gravitational lensing magnification effects are impor-
tant systematic uncertainties which are known to impact galaxy clustering 2PCFs
and hence also need to be modelled for the integrated 3PCF; (ii) as done for ζ± in
chapter 5, leveraging machine learning emulation techniques to obtain rapid model
predictions, one can then perform a galaxy-shear integrated 3PCF analysis in galaxy
and shear datasets e.g. DESY3 data. This would be one of the first efforts to extend
the popular galaxy-shear 3×2PCFs to higher-order analyses in real data.

• As explained in chapters 4, 5, two major challenges currently confront cosmic shear
2PCF ξ± analyses — the modelling of two poorly understood astrophysical effects:
intrinsic alignment (IA) of galaxies and baryonic feedback which redistributes matter
on small scales. These systematic effects significantly contaminate the true cosmo-
logical lensing signal in ξ± and hence need to be carefully accounted for to obtain
unbiased cosmological results. However, the constraining power of current ξ± data
cannot distinguish between the various IA and feedback models proposed in liter-
ature, highlighting the need for more discerning methods (DES and KiDS collabo-
rations, 2023). In this context, the power of higher-order statistics can prove to be
extremely beneficial, for example, by incorporating different IA and baryonic recipes
into the framework of ζ± or the PDF p(κ) and analysing them in data. The addi-
tional information from ζ± or p(κ) relative to ξ± will be useful to not only improve
cosmological constraints but also to extract more detailed information about IA and
small-scale baryonic feedback physics. This will be crucial in guiding the modelling
choices of these two systematic effects in upcoming lensing surveys.

• One can extend the integrated 3PCF framework to perform higher-order cross-probe
analysis beyond galaxies and cosmic shear to obtain new insights into our Universe.
For example, to specifically constrain baryonic feedback, one can develop the inte-
grated cross-probe 3PCF between LSS weak lensing and thermal Sunyaev–Zeldovich
(tSZ) effects from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) experiments (e.g. this has
been analysed with 2PCFs ξ± in Pandey & DES Collaboration (2022)). Such multi-
probe methods are currently being actively pursued at the 2PCF level to combine
datasets. The integrated 3PCF and also the PDF frameworks provide straightfor-
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ward theoretical and practical avenues to study the combination of different probes
and extract higher-order information beyond the reach of 2PCFs.

These are just a few examples of the directions one can pursue, but there are many
further possibilities one can imagine. The overarching goal of this thesis has been to
advance the development of methods to practically analyse and interpret the higher-order
information content of weak lensing LSS surveys. We hope that these methods will pave
the way for a systematic exploration of the non-Gaussian information from the rich galaxy
imaging sky-survey data in the years to come.
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